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Foreword

The National Mission for Manuscripts organizes national
level seminars in different academic institutions all over India
to promote research and interest in Indian knowledge
systems with particular emphasis on manuscripts. The
present Samikshika series brings forth the research papers
on Vedalak¶aƒa texts as were presented by the scholars in
the seminar ìVedalak¶aƒa Texts: Search and Analysisî
organized at School of Vedic Studies, Rabindra Bharati
University, Kolkata.

The Lak¶aƒa-granthas of Vedas deal with phonetics,
grammar, anukramanis, modes of recitation etc. These are
of ancillary nature and come under VedåΔga, ›ik¶å is
considered to be the most important among them.

›ik¶å is the science of phonetics under which syllabication
of sound (varƒa), accent (svara), sound measurement
(måtrå, place of articulation (prayatna), etc. are elaborately
explained. In Vedic period, lot of importance was given to
the correct pronunciation of the mantras at the time of their
utterance.

Under ›ik¶å VedåΔga, come two types of compositions,
viz. Pråti‹åkhya and ›ik¶å. Pråti‹åkhyas are the first treatises
under ›ik¶å VedåΔga dealing with the phonetic pecularities
of all the ‹åkhås of a praticular Veda. ›ik¶å-texts, too, are
related to particular recentions of the Vedas but these texts
are posterior to the Pråti‹åkhyas. These texts are mostly
found in Kårikå-form leaving some which are written in the
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Sμutra-form. All Veda-lak¶aƒa texts render their help to
understand the Vedas in true perspective.

There are a lot of manuscripts related to Vedalak¶aƒas
which have not been critically edited till date. Young scholars
need to be encouraged to delve into those manuscripts in
order to bring fourth the underlying implications of Vedic
texts.

The Mission acknowledges the contribution of Prof.
Nabanarayan Bandyopadhyay, Director, School of Vedic
Studies, Rabindra Bharti University, Kolkata. The organi-
sation of the seminar and publication of this volume
wouldnít have been possible without his sincere cooperation.
The Mission also thanks Dev Publishers & Distributors for
bringing out this volume.

I do hope that the topics dealt with in this volume would
help the readers to acquire knowledge of this genre of Vedic
literature.

V. VENKATARAMANA REDDY

New Delhi DIRECTOR,
Akshaya Tritya, 2017 NATIONAL MISSION FOR MANUSCRIPTS



Introduction

It is not generally realized that the texts on Veda-lak¶aƒa
(mainly extant in South Indian Vedic tradition) contain an
abundance of valuable material of Vedic studies relating to
Phonetics. The Lak¶aƒa-granthas or texts which dilate upon
the characteristics and the special features of Vedic texts
are generally termed Veda-lak¶aƒa. They are of ancillary
nature and generally regarded as a component of the
VedåΔga. Veda-lak¶aƒa texts can be classified into four
categories: (a) works (mainly ›ik¶å and Pråtiåkhya) on Vedic
phonetics, phonology, grammar (also designated as
ëNomenclative Grammatical Worksí, according to Surya-
kanta), etc., (b) works on Anukramaƒis, (c) works containing
lists of words having peculiar characteristics in the Vedic
texts, and d) works dealing mainly with modes  of recitation,
There are a large number of important texts, very few of
which are available in print. An account of them can be
trailed from various descriptive catalogues of manuscripts
largely published from many institutes of South India and a
voluminous work entitled Vedalak¶aƒa: Vedic  Ancillary
Literature: A Descriptive Bibliography by K. Parameswara Aithal,
(Franz Verlag Stuttgart, 1991, an Indian reprint also
published from MLBD, Delhi). It would be appropriate to
focus our attention on these works concerning different
aspects of Vedic learning. The practice of reciting the Vedas
in the traditional manner is becoming fast extinct yet there
has been in recent years a growing interest in the study of
the oral  and exegetic tradition of Vedic recitation amongst
a select section of people.



The printed editions, with only a few exceptions, are
either edited in a very uncritical manner, or contain a great
deal of confusion regarding the authorship, titles, extent
of the texts, etc. The unsatisfactory state of the printed
editions on Lak¶aƒas is more evident from various
publications which are full of errors due to mixing together
of texts in the basic manuscript etc. or do contain the
extraneous portions.

As we all know, there are two different aspects of the
system of learning of the Vedas traditionally ñ the svådhyaya
and the prayoga. Though a study of these aspects relate
mainly to the recitation of the Vedas of oneís own ‹åkhå, yet
the study of the history of grammatical traditions in India as
well as different branches of manuscriptology are bound to
come with all their importance, thus adding an
interdisciplinary essence to the matter as far as possible.

As a growing interest has been found in recent years in
the study of the oral tradition of Vedic recitation it seems
appropriate to undertake the study and research on these
types of texts. The purpose and significance of preparing
text-critical edition of the hitherto unpublished Lak¶aƒa
texts along with their critical analysis and translation is to
attract due attention to this particular branch of Vedic
studies which unfortunately appears to have dwindled to
the point of extinction despite efforts made by great scholars
interested in this particular field more than a century ago.

The significance lies mainly in the history of the study of
Indian grammatical and linguistic traditions which begins
with the ›ik¶å and the Pråti‹åkhya. Though they contain
instructions on pronunciation, intonation, euphonic
changes of sounds in word combinations, elongation of
vowels etc, the holistic manner of recitation of the Sa√hitås
is not itself actual works of grammar still they deal with
subjects which belong to grammar and linguistics.

They bear the testimony of the fact that the texts of the
Sa√hitås have been preserved without any change
throughout all these centuries since the time of the
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Pråti‹åkhya, the °Rgveda Pråti‹åkhya being the oldest text
book of Vedic phonetics. And the fact that the practice of
different modes of recitation or the method of instruction
is emphatically necessary for the proper understanding and
transmission of any kind of Vedic text, hence the effort to
undertake the proposed study. In order to retrieve this
hallowed heritage and bringing to light  this invaluable
treasure of source material as of the Veda-lak¶aƒa texts,
serious integrated efforts have to be put in to avoid the
inevitable extinction of the quintessence of ancient Indian
learning and thought.

The methodological and didactic aspect of Vedic text
tradition is yet to be thoroughly and systematically
investigated in modern Vedic scholarship and research. A
recent study reveals that there are about 200 ›ik‹å treatises
which have not so far received that amount of serious
attention of the scholars which they deserve. Very few of
them have come out only in the form of popular editions,
not in critically edited shape. Although the importance of
the padapå¢ha i.e. word-for-word-recitation,  has been
recognized, we know that it has neither been systematically
studied or researched upon, nor there is a proper edition
as it is recited by traditional pundits. To elicit the views of
scholars in this field, a  3-day National Seminar on ëVeda-
lak¶aƒa Texts: Search and Analysisí was organized by the
School of Vedic Studies, Rabindra Bharati University, under
the auspices of the National Mission for Manuscripts, New
Delhi, which was dedicated to the sacred memory of Swami
Vivekananda on his sesquicentennial birth anniversary.

The inaugural session had very distinguished and special
personalities as Prof. Karunasindhu Das, former Vice-
Chancellor, Rabindra Bharati University as the inaugurator
who being a grammarian and philosopher himself,
explained the Veda-lak¶aƒa texts with all their technicalities.
It was always been a rare experience listening to Prof. T.N.
Dharmadhikari, former Director, Vaidika Samshodhana
Mandala, who while delivering the keynote address
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deliberated on most difficult and technically complicated
issues on Vedic studies and especially this time he illuminated
the audience with demonstration of certain varieties of
accents and pronunciation of Vedic svara-s of typical type.
The session was blessed by the presence of Swami
Sarvapriyananda, Acharya, Probationersí Traning College
at Belur Math who while delivering his address as the Special
Guest brought forth Swami Vivekanandaís thoughts on the
Vedas and Upanishads and thus initiated the discussion of
his multifaceted personality. Prof. Ratna Basu, Dept. of
Sanskrit, Calcutta University and Cordinator, Calcutta
University Manuscript Resource Centre and Manuscript
Conservation Centre, addressed the audience as the Guest
of Honour about its aim and activities thereby bringing in
the context of text-editing, the highly technical academic
exercise involving manuscripts.  The brief presidential
address by Prof. Chinmoy Guha, Vice-Chancellor of the
University, was full of words of encouragement and wishes
for its success. He congratulated the School for the concern
they keep for the cause of caring and preservation of the
ancient Indian wisdom in their every academic effort.

It was very satisfying and encouraging at the same time to
note that a large number of research papers were presented
during the academic sessions of the seminar besides the
key note and the valedictory address. The distinguished
outstation scholars included, to name a few, Prof. B.B.
Chaubey, former Director, VVBIS & IS, Professor Emeritus,
Panjab University, Paper on ëImportance of Editing Vedic
Lak¶aƒa-texts with special reference to Stobhånusa√håraí;
Prof. Sitanath Dey, former Professor, Tripura University,
ëThe Importance of Studying Pråti‹åkhyas with special
reference to the Våjasaneyi Pråti‹åkhyaí; Prof. S. Sudarshan
Sharma, Vice-Chancellor, Sri Venkateswar Vedic University,
Tirupati; Prof. Dipak Bhattacharya, former Professor, Dept.
of Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrit, Visva-Bharati University,
ëLak¶aƒa granthas in Solving Exegetical Problems of the
Atharvavedaí; Dr. C.M. Neelakandhan, Dept. of Sanskrit
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Sahitya, Sree Sankaracharya University, Kaladi, ëVeda-lak¶aƒa
Texts and Tradition of Keralaí; Dr. P. Ramanujan, Associate
Director, IHG, CDAC, Bangalore, ëA Computerñbased
Manuscript (Palm-leaf) Editorí; Prof.  Manjula Devi, Dept.
of Sanskrit, Gauhati University, ëSome Observations on the
Context of Vedådhyayana i.e., the Study of the Veda in the
Pråti‹åkhyasí; Dr. Nirmala R. Kulkarni, Research Scientist,
CASS, Pune University, ëSabdabrahmavilåsa: An
Unpublished Commentary on the Taittir∂ya Pråti‹åkhyaí;
Prof. Bhagyalata Pataskar, Director, Vaidika Samshodhana
Mandala, Pune, ëMåƒŒuk∂ ›ik¶å, the only ›ik¶å belonging
to the Atharvavedic Traditioní; Dr. Shri Krishan¨ Sharma,
Professor and Ex-Director, Institute of Sanskrit and
Indological Studies, Kurukshetra University, ëPåri‹ik¶åyå¨
Vi‹le¶aƒåtmaka¨ Paricaya¨í; Prof. Radhamadhab Dash, Head,
P.G. Dept. of Sanskrit, Utkal University, Bhubaneswar °ëRk-
Pråti‹åkhya and Påƒini or Sa≈hitåí, etc.

Among the local scholars who participated as resource
persons were, to mention a few, Prof. Satya Ranjan Banerjee,
former Professor of Linguistics, Calcutta University
ëPhonetic Studies in Ancient Indiaí; Prof. Bhabani Prasad
Bhattacharya, former Professor of Sanskrit Jadavpur
University, ëNature of Vivætti as revealed in ›ik¶ås and
Pråti‹åkhyasí; Prof. Ratna Basu, Dept. of Sanskrit, Calcutta
University, ëPåƒin∂ya‹ik¶å and Science of Logopaedieí; Prof.
Didhiti Biswas, Dept. of Sanskrit, Calcutta University, ëSome
Observations on Nårad∂ya‹ik¶åí; Dr. Chhaya Bhattacharya,
ëTechnical Terms found in the Pråti‹åkhyas, with special
reference to Sound Vibrationsí; Prof. Pradyot Kumar Datta,
Dept. of Sanskrit, Jadavpur University, ëEmergence of
Vedalak¶aƒa Ponetic Text of Såmapråli‹åkhyaí; Dr. Mau
Dasgupta, Dept. of Sanskrit, Calcutta University, ëIn Search
of the lost MåƒŒukeya Tradition: A Phonetic Reference at
the °Rkpråti‹åkhyaí; Dr. Indrani Kar, Associate Professor,
Dept. of Sanskrit, Scottish Church College, Kolkata, ëAccent
in the °Rkpråti‹åkhyas: A Studyí; Dr. Subhra Ghosh,
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ëTreatment of the Two Alphabetic Sounds ëæí  and ë¸í in
Sanskrit Phonologyí; Prof. Taraknath Adhikari, Dept. of
Sanskrit, Rabindra Bharati University, ëLak¶aƒagranthas of
the Atharvaveda and their Importanceí; Dr. Parboty
Chakraborty, Associate Professor, Dept. of Sanskrit,
Rabindra Bharati University, ëThe Nature of Anunåsika :
Phonetic and Grammatical Speculationsí; Dr. Ashok Kumar
Mahata, Assistant Professor, Rishi Bankim College, Naihati,
ëThe Concept of måtrå in the Våjasaneyi Pråti‹åkhya with
special reference to the quantity of avagrahaí; Dr.
Bhaskarnath Bhattacharya, Associate Professor of the School,
Rabindra Bharati University, ëVedalak¶aƒa ñhow does it
establish the magnanimity of the Såmavedaí; Dr. Soma Basu,
Associate Professor of the School, ëEuphonic Combination
in the °Rkpråti‹åkhya: A Brief Studyí, etc.

The valedictory session was chaired by Prof. B. B. Chaubey,
former Director, VVBIS & IS, Professor Emeritus, Panjab
University and the valedictory address was delivered by Prof.
Samiran Chandra Chakrabarti, former director of the School
and former Emeritus Fellow, UGC, who explained in detail
the technicalities of the Lak¶aƒa texts of the different Vedas.
It is gratifying to note that we are going to publish maximum
number of papers presented at the mentioned seminar in
this volume. Very few of them could not be collected from
the learned resource persons despite our best efforts. One
research scholar, however, Shri Subhendu Manna by name,
submitted his paper on ëUpasarga in Sanskrit Languageí
for publication and myself added a paper on ëSandhikarikå:
An Unpublished Lak¶aƒa Textí relating to the topic of the
seminar. I express my sincere thankfulness and gratitude
to the distinguished scholars who contributed papers and
participated in the deliberations of the seminar. I am
grateful to the authorities of National Mission for
Manuscripts, New Delhi, for kindly sponsoring the Seminar
and undertaking this work of publication. A lot of thanks
and appreciation are due to Dr Sanghamitra Basu,
Coordinator of Research and Publication of National Mission
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for Manuscripts for actively assisting me in the process of
editing and printing of this volume. Without her
encouraging efforts it would not possibly see the light of
the day. I shall be failing in my duty if I do not express my
heartfelt thanks to the members of the School, specially to
Professor Samiran Chandra Chakrabarti, Dr Bhaskarnath
Bhattacharyya, Dr Soma Basu and the then Project Assitants
who had extended their helping hands in respect of
successful organization of the seminar and the related
matters of publication. Messrs Dev Publishers & Distributors
have also very satisfactorily done the job of printing of this
volume. At the end, I also crave for indulgence of the
readers for any error inadvertently crept in. Every suggestion
for future improvement of this volume will be greatly
appreciated. Hope, the present volume will regenerate
interest in doing study and research on ancillary Vedic texts
among promising scholars.

// bhadrai¶å√ lak¶m∂rnihitådhi våci //

NABANARAYAN BANDYOPADHYAY

Professor and Director
School of Vedic Studies

Rabindra Bharati University, Kolkata
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Key to Transliteration

VOWELS

v a vk å b i bZ  ∂ m u mQ μu
(but) (palm) (it) (beet) (put) (pool)
_ æ ,  e ,s ai vks o vkS au
(rhythm) (play) (air) (toe) (loud)

CONSONANTS
Guttural d ka [k* kha x ga ?k gha Ä Δa

(skate) (blockhead) (gate) (ghost) (sing)
Palatal p ca N  cha t ja > jha ×k ¤a

(chunk) (catchhim) (john) (hedgehog) (bunch)
Cerebral V ¢a B* ¢ha M@M+ Œa <*@<+ Œha .k* ƒa

(start) (anthill) (dart) (godhead) (under)
Dental r ta Fk tha n da /k dha u na

(path) (thunder) (that) (breathe) (numb)
Labial i pa iQ* pha c ba Hk bha e ma

(spin) (philosophy) (bin) (abhor) (much)
Semi-vowels ; ya j ra y la o va

(young) (drama) (luck) (vile)

Sibilants 'k ‹a "k ¶a l sa g ha
(shove) (bushel) (so) (hum)

Others {k k¶a =k tra K j¤a G* l _* ¿
(ksåtriya) (tri‹μula) (j¤ån∂) (play)
va  (ó) ≈ or √ amusμura (nasalisation of preceding vowel) like

  sa≈skæti/or so√skæti
v% visarga = ̈  (aspiration of preceding vowel like (pråta¨)

¿     Avagraha consonant #' consonant (like-imé vasthitå)

Anusvåra at the end of a line is presented by m (e~) and not ≈
*No exact English equivalents for these letters.





1
VEDALAK°SA°NA TEXTS: KEYNOTE ADDRESS

T.N. DHARMADHIKARI

Respected authorities of the School of Vedic Studies,
Rabindra Bharati University, distinguished scholars of the
Vedas, ›åstras and Sanskrit and allied languagesó

Let me first very heartily congratulate the School of Vedic
Studies and all its authorities for arranging a three-day
national seminar on the Veda-lak¶aƒa texts, Search and
Analysis; and inviting the profound scholars from every
corner of this country to participate and present their
studied views on the topic of this seminar, and also inviting
me to deliver a keynote address.

Tradition recommendsóczkã.ksu fu"dkj.ka "kMÄ~xks osnks¿è;s;ks
Ks;'pA i.e., a Brahmin should study the Veda with its six
aΔgas without intention to accomplish any worldly benefits.

Mahåbhå¶ya of Pata¤jali also recommends studying the
Vedic texts with their ancillary texts. Caraƒa Vyμuha also has
counted the number of the Vedic schools and their ancillary
texts.

›abaraswåmi also referred to the Vedic schools
occasionally. f'k{kk dYiks O;kdj.ka fu#ÙkQa NUnks T;ksfr"ke~ are the six
aΔgas of the Vedas. izkfr'kk[; also forms the ancillary literature
of the Vedas.

Along with other reasons of differences in ritualistic
details, the differences in pronunciation of some
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consonants, sandhis, formations of words, different traditions
and customs may have given rise to the formation of different
schools of Vedic literature.

The differences in the ritualistic details have been noted
by the different ›rauta sμutras and the differences of phonetic
pronunciations have been noted by the Pråti‹åkhyas and
›ik¶å literature.

Påƒini-›ik¶å notes the pronunciations of a lady from lkSjk"Vª
i.e., ;Fkk lkSjkf"Vªdk ukjh rØ¡ bR;fHkHkk"krsA ,oa jÄõk% iz;ksÙkQO;k%A [ks vjk¡ bo
[ksn;kA (ik f'k{kk 26) i.e,, a lady in Saurå¶¢ra pronounces rØ¡
instead of rØe~ thus the jÄ~x¿ be pronounced with ^e* or ^u*
at the end of a word as nasalised; i.e. instead of pronouncing
simple ^e* and ^u* at the end of the word, it should be
nasalised. To illustrate, one should recite [ks vjk¡ bo for [ks
vjku~ bo (°RV 8.77.3)

Even today in some states the people pronounce ^g* for
^'k* or l-  Thus while giving blessings they pronounce grk;qHkZo
for 'krk;qHkZo. Hence one should not accept blessings from such
persons.

°Rk-Pråti‹åkhya explicitly statesólafgrk inizÑfr% inkuke~ (2.l).
The commentator commentsóinkfu izÑfrHkwrkfu ;L;k% lafgrk;k%ó
This confirms the view that originally Padas existed and
thereafter Sa≈hitå was arranged on the basis of the Padas.

Pråti‹åkhya literature is the time-old science dealing with
the euphonic analysis of the first literature of the world viz.,
the Vedas which have been handed down to us mainly in
four schoolsñviz., the ° °Rgveda, Yajurveda, Såmaveda and the
Atharvaveda which are again known in several versions. Thus
the °Rgveda is known in ›aunaka and ›a≈khyåyana schools.
The Yajurveda is mainly divided into two streamsñKæ¶ƒa and
›ukla. Kæ¶ƒa Yajurveda is found in Ka¢ha, Kapi¶¢hala,
Maitråyani and Taittir∂ya. Ka¢ha, Kapi¶¢hala and Maitråyaƒi
form the sub-schools of the Carakas.

The Såmaveda school has been retained in Kauthuma,
Jaimin∂ya and Råƒåyan∂ya while the Atharvaveda is known
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in ›aunaka and Paippalåda.
Påƒini ›ik¶å also recommends to pronounce the syllables

in such a way that they should not be forcibly bitten by teeth,
nor they should be allowed to fall down carelessly. Just as a
tigress carries her cub with her teeth not hurting it with
her teeth nor allowing it to fall down from her mouth, the
syllables be pronounced like that.

Pråti‹åkhya texts deal with the euphonic analysis of the
worldís first literature, viz. the Vedas which are the time-
old heritage of the world.

The Vedic schools are enumerated in the Carana Vyμuha
and are also referred to in the older literature like the
Mahåbhå¶ya of Pata¤jali. Cp. iLi'kkfÉd :

,d'kreèo;qZ'kk[kk% lglzoRekZ lkeosn%
,d¯o'kfr/k ckàp̀a uo/kFkoZ.kks osn%A

No wonder that the M∂må√¶å text like ›abaraís bhå¶ya
on Jaimini referred to them. Out of these Vedic schools,
very few now exist in oral tradition. Some of them are found
in manuscript form only.

Between the existing schools of the Vedas, there are
differences in case of certain pronunciations and
performances of rituals. The topics of pronunciations are
clearly noted in ›ik¶ås and Pråti‹åkhyas and those in ritual
performances in the ›rauta sμutras of the particular sμutras of
the Vedas.

Pråti‹akhyas embody valuable results of linguistic speculations.
The main object of the °Rg Pråti‹åkhya is to show how the
Pada text is to be turned into Sa≈hitå text. It gives directions
for preservation and proper pronunciations and recitation
of the words of Sa≈hitå. It lays down general euphonic
rules, points to particular phonetic informations regarding
the rules governing the construction of metres. Thus the
consonant ^M* is pronounced as ^G* if it appears between
two vowels. Cp. vTeè;LFk&MdkjL; Gdkja cà`pk txq% - - - etc. this
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tendency has been observed by the oktlusf;izfrk'kk[; 4-146
M<kS GG~gkososQ"kke~A This tendency of ,osQ"kke~ refers to the °Rgvedic
school since its Pråti‹åkhya also observes rfLeu~ Gg~G&ftàkewyh;&
mèekuh;&ukflD;k u lfUr ekè;fUnukuke~ (8.39), i.e., the pronun-
ciation of Gg~G&ftàkewyh;] mièekuh; and ukflD; are absent in
the ekè;fUnu school.

The Våjasaneyi Pråti‹åkhya 4.57 (,tR;kstksjsds"kke~) observes
that according to some schools, the word ,tfr and vkst]
appearing after ^v* or ^vk* show sandhi. Thus the sandhi of
^u* and ^,tfr* would be ustfr] that of ^lg* and ^vkst%* would
be lgkst% However this view of ,osQ"kke~ refers to Kåƒva school.
moV on this sμutra explains ,osQ"kka fde~\ ekè;fUnuknhuka ek Hkwfnfr]
rFkk&rUuStfr (VS 40.5) lgkSt% (VS. 36.1).

In the ekè;fUnu school of the ›ukla Yajurveda, the Li'kZ
consonant appearing after folxZ] not followed by a vowel, is
doubly pronounced. To illustrate: fo".kks% DØe% (12-5) uhyÄ~xks%
fDØfe% (24-30)] lforq% Iizlqo (9-1)] ;q×Ttku% IizFkee~ (11-1)etc.
foltZuh;k };×Ttuij%] Våjasaneyi Pråti‹åkhya (4.107) has noted
this unique pronunciation. vuUrkpk; Z comments bn a r q
ekè;fUnufo"k;e~A

VåjaS. reads ^fo".kosrs (5.16) Ñ'kkuosrs (4.2) etc. This sandhi
has been noted by Våja Pråti (4.128) u odkjL; vlaLFkkus ,osQ"kke~A
vuUrkpk;Z here commentsói×pn'klq 'kk[kklq vk|k;ka dk.o'kk[kk;ka
uk;a fof/%A

Thus moV and vuUrkpk;Z try to distinguish the readings of
Kåƒva from those of the Våjasaneyi Mådhyandina School.

Taittir∂ya Sa≈hitå 4.7.5 reads =kiq'p es which is rendered
as =kiqA pA es in its Padapåtha. MaiS. 2.11.5 however reads =kiq
p es i.e., without insertion of 'k between =kiq and pA TaiPråti.
5.4 =kiq feFkqiwoZ''kdkj'pij% has noted this insertion of 'k in the
Taittir∂ya school.
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As it is well known, the pronounciations t for ; and [k
for "k at certain situations are found in VåjaS., e.g.

b[ks RokstsZ Rok (1-1) for b"ks RokstsZ Rok (TaiS. 1.1.1),
tKsu tKa (VåjaS. 31.16) for ;Ksu ;Ka in °RV. (1.164.50) and

TaiS. (3.5.11)
Våja Pråti 4.167 [;krs% [k;kS d'kkS xkX;Z% tells that in the root

[;k] there appears the combination of [k~ and ;- But xkX;Z
recomends to pronounce d and 'k in [;k- Thus, VåjaS,
reads foD'kk;k p{kq"kk (VåjaS. 11.20), Gårgya recommends to
pronounce fo[;k;k p{kq"kk. The view of Gårgya according to
the commentators is related to Caraka School.

Cp. vuUrkpk;Z&[;k/krks% D'kkifÙk'p pjdkpk;kZ.kka ers HkofrA oktlusf;uka
rq ;FkkfLFkfrjsoA

Cp. also moV&[;krs% D'kkifÙk% mDrk&,rs pjdk.kke~A brjs"kka ekè;fUnukuka
uA

Consequently the instances of D'kk for [;k are found in
the Maitråyaƒi School. To illustrateñvUofXu#"klkexzeD'kr~ (MaiS.
1.8.9) fo ukdeD'kr~ (MaiS. 2.7.8), LoxZL; yksdL; vuqD'kkR;S (MaiS.
4.8.9); etc.

MaiS. shows few other phonological unique instances of
Sandhi also. Thus, MaiS. readsódeZ.kk vkI;k;èoe~ for dekZ.kk
vkI;k ;èoe~ (1.1.1) t;Urk bfr (2-5-2)] ofl"Bk Íf"k% (2-7-19)]
Hkkj}ktk Íf"k% (2-7-19) etc.

I have shown these differences by way of illustrations only.
These different traditions of phonological pronunciation
may have been effected due to local influences also.

Regarding the use of different forms, Pata¤jali in his
Mahåbhå¶ya (Paspa‹å) under the caption of losZ ns'kkUrjs] has
remarkedó,rfLeÂfregfr 'kCnL; iz;ksxfo"k;s rs rs 'kCnk% r=k r=k
fu;rfo"k;k ǹ';UrsA r|Fkk 'kofrxZfrdekZ dEcksts"oso Hkkf"krks Hkofr] fodkjek;kZ
Hkk"kUrs bfrA etc.

Let me now turn to illustrate few differences in the ritual
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traditions because occassionally the euphonic part is related
to rituals also.

In the new moon-sacrifice, according to the Våjasaneyi
School, three oblations are enjoined for a Sacrificer who is
not entitled to offer sånnåyya, ie.  mixture of curd and milk.

They areó(1) a cake baked on eight potsherds to Agni,
(2) Åjya offering for Agn∂¶omau or for Vi¶ƒu, and (3) a
cake baked on twelve potsherds to Indrågn∂. For those not
belonging to Våjasaney∂ school or the ›åΔkhåyana school,
the Åjyañoblation to Agn∂¶omau or to Vi¶ƒu is not prescribed.
Cp. Åpa›S. 2.19.12, statingóvkT;gfo% mika'kq;kt% ikS.kZekL;eso Hkofr
vXuh"kkseh;% izktkiR;ks okA

However, Åpastamba further recommeds a Kåmya rite
for one who desires to prosper.

Further the Sacrificers of one school prefer to offer the
daily Agnihotra rite before sunrise, and those belonging to
other schools, after sunrise.

Jaimin∂ya Sμutra 2.4, 8 in its prima facie view states that if
the similar rituals are mentioned in different recensional
texts, they should be regarded as different from each other,
because of differences in name, in form, in particular details;
because of repetition, deprecation, incapacity, declaration
of completion, expiatory rites and fulfilment of distinct
purposes (uke:i/eZfo'ks"kiqu#fDrfuUnklekfIropuizk;f'pÙkkuFkZn'kZukPp
'kk[kkUrjs"kq deZHksn% L;kr~A) etc. True, that the Siddhåntin holds
that the ritual acts mentioned in several recensional texts
be regarded as one and the same. But the Pμurva-pak¶a
appears to give the account for the rise of different
recensions of Vedic schools. Jaimini should have read deZHksnkr~
'kk[kkUrja L;kr~ instead of 'kk[kkUrjs"kq deZHksn% L;kr~A

›abara commenting on this Sμutra gives some intersting
different traditional details, while studying the portions of
different recensions. Thus he statesñdkjhjhokD;kU;/h;kuk% rSfÙkjh;k
HkwekS HkkstuekpjfUr vijs 'kkf[kuks ukpjfUrA rFkk vfXue/h;kuk% osQfpnqikè;k;L;
mnoqQEHkkukgjfUr vijs uA v'oes/e/h;kuk% osQfpn'oL; ?kklekgjfUr vijs
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uA ëThe followers of the Taittir∂ya school, seated on the
ground, take their food while they are studying the portions
of Kår∂r∂ i¶¢i, those belonging to other recensions do not do
so.

Thus, while studying the Agni section, the followers of
some recensions fetch jars full of water for their teachers,
while those of other recensions do not do so. Similarly while
studying the A‹vamedha, some fetch grass for the horses,
while others do not do so.

Probably these differences in traditions of phonologies,
rituals, and minor customs may have given rise to the
different recensions of the sub-schools of the Vedas. Like
Pråti‹åkhya, Påƒini also refers to the phonetic aspects related
to Vedas.

(1) Thus Påƒini sμutra 1.2.34 ;KdeZf.k vtiU;w…lkelq observes
that in the performance of sacrifice the mantras are recited
in ,dJqfr i.e, in monotone without reference to accents,
excepting those related to japa, nyμuΔkha and Såmans. I would
concentrate here on the recitation of nyμuΔkha only.

Ait Br. 21.3 refers to U;w… to be recited on the fourth day
of }kn'kkg&^;r~ prqFkZeg% U;w…fUr* etc. Å‹va›S 7.11.1.5 further
explains prqFksZ¿gfu izkrjuqokds izfrifn v/ZpkZ|ks% U;w…%A f}rh;a Lojeksdkja
f=kek=keqnkÙka f=k%A rL; rL; pksifj"Vkr~ vifjferku~ i×p ok v/kSZdkjku~
vuqnkÙkku~A mÙkeL; rq =khu~A iwoZe{kja fugU;rs U;wÄ~[;ekusA

According to this sμutra the U;wÄ~[k style appears in the first °Rk
of the izkrjuqokd of the fourth day of }kn'kkg- The Íd~ is as followsó

vkiks jsorh% {k;Fkk fg oLo% Ørqa p Hknza fcHk`Fkke`ra pA
jk;'p LFk LoiR;L; iRuh% ljLorh rn~x`.krs o;ks /kr~AA °RV. 10.30.12
U;w… has to be recited at the second vowels of the first and

the second half of this verse. Thus vks in  vkiks should be
recited thrice, with three måtrås, and with udåtta accent.
After the first and second of these three vksý vowels, short vks
with vuqnkÙk accent should be recited five times. After the
third vksý  vowel, short vks with vuqnkÙk should be recited
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thrice. The verse with such vks vowels should be,

vkiksý vks vks vks vks vks vksý vks vks vks vks vksA
vksý vks vks vks vks jsorh% {k;Fkk fg oLo% Ørqa p Hknza fcHk`Fkke`ra pA
jk;ksý vks vks vks vks vks @ vksý vks vks vks vks vks vksA
vksý vks vks vks 'p LFk% LFk% LoiR;L; iRuh% ljLorh
rn~ x`.krs o;ks/ksý e~A (Å‹va›S 1.11.7)

The Påƒini-sμutra 1.2.34 ;KdeZ.;tiU;w…lkelq clearly suggests
that Påƒini may have before him the gkS=k performances of
even }kn'kkg sacrifice as explained by the text of Å‹va›S. as
quoted above. Cp. also Kåty›S. 1.8.19 ,dJqfr nwjkr~ lacq¼kS ;KdeZf.k]
lqczã.;klketiU;w…;ktekuotZe~A

(2) According to Påƒini 8.2.89 iz.ko"Vs% the fV (i.e. vpks¿UR;kfn
fV) is substituted by iz.ko i.e. vks or vkse~A Probably this primarily
refers to the continuous recital (larra) of the såmidhen∂ verses,
with vks substituted at the end of each såmidhen∂ verse. Å‹va›S.
1.2.7 ̂ rk ,dJqfr larreuqczw;kr~* describes that the såmidhen∂ verses
be recited in monotone and with continuity (larre~)] larre~
in this sμutra is further explained as LojkfnèxUrjeksdkja f=kek=ka edkjkUra
ÑRok] mÙkjL;k v/spsZ¿oL;sr~ rr~ larre~ (Å‹va›S, 1.2.10). Thus, the
end (of the verse) beginning with its last vowel (Lojkfn&ÍxUr]
i.e. fV) should be substituted by vks or vkse~ and the verse be
joined with the next verse. The pause be at each hemistich.

To illustrateó

iz oks oktks vfHk|oks gfo"eUrks ?k`rkP;kA
nsoku~ ftxkfr lqEu;kse~ vXu vk;kfg oh;rs x`.kkuks gO;nkr;sA
fu gksrk lfRl c£g"kkse~ ra Rok lfef‰jfÄõjks ?k`rsu o/Z;keflA
c`gPNkspk ;fo"V;kse~ lu% i`Fkq JokÕ;ePNk nso fooklflA
c`gnXus lqoh;ksZe~ bZGsU;ks ueL;fLrjLrekafl n'kZr% etc.
(3) Påƒini sμutras 8.2.88ñ92 refer to Yaj¤akarma. Påƒini
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8.2.88 ^;s ;KdeZf.k* enjoins that ;s in the performance of a
sacrifice becomes pluta. This ;s forms a part of ;sý ;tkegs
which is technically called vkxw% and which is augmented to
every Yåjyå verse (excepting those related to anuyåjas).

According to Påƒini sμutra 8.2.90 ;kT;kUr%] the concluding
part of Yåjyå (beginning with its vowel, i.e., fV) is prolated
E.G. (lfe/ks vXu vkT;L;) fo;Urwý (okSý "kV~) (ruwuiknXu vkT;L;)
(okS "kV~) Cp. (TaiBr. 3.4.4) etc.

Påƒini 8.2.91 ̂ czwfg izs"; JkS"kM~okS"kM~ vkogkukekns%* enjoins that in
Yaj¤a Karma, the initial vowels in czwfg izs"; JkS"kM~ oks"kM~ and vkog
are protracted. Their recitation therefore will be as followsó
vXu;s¿uqcwzýfg vXu;s izsý";A vLrq JkSý"kV~A okSý"kV~A vfXuekýogA A etc.

The injuctons given by above Påƒini sμutra (8.2.88, 90, 92)
are mostly covered by Å‹va›S. 1.5.4ñ8, vkxw% ;kT;kfn% vuq;ktotZe~A
;sý ;tkeg bR;kxw%A o"kV~dkjks¿UR;% loZ=kA r;ks% (vkxwo"kV~dkj;ks%) vknh
Iyko;sr~ ;kT;kUra pA -etc Vide also Å‹va›S. 1.4.13 Jksý.kfufr vkSdkja
Iyko;u~A Å‹va›S. 1.3.6 vkýog bR;kokg;fr vkfn Iyko;u~A

Thus, e.g. the recitation of a yåjyå (at first Prayåja) shall
be ;sý ;tkegs&lfe/ks vXu vkT;L; O;Urwý okSý"kV~A

(4) Å‹va›S 1.5.6 mPpSLrjka ozyh;ku~ ;kT;k;k%A speaks of the
specially accented nature (mPpSLrjka) of okSý"kV~ following the
yåiyå. This appears to have been explained by Påƒini 1.2.35
mPpSLrjka ok o"kV~dkj%A

Påƒini had before him the entire gkS=k of ;KdeZA
(5) Påƒini 1.2.37, 38 u lqczã.;k;ka LofjrL; rwnkÙk%A and

nsoczã.kksjuqnkÙk% clearly refer to the nigada called lqczã.;k to be
recited in a Soma-sacrifice. According to AitBr. 26.3 lkses jktfu
Øhrs lqczã.;kekà;fUr and ›at Br. 3.3.4.17, Subrahmaƒyå is be
recited even after the purchase of Soma. In the performance
of soma-sacrifice, it is recited after each morning upasad.
The lqczã.;k fuxn as found in °SaŒviBr. is as follows:

°SaŒviBr. (1.1.2) lqczã.;ksýe~ lqczã.;ksýe~A bUnzvkxPN gfjo vkxPN]
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es/kfrFksesa"k o`"k.k'oL; esus xkSjkoLrdfUnu~ vgY;k;S tkj dkSf'kdczkã.k
xkSrecqzok.k =;gs lqR;kekxPN e?kou~] nsok czãk.k% vkxPNr vkxPNr vkxPNrA

lqczã.;k[;s fuxnsμ^;KdeZf.k bfr* ̂ foHkk"kk* NUn¯l bfr vkIrk ,dJqfruZ
L;kn~ LofjrL; rwnkÙkkr~A

The Påƒini sμutra ^u lqczã.;k;ka] lofjrL; rwnkÙk%A* (1.2.37)
prohibits the ,dJqfr recitation in lqczã.;k and renders the
Lofjr to mnkÙk] e.g. the vowel vks in lqczã.;ksa] which is Lofjr as
per Påƒini 6.1.185 frRLofjre~ is rendered mnkÙk by (u lqczã.;k;ka
LofjrL; rwnkÙk%A Påƒini 1.2.37)

Similarly in bUnz vkxPN] bUnz being vocative is vk|qnkÙk according
to Påƒini 6.4.198 vkefU=krL; p Naturally Unz in bUnz is vuqnkÙk
which becomes Lofjr by Påƒini 8.4.66 mnkÙkknuqnkÙkL; Lofjr%
This Lofjr] viz. ^Unz* in bUnz is again rendered mnkÙk by Påƒini
1.2.37 u lqczã.;k;ka LofjrL; rwnkÙk%] Making bUnz with two mnkÙk
accents.

nsok czãk.k% appearing in this nigada are vocatives and have
their first vowels (accented i.e. mnkÙ k ] vide 6.1.198)
Theanudåttas following udåtta are changed into Lofjr
according to Påƒini 8.4.66 mnkÙkknuqnkÙkL; Lofjr% This Lofjr again,
if subjected to the earlier sμutra viz., (u lqczã.;ka) LofjrL; rwnkÙk%
may become mnkÙk- The sμutra nsoczã.kksjuqnkÙk% (Påƒini 1.2.38)
prohibits the process of changing this Lofjr into mnkÙk and
again renders that Lofjr into vuqnkÙk-

From this minute observation of Påƒini, it will be clear
that Påƒini had before him, the entire nigada of Subrah-
manya as recited by lqczã.; priest in the performance of a
Soma-sacrifice, and that Påƒini was quite aware of minute
details of vkSn~xk=k also.

It is often said that the Vedic Literature is an inexhaustible
treasure for researches.

Since it is unanimously accepted that the Vedas are the
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first literature survived from the hoary past, it consequently
follows that, the Vedic language has to be regarded as the
oldest survived language of the world.

Vedic language has its own pecularities, which
differenciate it from the later classical Sanskrit language.
Påƒini had therefore referred to them as Chandasi and
Bhå¶åyåm.

The Vedic language can again be divided into sub-sections,
viz. °Rgvedic, Yajurvedic or Bråhmanic and Upani¶adic.
Though they have some common features, they show their
distinct peculiarities also.

Since the earlier Vedic literature belongs to Indo-Iranian
group, its language and ritual have extensive similarity with
that of Avestan Literature.

It is again interesting to note that even though °Rgeveda
is the oldest literary work of the world, it is skillfully
composed in metres like Gåyatr∂, Anu¶¢ubh, Tri¶¢ubh, Jagat∂,
›akvar∂ etc., which are measured in quarters and in syllables.

Most of the living Vedic literature has retained its accents
also. Thanks to the KhaƒŒikopådhyåyas, who very
meticulously handed over this literature, along with their
accents, to their disciples. Cp. Pata¤jali on Påƒini 1.1.1
Udåttasya sthånμe anudatta≈ brute, KhaƒŒikopådhyåya¨ tasmai
‹i¶yåya cape¢ikå≈ dadåti, i.e. the KhaƒŒikopådhyåyas used to
slap on the cheek of a disciple, who would recite Anudåtta
for Udåtta. It is needless to elucidate that the accents, at
times, fix the meaning of the vedic words.

Phonetics, morphological, syntaxical and lexical
peculiarities also distinguish the Vedic language from the
Classical one. Different Vedic schools also show different
peculiarities.

To illustrate a few:

In the °Rgveda Œa changes to ¸a, if it is posed between two
vowels (Cp. ajmadhyasthaŒakårasya ¸akåram bahvæcå jagu¨)
e.g. Agnim∂¸e (°R.V. 1.1.1) is pronounced for Agnim∂Œe.
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Similarly Œha changes to ¨¸a, e.g. dæh¸åvradanta v∂litå (RV.
2.24.3) for dæŒhåvradanta v∂Œitå.

In Våjasaney∂Y changes to J and °S to Kh. e.g. jaj¤ena jaj¤am
(VåjaS. 31.16) Svasti na¨ pμukhå vi‹vavedå¨ (Våja°S. 25.19),
for Yaj¤ena yaj¤am and Svasti na¨ p μu¶å vi‹vavedå¨
respectively. Kåƒva belonging to the same ›ukla Yajurveda
does not show these peculiarities.í

Taittir∂ya Pråti‹åkhya (14.9) agho¶åd μu¶maƒa¨ para¨
prathomoëbhinidhåna¨ spar‹aparåt tasya sasthåna¨ (After a
surd aspirant followed by mute is inserted a first mute of
the same position with the latter as abhinidhåna1- W.D.
Whitney) According to this rule ayasmaya≈ vi kæta (Tais.
4.2.5) has to be recited as ayaspmaya≈ vi kæta, But this
tradition appears to have been lost. Present reciters of TaiS.
do not follow this tradition.

Påƒiniís sμutra ayasmayåd∂ni chandasi (1.4.120) recomends
ayasmaya and not ayaspmaya in chandas instead of ayomaya
in laukika.

Change of khy to k¶ is quite regular in the MaiS. Thus we
meet with Prak¶åya for Prakhyåya (MaiS. 1.9.8) etc.

On the other hand °Rgveda Pråti‹åkhya 1.6.55 k¶åtau
khakåra yakårau eke, optionally recommends Kh and Y in
the root K¶å. Thus according to this tradition one should
recite praty agnir u¶asåm agram ak¶at, in place of praty aganir
u¶asåm agram akhyat (°RV 34.13.1) But this °Rgvedic tradition
of ak¶at for akhyat appears to have been lost.

Sindhμurahinå, (°RV. 10.1.1.1.9); Dasyμun ¡~reka¨ (°RV. 6.18.3)
are the °Rgvedic instances, where final na is changed to
anunåsika and ra, when followed by a vowel or semi-vowel.
Its Padapå¢ha is Sindhμun + ahinå, and dasyμun + eka¨. This
peculiarity is observed in TaiS. and MaiS. also. CP ætμur anyo
(MaiS, 4.12.2), kratμur anyo (MaiS. 3.11.10) etc. The classical
literature has lost this type of Sandhi.

In MaiS. ta before the initial ‹a is regularly changed ¤a,
instead of to ca, and the initial ‹a is not changed to ca.
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Thus ut ‹rayasva is recited as u¤‹rayasva; tat ‹akeyam is
changed to ta¤‹akeyam and tat ‹rayasva is changed to
ta¤‹rayasva. etc.

However, that final na followed by ja is not changed to ¤a
in the MaiS. Eg. ti¶¢han juhoti (1.20.18), dμevån jigåti (1.6.1)
etc.

VåjaS. (40.5) reads tannaijati being a Sandhi of tat na ejati,
while KåƒvaS. (40.5) reads tannejati being Sandhi of (tat) na
ejati, Two sub-schools of the same ›ukla Yajurveda show this
difference in Sandhi.

TaiPråti. 5.4 has noted the tendency of TaiS. wherein
the words trapu and mithu if followed by ca, ‹a is inserted
before ca. e.g. trapu‹ca (TaiS. 4.7.5) and mithu‹ carantam
(TaiS. 4.7.I5). MaiS. however reads trapu ca (2.11.5) and
mithu carantam (3.16.5).

A peculiar Sandhi of tu + vai as tvai is observed in TaiS.
(2.5.4), TaiBr. (1.4.10) and also in MaiS. (1.6.13). Taittir∂ya
Pråti‹åkhya 5.13 tu nu pμurba udåttayor vakåra¨ has taken note
of this pecularity. Bhatta Bhaskara, commenting on TaiBr.
1.4.10 (esa ha tvai) remarksóëtor antyalopasí chåndasa¨.í

In MaiS. the final e followed by an initial vowel is changed
to å. Thus karmaƒe åpyåyadhvam is recited as karmaƒå
åpyåyadhvam (MaiS. 1.1.11). Similarly in årabhe å is changed
to årabhå å (MaiS. 1.2.2)

Så≈hitika d∂rgha or hrasva is also common feature of
phonetics in Vedic Literature, e.g. pibå (VåjaS. 26.4), ‹rudh∂
(VåjaS. 21.1), a‹∂tama (VåjaS. 2.70) are rendered as pibå,
‹rudh∂ and a‹∂tama in their respective padapå¢ha. However,
in KåƒvaS. a‹∂tama is regarded as prakæti-d∂rgha and not
rendered as a‹∂tama in its padapå¢ha. The comentator of
VåjaPråti. has noted this peculiarity (in the Padapa¢ha) of
Kåƒvas, saying-kåƒvånåm idam prakæti-d∂rgham, padapå¢hμeí pi
hrasvåbhåvåt (VåjaPråti. 3.129)

In some of the Vedic schools, the final na following å and
followed by a vowel is changed to anunåsika. E.g.
sargå ¡ ~iva (°RV 8.35.20), mahå ¡ ~indro (°RV.6.19.1); ajrå ¡ ~ æju
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(°RV.4.1.l7) devahμutamå ¡ ~a‹vån (°RV. 8.75.1) etc.
nμæn patibhya¨ is pronounced as næ ¡ ¡~  ¶ patibhya¨ (MaiS.

4.13.2) and nμæn påhi is rendered as næ ¡~¶ påhi (MaiS. 2.3.11)
Thus the final na is nasalised and ¶a is inserted after the
nasal. Cp. Påƒini 8.3.10 næ ¡~n pe.

Thus having shown few phonetic peculiarities, by way of
illustration, let me note some morphological peculiarities.
The peculiar morphological forms like devåsa¨, devebhi¨,
tmanå, (for åtmanå), kæpå for kæpayå, guhå for guhåyåm, åtman
and mμurdhan for åtmani and mμurdhani, vai‹vadev∂¨ (Nom.
Plu.) for vai‹vadevya¨, patn∂¨ for patnya¨, juhvam for juhμum,
the contracted forms like havyå for havyåni, vi‹vå for vi‹våni
are common and are very well known morphological
peculiarities in the Vedic texts.

Pronoun forms like åvam, for åvåm, yuvam for yuvåm, asme
for asmai, asakau for asau are also very common in the Vedas.
In TaiBr. 2.4.3.7 åvåm (gamema) appears to have been used
for vayam.

In MaiS. (3.2.5) the dual form caturda‹e, stands for
thirteen and fourteen (dvåda‹a måsa¨ samvatsara¨ atha ya
ete caturda‹e ahoråtre etc.). Da‹ame (MaiS. 3.9.3) is also a dual
form referring to ninth and tenth (a¶¢a å‹raya¨ brahmaƒ∂
da‹ame åtmaikåda‹a¨).

Vedic literature has retained the present first person
plural forms like namasyåmasi (MaiS. 2.2.6), d∂payåmasi
(MaiS. 2.2.6), vadåmasi (°RV. 6.21.6), parigæhƒåmasi (MaiS.
1.6.1), pa‹yåmasi (°RV. 1.152.4) etc.

The infinitive forms like nirmæja¨ (MaiS. 2.5.1) sampæca¨.
(MaiS. 4.9.1) vipæca¨ (MaiS. 1.1.10); gæbha¨ (MaiS. 4.13.7);
vineto¨ (MaiS. 2.5.1) vedito¨ (MaiS. 1.6.6) prajanito¨ are
peculiar morphological forms in the Vedic literature.

The gerund forms like snåtv∂ (MaiS. 3.1.10), hitv∂ (°RV.
2.28.6) kætvi (°RV. 2.28.6) yuktvåya °RV 10-93-19) kætvåya,
hitvåya (°RV 10-14.8) are also unique Vedic forms not found
in classical literature.
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The verbal forms like hinotana (°RV. 10.30.7), sunotana
and dadhåtana (°RV.6.34.1); mamattana (°RV. 10.179.1)
brabh∂tana (°RV 8.66.15)juju¶¢ana (°RV. 4.3.67), yuyotana (°RV.
8.18.10) bibh∂tana (°RV. 8.66.15) etc. are the imperative
second person form with the extended ending in tana.
acucyav∂tana appears to be a past perfect, found in °RV.I.37.12
and also in MaiS. 4.11.4.

Vindåsai bravåtai, sandhåtai etc. are the unique subjunctive
forms.

Vya‹navai, dåtavai, drogdhavai, atyetavai, sartavai etc. are
the dative infinitives; while dæ‹e, gæhe, sartave are also dative
infinitives. ati¶¢igham, atighåtam are the peculiar accusative
infinitives.

These are some unique examples of morpholological
forms appearing only in Vedic literature but lost in the
classical Sanskrit language.

Thus Vedic language is very much rich in the verbal
forms, noun-forms, pronoun-forms, kæt and even taddhita
forms also.

Vedic language shows some peculiarities of syntax also.
Frequently the upasargas are separated from the verbs by

insertion of few words, e.g. Parå hi me vimanyava¨ patanti
vasya i¶¢aye, (RV. I.25.4), wherein the upasarga, viz. parå has
to be construed with patanti.

If the upasarga is repeated, it attracts the principal verb,
e.g. Pra tam indra na‹∂mahi gomantam a‹vinam. Pra brahma
pμurvacittaye, (°RV. 8.6.9), the second Pra is also construed
with na‹∂mahi.

The genitive and dative cases, at times, appear to be
irregular. One often comes across the remarks like
caturthyarthe ¶a¶¢h∂ or ¶a¶¢hyarthe caturth∂ in the commentaries.

The use of instrumental case indicating time, in barhi¶å
vai pμurƒamåse vratam upayanti vatsair amåvåsyåyåm (MaiS.
1.4.5), i.e. at the full moon sacrifice they enter upon a vow
at the time of fetching the sacrificial grass, and at the new
moon day, at the time of separating calves from their
mothers, is very note-worthy.
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Similarly in marudbhya¨ kr∂dibhya¨ såkam ra‹mibhi¨
saptakapålam  (MaiS. 1.10.1), i.e. at the time of the
appearance of first rays of sun, they offer a cake baked on
seven potsherds to Kr∂Œin Maruts, and also in såkam ra‹mibhih
pracaranti (MaiS. 1.10.16), i.e. at the time of the appearance
of the first rays of sun, they offer oblations. The use of
instrumental case indicates time.

In classical Sanskrit, as is observed by Påƒini I.4.5 akathita√
ca, both the principal and auxiliary objects related to the
root brμu, take accusative. But in rå¶¢r∂yåya bråhmaƒam brμuyåt
(MaiS. 2.4.2) or, in tasyai vå etam somo j∂vagråham pråbrav∂t
(MaiS. 3.7.8) the auxiliary objects rå¶¢r∂yåya and tasyai are
in dative.

A strange construction ëtåm bæhaspati‹ ca anvaitåmí (MaiS.
2.2.4) where, anvaitåm is dual verb and for the dual subject,
the particle ca makes us understand an additional noun,
viz. Indra standing with Bæhaspati.

In agni‹ ca vi¶ƒo tapa uttamam maha¨ (TaiBr.2.4.3), Agni
is in nominative and Vi¶ƒo in vocative. To bring them in
juxtaposition, Såyaƒa comments he vi¶ƒo tva√ ca agni‹ ca
ubhauóí etc. Here also tvam is understood by force of ca.

With these few illustrations, one may conceive that the
Vedic language is, at places, very unique in syntax, compared
to classical one.

Now turning to ritual and philosophy, even according to
the tradition, the Vedas are divided into two kåƒŒas, viz.
karma-kåƒŒa and j¤åna-kåƒŒa.

Tradition states that the Vedas consists of Mantra and
Bråhmaƒa portions and that the Bråhmåƒas include the
Åraƒyakas and Upani¶ads also. Generally the Mantras i.e.,
the Sa≈hitås and Bråhmaƒas and partly the Åraƒyakas deal
with PμurvakåƒŒa and the Upani¶ads are regarded as Uttara-
kåƒŒa. However this division also cannot be treated as wate-
rtight one, since in the °Rgveda, are included some
philosophical Sμuktas like Nåsad∂ya, Puru¶a Sμukta, and
∫‹opani¶ad forms the last chapter of the ›ukla Yajurveda (both
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Kåƒva and Mådyandina), while Chåndogya Upani¶ad deals
with the utilising of the Såmans and their nature.

Rituals, according to the tradition are divided into four
sections, viz. nitya, naimittika kåmya, and ni¶iddha.

Såyaƒåcårya in the introduction to the TaiS. remarksó
vedas tåvat kåƒŒadvayåtmaka¨ tatra pμurvasmin kåƒŒe nitya-
naimittika-kåmya-ni¶iddhar μupam caturvidham karma
pratipåditam . . . uttarakåƒŒe brahmopade‹a¨brahmopråpti‹ca
iti ubhayam pratipådyate.

The sacrifice is another name of Dharma, according to
the M∂må≈sakas. Jaimini composed his first sμutra as ëathåto
dharma-jij¤åsåí and explained the sacrificial institutions, in
the following twelve chapters.

Nitya and Naimitttika sacrifices are regarded as obligatory.
They are not performed with a desire to achieve personal
material gains. They are performed to avoid the obstacles
which may have occured due to their non-performances.
Såyaƒa saysóëNitya naimittikånu¶¢hånåd akaraƒe pratyavåya-
rμupam ani¶¢am parihriyate.í Even if these sacrificial actions
would yield any material fruit to the sacrificer, they are
deemed as secondary, i.e., ånu¶aƒgika. ÅpaDs. 1.7.3 states
that, the mango-tree is planted for its sweet fruit, but the
shadow and fragrance are also derived. Thus when Dharma
is performed, its secondary fruit also follows. (tad yathå åmre
phalårthe nimitte chåyå gaƒdha iti anμutpadyante evam dharmam
upacaryamåƒam arthåh anμutpadyante.

The sacrifices like Dar‹a and Pμurƒamåsa, Agnihotra etc. are
regarded as nitya. They are to be performed by the sacrificer
till his death. (Cp. Yåvajj∂vam agnihotram juhoti) etc.

The Naimittika sacrifices are enjoined by the ›rutis, at some
auspicious or inauspicious occassions related to the sacrificer,
e.g. if a son is born to the sacrificer, he should offer a cake
to Vi‹vånara. Vai‹vånaram dvåda‹a-kapålam nirvapet putre jåte
(TaiS. 2.2.5); or if the house of a scrificer catches fire, he
should offer a cake baked on eight potsherds to K¶åmavat
Agni Cp. Yasya gæhån dahati agnaye k¶åmavate puroŒå‹am
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nirvapet (TaiS. 2.2.2).
Principally nitya and namittika sacrifices purify the

intelligence and mind of the sacrificer and create in him
the urge for inner perception of Bråhman (Cp. Såyaƒa ëna
kevalam nitya-naimittikåbhyåm ånu¶aΔgika-svarga-pråpti¨, kintu
dh∂‹uddhyå vividi¶otpådana-dvårå brahmaj¤åna- hetutvam api
tayor asti, Introduction to TaiS.).

According to pre-›aΔkaråcårya view, Karma, i.e. the
sacrifice and J¤åna, jointly lead to salvation. Just as a bird
cannot fly only with one of its two wings; a sådhaka cannot
achieve salvation with only one wing of the Vedas.

›aΔkaråcårya however proposes an acute contradiction
between Karma (i.e., sacrifice) and J¤åna. But the
contradiction is on the level of ëSaha-avasthånaí (co-
existence) only. That is say, one cannot undertake practising
karma and J¤åna simultaneously. Secondly, karma can never
lead one to salvation, It is only J¤åna that is competent to
lead one to salvation and karma would only be an upåyañthe
means to create j¤ånani¶¢hå in the Sådhaka. Karmañthe
sacrifice only makes the Sacrificer fit for aehieving
Brahmavidyå. But once the effect in the form of j¤ånani¶¢hå
is produced, the karma ceases to exist. Then j¤ånani¶¢hå,
thus produced by karma, independent and irrespective of
karma leads one to liberation. Thus karma is the upåya of
j¤åna which is upeya.

Kåmya sacrifices are those which are prescribed for
fulfilling the sacrificerís desires, e.g. yíolam prajåyai san
prajåm na vindate, aindrågnam ekådasa-kapålam nirvapet (TaiS.
2.1.1. It may be noted that only kåmya sacrifices, (and not
the nitya and the narmittika sacrifices) are condemned by
the MuƒŒakopani¶ad (plavå hyete aŒæŒhå¨ yaj¤arμupå¨, 1.2.7)
and Bhagavadg∂tåó2.42-yåm imå≈ pu¶pitå≈ våca≈
pravadantyavipa‹cita¨, etc.)

Ni¶iddha sacrifices amounting to abhicåra fall under the
tåmasa category. Vedas do not enjoy them, but only refer to
them so that they may be avoided, since its performance
leads to hi≈så and consequently to hell.
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To these four categories, one more type of sacrifice, viz.
Pråya‹cittas be added. According to Jaimini and ›abara
Pråya‹cittas are of two kindsósome are enjoined for
mending the lapses and the others are prescribed as a part
of sacrificial performances to be performed under certain
contingencies, (cp. Pråya‹cittåni dviprakårakåƒi, kånicit
vaiguƒyasya pramådåd åpatitasya samådhånårthåni, kånicit
nimitta karmåΔgåƒi, M∂måSμu, ›åbara 12.3.6)

Kåty›S.1.2.1ñ2 defines the sacrifice as ëyaj¤am
vyåkhyåsyåma¨ dravya≈ devatå tyåga¨ i.e. the offering of
oblations to the deities means a sacrifice. This definition is
not free from defects. The sacrificial ritual has a well-knit
procedure and the sacrificial acts are associated with the
recitation of mantras.

Yog∂ Aurobindo in his guide to Upani¶ads (P. 104)
observed ëThe whole process of the Universe in its very
nature is sacrificeí. He appears to refer to the Cosmic
Sacrifice ever rotating in the Universe created by Prajåpati.
The Puru¶asμukta to certain extent represents this Cosmic
Sacrifice, wherein, the Cosmic Puru¶a was the victim, Vasanta
(Spring) was the åjya, Gr∂¶ma (Summer) was the enkindling
stick and ›arad (Autum), the offering, (yat puru¶eƒa havi¶å
deva yaj¤am atanvata. vasantoí syås∂d åjyam gr∂¶ma idhma¨
sarad havi¨)

Såyaƒa, commenting on this verse, statesñëetåvatå
sæ¶¢ipratipådakasμuktabhågårtha¨ saΔgæh∂ta¨

The °Rgvedic Verses 10.130.1 and 2 are also significant in
this respect.

yo yaj¤o vi‹vatas tantubhis tata
eka‹atam devakarmebhir åyata¨/
ime vayanti pitaro ya åyayu¨
pra vayåpa vayeí tyåsate tate//

    and pumån enam tanuta utkæƒatti/ etc.

Såyaƒa Commentsótantubhi¨ vidyudådibhμutai¨ ya¨
sargåtmaka¨ yaj¤a¨ vi‹vatastata¨ etc. Pumåm puru¶a¨
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ådipuru¶a¨ enam yaj¤am tanute vistårayati sæ¶¢avån ityartha¨.
Let us first deal with time. Agnihotra is offered at the

sunrise and sunset. Dar‹a and Pμurƒamåsa sacrifices are
offered on the Pratipad, i.e., the joints of each fortnight. In
fact on Amåvåsyå day the moon, otherwise called Soma is
entered into the Sun, i.e. Agni. This is a cosmic sacrifice.
Parvans of the Cåturmåsya are performed at the joints of
seasons. The Soma sacrifice is performed at the joint of two
consequent years, especially in Vasanta. Ayana sacrifices are
offered during the tenure of one full year.

Time is regarded as the divine wheel and it takes one full
year for its single rotation. A period of one year is often
identified with Prajåpati. Cp. ›atBr. 11.1.6.12ñ13 sa aik¶ata
Prajåpati¨ imam vå åtmana¨ pratimåm asæk¶i yat sa≈vatsaram
iti. tasmå åhu¨ prajåpati¨ sa≈vatsara iti.

Turning to the aspect of space, bhμu¨, bhuva¨ and sva¨ñ
are termed as vyåhætis and are also known as lokas, otherwise
called as Pæthiv∂, Antarik¶a and Dyau¨.

TaiS. and TaiBr. state that the sacrifice finds support in
Dyau¨ and Pæthiv∂, (dyåvåpæthivyor. TaiS. 2.6.9)

Dyåvåpæthiv∂ are regarded as the universal parents. Dyau¨
is a bull and Pæthiv∂, the cow which further form a mithuna
and lead to Prajanana, the creation.

TaiBr. 1.l.3 in the context of depositing the fires, narrates
a tale, viz. Dyau¨ and Pæthiv∂ were once closely joined
together. But they had to get separated, so that the creatures
could find space to move. But while separating from each
other, they, due to their intense love, said to each other, let
our best parts, worthy of sacrifice be exchanged. The Dyau¨
placed its best part on the earth, that become salty soil.

The Pæthiv∂ gave her best part to Dyau¨. That become the
black spot on the moon. Therefore in the Agnyådhåna rite
the Adhvaryu places the salty soil in the pit of the Åhavan∂ya,
being the best portion of dyu-loka and while doing so he
contemplates upon the black spot of the moon, the best
portion of the Pæthiv∂-loka . Threby he sets up the fire on
the best substances of both. Thus a sacrifice has a direct
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bearing with space, the lokas.
The Kå¢hS. 3.6 statesóSaha vå ime agnes tanva¨iyam

odanapacana¨, antarik¶am gårhapatya¨ dyau¨ åhavan∂ya¨.
Thus the three fires represent the three lokas.

The sacrifice through time and space, is not only related
to cosmos but also to prajanana. The Kå¢hS 6.7 statesó
prajanana≈ vå etat agnihotra≈, sæ¶¢ir vå etat yat agnihotram.

According to TaiS. 1.5.9, sacrifice is creative. The sacrificer
offers the oblation in the fire. The oblation is like the seed
sprinkled in the female womb from which a similar but a
fresh sprout takes birth. Agni is as if the womb and Soma
the seed. It is Tva¶¢æ who modifies the seed. As many
modifications of the seed as Tva¶¢æ makes, in so many shapes
does it become fruitful, (TaiS. 1.5.9óAgnihotra≈ juhμoti yad
eva yajamånasya svam tasyaitad reta¨ si¤cati prajanane,
prajanana≈ hi vå agni¨ . . . tva¶¢å rμupåni vikaroti). This
statement again speaks of the comic sacrifice.

Thus the entire manifestation of the universe is conceived
through time and space and through prajanana. It therefore
appears that the cosmic prototypes were thought to be
manipulated by ritual operations. Hence the performances
of rituals may be treated as instruments to comprehend the
ever active creation and its originóthe creator, i.e. Prajåpati,
the ultimate eternal Truth.

Eventually let me refer to another aspect of the rituals.
Chåndogya Upani¶ad remarks that the mind is nurished with
the subtle part of food (annam a‹itam tredhå vidh∂yate . . yoí
ƒi¶¢ha¨ tan mana¨, Chåndo U.6-5-1) Naturally the subtle
part of that food, which is consecreated under the sacred
precept of offering to the deities with a sense of gratitude
and a concept of tyåga, would, when consumed, form the
sanctified, pure and accomplished mind.

The actions arise from the mind. The purified mind only
can give rise to purified actions, which are lifted to the higher
divine plane. ›ivasaΔkalpa sμukta (VåjaS. 34) cherishes that
the mind, without which no action is possible, should invoke
the pious intentions. The food left after offering oblations
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in the ritual, is named as amæta, or in later period as prasåda.
Consuming this prasåda of ritual, thus illustratesñtena

tyaktena bhu¤j∂thå¨, of the ∫‹opani¶ad.
Thus for purifing the action, the Sacrifice is cherished to

purify its roots, viz. the mind, and while purifying the mind,
it purifies its upådåna kåraƒa, viz. the food. Sacrifice, thus
purifies the cause to purify the effect. Therein is reflected
the wisdom of °R¶∂s who fabricated the frame of the sacrifice.

Action is inevitable. It binds a person in the cycles of births,
deaths and rebirths. Sacrifice, as stated above makes the
mind and actions emerging out of it pure, and renders that
very action a force for liberation. Naturally the sacrificial
actions are thought to be ›re¶¢hatama karma.

There are still more aspects of Vedic sacrifices, which I
cannot elucidate in the short time, specified for me. I would
only say that Sacrificial rites are not awfully empty.

Fritz Stahll, in his Ritual and Mantras (P. 365-Para 3) said
ëwith respect to human sciences of Ritual and Grammar
the Indian contributions have not been outstanding but
unique.í

The importance of Pråti‹åkhya is great as much as they
reveal valuable results of linguistics and euphonic
speculations.

The main object of the °Rg Pråti‹åkhya is to show how the
pada text formed into Sa≈hitå text. It gives special
instructions for proper pronunciation and proper
presentation of the words of Sa≈hitå.

It lays down general euphonic rules, points out peculiar
phonetic peculiarities and gives information regarding
metrical rules.

This key note address is neither very extenstive, nor very
important. It is only a key to unlock the topic.

After all, I know Hkxon~fxjkeoljiznkuk; opkafl u%A iwoZjÄõizlÄõk;
ukVdh;L; oLrqu%A
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2
IMPORTANCE OF EDITING VEDIC LAK°SA°NA-TEXTS

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO STOBHÅNUSAÀHÅRA

B.B. CHAUBEY

In the history of the development of different branches
of Vedic literature, after compilation of the Sa≈hitå-texts
in various recensions, to preserve the texts of respective
›åkhås, there came a period when different Sa≈hitås of the
Vedas began to be preserved in oral tradition from
generation to generation, or from teachers (Gurus) to
students (›i¶yas). In this period various modes of recitation
developed not only different from one Veda to other Vedas
but from one ›åkhå to other ›åkhås of the same Veda also.
Among six VedåΔgas, viz. ›ik¶å, Vyåkaraƒa, Nirukta, Chanda,
Kalpa and Jyoti¶a, the former two were related to phonetics
and grammar. Under ›ik¶å-VedåΔga two types of literature,
viz, ›ik¶å and Pråti‹åkhya, dealing with phonetics including
modes of pronunciation in respective ›åkhås were composed
by later Åcåryas. Again keeping in view of some specific
features of pronunciation against the general rules of the
grammar of Vedic language that followed in different
›åkhåsa≈hitås Lak¶aƒa-granthas were composed by some
later Åcåryas. A huge number of literature was produced
under this title, and these were continued to be preserved
by later generation of Åcåryas. Their commentaries were
also written by Åcåryas, which were preserved in form of
manuscripts. Very little attention was given by the modern
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scholars to edit them. For a long time they remained
unnoticed in various Manuscript-collections. Many texts of
this genre are found referred to in the commentaries of
Vedic texts which are still unpublished. Moreover, in the
Manuscript-collections there are huge number of
manuscripts which have mis-nomenclatures of the texts, and
some are without any title of the text. Shri K. Parameshvara
Aithal has prepared a comprehensive Bibliography of all
Lak¶aƒa-granthas written in various Indian scripts and which
were deposited in different Manuscript-collections and
mentioned in various catalogues. The first edition of this
text was published by the South Asia Institute of Hidelbeg
University as volume no. 143 (of the series Beitraege Zur
Suedasienforchung through Franz Steiner, Velag, Stuttgart,
Germany) in 1993, and later on its reprint was also published
from Motilal Banarsidass. Aithal has given information about
1619 titles of such Veda-lak¶aƒa texts which are deposited
at Manuscript-collections or which have been referred to in
some other commentatry texts. He has also given a full
information about how many manuscripts of that text are
available in different collections and whether that text has
been published so far or not.

Being a student of Vedas, after doing my Ph.D on the
ëTreatment of Nature in the °Rgveda.í I was interested in
continuing my research in the field of the special branch of
Lak¶aƒa-granthas. In those days Macdonelís ëVedic Reader
for studentsí and Petersonís ëSelections from °Rgvedaí were
taught in B.A. and M.A. courses respectively. Dr. Sidheshvar
Bhattacarya the then Head of Deptment. of Sanskrit inspired
me to prepare a new selection for both B.A. and M.A.
courses. On his inspiration I prepared the New Vedic Selection.
In the Appendix of that text I had dealt with in brief the
accentuation system of all Vedic texts. While dealing with
accentuation system of the ›atapatha Bråhmaƒa, I had
followed the popular prevalent views of modem Western
scholors like Whitney, Macdonel, etc. It was in 1967 my
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revered Guru Pt. N. Kantanath Shastri Telang, the then
Reader in the Deptartment of Sanskrit, B.H.U., drew my
attention to the problem of accentuation system of the
›atapatha Bråhmaƒa. He did not say anything to me, but he
asked me ìare you sure about the accent system of ›B. as
given in the New Vedic Selection, based on western scholors?î
This querry inspired me to do further research on the
problem. I worked hard and prepared a paper ë'kriFkczkã.k
dh Loj izfØ;kí (Accentuation system of the ›atapatha
Bråhmaƒa) which I presented in the Vedic Section of All
India Oriental Conference, held at Varanasi in 1968, under
the Sectional presidentship of Dr. C.G. Kashikar. My paper
was based on the Bhå¶ika-sμutra of Kåtyåyana, a Lak¶aƒa-
grantha, which was not critically edited at that time. A great
controversy on my propositions particularly on the change
of Udåtta into Anμudåtta, that of Anμudåtta and Svarita into
Udåtta and the absence of all types of Svaritas and lastly the
existence of more than one Udåtta in a word, arose among
the Vedic scholars participating in the Session. The
traditional scholars of Varanasi, however, supported my view.
PaƒŒit Yudhisthir Mimansak was of the view that Bhå¶ikasμutra
was not an authentic text. Thereafter, I concentrated upon
bringing out a critical edition of the Bhå¶ikasμutra with the
commentary of Mahåsvåmin and Ananta Bha¢¢a on the basis
of eight manuscripts and three popular editions. After a lot
of hard work I completed my critical edition in October
1974. Thereafter, I wrote a paper entitled ëAuthenticity of
the Bhå¶ikasμutra, and presented it to the All India Oriental
Conference in its 27th Session, held at Kurukeshtra in
December 1974. That paper was adjudged as the best paper
for the award of Dr. V. Raghavan prize in Vedic Section,
and the same was published in the proceedings of AIOC,
27th Session, Kurukshetra, Dec. I974. My critical edition of
the Bhå¶ikasμutra was published from Hoshiarpur, under
Panjab University Indological Series-No. 4. Aithal has
referred to this edition of the Bhå‹ikasμutra in his Descriptive
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Bibliography of his Vedalak¶aƒa (p. 485).
The research work done in the field of Lak¶aƒa-granthas

is very meagre. As long as the living-tradition existed, there
were scholars who could know and impart the knowledge.
But today it is very difficult to understand those texts. It is
the responsibilities of the Vedic scholars working in various
Vedic Research Institutes to undertake such texts for their
critical editions. In spite of being engaged since 1975 in
bringing out the critical editions of many unknown texts of
Vådhμula tradition, I am still interested in editing of Vedic
Lak¶aƒa-granthas. I have in my mind to bring out a critical
edition of the Stobhånusa≈håra an important text dealing
with Stobhas used in chanting of the såmans.

Stobha is a technical term used for uttering of certain
additional syllables not found in the Såmayoni °Rks, but used
at the time of chanting of that °Rks. The texts related to
Såmayoni °Rks deal with the nature, types and methods of
chanting them. Though the word stobha is found in the °RV
itself, but there it has no restricted meaning as found in the
later technical Såma-literature. However, we can see the
germ of later stobha-chanting in the °RV itself. In a °Rk there
is a reference to ^lq"VqHkk x.k* and ^ÍDork x.k* which refer to
two groups of syllables, one, an addional syllable and the
other, a group of syllables in °Rks in relation to svaras.1

Stobhas are not only in form of additional syllables, but
they also consist of some additional words, not found in Yoni
°Rk, but uttered at the time of chanting of the såman, Such
såmans, based on additional words, are called Anarcasåma
(vupZlke) or Staubhika (LrkSfHkd) The number of such Anarca-
såmans, found in the Åraƒyagåna is I32. Here a question
may arise when a såman is chanted on the basis of a Yoni°Rk,
and it is given name after that °Rk, then why such såmans,
chanted without Yoni°Rk, are called såman. The answer is
these Anarca or Staubhika såmans are also chanted on the
melodies of the såman which is originally based on Yoni°Rk,
Såman is melody, it may be based on a Yoni°Rk or without
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Yoni°Rk, only based on some syllables. The numbers of such
såmans are 1 in Gråmegeyagåna, 26 in Åraƒyagåna and 5 in
ªUhagåna. This has been mentioned by Pt. Råmanåtha Dixit
in his edition of ªUhagåna and ªUhyagåna (Intro. p. 43).

Pada, Påda, and Ardharca are the units of a °Rk, but in the
Såma-chanting parvan is the smallest unit of a Såman. It may
be pointed out that there is no such fixed rule regarding
the number of words or syllables in a parvan. A parvan may
comprise of 2, 3 or 4 syllables or more. Some parvans are
also found in which the number of syllable is only 1 as in iw
(xzk 2.8.75.I) ; ok (2.7.72.2), etc. There are certain parvans
which have no word from Yoni°Rk only stobha is there as in
gks¿ý (xzk. 4.4.144.2); ,¿ý (xzk 4.4.151.1), etc.

The Sa≈hitopani¶ad Bråhmaƒa, Pu‹pasμutra, and Såmatantra
make mention of many types of Vikåras, occurring in the
chanting of såmans on the base of Yoni°Rk. These Vikåras are
also known as Bhåvas. These Vikåras or Bhåvas are of
different types. Sa≈hitapani¶ad Bråhmaƒa refers to 18 types
of Vikåras under which stobha is also mentioned. The
Pu‹pasμutra refers to 20 types of Vikåras and Såmatantra refers
to 34 types of Vikåras. In the Sa≈hitopani¶ad Bråhmaƒa stobha
is defined as  ^loZ=kxrk% LrksHkk% loZ=kfuo`Ùkk% loZ=kizo`Ùkk%*2 (Sa≈hitop
Brå. 2.3.). Interpreting the sμutra, Såyaƒa holds that loZ=kxrk%
means such syllables, which are not found in the Årcika
Sa≈hitå, but they are found everywhere in Såma-chanting.
Såyaƒa  on the authority of Stobhånusa≈håra also holds that
at the time of study (vè;;ufo/kS) they are put at the beginning
and at the end; at the time of chanting of Yoni°Rk these are
taken from there:

vk|Urn'kZua LrksHkks fo/kxhrs"kq lkelqA
iknsikns¿uqlagk;Z% lksik;ks fu/us Hkosr~AA (LrksHkkuq] 1-1)

According to Jaimini such syllables which are additional
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to the Yoni°Rk.,  but chanted at the time of singing are called
Stobha.3 Mådhavåcårya, commenting on Jaiminisμutra, also
holds  the same view  in his Jaimini-Nyåyamålåviståra. The
syllables or words in Yoni°Rk., are uttered in as per short (ßLo)
long (nh?kZ) and prolated (c`Þn~) character of the syllables
following the rules of pronunciation of such sounds. But in
the chanting of a såman more time is required and for this
purpose additional syllables, having no meaning at all, are
used for the accomplishment of the chanting. Such sounds
are called stobha.4 The Stobhånusa√håra also expresses the
same thingó

Ípks ;nf/da fdf×pr~ f}#ÙkQa ok¿fi n`';rsA
LrksHkRoa rL; eU;Ur Í"k;% 'kkL=kfpUrdk%AA(Stobh. 1.16)

According to Ak¶aratantra, stobhas are of two types, viz.,
(i) meaningful (sårthaka) and (2) meaningless (nirarthaka).
Sårthaka stobhas are those stobhas which  are in form of padas
(words) having their meanings, e.g. u`E.ks] fu/hefg] vfu"Vifr%]
etc. These are called stobha, only because of the fact that
these are not found in the Yoni°Rk, but only used at the time
of chanting of såmans. They  form the art of the chanting
only, not of the °Rk It may be pointed out that some såmans
have been named only on the basis of such meaningful
stobhas, e.g. Hkzktlke] 'kqØlke etc. The såman chanted on Yoni
°Rk  vXu vk;w ¡~ f"k iols* (lke- 627) is as under : HkzktkA Hkzktk¿ýûýA
ok¿üA vXu vk;w ¡~f"k iolsAA vklqokstZfe"k×p u%A vkjs ok/Lo nqPNquke~AA HkzktkA
Hkzktk¿31mA ck¿2A ,A HkzktA (vk- 6-1-255)- This såman  is called
Hkzktlke because of being chanted on the word Hkzkt twice in
the first v/ZpZ and thrice in the second v/ZpZ, even though it
does not occur in the Yoni° Rk.

The second type of stobhas are those stobhas which are in
form of additional syllables or padas having no meaning at
all, but employed at the time of chanting : e.g.  , b m gkm
vkSgksf; vkSgksosk etc., The såma-chanting only on the basis of
such stobhas  are of three types viz.,
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(i) NUulkeóëChannaí menans ëcovered.í The såman,
chanted only on such meaningless syllables or padas from
beginning (izLrko) to end (fu/u) are  called NUulke. They
have no base of any Yoni°Rk.5 It may be pointed out that such
såmans are very few in number in xkulafgrk- However, both
types of NUu såman based on meaningless syllables or
meaningful words are found in the  xkulafgrk e.g. ikrh¿ü%
(f=k%) fno% vkAA ikrh¿üA (f=k%) vUrfj{kA L;kA ikrh¿ü (f=k%) ikfFkZokA
L;kA  ikrh¿ü% (f=k%) vikeks"k/hA uke~A ikrh¿ü (f=k%) μ(vkj- 1-3-39).
This is the example of lkFkZd NUulke- Another example of
NUulke based on meaningless stobhas is gkm (f=k%)A mQ¿ü (f=k%)A
gkmQ¿ü (f=k%)A b;kgkm (f}%)A b;k¿ý gkmA ok¿ý bnfLFkbMk ¿üýþÿ-

(ii) ys'klkeμThat type of såman which is based on syllables
of Yoni°Rk along with both meaningful as well as meaningless
stobhas in its chanting, is called ys'klke-

In some såmans, stobhas are chanted along with one or
more than one stobhas, or sometimes along with each pada
or that with a påda, ys'klke is of two types inLrksHk and iknLrksHk.

Again each of inLrksHk and iknLrksHk is further divided into
two typevUo;h LrksHk and vuq"kaxh  LrksHk-6

 vUo;h&LrksHk is that stobha which is chanted before the in or
ikn e.g.

gksA gksbA vØkUrleqnz% izFkesfo/%A eku~A
gksA gksbA tu;Uiztk HkqouL;xksA ik%A
gksA gksbA o`"kk ifo=ks vf/lkuks ¿2 vA O;k bA
gksA gksA c`gRlkseks¿ü oko`/s Lokuksj vA nzkA

vkS¿ý gksok gkmok ¿ýA ,¿ýA Lokuks vA nzh¿üýþÿ N (xzk- 15-6-529)

vuq"kaxh LrksHk is that stobha which is chanted after in or ikn]
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e.g.ó
l/k;Lrk¿ýbA ,A fnoksujk¿ý%A ,A f/;kekrkZ¿ýA ,A L;'kerk ¿ý%A ,AA

mrkblc̀ ̀¿ýA ,A grks fnok¿ý%A f}"kks v ¡~gk¿ý%A ukrjfrA bMk¿üý Hkk¿ýþýA
vks¿üýþÿbA MkA

Here , Lrkse after each pada of the °Rk.
Similarly stobha is chanted at the end of a påda. e.g.
vkuks fe=kk o#.kk¿ýA vkSgksok¿üýþA ?k`rSxZO;wfreq{krk¿ýe~A vkSgksok¿ýA

ekèokjtk¿ü fll~¿ýA vkSgksokA ØrwA bMk¿üý Hkk¿ü-ýA vks¿üýþÿ bMk-
Here vkSgksok stobha comes at the end of each påda. Pt.

Vidyådhara in the Introduction of his commentary on Kåt›S,
keeping in view of the syllable, pada and Våkya-stobhas, refers
to their three groups viz., o.kZLrksHk] inLrksHk and okD;LrksHk- The
stobhas consisting of only sylables for chanting, are called
o.kZLrksHk e.g. v b , m vkS etc. The stobha  in which a group of
syllables is presented in a pada-form are called inLrksHk e.g.
gkb gkm] etc. The words pUnz] lw;Z] Hkzkt] with some meaning,
chanted in a såman without their being occurring in the
Yoni°Rk. are also called inLrksHk- The stobhas, which are used
denoting some meaning or emotions, are called okD;LrksHk-
According to Pt. Vidyådhara, the okD;LrksHk are of nine kinds,7

viz., v'kfLr] Lrqfr] la[;ku] izy;] ifjnsou] izS"k] vUos"k.k] l`f"V and
vk[;ku- These stobhas has been defined in the stobhå-
nusa≈håra. These stobhas are indicative of different emotions
like hatred, laudation, repent, order, legends, etc.

It may be pointed out that these stobhas, though described
as additional syllables having no meaning, but it cannot be
said that they are meaningless. They are part and parcel of
the Såma-chanting. In the sacrifices they were used to please
the gods. They were like instruments for pleasing the gods
while being chanted on Yoni°Rk. The word LrksHk derived from
LrqHk ëto eulogiesí  itself indicates its importance for pleasing
the gods. These stobhas beautify the Såmasvaras. These
cannot be removed from chanting. The Chåndogyopani¶ad
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describes them as a part and parcel of the såma-chanting
associating them with various deities. There it has been
specifically stated that one who knows the stobhas, verily he
attains the power of speech (Våk) and becomes abundant
in eatables. Moreover, the author of the Chåndogyopani¶ad
visualised this world in gkm stobha, the wind in gkb stobha, the
moon in vFk stobha, the Self in bg&stobha, Agni in b&stobha,
Åditya  in mQ&stobha, Nihava in ,&stobha, the Vi‹vedevå in
vkSgksf;&stobha, and Prajåpati in fg&stobha  without which no
Såma starts in the sacrifice.8 The Såmavidhåna Bråhmaƒa,
takes the Stobhas as the hair of the body of the Såmans.9 Stobha
is differnt from Varƒavikåra. The former consists of syllables
or a set of syllables, which generally do not exist in the mantras
(°Rk) and are added to them for felicity and beauty during
the chanting of Såmans, whereas the latter embodies only
modification/change of syllables/letters already existing in
the mantras (°Rks)

From the above description of the Stobhas their
importance in chanting of såmans is crystal clear. From
Sa≈hitå literature to the Upani¶adic literature stobhas have
been regarded as most important constitutent of såma-
chanting.

Here I would also like to point out that the texts dealing
with Stobhas have not been critically edited so far. P.Aithala
has given a list of following five texts dealing with Stobhasó

1. Stobha-gatågata (LrksHkxrkxr) under No. 1508
2. Stobha-pada (LrksHkin) under No. 1509
3. Stobha-pada-lak¶aƒa (LrksHkiny{k.k) under No. 1510
4. Stobha-bhå¶ya (LrksHkHkk";) of Bha¢¢a ›obhåkara under

No. 1511
5. Stobhånusa≈håra (LrksHkkuqlagkj) under No. 1512
Out of the above five texts only Stobha-bhå¶ya of Bha¢¢a

›obhåkara has been edited by Mayura Ramanth Dikshita
together with Ak¶aratantra (with commentary of Satyavrata
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Samashram∂) and published from Sir C.P. Ramaswami Iyer
Foundation, Madras, 1984.

The manuscript of Stobhånusa≈håra, as  mentined by
Aithal, are deposited at many Centres. One manuscript of
Stobhånusa≈håra is deposited at the Asiatic Society, Kolkata,
under the title Stobhånus-a≈hårakårikå. MS No. 1955 under
Indian Museum collection.

The Stobhånukårikå is divided into three Pa¢alas consisting
of 44 (16+10+18) Kårikås.

The text begins with the Kårikåó

vk|Urn'kZuLrksHkks fo/kxhrs"kq lkelqA
iknsikns¿uqlagk;Z% lksik;ks fu/us Hkosr~AA

and ends with the Kårikåó

Ípks ;nf/da fdf×pn~ f}#Dra ok¿fi n`';rsA
LrksHkRoa rL; eU;Ur Í"k;% 'kkL=kfpUrdk%AA

Here, I would also like to point out that a text of
Ak¶aratantra ascribed to Audvraji, dealing with the stobhas
was edited with the commentary of Satyavrata Samashrami
by Dr. S.K. Sharma and the text was published in hand-
written form in 1993. He had presented a copy of the same
to me with request to revise it. I went through the text and
revised it very carefully. Now I am happy to say that the
revised text has been published from Nirmal Book Agency,
Kuruk¶etra in 2010. While revising that text I felt a necessity
of writing a commentary on it explaining the technical terms
with apt examples on the Vætti of Samashrami as it was printed
in that text. The complete text of commentary in English,
prepared by myself has also been published.
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LAK°SA°NAGRANTHAS IN SOLVING EXEGETICAL

PROBLEMS OF THE ATHARVAVEDA

DIPAK BHATTACHARYA

The ancillary Vedic texts on Phonetics called Veda-lak¶aƒa
are usually granthas including ›ik¶ås and Pråti‹åkhyas.
However, the Atharvapari‹i¶¢a counts both the Pa¤capa¢alikå
and the Bæhatsarvånukramaƒikå apart from the ›auna-
k∂yacaturadhyåyikå, Atharvapråti‹åkhya (AVP) and the
Dantyo¶¢havidhi. The former two works are on the
arrangement and contents of the Atharvaveda (AV) that is
to say Anukramaƒikås. Against this it will be unfair to limit
Lak¶aƒagranthas to phonetic treatises only. lak¶aƒa means
mark and here defining mark. Anything may be a defining
mark of a Vedic textóits ritual, its pronunciation, its
arrangement. Going by that any ancillary work dealing with
a particular Veda will be its laksaƒagrantha. Usually we term
them VedåΔga. But Anukramaƒ∂s and other Pari‹i¶¢as will
be additionally covered by Lak¶aƒagranthas.

Two Pari‹i¶¢as of the AV.óthe Pa¤capa¢alikå and the
Bæhatsarvånaukramaƒ∂ have not been studied very well but
they are very important. I shall give one or two examples of
how they help.  Moreover, I will try to speak on the concept
of Pråtisa≈hitas introduced by Surya Kanta to replace
Pråti‹åkhya.

There is an enigmatic hymn in the Atharvaveda ›aunak∂ya
occurring as AV› 19.23. It is not a heavily worded hymn but
consists of small Yajus like sentences. But both Whitney and
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Såyaƒa were baffled by the hymn. Just see the hymn.

Åtharvaƒ˛nåm caturæcébhya¨ sv˛hå//1// pa¤caæcébhya¨
sv˛hå//2// ¶aŒæcébhya¨ (mss. ¶aŒaæcébhya¨; GB (¶aŒarcån)
sv˛hå//3// saptaæcébhya¨ sváhå//4// a¶¢aæcébhya¨ sv˛hå//5//
navaæcébhya¨ sv˛hå//6/ da‹aæcébhya¨//7// ekåda‹aæcébhya¨
sv˛hå//8 dvåda‹aæcébhya  ̈sv˛hå//9// trayoda‹aæcébhya  ̈sv˛hå//10//
caturda‹aæcébhya¨ sv˛hå//11// pa¤cada‹aæcébhya¨ sv˛hå//12//
soŒa‹aæcébhya¨ sv˛hå//13// saptada‹aææcébhya¨ sv˛hå//14//
a¶tåda‹aæcébhya  ̈svåha//15// ekonavi√‹ati¨ sv˛hå//16// vi√‹ati¨
sv˛hå//17// mahatkåƒŒåya sv˛yå//18// tæcébhya¨ sv˛hå//19//
ekaæcébhya¨ sv˛hå//20//k¶udrébhya¨ sv˛hå//21// ekånæcébhyah
sv˛hå//22//rohitébhya¨ sv˛hå//23// sμuryåbhyå√ sv˛hå//24//
vråty˛bhyå√ sv˛hå//25// pråjåpaty˛bhyå√ sv˛hå//26//
vi¶åsahy˛i sv˛hå//27// mangalikébhya¨ sv˛hå// 28// bråm˛ƒe
sv˛hå// 29//

It is the Paippalåda-Sa≈hitå (PS) and two of the five
lak¶aƒagranthas of the AVóthe Pa¤capa¢alikå and
Bæhatsarvånukramaƒ∂ that solved the problem for me. But
one may see how it baffled two great scholars of the
AtharvaveŒa.

Whitney translates
1. To them of four verses of the Åtharvaƒas, hail! 2. To

them of five verses hail! . . . 15. To them of eighteen verses
hail!   16. Nineteen hail! 17. Twenty hail! 18. To the great
book hail! 19. To them of three verses hail! 20. To them of
one verse hail! 21. To the petty ones hail! 22. To them of
half-verses hail! 23. To the ruddy ones (rohita), hail! 24. To
the two Sμuryås, hail! 25. To the two Vråtyas, hail!
26. To the two of Prajåpati, hail! 27. To the Vi¶åsahi, hail!
28. To the of good omen, hail! 29. To the brahman, hail!

Unfortunately Såyaƒa could not clarify anything. He misled
us by stating atra caturæcådida‹arcåntai¨ ‹abdai¨ (1ñ7)
tæcådyekarcåntai¨ (19ñ20) ‹abdai‹ ca tattat sa√j¤akå¨
atharvåkhyå r¶aya¨ pratipådyante. ekåda‹ådivi√‹atyantai¨
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‹abdair åtharvaƒå år¶eyå¨ pratipådyante.
That means vss. 1 to 7 and 19-20 define the Atharvan

sage while 8 to 17 define the år¶eyas of the Atharvan. What
does that mean? He cites evidence from the Gopatha which
describes the creation of ten Atharvans and ten Åtharvaƒa
år¶eyas. But since this makes nine verses for his ten Atharvans,
Såyaƒa invents a new verse dvyæcebhya¨ svåhå. Then he reads
Mahåkåƒda for Mahatkåƒda of vs 18 and thinks that it means
the whole Atharvaveda and its seer. So far on the first 20 vss.
He goes on to state that k¶udrebhya¨ (Vs. 21) means yaju¨
mantras; invents another verse paryåyikebhya¨ svåhå which,
he thinks means the Paryåya hymns of kåƒdas 8-11.
Ekånæcebhya¨ (vs. 22) is interpreted as ardharcavåcaka
ëmeaning halfverse.í Whitney accepts this hideous invention.

Only five verses that is 19.23.23ñ27 meant for Rohita,
Sμuryå, Vråtya, Prajåpati and beginning vi¶åsahi are correctly
understood by Såyaƒa as meaning KåƒŒas 13. But Såyaƒa fails
with vs. 28 maΔgalikebhya  ̈svåhå on which there is no comment.
Brahmaƒe svåhå is said to mean the AV. and its seer.

Barring five verses which mean kåƒŒas 13 to 17 of the
AV›. and the last verse meaning the whole of the
Atharvaveda, Såyaƒa not only fails but is misleading. Såyaƒa
could identify these six kåƒŒas because they have the names
of the principal deity at the beginning of the hymn and
because the name Brahmaveda was very well-known. So
there was no difficulty. As for the other verses I think that
the cause of the failure is that he did not have the
opportunity to consult the Bæhatsarvånukramaƒikå (BSA)
and the Pa¤capa¢alikå (PP).

Whitney too totally failed. He (HOS 8: 93I) only gives the
views of Såyaƒa without attempting to explain the names.
Lanman follows Såyaƒa in identifying kåƒŒas 13ñ17 in vss.
23ñ27. On maΔgalikebhya¨ svåhå that is vs. 28 Lanman
guesses that this ëfrom its position ought to signify book xviii.í
Lanman makes a guess that caturæcebhya¨ might mean the
verses of the first kåƒŒa because four verses are the norm in
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it. Beyond that he is a failure. He thinks that verses 1ñ15
(caturæca to a¶¢åda‹arca) and 19 and 20 (tæca and ekarca)
cover the tirst seven kåndas. He does not show how. 19ñ20
tæcébhya¨ sv˛hå and ekarcébhya¨ sv˛hå of course cover kåƒdas
vi and vii. But how the first fifteen verses can mean the first
tive kåƒŒas of the AV›. is not known. Laman is better than
Whitney and Såyaƒa but still misleading.
Now let ns see how the Lak¶aƒagranthas help.

For AV›. 19.23. 23ñ28
On Rohita i.e. kåƒŒa 13 the text of the Pa¤capa¢alikå is

somewhat corrupt ¶a¶¢i¨, sa¢catvåri√‹at, ¶aŒvi√‹ati,
¶a¢paryåya¨/etatkåƒŒe rohitånåm (Bhagavaddatta 1914: 14).
There is no commentary. The meaning, according to me is,
ëThere are 60, 46 and 26 hymns and six paryåyas in this
kåƒŒa of the Rohitasí The mentioned sequence of 60, 46
and 26 hymns in three anuvåkas followed by six paryåyas is
found in the l3th kåƒŒa. The Bæhatsarvånukramaƒikå 8.12
confirms this: ud ehi våj∂n iti kåƒŒam . . . rohitådidevatyam.
The identification is no problem now.

Then Saurya (14th) follows in the PP (15), as consisting
of 64 and 75 verses. This is true of AV°› 14 consisting of two
anuvåkas  having the above number of verses. BSA. 9 calls
this Såvitr∂-Sμuryå and ends the description at 9.3 with e¶a
sauryo vivåha iti. So there is no problem in identifying this
as sμuryåbhyåm of AV›. 19.23.

The Vråtya (PP.15) is said to have two series of seven and
eleven paryåyas. This agrees with the arrangement of the
15th kåƒŒa in the existing editions. BSA. 9.4 states vråtya
ås∂d iti  kåƒŒam/a¶¢åda‹aparyåyå . . . . vråtyadaivatam.

The Pråjåpatya (PP. 16) is said to have two series of four
and five paryåyas. This agrees with the 16th kåƒŒa consisting
of two anuvåkas with the mentioned number of paryåyas.
BSA 15.17 has the same name atisæ¶¢o apåm iti pråjåpatyasya
nava paryåyå¨.

For vi¶åsahyai svåhå, AV›. 19.23.27, it is not necessary to
consult the ancillary literature for identification, for, the
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17th kåƒŒa of the Vulgate begins with vi¶åsahi√ sahamånam
etc. This kåƒŒa has been mentioned in the Pa¤capa¢alikå
as consituting of thirty verses. BSA 10.1 begins vi¶åsahim æcas
tri√‹at/ The hymn with vi¶åsahim has thirty æks. This is correct.

As to the hymns to the fathers I am coming to them later.
For the remaining kåƒdas I first begin with the

caturæcebhya¨ svåhå to show how the anukramaƒ∂s help in
identifying them which Lanman could not correctly do.

BSA. 1.13 venas tat itiprabhætir åkåƒŒaparisamåpte¨
pμurvakåƒŒasya caturæcaprakætir iti/ evam uttarottarakåƒŒe¶u
¶a¶¢ha√ yåvad ekaikådhikå tåvat sμukte¶v æg iti vijån∂yåt/

The presentation is bad perhaps because of text-critical
anomaly. Its meaning as I understand is

ìWhat I shall state will hold good from venas tat (2.1) till
the end of the kåƒŒa. The previous kåƒŒaís hymns have
four æks in general. Up to the sixth the number increases
by one.

This means kåƒŒa 1 is caturæca, the second is pa¤carca
and thus the sixth is navarca. But this is wrong. The sixth
has tæca sμuktas, each hymn has three mantras.

In the Pa¤capa¢atikå (5), the fifth is called mah at (cf.
19.23.18 mahatkåƒŒåya svåhå). The Bæhat-sarvånukramaƒikå
(3.1, Vishva Bandhu 1966: 34. see below) has no special
name in any case pa¤cama√ yåvad meaning ìthe number
increases by oneí up to the fifth kåƒŒa was expected.

Obviously this points to some unknown error having crept
into the text tradition. Either the Bæhatsarvånukramaƒikå
should read pa¤cama√ yåvat or the received arrangement
of the AV›. is wrong. That is not impossible. We already
know of manipulation with kåƒŒas 19 and 20 in the AV›. A
better edition of the Bæhatsarvånukramaƒikå may yield new
results with other kåƒŒas  too.

It may also be speculated upon if ¶a¶¢ha√ yåvad meant
¶a¶¢håd råbhya. In that case the statement should be correct.
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For, the sixth consists of three æks per verse. The first of
four and so on.

For the 5th kåƒŒa mahatsu ekavarjam (PP 5) ëIn the
anuvåkas (hymns?) called mahat (there are five hymn per
anuvåka) barring one.í This agrees with AV› 5. For, barring
its fourth anuvåka that has six hymns in it, the fifth kåƒŒa
has five hymns in each anuvåka. But this also means that the
AV› 5 is denoted by the term mahat. Not so in the AVP that
knows it as a¶¢arca. Now, the Pa¤capa¢alikå knows that the
eight-æk combination has some significance for the fifth
kåƒŒa. It states (2.5; Bhagavadddatta:4) mahatsu
kåƒŒasamavåyo ë¶¢arcaprabhæt∂nåm åkæit∂nåm a¶¢åda‹ebhya¨
¶oŒa‹avarjam. ëIn the mahat hymns the kåƒŒa-specific
combination beginning with eight-æk forms (goes) up to
eighteen leaving out sixteen.í This is true of the hymns of
the filth kåƒŒa in the AV›. The PP, then, knows the eight
æk-combination as the shortest one. That, in spite of this
awareness, unlike in the AVP, AVS. 5 is called mahat in the
Pa¤capa¢alikå, might have been an old convention. For, the
Bæhatsarvånukramaƒikå (3.1) does not call it a¶¢arca like the
AVP. It just states athaiva√ vak¶yamåƒamantre¶u  sμutraprakæti¨
sar¶icchandodaivate¶u avagacchet sarvatreti/ Not quite
intelligible without an iti before avagacchet, this may mean
ëNow, one should understand (that) thus (eva√- better
ëthisí) is the nature of the hymns in the mantras to be stated
along with (their) seers, metres and deities everywhere.í

This solves the problem of identification of the AV›.
mantras which mentioned kåƒŒas up to the fifth and partly
up to the sixth.

BSA. 4.1 explicitly identifies the sixth as the Tæcasμukta. It
kåƒŒa, states of AV› 6 athåtas tæcasμuktakåƒŒe . . . tæcasμukta¨
prakæti¨/ This is sufficient.

For the seventh it states æksμuktå ekarce¶u: ëOne verse makes
a hymn among the ekarcas.í

So we get solution of the problem of identification from
the BSA. and PP of kåƒŒas 1ñ7, 13ñ17 in AV› 1923 verses
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1, 2, 3, 4 (for kåƒŒas 1ñ4) 18, 19, 20 (for 5ó7), 23, 24, 25,
26, 27  (for 13ñ17). Now remain the k¶udras, ekånæcas and
the maΔgalikas that is 8ñ11, 12, and 18.

PP.  5 states on the k¶udras dvisμuktå¨ k¶udre¶u ëOne has
two hymns in an anuvåka among the k¶udras.í

This is true of kåƒŒas 8ñ11 which are meant by k¶udras
and which largely correspond to AVP. 16. BSA. 6.1 begins
with the eighth kåƒŒa with the words atha k¶udrakåƒŒårtha-
sμuktamantråƒåm æ¶idaivatacchandå√sy ucyante, tato yåvad
ekåda‹akåƒŒåntam arthasμuktaprakæti¨ tåvad vihåya paryåyån
viråŒ vai prabhæt∂n iti. It states the validity of the name k¶udra
up to the end of the eleventh kåƒŒa.

PP on ekånæca: anuvåkasμuktå ekånæce¶u. This holds good
for AV›. 12. ekånæca is the name of AVP. 17.

So the names of all the kåƒŒas excepting the MaΔgalikas
mentioned in the AV› 19.23 list are traced with the help of
the Lak¶aƒagranthas. The MaΔgalikas are treated blow.

The hymns to the fathers are referred to as yame¶u vihitå
æca¨ and as consisting of 61, 60, 73 and 89 æks in four anuvåkas
in the Pa¤capa¢alikå (ch. 4, Bhagvaddatta 1914: 15). In the
Bæhatsarvånukramaƒikå (10.2) too the eighteenth kåƒŒa is
mentioned as ocitsakhåyam iti caturanuvåka√ trya‹∂tid-
vi‹atarca√ yamadevatyam. None mention them as MaΔgalikas.
So there is nothing in the two anukramaƒ∂s to identify these
as the verses meant by maΔgalikébhya¨ sv˛hå in the 28th
mantra of 19, 23. On the other hand they are called
MaΔgalikas in the Orissa manuscripts. That means the
›aunak∂ya hymn knows the Paippalåda tradition which was
not known even to the authors of the Pa¤capa¢alikå and
the Bæhatsarvånukramaƒikå. This I think is important as I
try to show.

As Bloomfield (AV and GB. 1899: 35) has shown, at least
the Pa¤capa¢alikå is older than the nineteenth and the
twentieth kåƒŒa of the AV›. These two kåƒŒas have not
been mentioned in the Pa¤capa¢alikå. The antiquity of the
Pa¤capa¢alikå is apparent in its name, too. The older
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tradition was to mention books by the number of their
chapters or their divisions. So one gets Da‹atay∂, A¶¢ådhyåy∂,
Caturådhyåyikå, Navåhnik∂, Tipi¢aka, A¶¢asåhasrikå and so
on. The convention occasionally found place in the middle
ages as we still have Caturbhåƒ∂, Catu¨sμutr∂ etc. Since the
Pa¤capa¢alikå is not a medieval Lak¶aƒagrantha it must be
old and older than the Bæhatsarvånukramaƒ∂.

Now, while an old Lak¶aƒagrantha does not know a
Paippalåda convention, a later addition to the AV› knows
that. What does it mean? It means that the name maΔgalika
was taken from the Paippalådå-Sa√hitå by the ›aunaka-
Sa√hitå. Does it not prove Bloomfieldís observation about
the structure of the AV›. to be true'? Bloomfield (ibid.)
held that the last two kåƒŒas were added to the AV›. just to
make it equal to the AVP. in number of kåƒŒas. The
secondary position of of the AV›. in the Atharvavedic
tradition and the intention of superseding the AVP. by
structural manipulation is proved by this.

There is a problem with the name ekånæca too. The
twelfth kåƒŒa is called ekånæca. This name occurs in the
older Anukramaƒ∂ that is the Pa¤capa¢alikå5 but not in the
Bæhatsarvånukramaƒikå, one may ask the reason for that.

As far as I can see, the reason is that when the
Pa¤capa¢alikå was composed the twelfth kåƒŒa was really
ekånæca but later it lost its ekånæca character. I am showing
how.

Ekånæca-kåƒŒa means eka¨ anæk anuvåka¨/sμukta√ yasmin
kåƒŒe6 the kåƒŒa where there is one hymn or anuvåka that
is anæk ie not æk but prose.7 The seventeenth kåƒŒa of the
AVP fultils this condition because there is a prose hymn in
this kåƒda of the AVP. The hymn is AVP. I7.35 dealing with
the origin of a rite called AnaŒudvrata. The highly
interesting hymn shows how Indra killed Vætra through the
sacrifice of a bull. This killing is meant to serve as the model
for the AnaŒudvrata. But the moral standing of the rite was
questioned by a wise sage called Ah∂nas Å‹vatth∂. The
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censure by Ah∂nas Å‹vatthi must have worked. For, the hymn
and the anaŒudvrata both have been lost from tradition
outside the Paippalåda-Sa√hitå. It has a sentence na tåd
bråhmaƒa√ nindåni yåd enum a‹æƒot. The sentence has been
wrongly cited in the Kå‹ikå, Nyåsa, Padama¤jar∂ and by
Bha¢¢oji D∂k¶ita. Everywhere the citation is wrong. That
means though the sentence was transmitted in the
grammatical tradition but since the ritual was lost they did
not understand what it meant and only a corrupt version
was transmitted. This must have been caused by the
unpopularity of the black magic as  the hymn describes.

The hymn is not found even in the AV›. But l shall show
how the Pa¤capa¢alikå, the old Lak¶aƒagrantha of the
Atharvaveda proves that once this hymn existed in the
›aunak∂ya Sa√hitå too but had been purposely dropped to
free the AV›. a part of a cleansing process of freeing the
AV›. of åΔgirasa elements. I am showing how.

The twelfth kåƒŒa is called ekånæca according to the
Pa¤capa¢alikå. But, if the term ekånæca means a kåƒŒa that
has only one passage that does not have any æk, then how
could AV› 12, that has dropped the said passage, be called
ekånæca? This is a misnomer for the AV›. The Pa¤capa¢alikå
retains the name but the Bæhatsarvåriukramaƒ∂ drops it. It
is easy to infer that at the time of the composition of the
Pa¤capa¢alikå the AV› contained the hymn. Later there
was a revision of the AV›. Two new kåƒŒas were added and
undesirable hymns were dropped from it. It was now with
20 kåƒŒas and bereft of the anaŒudvrata hymn that
described a black magic.

But the old Anukramaƒ∂, the most ancient Lak¶aƒa-
grantha has retained the name ekånæca hinting at the lost
unrevised character of the AV›.

We saw three instances of the old Lak¶aƒagrantha
Pa¤capa¢alikå helping us to see the history of the
development of the redaction called ›aunak∂ya Sa√hitå. lt
helps us understand the enigmatic hymn AV›. 19.23 by
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informing us of the names of the various kåƒdas, which even
Såyaƒa failed to understand, not to speak of Whitney and
Lanman. Taking further help of Paippalåda and the
Pa¤capa¢alika we can also prove that there was a revision of
the AV›. when some hynms were dropped from it. Thirdly
the fact that the Pa¤capa¢alikå, the ›aunak∂ya
Caturådhyåyikå and the Kau‹ikasμutra, the three most
ancient Lak¶aƒagranthas of the AV. deal with only 18 kåƒdas
of the book we can safely conclude that the original
›aunak∂ya Sa√hitå consisted of l8 kåƒdas only.

Now I draw scholarsí attention to one fact pointed to by
Sμurya Kanta.

Sμurya Kanta had a theory according to which there is no
Pråti‹åkhya but only PråtiSa≈hitas. The intention is clear.
Pråti‹åkhyas tell of the pronunciation peculiarities of each
recension. But in practice we get the pronunciation of only
the ›åkala recension of the °Rgveda, the Mådhyandina
recension of the White Yaiurveda and the Taittir∂ya
recension of the Black Yajurveda. These, according to Surya
Kanta were valid for all the recensions of these Vedas. Hence
since there is no Pråti‹åkhya for particular recensions they
are not Pråti‹åkhyas but PråtiSa≈hitas. The idea leads to
one of a standard Sa≈hitå for all the Vedas which grew at a
time when ënot a ‹åkhå of a particular Sa√hitå, but a Sa√hitå
in general; or to be more particular, that ‹åkhå of a Samhitå,
which emerged victorious from the conflict of the warring
‹åkhås, . . . was ultimately adopted by all . . . .í He means
that the ›åkhås struggled between themselves for supremacy
and one won and got the general stamp of Sa≈hitå to be
followed by the Pråti‹åkhyas of that Veda. He tried to prove
that the Vulgate was not the ›aunak∂ya Sa≈hitå and that it
was not related to the ›aunak∂ya-Caturådhyåyikå. The
Caturådhyåyikå, Surya Kanta held, was based on a ›aunak∂ya-
Sa√hitå that had been different from the Vulgate of the
Atharvaveda and that had been the Sa√hitå of Såyaƒa. The
Vulgate, on the other hand, Surya Kanta tried to show, was
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the Atnarvaveda that served as the general Sa√hitå for the
Atharva-Pråti‹åkhya.

Assuming that his idea of the competition between
different ‹åkhås is true, one may still ask, ëWhat was then
the original ‹åkhå of the Vulgate? ëTo this is to be added
another questionóWhat was the position of the Vulgate
vis-¶-vis the Paippalåda-Sa≈hita in mainstream Vedic
tradition represented by Pata¤jali and the Nirukta.

There is no report of any other name of the Vulgate apart
from ›aunak∂ya. There are two sources to confirm this
recensional affiliation of the Vulgate. One is the statement
of Såyaƒa at the beginning of his Introduction to the first
kåƒŒa. Surya Kanta regards this as a statement about another
recension on which Såyaƒa supposedly wrote his
commentary. But there is another work, unjustifiedly
ignored in Westem studies, testifying to the name ›aunak∂
for the Vulgate. While stating the currency of different
‹åkhås of the Vedas in different regions Mahidåsa in his
commentary on the Caraƒavyμuha cites from an unknown
work that he calls Mahårƒava to show that north of the
Narmadå the ›aunak∂ was current and south of it the
Pippalå. Mahidåsa belonged to the mid-sixteenth century
(I613 Abda) of the current era. The statement shows that
around that time no other recension of the Atharvaveda
was known as current. If, as Surya Kanta would make us
believe, ›åyaƒaís ›aunak∂yå ›åkhåí was not the Vulgate it
must have been a prominent recension current at that time.
In that case how could its name be missed by Mahidåsa?

The currency of other recensions is known only from
earlier works. The Kå‹ikå (on P.1.3.49) speaks of Maudas
imitating Paippalådas, the Kau‹ika-Sμutra (85.8) of the
practice of Devadar‹ins apart from of ›aunakins. If our
Vulgate was any of these recensions Mahidåsa would have
informed. Again, Såyaƒa speaks of four prominent recensions
Paippalåda, ›aunak∂ya, Mauda and Tauda. If his Atharvaveda
was not the ›aunak∂ya it could only have been one of the
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last two. We can exclude the Mauda too along with the
Paippalåda. For, the Maudas read like the Paippalådas. But
there is no trace of the transmitted text being the Tauda-
Sa√hitå of the Atharvaveda. Our authority is Mahidåsa.

The absurdity of Surya Kantaís thesis will be apparent from
the above. One has to admit (1) that Såyaƒa did not write a
commentary on the Sa√hitå text of the Caturådhyåyikå that
had only eighteen kåƒŒas and (2) that the Vulgate can only
be the ›aunak∂ya-Sa√hitå and no other text.

But there is another aspect of Surya Kantaís novel thesis
that is dealt with below.

There is no text that has not remembered its redactorís
or his familyís name. This is natural. For, with an oral body
of literature the redactor carried supreme importance for
the accomplished book. Initially there were æks, såmans,
yajuses and åtharvaƒåni, bhe¶ajåni or bhai¶ajyåni etc., learnt
by heart and recited by priests or aspirants, but no collection
called °Rgveda, Såmaveda etc. Cf. AVP 15.14.1 (AV›.
11.6.14) yaj¤a√ brμumo yajamånam æca¨ såmåni bhe¶ajå/ yajμu√¶i
hotrån (AV› hotrå) brμumas . . . . Even the Åtharvaƒa mantras
were just æks. Take AVP. l7.8.5 (AV›. 10.7.14) yatra æ¶ayo
bhμutakæta æca¨ såma yajur mah∂/ekar¶ir yasminn årpitå¨
skambha√ . . . Also AVP. 17.9.1 (AV›. 10.7.20) yasmåd æco
apåtak¶a√ (<n) yajur yasmåd apålak¶a√ (-n)/ chandå√si yasya
lomåni skambha√ . . . Expectedy all the known forms of
literary compositions have been mentioned in the AVP
descriptions. Then  we have to place the  AV mantras among
æca¨  and yajμu√¶i of the two verses. So at this time there had
been no °Rgveda and no Atharvaveda but only floating æks
and yajuses, bhe¶ajas, åtharvaƒas (brahman for bhe¶aja 18.32.3)
etc. It is because of the redactors that the books, oral at
first, came into being from the same floating æca¨, såman,
yaju√si, bhe¶aja etc. And their names or the names of their
families have been gratefully remembered by posterity. This
is not only plausible, the tradition  mentioned by VeΔka¢a-
Mådhava agrees with this: maƒŒalånyr¶ayo dæ¶två sarva eva
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samågatå¨ vinyåysa√ dadæ‹u¨ pa‹cåd iti væddhebhya ågama¨.
So, if we follow Surya Kantaís theory of a redaction without
a known name the logical conclusion will be that unlike the
other Sa≈hitås the Vulgate was  a got up post-Vedic
redaction and hence its redactorís name is missing.

His idea of the ›aunak∂ya-Sa≈hitå being the general
Atharvaveda and that we get Pråtisa≈hitas based on general
Sa≈hitås are thus to be rejected.

Lak¶aƒagranthas in Solving Exegetical . . .: Dipak Bhattacharya
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4
EMERGENCE OF VEDALAK®A°NA PHONETIC TEXT OF

SÅMAPRÅTI›ÅKHYA

PRADYOT KUMAR DATTA

Sμutra literature dealing with phonetics is at least as old as
of the subsidiary Vedic texts to include ›ik¶ås and
Pråti‹åkhyas. The Sμutras of the auxilliary VedaΔga ›ik¶å are
connectively related to Vedic Sa≈hitås. Source materials of
phonetics are to be in Pråti‹åkhyas as well as in various
phonetic texts. Ancient science and mythology are very much
inextricably interrelated. In the history of intellectually
traditional texts of rare importance including technical
studies on Vedalak¶aƒa begot more awe and wonder. ›ik¶å
and Pråti‹åkhya works are thus of highly technical field which
led to traditional Indian advancement.

The fourteen Pratyåhåra Sμutras believed to have evolved
from the sound of Lord ›ivaís percussive instrument for
musical apparatus not only consist of all phonemes on
Sanskrit language but also arranged them in natural classes
to be referred to in the ancient Indian phonetic and
grammatical texts. Such sophistication in phonological
narration does not exist in any other tradition or in any other
part of the world not only especially at the dawn of
civilisation in the hoary past prior to Indian research of
phonetics. In fact the study of  phonology is not seriously
considered to be pursued until very present period.

The view of any scholar of India engaged in grammatical
studies is finally applicable to many of ancient Indian ›ik¶å
and Pråti‹åkhya texts while attempting to analyse
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Vedalak¶aƒa texts. Such textual works constitute some of
greatest monuments of the human intellect. It is extremely
difficult to locate many of ›ik¶å texts and their Pråti‹åkhyas
and related other important materials of the great Indian
phonetic tradition. Beisdes initial path-breaking
contributioins by a few scholars there have been very little
work done in that tradition. Scholars may find source of
ancient phonetic tradition in search of the roots of Indian gram-
matical information to follow the great intellectual legacy
in a field of bibliographic inquiry and other documents.

The traditional list to enumerate six fold VedåΔgas assigns
a first place to ›ik¶å in the science of Phonetics. Various
recensions of Vedas are connected with works of ancillary
sciences during oldest period of ›ik¶å school. There are
instructions for the pronunciation, accentuation, euphonic
alteration of sounds as mentioned in ›ik¶å texts. ›ik¶å is a
work of great importance for the technical studies of Vedic
literature. This is a comprehensive study on Vedic form
covering  all its delicate shades.

Ancient works on Phonetics are the pioneers in the
interpretation of Vedic passages. The prehistory of Sanskrit
grammar dates back to ›ik¶å works. There is a large number
of extant ›ik¶ås. Out of fifty ›ik¶å texts, thirty-one are
published in Benaras Edition of 1893; sixteen manuscripts
in Madras Government Oriental MSS Library and three
manuscripts in Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,
Poona. Many of these ›ik¶ås, however, are mere catalogues
of certain sounds of Vedas, and contain very little matter of
linguistic studies. Even more famous ›ik¶ås like Bhåradvåja
and Siddhånta ›ik¶ås deal with different sounds in
alphabetical order and  pronunciation as well to facilitate
research work. Nevertheless, even the minor ›ik¶ås do not
differ from several portions of representative VedåΔga
Phonetics themselves, which are mere catalogues of works.
Such ›ik¶ås illustrate the way wherein the earliest Phonetic
texts seem to have built up a gradual alteration of materials,
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general and particular.
Pråti‹åkhyas are earliest representatives of VedåΔga ›ik¶å

to corroborate some recensions of a particular Veda Sa≈hitå
as M. Winternitz comments on such a VedåΔga ›ik¶å in his
treatise ëA History of Indian Literatureí, vol. I, pp. 248ñ49. Many
of the ›ik¶ås consist of a number of valuable and striking
phonetic observations connected with the Pråti‹åkhyas.
Sarvasammata ›ik¶å, MS. No. 998 of 1905, Madras, is a far
different work from the one edited by Otto Franke in 1886.
The latter is a short manual of forty-nine verses without
having any mention of names of either author or
commentator with a  very meagre treatment of most difficult
points in phonetics viz. accent and quantity. In treatise of
Frankeís edition such work has more verses having four
chapters with an elaborate gloss. The name of author is
Ke‹avåcårya while its commentator is Ma¤ci Bha¢¢a. Frankeís
commentator, seems to be a separate person, but his
commentary does not vary from the point of treatment.
Sarvasammata ›ik¶å, subject is common and it is acceptable
by all phonetic works as the Taittir∂ya recension.

Introductory verse of each commentary is different.
Certain portions of this work are evidently nothing else but
elaboration of corresponding portions like Vyåsa ›ik¶å.
Frankeís edition has only two verses on accent, but the
Madras Manuscript has thirty-three verses with a fairly
copious treatment of accent. Two verses of such edition do
not occur amongst these thirty-three verses, but are laid
down at the end of the Madras MS, being verses as IV/104ñ
5. This may be true of Frankeís edition but not so much of
the Madras MS; which comprises some materials hardly to
be connected with any other extant ›ik¶å i.e. Phonetics.

There are three ›ik¶å texts like Nårada, Loma‹∂ and
Gautam∂ in Såmaveda. Nårada ›ik¶å is one of the oldest and
most profound ›ik¶å. It states that its object is for the
treatment of accents in such Veda. This is corroborated by
nature of the text relating to accent and its relation to
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musical lore with other subjects of Phonetics and so on. The
treatise has been attributed to Nårada for its authorship.
The Loma‹∂ ›ik¶å makes general but concise observations
for doubting. The title of ›ik¶å suggests that its author is a
person named Loma‹. This ›ik¶å is a work on Phonetics. A
manuscript of the then Jåtakapaddhati ascribed to Madras.
manuscripts, catalogue, 1913 enumerates a list of teachers
where Gargya and Roma‹a along with Vyåsa, Vasi¶¢ha, etc.
have been mentioned. This ›ik¶å was attributed to the same
person as either Roma‹a or Loma‹a. Such names of the
author are identical to be called Loma‹∂ or Roma‹∂ after
Roma‹å, the goddess of speech referred to as the daughter
of Bæhaspati in Bæhaddevata III/156. Gautam∂ ›ik¶å is
ascribed to Gautama.

This ›ik¶å text manifests a connected study of vowel and
consonant groups. It refers to a Pråti‹åkhya wherein a
consonant group like ;qÄ~Ä~{k~{o is said to occur and such group
is to be traced in any of the extant texts. In Bæhaddevatå
there is a description of connotation entitled to the Lomå‹∂
›ik¶å after Roma‹å, the goddess of speech is a daughter of
Bæhaspati who is the author of this phonetic text so referred
to in two stanzas:

^^i×pkeUnku~Hkko;O;L; xhrk tk;kiR;ks% laizoknks }`psuA
laizokna jkse'k;sUnzjkKksjsrs _pkS eU;rs 'kkdiwf.k%AA
bUnzs.k tk;kiR;ks'psfrgkla }`ps¿fLeu~ eU;rs 'kkdVk;u%]
izknkr~ lqrka jkse'kka uke ukEuk c`gLifrHkkZo;O;k; jkKsAA

´c`gn~nsork- 3@155&156

The contributions as prototypes of Pråti‹åkhyas were
made to the science of Phonetics of the Vedalak¶aƒa ›ik¶å
texts. The name as Pråti‹åkhya of each Sμutra form intends
for a recension. It deals with a discussion on the aspects of
many branches existed in certain Vedas word by word, so-
called the UpåΔga as referred to in the commentary of
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Tribhå¶yaratna in the Introduction of the Taittir∂ya
Pråti‹åkhya ascribed to Måhi¶eya, Åtreya and Våraruca. Then
the salient features like phonetics, grammar ect. which assist
the study of Vedas as branches for advancement of learning
gave rise to many recensions of Vedas to various teachers
and their schools or disciples gradually emerged.

The earliest speculations of a ›ik¶å nature are to be
referred to either in the Taittir∂yopani¶ad or in MuƒŒako-
pani¶ad I/I and I/4-5 as well. There existed around the
same time texts or various manuals of Phonetics dealing with
alphabets, quantity, pronunciation, accentuation and
euphonic rule. It must have been prior to the composition
of Pråti‹åkhya literature. The earlier treatises classified Vedic
texts into four forms of speech following carefully the
definition of some previous Sa≈j¤ås like technical terms
and techniques possibly with an attempt to reduce word
and an explanation of their phonetic formation.

Even modern scholars both eastern and western have laid
their hands on such works and their contributions have
thrown useful insight on various problems dealt with ›ik¶å
and Pråti‹åkhya texts in the Vedalak¶aƒa analysis. But
Scholars now-a-days try to give an explanation of such texts
through modern outlook to bring the wealth of ideas in
those compendium. Every Vedic recension is supposed to
have a separate Phonetic and Pråti‹åkhya text. There must
have been many Vedalak¶aƒa texts or ancillary Vedic texts
on Phonetics affiliated to each branch or ›åkhå of each of
four Veda Sa≈hitå.

Pråti‹åkhyas are treated as the whole treatise of collective
Veda-assistant scriptures like Phonetics, etc. mainly dealing
with peculiarities relating to ›ik¶å, metre of the speech in
various recensions or ›åkhås.

The last Sμutra of first chapter for the Våjasaneyi-
Pråti‹åkhya refers to a remarkable stanza which is
commented upon by Uva¢a, a great commentator of same
Pråti‹åkhya. The oldest text book of ›ik¶å is Pråti‹åkhya which
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contains the rules of instruction for its pronunciation,
accentuation, euphonic alteration of the sounds etc.

There are treatises of phonetics mainly dealing with
peculiarities relating to grammar of speech in various Vedic
recensions and their pronunciationóò¼fena 'kkÏeU;kfu 'kkÏk.;is{;
f'k{kkfofgra O;kdj.kfofgra pkfLeu~ 'kkÏ mHk;a ;r% izfozQ;r bfr
gsrksf'PN";k.kkesrPNzkÏJkfo.kka o`f¼HkZofrA  A number of forms may
be found in various Vedas of different branches ascribed to
different teachers and their schools but not explicable by
general norms. They can be explained by taking resort to
the Phonetic texts to be applicable in the Pråti‹åkhyas as
found in a remarkable passage rLekkÙkÙkrlekEuk;s izkfr'kk[;k&
fojks/kr% dk;± ,oa O;oLFkkI;a f'k{kk O;kdj.kksfnre~ rS- izk- iz- v- lw\ o`fÙkA
The Tribhå¶yaratna, a commentary as well as Vaidikåbharaƒa
of Taittir∂ya Pråti‹åkhya relates to Pråti‹åkhyas in the
Vedalak¶aƒa as UpåΔga scriptures as they analyse various
features ascribed to the branches of Vedas word by word:

izfrian pkuqina NUnksHkk"kklefUore~A
ehekalkU;k;rdk±'p mikÌkfu fonqcqZ?kk%AA

›ik¶å means instruction on pronunciation of Vedic words.
The science of phonetics has been studied with a great zeal
having carried to a perfection. The discovery of such text
has created a revolution on the science of Philology. It leads
to momentous consciences in the development of thought.
The inevitable dialectal peculiarities arise within a language.
It was taken as a science in earnest. Satisfactory interpre-
tation of Vedas is a huge task to do full justice while
explaining Vedic mantras. ›ik¶å then leads to the method
of pronouncing letters, vowels and accents for accurate
recitation of Vedic versesó f'k{kk uke Lojo.kksZPpkj.kksins'kda 'kkL=ke~A

There are sixfold precepts like syllable, accent, mora,
pronuncial breath, equality for pronunciation and euphoinc
combination as mentioned in the Taittir∂yopani¶ad.
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Language is the vehicle of  thought. It is expressed in
sentences. The enunciation of letters is the knowledge of
the desired letters. Phonetics are applicable either in isolation
or combination. Some sorts of modifications or changes are
possible in any sound or in both sounds emerged therein.

They depend upon the nature of changes. The quality of
work as produced has won a recognition as well as an
honourable mention even in the hands of scientific
philologists of their time for the necessity of Phonetic study.

Even a bare Catalogue of the names of Phoneticians both
ancient and modern with their valuable works still preserved
can amply bear the truth of such assertion. On the basis of
calculation there are currently a dozen of different schools
of Vedalak¶aƒa text including ›ik¶ås and Pråti‹åkhyas of
highly technical field of Indian learning which are available
only from quotations in separate treatises in original form.
The study of the pause of speech is of sufficient importance
to be pursued by the usage itself independently from
generation to generation. The technical terms used by the
so-called Aindra treatise are connected with one other and
are simples and more formative. The Pråti‹åkhya of the
Såmaveda known as °Rktåntra composed by ›åka¢åyana is also
mentioned as Aindra treatise alluded to Pre-Påƒinian sect.
Its authorís name is mentioned in the °Rgveda-Pråti‹åkhya
and the A¶¢adhyåy∂ of Påƒini considers him superior than the
authors of other texts like of ›aunaka and other composers.

It is interesting to note how A.C. Burnell arrived to a
similar result through an independent study of the °Rktantra
known Vyåkaraƒa. He says: ìThese words belong to the other
what I have termed the Aindra school of grammar, and
where any of the words in question is used by Påƒini, it is
with a new meaning.î He also sums up the whole position
in the following words: ìAll existing Pråti‹åkhyas are, in their
present forms, later than Påƒini, but some (e.g.óthe
°Rkpråti‹åkhya, etc.); have been but little modified, while
the others have suffered more. All, however, belong to a
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school that existed before Påƒini invented his system.î It
does not appear perhaps to be a very recent production
because of being possibly composed while Sanskrit was a
spoken language to be treated as bhå¶å i.e.ótongue of
speech.

Sacred Vedas are most ancient works in the vast range of
Indian Aryan Literature. Any interpration of Vedas must
have some traditional materials to elucidate varied and
various meanings of Vedic hymns. Such materials are
supplied by the ancillary limbs  of Vedas. In midst of them,
›ik¶å as a highly technical Phonetic text may be systematically
investicated through its modern outlook for traditional
Indian learning. Organs are always concerned for production
of any sound. The immovable place of production is called
the Sthåna and it is the position of articulation for the system
of o.kksZPpkj.kA

Then the Sthåna is a place for articulation of syllables.
Active one mostly is designated as the Karaƒa as instrument
of production. Sound receives its character by contact with
organs. There are fivefold organs for pronunciation of letters
like vuqiznku] lalxZ] LFkku] dj.kfoU;; and ifjek.k to mean emitted
material contact, place of production, instrument of
articulation and measurement of letters chronologically as
referred to in the Taittir∂ya Pråti‹åkhya XXIII/2. Thus the
Pråti‹åkhya as a work of rare importance among the technical
studies with its phonetic method must be taught for correct
and accurate pronunciation of words of Vedic Literature.
The teaching of letters, accents, quantity of syllables, stress,
melody and combination of words in continuous recitation
are noted in all chapters of Phonetics. The culture of
Phonetics had started long ago as a science of languages. The
first VedåΔga ›ik¶å or the Pråti‹åkhya for technical studies of
Vedic literature means instruction of pronunciation of Vedic
words as mentioned by ›aunaka in his °Rgveda-Pråti‹åkhya
Ñr~Lua p osnkÌefuUnÔkek"kZe~́ _- izk- 24@99

Sa≈hitå and Pada are two different systems of på¢has to
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link their teachings amidst various readings. Such På¢has
are the oldest productions of the ›ik¶å school. On the basis
of commentary of  VeΔka¢amådhava in the °Rgveda VIII/I/7
three personalities like ›åkalya, Yåska and Påƒini are treated
as analysts of pauses. An ascertainment in made for
determination of prime meaning of words through the
analysis of sounds. ›åkalya belonging to the recension of
the °Rgveda is the composer of Padapå¢ha. In this connection
it may be mentioned that Swami Dayånanda Saraswati, a
well-known founder of Årya Samaja has created a system of
separate Padapå¢ha by neglecting the rules of ›åkalyaís
Padatype. He also recognised Veda solely as a nature of
Sa≈hitå part without mentioning other portions of Vedas
because of a system of unauthoritative nature of it. All types
of Vedas are included in the Sa≈hitå part. Certain
grammatical and Phonetic norms along with pronunciation
of syllables are worthy to be mentioned in the °Rgveda-
Pråti‹åkhya ascribed to a school regarding variation of those
På¢has like mdkj'psfrdj.ksu ;qÙkQks jÙkQks¿i`ÙkQks nzkf?kr% 'kkdysu _- izk-
2@75- There are five disciples of Preceptor ›åkalya viz.
Mudgala, Gokhμkula, Våtsya, ›ai‹ira and ›i‹ira as recognized
in a remarkable line of the Vargadvayavætti of Vi¶ƒumitra
i.e.óeqn~xyks xks[kwyks okr~L;% 'kSf'kj% f'kf'kjLrFkk] i×pSrS 'kkdyk% f'k";k%
'kk[kkHksnizorZdk%- These disciples of the same preceptor are
organizers of diverse readings of various recensions of the
°Rgveda. The name of ›åka¢åyana is worth-mentioning both
in the °Rgveda-Pråti‹åkhya and in the A¶¢ådhyåy∂ of Påƒini
izFkea 'kkdVk;u% _- izk- 2  like and f=kizHk`fr"kq 'kkdVk;uL;&ik- 2@8@50
respectively.

The Aindra school of °Rktantra of ›åka¢åyana relating to
the Pråti‹åkhya of the Såmaveda is alluded to as the
recension of such a school itself. The composer of this
Pråti‹åkhya text is earlier among the authors of the °Rgveda-
Pråti‹åkhya and also of the A¶¢ådhyåy∂ as referred to in the
above-mentioned aphorisms. The name of VyåŒi, an
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interpreter of ancient seriptures and then the composer of
the book intitled Sa≈graha having verses of one lakh is
mentioned in the °Rgveda-Pråti‹åkhya mHks O;kfM% leLojś _-
ik- 3@2 and in the Varttika of Kåtyåyana nzO;kfHk/kkua O;kfM% so
referred to in the norm of Påƒini I/2/64óllwik.kkesd'ks"k ,d
foHkÙkQk S VyåŒi is also maternal uncle of PåƒinióO;kfMukZe
ikf.kusekZrqy% Accordingly it may be ascentained which scripture
is earlier and then to fix a comparative priority between
two scriptures which is still a desideratum. On the basis of
Pråti‹åkhya such authors are older than Yåska, Påƒini and
so on. There is a long gap between the composition of
Pråti‹åkhyas and that of the ›ik¶å texts. The °Rktantra is also
treated as Aindra School of grammar and is earlier than
other grammatical texts including ›ik¶å texts.

The Pråti‹åkhyas serve useful purposes in recording the
Sμutras and examples in the Kårikås for purposes of special
dialected pronunciation and modes of accentuation peculiar
to a Vedic recension.

There is a mention of Kåra to treat a letter in the Taittir∂ya
Pråti‹åkhya in the aphorism o.kZ% dkjksÙkjks o.kkZ[;k&rS izk- 2@13
There are so many recensions of Vedas yet to be known by
the scholars at the moment through quotations, but no
publication has come out regarding this till dates. It is feared
that the recensions might have been lost beyond recovery,
but it is possible to have a clear idea specially of those lost
›åkhås from an intensive study of the references found in
the ›ik¶ås and Pråti‹åkhyas which are still available.

Works in the Phonetic texts and Pråti‹åkhyas are very
important for the interpretation of Vedic verses. Even
modern scholars have found ample sources of data referred
to in the Atharvaveda-Pråti‹åkhya. Ñ.kksfRofr&v- izk- 3@2@8 The
intensive and extensive works on Vedalak¶aƒa including
interpretation of ›ik¶ås and Pråti‹åkhyas should be made if
the scholars really intend to interpret Vedic verses with the
broad principle of comparative study. Such tasks invariably
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involve all important chapters on Phonetics, Grammar,
Etymology, Philology etc. to attain high appreciation of all
scholars both traditional and modern. The texts on
Vedalak¶aƒa contain a comparative comprehensive study
regarding all features of Vedas on Phonetics and Pråti‹åkhyas
to be helpful for persons in pursuit of Vedic knowledge for
critical analysis of a particular area through modern outlook
of system.

Even modern scholars without having dogmatic mention
follow eastern interpreters and take the advantage of
modern resources of scientific analysis for explaining obscure
hymns.

The Vedalak¶aƒa texts of ›ik¶å and Pråti‹åkhya are
different in nature and ›ik¶å is said to be the less
authoritative. The ›ik¶å Vedalak¶aƒa is called weaker as the
deer is weaker than the lion. The Sarvasammata ›ik¶å edited
by an occidental scholar, Franke refers to such a version as:
^^f'k{kk p izkfr'kk[;a p fo#/;srs f'k{kSo nqcZysR;kgq% flagL;So e`xh ;Fkk**
The numerous statements on Phonetic matter are to be
found in grammatical works. The subjects of the ›ik¶å are
worth-mentioning in the ›ik¶ådhyåya. The ›ik¶ås may supply
teaching of the Pråti‹åkhyas in many cases, but on the other
hand they are less related to a particular Veda with some
exceptions. Pråti‹åkhyas are based on an early ›ik¶å as
referred to in the Taittir∂ya Åraƒyaka VII/11/I. The extant
texts of the latter seem to be of later date than the former
in the MuƒŒakopani¶ad I/4-5.

The most important of texts is sometmes claimed to be
the original ›ik¶å and in consequence goes back to a very
early date of the Phonetic text. The °Rktåntra of ›aka¢åyana
is alluded to a Pråti‹åkhya of the Såmaveda. Hence the °Rk
means any portion of Vedas as per the grammatical term of
the Aindra school appearing from the alphabets at the
beginning of collective syllables closely nearest to phonemes
for analysis of the word-isolates.

Tantra substitutes syntax of component features within
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the sound-unit having no independent existence. The words
on their own have no separate existence. Jaimini, the author
of Pμurvam∂må≈såsμutra text termed Dvåda‹alak¶aƒ∂ having
twelve chapters on this philosophy admits the breath-group
corresponding to one line of verse by a norm vFkSZdRoknsda okD;a
lkdkÄ~{ka psn~ foHkkxs L;kr~&tS- lw- iknA v/;k; 2@ lw 46 for the
purpose of word-division. The Pråti‹åkhya of Såmaveda does
not appear to be a current production because of its being
possibly composed when Sanskrit was a spoken language to
be treated as bhå¶å or mother tongue when the formation
of LoSfj.kh] v{kkSfg.kh etc. such words either have the diphthongs
by Sandhi or contraction of vowels like hiatus.

Bhå¶å merely indicates grammatical phraseology. It makes
more interesting observation of the former letter of pra and
apa to be lengthened before Væ in a sense of either closing
or guarding at a pause like Pråvæƒute, otherwise it is to be
shortened like izo`.kqrs _fRote~ as is noted in Hkk"kk;ka .kh ijeks%] nh?k±
Hkk"kk;ka izkio`.kksrkS laoj.ks. The contracted word may remain among
either two vowels or consonants, or a consonant and a vowel
in a case of pronunciation as an euphonic combination.

The study of Phonetics as a science was taken earnestly
and came into existence about the same time for different
senses of phonetics dealing with letters, accent, quantity,
pronunciation and euphonic norms. The period must have
been prior to the production of Pråti‹åkhya literature. Dr.
A.C. Burmell called terms of the Aindra school technically
primitive. The terms possibly were made for explanation of
the mode of nature through their phonetic pronunciation.
The Aindra recension was the oldest school of Sanskrit
Phonetics. Such treatise still exists in Pråti‹åkhya amongst
technical studies as source materials of Phonetics. Technical
terms used by the Aindra treatise supposed by °Rktantra are
connected with one another and are also more simples being
primitive than later terms to represent a school of
Phoneticians. The texts of Vedic verses necessitated the
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emergence of vast phonetic literature called Pråti‹åkhya.
The Pråti‹åkhyas are treatises of phonetic text like

°Rktantra mainly dealing with the peculiarities relating to
the mode of pronunciation. The norms of Pråti‹åkhya may
be explained by taking resort to as is mentioned here: ^^vL;
'kkL=kL; ewyhewra O;kdj.ka iwoZ'kkL=kfeR;qP;rs] rfLeu~ - - - u fo/kh;rs
lk{kkfPN{kk;ka rq fo/kh;rs] O;kdj.kiz/kkua ásrPNkL=ke~ rLekn~ oS;kdj.ksH;ks¿U;s
f'k{kkdkjk bgSd bfr O;kifn';Urs** and in other passages. The
Phonetic text of °Rktantra as a separate Pråti‹åkhya composed
by ›åka¢åyana belonging to the Aindra school of the premier
branch of grammar which was invented before Påƒini relates
to both ›ik¶å i.e. phonetics and Vyåkaraƒa equally.

The scheme is supposed to benefit Vedic language
properly interpreted with the help of phonetic and
grammatical rules. A beginning may be made with
extraction of relevant terms from the information brought
out from the original source books. For the time being,
emphasis can be laid on the textual support of Veda-Sa≈hitå
and other recensions of Vedas. Work on grammar is a
premier VedåΔga and is considered to be the mouthpiece
of Veda for ascertaining the derivation of Vedic terms. It
contains the Vedic rules in general bearing a sweet fruit of
meaning of Vedas. The phonetics, grammar, accentuation,
etc. are found to be essential parts. Knowledge of accents is
very essential during the ritual application of Vedic mantras
and it became the section of the Vedic portion. Svarådi
chapters are partly traced in the phonetics and
pronunciation had its influence over all the branches of
Vedic literature in general. The rules of grammar are solely
devoted to the study and practice of Vedic forms. There is
a broad field through all branches of Vedic literature
generally regarding the people and method of Vedic studies.
A grammatical stamp has accommodated many irregular uses
in Vedic dialect and language through the broadbased norms
like ^^cgqya NUnfl**. Then Vedic language is standardized by a
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very important and valuable contribution of aphorims to save
it from the unwanted invasion by non-Aryan influence.

Modern scholars both eastern and western have discussed
extensively on such works. Their contributions contain very
useful insight connected with various rules of Vedic studies
to interpret Vedic language. In fact, Påƒiniís work consists
of framework of the VedåΔgas having the sections of Veda
related rules of grammar, phonetics and svarådiprakriyå in
the sphere of application in all the branches of Vedic
literature in general.

The linguistic analysis of Vedic words is the popular
practice both in east and in west as its aims to ascertain
meaning. A full-fledged discipline of learning the
philological study is the scientific approach through the eye
of modern scholars. A cursory view is highlighted to the
schools of grammar dealing with Vedic texts.

The VedåΔgas like phonetics, rituals, grammar,
etymology, etc. individually ascertain the Vedic forms and
formulas used in Vedic mantras. Thus grammar as a premier
VedåΔga determines the meaning of Vedic words by rules
of the formation of sounds as revealed in Vedic texts.

In regard to intensive and extensive works on the
VedåΔgas specially on Nirukta, modern philology scholars
may intend to find out the proper interpretations of various
Vedic sounds with a broad mind. The methodology and the
plan are adhered to its relation with the contents. The oldest
text book of the VedåΔgas like ›ik¶å, etc. deals with the
oldest production of pronunciation of Vedamantras on the
whole as well as on various topics viz. sandhi, quantities,
accentuation, etc. The origin of the supplementary sciences
of Vedas is to be traced in the phonetics, grammar,
etymology, etc.

There are some publications covering catalogues, indices
of the contents of Veda-Sa≈hitå in regard to different items.
A glossary occurs to the hymns for collection of rare and
obscure words. So the manuscripts of some unpublished
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Vedic texts, and collection of books as well as journals are to
be noted as tools for extraction of data. The aims are related
to the dialectal variations with reference to the zonal words,
some sorts of pronunciation, ‹abdånu‹åsana to determine
the proper meaning of Vedic sound depending upon the
accents. A work on grammatical study was indispensable for
correct, exact and accurate study of Vedamantras which
regulated the society of ancient India.

The dialectal variation is important for pronunciation of
some zonal sounds like Pråcya, Prat∂cya, Ud∂cya, etc. It is
very important and valuable contribution to regulate some
terms like chåndasa, mantra, ågama, år¶a, vyatyaya, bahula,
etc. while using them as the grammatical stamps. The work
of technical studies is thus very important so far Vedalak¶aƒa
Phonetic texts are concerned.
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5
VEDALAK°SA°NA TEXTS AND TRADITION OF KERALA

C.M. NEELAKANDHAN

The traditional method of learning of the °Rgveda in Kerala
involves hard and strict practices to be followed by the
students. The students are admitted to the traditional
Vedapå¢ha‹alå for learning the °Rgveda at Brahmaswam
Matham, Trissur, at the age of seven or eight and for four
years and they are taught Sa≈hitåpå¢ha from morning to
evening. After that, the students are admitted to school
system and they are given facilities to catch on modern
education along with the traditional Vedic learning. They
learn higher modes of chanting of the °Rgveda like Pada,
Krama, Ja¢å and Ratha in the morning, evening and holidays
along with school/college education. Among the eight
modes of higher levels of chanting of the °Rgveda
(A¶¢avikætis), only Ja¢å and Ratha are practiced in Kerala.
This system of Vedic education is followed in Brahmaswam
Matham, Trissur, in Kerala even now. Earlier, most of the
Nampμutiri households had the facilities for Sa≈hitåpå¢ha
and the students used to be admitted to Brahmaswam
Matham for higher learning only. Due to the socio-cultural
changes that took place in the society, the system of teaching
Sa≈hitåpå¢ha in Nampμutiri households became extinct and
°Rgvedic education is imparted in Brahmaswam Matham,
Trissur starting from Sa≈hitåpa¢ha to the higher modes of
chanting. Earlier, Trissur Brahmaswam Matham was devoted
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only for °Rgvedic education. Recently, Yajus and Såma are
also taught there in the traditional way along with °the
Rgveda.

Thus learning of the priliminary (Sa≈hitåpå¢ha) and
higher levels of chanting of °Rgveda (Pada, Krama, Ja¢å and
Ratha) for about twelve to fifteen   years, the memorising of
the whole text in all modes of chanting need to be
preserved. It is a very diflicult task, as one can imagine, to
memorise the order of the chanting of more than ten
thousand Mantras in different modes following the Svaras.
For this, the °Rgvedic tradition of Kerala has maintained
some techniques from ancient days. They are available in
Malayalam, the   local language of the region as well as in
Sanskrit. Most of them are preserved in   oral tradition and
recently some of them have been printed in local Malayalam
script.

An important text of this kind is the commentary on
›aunaka‹ik¶å by K.N.M. Divakaran Namboothiri who was a
great scholar in Veda and Vyåkaraƒa. The commentary along
with the text was published from Mangalodayam Press,
Trissur in 1962 which includes the text and Sanskrit
commentary, a Preface in English by T.K. Ramachandra Iyer,
a Praståvanå in Sanskrit by the author, an Avatårikå by
Peruntarnam Narayanan Namboothiri, a colleague of the
author and an Åmukha with detailed explanation of the
author in Malayalam. The text is very important for following
the Padapå¢has and Svaras while chanting the °Rgveda in the
Kerala style.

Tåƒ¢am is a popular work followed in Kerala for the
purpose. The word in Malayalam has been derived from
the root ëTaƒ¢ukaí which means ëto crossí or ëto overcomeí
implying the sense that the text helps to cross the ocean of
doubts while chanting the °Rgveda mainly the Padapå¢ha.
The text Tåƒ¢am has three main   divisions. First is
Pa¢¢arutåƒ¢am. The word ëPa¢¢arí is used in Kerala for the
Tamil Brahmins who have migrated and settled here. The
word conveys sometimes the sense related to the Bråhmaƒas
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other than the Nampμutiris, the local inhabitants of the
region. The Pa¢¢arutåƒ¢am is written by the scholars Någadeva
and ›e¶anåråyaƒa as is clear from their statements in the
beginning of the text:

;Kukjk;.kk[;L; ;Tou% fiz;lwuqukA
'kekua lk/q lO;k[;a ukxnsosu fu£ere~AA
iz.kE; x#Mk:<a g¯j uhykezlfÂHke~A
'ks"kukjk;.kk[;su y{k.ka fØ;rs e;kAA

Pa¢¢arutåƒ¢am includes the topics ›amånam, VilaΔkhyam,
Naparam, Taparam, Avarƒi and Åvarƒi. All these are lists of
words (Padas) of the °Rgveda to determine the Padapå¢ha
wherever doubts may arise regarding the splitting of Padas
while its chanting. The work is used in other parts of India
also and this is known among the Nampμutiris of Kerala as
Pa¢¢arutåƒ¢am as it is written by non-Kerala scholars.

The other two main divisions of Tåƒ¢am are Malayå-
¸atåƒ¢am and Sa≈hitåtåƒ¢am. The former text is particularly
used in Kerala and the latter, a separate text popular in
Kerala among the Nampμutiris, is used for clearing the
doubts of the Padapå¢ha of the Sa≈hitå of the °Rgveda. Name
of the authors of Malayålatåƒ¢am and Samhitåtåƒ¢am are not
given anywhere in the text. Profound Nampμutiri scholars
of the °Rgveda in Kerala might have composed them which
were handed down from generation to generation. As a
result, many additions and modifications might have
happened in the text in course of time as  the °Rgveda scholars
of Kerala use to create or write new Tåƒ¢ams of their own
using their intellect and genius and which is continuing
even now. Many such additions and modifications are not
recorded as they are preserved in their   memory only. Some
remain in the private writings of the scholars which they
have received from their Gurus. Tåƒ¢ams of such kind are
collected and printed in Malayalam script and published
fiom Panchangam Pustakasala, Kunnamkulam, Trissur
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District, in Kollam era 1105 (AD 1930). A serious effort has
yet to be done to collect and publish all such Tåƒ¢ams which
are not included in that edition, but are used by the °Rgvedic
scholars.

The book Tåƒ¢am published in I930 from Panchangam
Press, Kunnamkulam, is very old and only rare copies of the
same are available now. The letters are not clear in many
places and no reprint of the book has come in Malayalam
script also after that.

In the ëMalayålatåƒ¢amí portion the initial part explaines
the Acsandhis, Halasandhis and Svarasandhis of the °Rgveda
giving examples wherever doubts may occur  while chanting
them. The explanation of Sandhis in the portion is given in
Malayalam language. In the same way, one or two instances
in that text, passages from the Malayålatåƒ¢am and
Sa≈hitatåƒ¢am are also seen explained in Malayalam
language.

Tåƒ¢am is a unique technique used for the preservation
of the °Rgveda chanting in Kerala. Much work needs to be
done on the text like adding notes on the signficances of
the words listed, tracing the Mantras of the °Rgveda where
the words are found and giving an alphabetical index of
them, explaining the Sandhis and splitting the words based
on Vedic grammar and the combination of Svaras, giving
an account of the historical evolution of these methods,
tracing the slight differences in the Sandhis, Svaras and
modes of chanting among the two groups of °Rgvedins of
Kerala (Trissnr and Tirunavaya Mathas) and those of the
other places of lndia, preparing critical edition of each text
etc.

Mudrå recitation of the °Rgveda is a unique the practice
of which is followed in Kerala. There are some hand gestures
(Hastamudrås) showing which the whole of the °Rgveda
chanting can be communicated to another scholar who also
has the knowledge of such Mudrås. The Mudrås or gestures
in the °Rgveda chanting indicate not the meaning of the
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words like in Tantra worship or in the theatrical art forms
like Kμu¢yiyå¢tam and Kathakali in Kerala (as in the case of
Mudrås for lotus, cupid etc.), but they indicate the letters
at the end of the words (Padas) of the °Rgveda. These Mudrås
help to determine the Padapå¢ha of the °Rgveda and to
memorise it. This practice of Mudrå recitation of the °Rgveda
was followed in Kerala from very ancient days. In some ›ik¶å
texts, there are references to certain Mudrås and hand
movements used while the °Rgveda is chanted. But the
specific Mudrås used in Kerala tradition are not referred to
or defined in any ›ik¶å text, as far as our knowledge goes.
Such Mudrås are not used for the °Rgveda in other parts of
India. No Mudrås of this kind are practiced for Yajurveda or
Såmaveda in Kerala or in any other part of India, except
some movements of the hands according to the Svaras. Dr.
K.V. Vasudevan, Reader in the Dept. of Sanskrit at
Sreekrishna College, Guruvayoor, Kerala, a scholar of Vedic
texts and various ›åstras has recently composed a small work
Bahvæcahastalak¶aƒad∂pikå, in Sanskrit giving the definitions
of the Hastamudrås of the °Rgveda as they are practiced and
followed in Kerala. There are about thirty such Mudrås
which are defined in the work.

Vedavikætivivaraƒam is a small work describing the
definition of the eight Vikætipå¢has of the °Rgveda chanting,
Ja¢å, Målå, ›ikhå, Rekhå, Dhvaja, DaƒŒa, Ratha and Ghana.
Among these, only Ja¢å and Ratha are practiced in Kerala.
The text Vedavikætivivaraƒam is written by a Kerala scholar
named Damodaran Namboothirippad. It is in verses
describing the definition of each Vikæti with a detailed
°Tippaƒ∂ by the author himself for each verse. The work was
published by Kunnamparamb Sankaran Namboothiri, a
desciple of Damodaran Namboothiri, from Kashi in 1955.

Sμukta‹lokas have nine verses in Sanskrit composed by the
famous scholar, philosopher and poet of Kerala, Melputtμur
Nåråyaƒabha¢¢a, author of the famous works like
Nåråyaƒ∂yam and Prakriyåsarva¶vam. Sμukta‹lokas contain the
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explanation of the number of Sμuktas and Vargas of the
°Rgveda in all the eight A¶¢akas and each verse from second
to nine dedicated to each A¶¢aka. The first verse is a general
introduction to the theme. Thus the number of Sμuktas and
Vargas of the whole text of the °Rgveda is given in this work.
The number of Adhyåyas of each A¶¢aka is eight which is
not noted separately as it is not needed. The Ka¢apayådi
method is used for denoting the numbers. So it is very
difficult to explain the words of the verses with their
meaning, at the same time denoting the numbers according
to the Ka¢apayådi system. Moreover, it is generally believed
that the verses in the Sμukta‹lokas contain a meaning praising
the goddess Dev∂ of Candanakkåvu, the family deity of
Melputtμur. The Vedic scholars of Kerala used to interpret
the verses in Sμukta‹lokas according to the number they
denote. But the explanation of the verses as praising the
Goddess Dev∂ has not been attempted by anyone before.
Dr. Kompamkulam Vishnu Namboothiri, a good Vyåkaraƒa
scholar and Reader in the Dept. of Vyakarana, Sree
Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit, Regional Centre,
Payyannur, has written a commentary on the Sμuktasl‹okas in
Sanskrit explaining their meaning related to the number
of the Sμuktas and Vargas of each A¶¢aka of the °Rgveda and
at the same time, related to the eulogy of Goddess Dev∂. As
one can imagine, this is really a challenging task which only
a scholar prfound in the Veda, Vyåkaraƒa and Ka¢apayådi
system can undertake. Dr. Vishnu Nambootliiri has
composed the commentary excellently well. A detailed table
of the number of Sμuktas and Vargas of each A¶¢aka as
explained in the verses according to the Ka¢apayådi scheme,
is also given by   Vishnu Namboothiri in his commentary.

There are some other works of this kind like Trisandhå,
Vedapå¢hånadhåyasaΔgraha and Sarvånukramaƒ∂padya-
vivaraƒam written by K.P. Krishnan Bhattathirippad, a great
scholar in Veda and Tantra who belonged to the famous
family of Tantrins Kunnathur Pa¢i¤¤årμe¢attu Mana, Cherpu,
Trissur, Kerala. These three works are included in the book
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›r∂kæ¶ƒacintåmaƒ∂ which   contains some other compositions
of the author in Sanskrit but related to other topics like
Tantra and Pråya‹citta. ›r∂kæ¶ƒacintåmaƒ∂ is published from
Mangalodayam Press, Trissur, in I962. The three above
mentioned treatises contained in the work, are related to
the preservation techniques of the °Rgveda chanting of
Kerala.

Trisandhå is a long-term ritual extending upto eight
months   when conducted continuously, practiced in Kerala
for memorising the chanting of the °Rgveda. The full-time
involvement of twenty or more scholars are needed for this.
At least five scholars at a time have to chant the Veda without
a break from morning to evening. This is conducted in the
traditional Svådhyåyas (working days) only.

In Trisandhå, Sa≈hitå, Pada and Krama are chanted with
Svara. The name Trisandhå is meaningful because all the
three styles of chanting (Sa≈hitå, Pada and Krama) are
combined here. Teaching and learning   method is used in
this ritual. One recites the Mantras in the place of the
teacher and the others repeat them. After each Varga the
one who   acts as teacher, is changed. Thus all scholars will
come in the position of teacher and students in turn. This
is the method of the °Rgveda Trisandhå which is explained
in the text.

Vedapå¢hånadhyåyasaΔgraha is a small work explaining the
holidays (Anadhyåyas) for Vedic learning. According to the
tradition, the Anadhyåyas for Vedic learning are calculated
based on Lunar calender, not usual Saturdays and Sundays.
The holidays for Vedic learning are explained in the text
briefly.

Sarvånukramaƒ∂padyavivaraƒam is a work describing the
contents of sarvånukramaƒ∂ of Kåtyåyana in 487 verses. The
text Saravånukramarƒ∂ has been published from Oxford
University, London, in I895 by A.A. Macdonnel with the
commentary Vedårthad∂pikå of °SaŒguru‹i¶ya. The second
edition of the text with the same commentary edited by Dr.
Vijayapal, was published from Calcutta in 1967.
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Sri K.P. Krishnan Bhattathirippad has presented an
excellent explanation of Sarvånukramaƒ∂ in verses in his
Sarvånukramaƒ∂padyavivaraƒam.

There is an unpublished commentary on Sarvånukramaƒ∂
from Kerala by Akkittam Narayanan Namboothiri who
belonged to eighteenth century AD. The name of the
commentary is Nåråyaƒ∂yam. It is also famous as D∂paprabhå.
Akkittam Narayanan Namboothiri was a celebrated scholar
of Veda and different ›åstras who is the author of many
commentaries on different Vedic texts. The manuscripts/
transcripts of Nåråyaƒ∂yam (D∂paprabhå) commentary are
available at Vadakke Matham Brahmaswam, Trissur, Oriental
Mss Library, Madras and in the private collections of
PazhedathSankaran Namboothiri, Killikurussimangalam,
Lakkidi, near Ottappalam in Kerala. The commentary is an
exhaustive one giving valuable details of the original text
and hence is a worthy contribution to the commentary
literature of Vedas.

A recent work that can be included in the group of
Tåƒ¢am named Nånåbhedaprakå‹in∂ been written recently
by K.M, Vasudevan Namboothiri, one of the foremost °Rgveda
scholars of Kerala at present. The letter ëNaí is pronounced
in two ways both in ordinary usage and in Vedic chanting. It
explains with examples different pronunciation of ëNaí in
the chanting of the °Rgveda with the rules that are followed
for the difference. It is a small treatise, but it sheds light to
the phonetic principles that are governing the
pronunciation of the difference in the letter ëNaí as in the
example of the word ëNånå.í A few works related to the
preservation techniques of the °Rgveda chanting are being
written even now by present scholars of Kerala.

Recently another book has been published from Vedic
Studies, Sree Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit, Kalady,
Kerala, titled Preservation Techniques of the °Rgveda Chanting
of Kerala (2010). In that text, all the above mentioned works
which are related to the preservation techniques of the
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°Rgveda chanting of Kerala, are included in Devanågar∂
script. There may be other works of similar type and a
thorough survey can bring them to the fore. Moreover, there
are similar texts related to the preservation techniques of
the chanting of Yajurveda and Såmaveda in Kerala and the
collection and edition of which have not been attempted
yet by anyone. Critical editions with elaborate notes,
introductions and studies of each of these texts will be a
valuable contribution to the field of Vedic studies and
research. Hopefully young scholars and researchers in the
field will take up the matter some day with sincerity, devotion
and dedication.

Rituals
There are many rituals which are followed in Kerala to

preserve the skill of the °Rgveda chanting. Among the Vedic
rituals, Yågas are the most important. In Yågas many hymns
of the three Vedas are used and some Mantras are also
chanted which are not found in Sa≈hitå texts. These may
be the Mantras of some recensions which are not traced in
Vedas. Besides these Yågas, there   are many other rituals,
which are very helpful for the preservation of Vedas. Most
of them are regional in practice and those followed in Kerala
are explained here.

Murajapam, Våram, Ottμu¢¢, Trisandhå, Murahomam and
Lak¶årcana are the main rituals introduced by ancient
scholars for the preservation of Vedas in Kerala. There are
some Vedic rituals which are included in the daily duties of
Brahmins. Svådhyåya, Sμuryanamaskåra and Tr∂ƒi are some
of them.

Svådhyåya
Svådhyåya is a daily ritual performed by the Brahmins after

completing their primary Vedic education or Sa≈hitå
course. It is believed that Svådhyåya is a ritual to be practiced
strictly by all who have studied  the °Rgveda. It is considered
as a Brahmayaj¤a. The student has to recite a portion of
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Sa≈hitå every day till the end of his life. This is done by all
Vedic scholars. °Rgvedic scholars recite one Sμukta or Anuvåka
in the Svådhyåya day. For Yajurvedins and Såmavedins one
chapter has to be chanted. Related to the chanting there
are many  ritual performances which are needed to be
followed along with it.

Sμuryanamaskåra
This practice is helpful for mental concentration and

physical exercise. They chant a certain portion of the related
Veda and practice the Sμuryanamaskåra. The scholars who
belong to the °Rgveda and the Såmaveda practice Namaskåra
for each °Rk or hymn and Yajurvedic scholars perform five
Namaskåras for each Pa¤cå‹at (Collection of fifty Padas or
words) which they call Pa¤¤ådi in local language.

Tr∂ƒi
This is a rare ritual performed by the Vedic scholars. Only

a few scholars are able to perform this. Sa≈hitå, Padapå¢ha
and Kramapå¢ha are recited in this ritual. This is more
fruitful than the other daily rituals like Namaskåra and
Svådhyåya so far memorising of Vedic chanting is concerned.
The name Tr∂ƒi is meaningful as the three modes of
chanting of Veda (Sa≈hitå, Pada and Krama) are combined
in this. Usually one °Rgvedasμukta is chanted in Tr∂ƒi style
one day. So it will take about one thousand days for the
complete recitation of the °Rgveda in this style.

There are some rituals which are observed in special
occasions. Murajapam, Murahomam, Trisandhå, Ottμu¢¢ and
Våram are the examples of such type of rituals.

Murajapam
It is a ritual which is related to special occasions. This is

performed in respected Brahmin households as well as in
temples. Recitation of the whole Sa≈hitå within a certain
period is called as Murajapam (ëMuraí denotes Sa≈hitå and
ëJapamí means recitation. Thus ëMurajapamí is the
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recitation of Sa≈hitå of Veda). The Vedic scholar who can
chant the whole Sa≈hitå with the correct Svara can only
participate in the Murajapam. This is performed by a single
scholar or a group of scholars. If one scholar devotes five
hours a day for this type of chanting, it may be completed
within four days. This is done by a group of scholars with
more elaborate Svara, repeating the Sa≈hitå text in this
way many times. In the famous Murajapa festival conducted
at ›r∂ Padmanåbhasvåmi temple, Tiruvananthapuram, this
ritual used to prolong for fifty-six days. In this festival the
Sa≈hitå was chanted seven times by each Vedic scholar
devoting eight days for the completion of the recital.

Murahomam or Sa≈hitåhomam
Sa≈hitåhomam is a Vedic ritual practiced by °Rgvedic

scholars only. It is conducted not only in Kerala but in other
states of India also. Sa≈hitå is chanted with °R¶i, Chandas
and Devatå and ghee is offered in the fire at the end of
every hymn with Svåhåkåra. Three Vedic scholars are eligible
to participate in this ritual. One priest performs the Homa
with the recitation of Mantra, the second one does the
Anujapa (reciting along with the former) and the third one
is called Brahman who takes care of the whole procedure,
not to have any mistake.

Vedalak¶årcanå
This is a new Vedic ritual that was started by ›r∂ O.M.C.

Narayanan Namboothirippa, a great Vedic scholar, the
former president of Vatakke Ma¢ham Brahmasvam
(Brahmasvam Ma¢ham) and the author of °Rgveda-
bhå¶åbhå¶yam. The frst Vedalak¶årcana was conducted at
Brahmasvam Ma¢ham, Trissur, in the year 1975. At least ten
scholars who can chant the whole Sa≈hitå are needed for
the Vedalak¶årcana. This ritual is commonly practised in
temples with all three Vedas.

Vedalak¶aƒa Texts and Tradition of Kerala: C.M. Neelakandhan
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Trisandhå
This is a long-term ritual. In order to conduct a Trisandhå,

about eight months are necessary. There are two types of
Trisandhå among °Rgvedins-Pådasahitå and Padarahitå. In
Pådasahitå type of Trisandhå, Padapå¢ha is also chanted.
Såmavedins also have Trisandhå. They chant °Rk, Såma, and
ªUha in Trisandhå. The last Såmavedic Trisandhå was held
before seventy years at To¢¢attil Mana, Pa¤¤al. There is no
Såmavedic scholar alive who had participated in that
Trisandhå. The last Trisaudhå of the °Rgveda was conducted
at Brahmasvam Ma¢ham, Trissur during the years 1994ñ
1998, two months each year.

Ottμu¢¢u
This is a Vedic ritual conducted by the scholars of

Yajurveda. This ritual is like that of Trisandhå. This is
conducted every six years at different temples. Sa≈hitå, Pada
and Ko¢¢u are recited in Ottμu¢¢u (ëOttuí means Veda, Ko¢¢u
is an excersise of chanting of Yajurveda in Kerala, where
four Padas of the Padapå¢ha will be chanted by one scholar
which will be repeated by others thrice. The word Ottuko¢¢u
becomes Ottμu¢¢u in colloquial language). Apart from these
three, Krama and ›åkhå are also included in some places
for this ritual. In order to conduct such a ritual minimum
thirty-two Svåhyåyas (working days) are essential. Presently
this ritual is hardly performed in Kerala.

Våram
Våram is considered as a sacred Vedic ritual. This is

performed almost during all the rituals mentioned above.
During the time of Trisandhå, Våram is performed on every
Ekåda‹i day and the days of Anadhyåya (holidays) of each
Pak¶a. lt is conducted at temples and in some Brahmin
families special occasions.

This ritual is common to all Vedas. °Rgvedic scholars chant
the Kramapå¢ha of continuous ten Mantras for Våram.
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According to the scholars belonging to Yajurveda, Våram is
the recitation of Padapå¢ha of continuous 250 Padas.
Såmavedic scholars use the Vikætipå¢ha, ªUha for Våram.
Vedic scholars use a particular method to choose a portion
of Veda to chant for Våram. They use pieces of stones to
decide the particular portion of Veda that is to be chanted
for Våram. This method is known as Kallu Vaccu Våram
(Kallu=stone, Vaccu = puting. Thus the term means ëputting
stones and deciding a portion of the Veda to be chanted in
the ritual of Våramí). This method is also followed by Tamil
Brahmins.

In Kerala, Våram is used to evaluate the talent of scholars.
Munpilirikkal, one of the great examinations in Ka¢avallμur
Anyonyam, is a typical example for this kind of Våram.
Mμu¢ippacca is a Vikæti of Kerala tradition. This is reverse
chanting of Våram. In Våram mistake is not  allowed at all.
If one makes a mistake, he cannot continue the chanting
and it is considered as a sin.

There are several other devices for the preservation of
Vedas. Vedavikætis and some other techniques like Tåƒ¢a√
and Pådakkuttu are important among them.

Vedavikætis
Vedavikrtis are one of the important devices followed for

the preservation of Vedas. These are eight in number. They
are:ó

tVk  ekyk f'k[kk js[kk
èotks n.Mks jFkks ?ku%A
v"VkS foÑr;% izksÙkQk%
ØeiwokZ euhf"kfHk%AA

These Vikætipå¢has help the scholars to reafiirm their
knowledge in the chanting of Vedas. These are practiced
by °Rgvedins and Yajurvedins.

In Kerala, Ja¢å and Ratha are popular Vikætis among
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°Rgvedins. The famous Vedavikæti, DaƒŒa is popularly known
among Nampμutiris as Ratha. They practice these two Vikætis
as they consider Ja¢å and Ratha as the basic Vikætis.

Vikæti chantings are performed during the days of Våram.
After the Våram Vikætipå¢ha, Ja¢å or Ratha is recited.
Nampμutiries adopt particular modes of expansion in Svaras
while chanting these Vikætipå¢has which are very distinct
from other parts of India. Vikætis, especially Ratha is
considered as the main scale to evaluate the skill of a Vedic
scholar in Kerala. Gho¶a is another popular Vikæti practiced
by Yajurvedins in Kerala. ªUha and ªU¶åƒi are the famous,
Vikætis of Samaveda chanting in Kerala as well as in other
parts of India. Besides ªUha and ªU¶åƒa, Kerala Såmavedins
introduced a new method of chanting, that is known as
Vacanam. lt has many similarities with the Ja¢å style of
chanting by °Rgvedic scholars in Kerala.

Thus there are many textual and ritual methods followed
in Kerala for the preservation of the skill of °Rgvedic
recitation.
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6
°RK-PRÅTI›ÅKHYA AND PÅ°NINI ON ìSA°MHITÅî

RADHAMADHAB DASH

The VeŒic literature is classified into Sa≈hitå, Brå¨maƒa,
Åraƒyaka and Upani¶ad on the basis of the characteristic
nature of the type of literature, i.e, hinting both at structural
and thematic significance1 of those classes. Later on, the
Vedic literature included the six vedåΔgas2 chandas ëMetrics,í
kalpa ëScience relating to sacrifice,í jyoti¶a, ëAstronomyí,
nirukta ëEtymology,í ‹ik¶å ëPhoneticsí and vyåkaraƒa
ëGrammarí. The VedåΔgas were composed to take care of
the Vedic language and sacrifial science by providing all
details of metrical peculiarities of the Vedic composition
(chandas), pronunciation of Vedic sounds (‹ik¶å), derivation
of Vedic words (vyåkaraƒa), etymology or meaning analysis
of the Vedic usages (nirukta), and all these are of linguistic
nature; and the details of sacrilicial sciences include building
typical altars etc. (kalpa), and determining the appropriate
time for performing different sacrifices (jyoti¶a). Besides
these VedåΔgas, there is a class of literature called Pråti-
‹åkhyas connected with various Pår¶adas or Caraƒas of the
Vedas. Normally they deal with the topics of phonetics,
grammar and metrics. Hence, they are looked upon as
lak¶aƒa granthas which are essentially meant to safeguard
the Vedic language and literature. °Rkpråti‹åkhya (RP) of
›aunaka connected with the ‹åkala recension and its ‹ai‹ir∂ya
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sub-recension of the °Rgveda (°RV.) is the earliest and the
most precise of all the Pråti‹åkhyas. This has been referred
to in this study while assessing the significance of
morphophonemic combination of the Sa≈hitå literature.

In the present study relating to morphophonemic
combination in the Sa≈hitå literature, it is proposed to
highlight the essence of the concept of Sa≈hitå. It is to be
remarked here that the word Sa≈hitå is a technical term
(Sa≈j¤å) used in grammatical science. And it refers to a
class of literature comprising the sμuktas, poems of invocation
in praise of different gods and goddesses. This is called
Sa≈hita as the stanzas in every poem are formed of inter-
combined or coalesced  words inside the mantras. RP. lays
down that the padas are the bases (prakæti) of Sa≈hitå.3

›aunaka, explaining the term, defines that a word final
(padånta) if combined with the word-initial (padådi) without
allowing any time-gap of pronunciation, it is called Sa≈hitå.4

This is of two types5-år¶∂ sa≈hitå  and krama-sa≈hitå. An
instance of år¶∂-sa≈hitå is aya≈ devåya janmane (RV 1.20.1)
where the words are only once combined among each other
in order of their occurrence from left to right The krama-
sa≈hitå refers to the kramapå¢ha such as in the instances
parjanyåya pra. pra gåyata. gåyata diva¨. (°RV. 7.102.1) where
every word is combined twice, i.e., once with the preceding
word, and once with the following word except the first
and last words of the mantra. However, in the Sa≈hitå, the
gaps occurring between two vowels present a linguistic
phenomenon called as vivæti.6 ëhiatusí. The mantra-lines
such as nu itthå te pμurvathå ca (°RV. 1.123.4) containing a gap
between u of nu  and i  of itthå is  designated as vivæti. Had
this gap been closed, it would have been nuitthå by k¶aipra7

variety of sandhi. It is also prescribed that the gap created
due to pronunciation of two vowels may be measured in
term of måtrå.  This vivæti or gap between word-final vowel
and word initial vowel is of the same måtrå of svarabhakti
optionally8 or may be more. Thus vivæti (gap between two
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vowels) may  be of three types : (i) 1/4th of a måtrå if both
the vowels are short as in pra æbhubhya¨ (°RV. 4.33.1), (ii) 1/
2 of a måtrå if one of the vowels is long as in nμu itthå te (°RV.
1.132.4) and (iii) 3/4th of a måtrå if both the vowels are
long as in tå ∂ vardhanti (°RV. 1.155.3). It is clear now that
closing the gap betwen two sounds occurring in word final
(of the preceding word) and word-initial (of the following
word) is Sa≈hitå. Aitareya Åraƒyaka 3.1.5 elaborates the
nature of Sa≈hitå in the following manner: pμurvamevåk¶ara≈
pμurvarμupam uttaram uttararμupam yoí vakå‹a¨ pμurvarμupot-
tararμupe antareƒa yena sandhir vivarttayati yena svaråí svara≈
vijånåti måtråí måtra≈ vibhajate så sa≈hiteti. It emphasizes
three aspects of Sa≈hitå such as (i) Morphophonemic
combination occurs in a gap  (avakå‹a) created by both
preceding and following letters, (ii) performing the action
of combination in that gap, and  (iii) knowledge of
accentual phenomena and the length of the resulting sound
of the  combination. The same idea is also conveyed when
Påƒini defines Sa≈hitå as para¨ sannikar¶a¨ sa≈hitå (P.
1.4.109). Siddhåntakaumudi explains para sannikar¶a¨ as
ati‹ayita¨ sannidhi¨9 closer adjescence.í This closer adjacence
is again explained as ardhamåtrådhika-kålavyavadhånåbhåva
ëabsence of a gap of more than half of a måtrå since half a
måtrå is a recognizable length of the gap and a gap of the
length of less than that is not cognizable.10 Now it will be
plausible to say that a type of Vedic literature is designated
as Sa≈hitå because the technical device sa≈hitå or sandhi
ëmorhophonemic combinationí is the essence of such
literature. No Vedic sentence is available where the
component morphological structures (Vedic words) are left
uncombined. There is no question of optionality of making
sandhi in Vedic mantra. Vedic lenguage is different from
non-Vedic Sanskrit language from this point of view also. In
non-Vedic Sanskrit sentence, the  combining of two words
is subject to the desire of the speaker.11 One may use the
sentence agnim iŒe purohitam in non-Vedic Sanskrit. On the
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other hand, the adjacent word final and word initial will be
chanted combinedly for all the words found in the mantra,
then only it will be a correct Vedic mantra or sentence.
Hence the act of morphophonemic combination is very
fundamental a consideration of Vedic Sa≈hitå literature.

The Sa≈hitå occupies so much importance in the Vedic
langauge that the Taittir∂ya Upani¶ad (Tai.U.) eulogizes the
mystic quality of Sa≈hitopåsanå which is termed as
sa≈hitopani¶ad.12 RP. also refers to this Upani¶ad in part in
the introductory verse. The purpose of this mystification is
disclosed by Såyana in his commentary on Aitareya  Åraƒyaka
(Ai Å. 3.1.1) where he speaks of these categories of
recipients13 of learning (Vidyådhikår∂). They are the
excellent (uttama), mediocre (madhyama) and the ordinary
(adhamas). The excellent are the ones who are in the
highest level of experience, who being completely detached
from the wordly affairs, concentrate on the liberation of
self from the bondage of nescience (aj¤åna) and for whom
is instructed the texts like åtmå vå idam eka evågra ås∂t (AiÅ
2.4.1) The second veriety, consisting of mediocre ones,
practise pråƒa-vidyå and have the desire of only gradual
liberation through the agency of hiraƒyagarbha for whom is
referred the texts like uktham uktam (AiÅ.  2.1.2). The third
variety  of recipient neither aspires for Brahmavidyå nor
Pråƒavidyå but desires to obtain wealth and worldly pleasures
and go for Sa≈hitopåsanå. The details of their upåsanå  are
available in the third chapter of Ai Å. There is much of
Arthavåda or hyperbolic praises  here in support of the
Sa≈hitopåsanå.

The Sa≈hitopani¶ad referred to above from TaiU. mystifies
Sa≈hitå or euphonic combination by prescribing for the
sådhakas to have five viewpoints: loka, joti, vidyå prajå and
‹ar∂ra. From the point of view of loka ëregion,í one is to
conceive the presence of earth in the preceding sound,
heaven in the following sound, sky in the joining link and
air in the linking process. This is considered as  adhilaukika-
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dæ¶¢i on Sa≈kitå. From the point of view of jyoti ësource of
light,í the sådhaka should concentrate in the preceding
word-final as fire, the following word-initial as sun, water as
joining link and  lightining as helping process of the linkage.
This is considered  as adhilaukika-dæ¶¢i on Sa≈hitå. From the
point of view of jyoti  ësource of light,í the sådhaka should
concentrate in the preceding word-final as fire, the following
word-intial as sun, water as joining link and lightining as
helping process of the linkage. This is considered as
adhijyauti¶a-dæ¶¢i on Sa≈hitå. From the point of view of vidyå
ëacquisition of learning,í the preceding sound be considered
as if the preceptor, the following sound as the ward, the
knowlege as link and the instruction as the linkage or process
of linking. This is the adhividyådæ¶¢i on Sa≈hitå. From the
point of view of prajå or progeny the preceding sound be
considered as mother, the following as father, the progeny
as the link and giving birth (prajanana) is instrument of such
link. This is the adhipraja-dæ¶¢i on Sa≈hitå. From the point
of view of ‹ar∂ra or body the sådhaka is to identify the
preceding sound with the lower jaw of the mouth, the
following sound with the upper jaw, speech as link and
tongue as intrument of such linkage. This is the ådhyå-
tmikadæ¶¢i on Sa≈hitå. One who knows all this mystery of
Sa≈hitopåsanå is said to be bestowed upon with children,
domestic animals, lustre. food and good living conditions of
the earth.

›aunaka is also impressed by this mysterious version of
eulogizing the role of Sa≈hitå and he refers of ådhibhautika
(same as ådhilaukika) or adhidaivika-dæ¶¢i in RP. in verse no.
7.2.14 This version quoted slightly in different manner from
Ai Å. 3.1.1.15 alludes to the difference of opinion between
the two scholars MåƒŒukeya and Måk¶avya and the solution
given by Ågastya on the nature of Sa≈hitopåsanå. When
MåƒŒukeya considers våyu ëairí as link (Sa≈hitå) between
pærthv∂ and dyaus, Måk¶avya considers åkå‹a ëskyí as the link.
However, the son of Agasti (Ågastya) considers both sky and
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air equally important from upåsanå point of view though by
saying sky, the air is automatically included in it, but the
vice versa i.e., våyu  will not include åkå‹a. hence
MåƒŒukeyaís opinion appears refuted but for the siddhånta
of Ågastya.

In RP. verse 1.316  ›aunaka also refers to adhyåtma-dæ¶¢i on
Sa≈hitopåsanå by way of presenting a dialogue between
›μurav∂ra and his son with regard to the order of action
between speech and mind. For ›μurav∂ra, speech preceeds,
mind follows and vital breath (pråƒa) acts as the connecting
link between the two while his son says the reverse, but there
is no controversy regarding pråƒa to be considered as
Sa≈hitå or the connecting link. Now the phenomenon of
morphophonemic combination be viewed from point of view
of the inner essence as stated above. In the combined
structure agnim∂le, the preceding word-final ëmí be conceived
as speech (våk) and  the following word-initial ë∂í mind
(manas) (according to ›μurav∂ra) or vice verse (according to
his son). From the viewpoint of upåsanå both the opinions
are equally powerful but from factual viewpoint the sonís
hypothesis is practical.

Similarly in verse 1.4 of RP. it is said that food, heaven
and the both are obtained by practising respectively the
Sa≈hitåpå¢ha, PadapåŒha and Kramapå¢ha.17  The
mystification and metaphysics of morphophonemic
combination is strengthened when ›aunaka enjoins that
pråƒa¨ ¶akåro yacca bala≈ ƒakåra¨ (RP. 1.5) ìcerebral ë¶í is
the  vital air, and cerebral ëƒí  is the strength of
morphophonemic combination.î18 Såyaƒa clarifies the
purpose of saying so in the following manner. The twenty-
five contact consonants (k to m) heve been divided into five
classses, and the middle class (¢ class) contains ƒ sound and
one needs to take care to pronounce this ƒ in the
morphophonemic structure to strengthen the quality of
Sa≈hitå. The ë¶í, a product of dental ësí in the Sa≈hitå
structure, is also in the middle position among the three
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sibilants s, ¶ and ‹  and figuratively it is the pråƒa or vital air.
One, who bears vital air and strength, is said to be a living
being. As is said in the AiÅ. 3.2.6 ósa yo hetau ƒakåra-¶akåråu
anusa≈hitam æco veda sabalå≈ språƒå≈ vedåyu¶yamiti vidyåt.
In Padapå¢ha, padas are in their original form and accent,
but in Sa≈hitåpå¢ha they undergo varieties of changes and
the dental sounds, particularly ësí and ën,í  get changed into
their respective cerebral counterparts. The preceptor by
way of answering to the query of the disciple emphatically
instructs that the latter while chanting a Sa≈hitå should
take care of the pronunciation of ƒakåra and ¶akåra as is
evident from the dialogue between the preceptor and
disciple-sa yadi cikitset saƒakåra≈ bravåƒ∂3 aƒakårå3 iti
saƒakåram eva br μuyåt. sa¶akåra≈ bæavåƒ∂3 a¶akårå3 iti
sa¶akåram eva brμuyåt (AiÅ. 3.2.6) Såyaƒa commenting on
this context further explains that as in all sacrificial
operations, the oblation designated as svi¶¢akæt homa is
obligatorily perfomed, so also in all Sa≈hitopåsanå the
upåsaka should take proper care to pronounce the above
two cerebral sounds19 without fail.

The mystic discourse on Sa≈hitopåsanå quoted from Ai.
Å, third chapter, by ›aunaka in RP.  further enjoins that
one should have the upåsanå of Sa≈hitå in the form of Våƒi
or speech. It is the combination of våk in the form of
rathantara-såma  and pråƒa in the form of Bæhatsåma
according to the scholar Tårk¶ya as referred to in  AiÅ.
3.1.6.20 The scholar Kauƒ¢haravya21 designates Avaråparå
sa≈hitå to a chain of metaphysical combinations according
to which våk becomes connected with pråƒa, pråƒa with
pavamåna-våyu, pavamåna with vi‹vedevås, vi‹vedevås with
svarga and svarga with Brahman. Pa¤cålakaƒŒa, another
åcårya, professes that våk  or våƒ∂ is, in fact, Sa≈hita because
the recital of the Vedas is done only by våƒ∂. The  different
Vedic metres are articulated by våƒ∂  and finally våƒ∂ be-
friends all and subjugates all.22  When Sa≈hitå is recited,
våƒ∂  predomintes and pråƒa or  vital force is infused in it.
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When there is no action of speech organ, speech remains
in pråƒa. Hence. våk or speech is the most appropriate
instrument of Sa≈hitopåsanå. This is why våk is mystified as
mother and pråƒa as the son,23 and this idea is conveyed
through the text of RP. in its sμutra 1.6: våk-pråƒayorya‹ca
homa¨ parasparam.

3.0 From the above discussion, it is clear tht Sa≈hitå or
morphophonemic combination is the essence of Sa≈hitå-
literature. The Pråti‹åkhyas devote much of their discussion
in the niceties of correctly forming these combination
patterns and specific names are also given to them to
distinguish among themselves. Neither these names
(sa≈j¤ås) nor the elaborate treatment available there on
this topic is found in Påƒiniís grammar. As Sa≈hitå is not a
very serious or emotional question for non-Vedic language,
Påƒini, in his scheme, though refers to all the major.
verieties of combination-patterns, has not been very much
specific as in the Pråti‹åkhyas. The Sandhi-prakaraƒa
comprising five secitions is popular as Pa¤ca-sandhi-
prakaraƒa in Siddhåntakaumud∂ the famous prakriyå work in
Påƒinian system. They  are ac-sandhi  ëvowel-vowel
combination, hal-sandhi ëconsonant-consonant combi-
nation,í visarga-sandhi ëcombination with a visarga,í
svådisandhi ëcombination in the process of declension of
nominal forms.í and finally prakæti-bhåva-sandhi ëcombination
without any change of the original form.í The ac-sandhi etc.
are the generic names only. But in RP. each individual
combinantion coming under all the above generic categories
has been given a specific designaion.

RP classifies morphophonemic combination into four
generic categories:24 (i) vowel-vowel combination, (ii) vowel-
consonant combination, (iii) consonant-vowel combination,
and (iv) consonant-consonant combination. The generic
names visarga-sandhi and prakætibhåva sandhi of Påƒinian
system are included within consonant-consonant
combination and vowel-vowel combination respectively in
RP.
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An humble attempt is made in the following pages to
have an assessment of vowel-vowel combination types as seen
in the Vedic Sa≈hitå literature and presecribed in RP
Simultaneously their parallels have been traced in Påƒinian
system.

3.1 Pra‹li¶¢a-sandhi
This sandhi refers to the phonomena covered by what

are known as savarƒa-d∂rgha-sandhi,25 guƒa-sandhi26 and
væddhi-sandhi27 in Påƒinian system. (i) The savarƒa-d∂rgha
operation is spoken exactly in the same manner in RP. as in
Påƒini-that if vowel homogeneous to he preceding
samånåk¶ara (a, å, r, æ, i, ∂, u, and μu) follows as in the °Rkpåda-
a‹våjani (a‹va + ajani) pracetasa¨ (RV. 6.75.13), sadyo jaj¤åno
vi h∂m∂ddhå (hi + ∂m + iddha¨) etc. both will coalesce into
one long letter of the same vowel. 28 (ii)  If i/∂  follow a/å
there will be an e in place of the both.29  For example endra
(å + indra) sånasi≈ rayim (RV.  1.81) supplies the instance of
this type of pra‹li¶¢a-sandhi, if u/μu follow a/å  there will be a
common o for both30 as in etåyåmopa  (å+ ita + ayåma + upa)
gavyata indram  (RV.  1.33.9) These two phenomena are
covered by guƒa-sandhi of Påƒini : (iii) if e/ai follow a/å
there will be a common ai in place of the both as in aina≈
(å+ enam)  devåsa¨ (RV. 1.123.1); if o/au  follow a/å there
will be a common au in place of the both as in yatrau¶adh∂¨
(yatra + o¶adh∂¨)  samagmata  (RV. 10.97.6). These two
phenomena.31exactly correspond to the væddhisandhi of
Påƒini. For Påƒiniís three sμutras, ›aunaka spares six sμutras
to explain pra‹li¶¢a-sandhi  (RP. 2.15-20). This is called
pra‹li¶¢a because of very closely sticking together of the two
vowels there. The combination gives the impression of an
insparable sound.

3.2 K¶aipra-sandhi
This variety of vowel combination corresponds to yaƒ-

sandhi32 of Påƒinian system where non-velar samånåk¶aras,
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i.e., i.∂. & u,μu change respectively into y and v provided they
are followed by vowels other than the vowles homogenous
to the preceding one (i.e. except i, ∂ and u, μu res-pectively).33

The examples are the Vedic citations such as abhyår¶eyam
(abhi + år¶eyam ) jamadagnivanna  (RV. 9.97.51) adh∂nnvatra
(adhi + it +  nu  +  atra ) saptati≈ ca sapta ca (RV. 10.93.15)
etc. It is to be noted that here the following vowels remain
unchanged and the change into y/v occurs of the preceding
vowels only.34 As here, the vowels, i,u and æ very readily
change (k¶ipratayå saha) into y,v and r, this  sandhi is called
k¶aipra.

3.3 Padavætti-sandhi
(i) Along with the preceding visarjan∂ya  not originated

from a repha, the preceding long velar vowel ëåí will change
into å if it is followed by a vowelñshort or long.35 In other
words, in the combination å¨ + any vowel (short/long), å¨
final will be replaced by a long å.  This combination is seen
in the Vedic citations like yå o¶adh∂¨ (yå¨ + o¶adh∂¨) somaråj¤∂
(RV. 10.97.8). When ›aunaka directly transforms å¨ into å,
Påƒini justifies this tranformation by a relatively longer
formation procedure. This is because of the intricacies of
ordering technique of the sμutras in view of their strength in
terms of paranitya-antaraΔga and apavåda nature. This goes
like yå¨ + o¶adh∂¨  > yås + o¶adh∂¨  (by P. 8.3.34): visarjan∂yasya
sa¨) > yår o¶adh∂¨ (by P. 8.2.66 sa saju¶o ru¨) / yåy + o¶adh∂¨
(by P. 8.3.17 bhobhogoagho-apμurvasya yo ‹i) > yå o¶adh∂¨ by (P.
8.3.19: lopa¨ ‹åkalyaya). No further combination resulting
in a common au by P. 6.1.88 in place of a + o is possible due
to the asiddhatva  of the preceding sμutra P. 8.3.19 which
causes the dropping of y.

(ii) Morphophonemic combination designated as
Padavætti-sandhi is to be extended to the phenomena where
ai/au final becomes å being followed by a vowel36 as seen in
the instance like sμuryåya panthåm anvetavå u (anvetavai + u)
(RV. 1.24.8) and ubhå u (ubhau + u) nμunam  (RV. 10.106.1)
For Påƒini, these combination-structures can be derived by
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dropping y of ay and v  of av which were respectively availed
in the places of ai and au final being followed by a vowel. To
be more elaborate, according to Påƒini, anvetavaiv + u  will
result in anve¢avåy + u and ubhau + u  will result in ubhåv + u
by  P. 6.1.78: ecoí yavåyåva¨ and y final and v final of both
the structures will drop by P.  8.3.19 : lopa¨ ‹åkalyasya. This
variety of combination though not seen used in °Rgveda,
making such provision by ›aunaka leads to dharma ëmerití
as says Uva¢a.37 The significance of this designation of
Padavætti is self explanatory as there still remains a vivæti
ëhiatusí between the two vowels even after the combination
has taken place of the two padas. Padavætti may be an
abbreviation of Padavivætti.38

3.4 Udgråha-sandhi
(i) A visarjan∂ya originated not from repha  along with

the pereceding short vowel a (i.e., a¨) will change into a
being follwed by any vowelóshort or long.39 This
morphophonemic structure can be seen in the °Rk ya indra
(ya¨ + indra) somapåtama¨ (RV. 8.12.1) But the components
of the mantra such as anta¨ icchanti will lead to the
combination antaricchanti (RV 8.72.3) since this visarjan∂ya
is originated from repha. The  structure ya indra can be
developed exactly in the same way as demonstrated above
in case of yå o¶adh∂¨ from yå¨. o¶adh¨¨ under Padavætti
sandhi in Påƒini an way.

(ii) Similarly, e/o  final will result in a being combined
with a vowel short or long.40 This can be demonstrated from
the mantra agna indra (agne + indra) varuƒa  mitra devå¨
(RV 5.46.2) and våya ukthebhir  (våyo + ukthebhir) jarate (RV
1.22.2) Both these morphophonemic structures can be
developed in Påƒinian way exactly in the process shown
above under Padavætti-sandhi (3.3.ii).

3.5 Udgråha-padavætti-sandhi
This morphophonemic structure is just a variation of

Udgråha type of combination. Here if the following vowel
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is long and the other conditions remain the same as in
Udgråha, it will be called Udgråhapadavætti.41 The instance
of this type is ka ∂¶ate tujyate (ka¨ + ∂¶ate) (RV. 1.84.17).

3.6 Udgråhavat-sandhi
This euphonic structure arises from the phonemic

situation where two velar vowels a/å final followed by æ initial
will result in the replacement of a/å final by a42 as seen in
the mantra-pra æbhubhyo dμutamiva (pra + æhubhya¨) (RV.
4.33.1)  and åprusåyan madhuna ætasya (åprusåyan madhunå
+ ætasya) (RV. 10.68.4). It is called Udgråhavat or like Udgråha
because as a gets replaced for elo in udgråha, a/å also gets
replaced by a before æ. In Påƒiniís system upa + æcchati will
give upå-rcchati and pra + æcchati will give prårcchati by P. 6.1.91:
Upasargåd æti dhåtau: pra + æ¶abh∂yati will give optionally a
væddhi form according to Åpi‹ali as prår¶abh∂yat∂ and
prar¶abh∂yati by P. 6.1.92: vå supy åpi‹ale¨ and a and å followed
by æ  normally give ar and år combination respectively in
non-vedic Sanskrit like parama + æta¨ > paramarta¨ and
brahmå + æ¶i¨ > brahmar¶i¨ by P. 6.1.87  åd guƒa¨  along P.
1.1.51: uraƒ rapara¨. However, optional Prakætibhåva is seen
as in brahma æ¶i¨ developed from brahmå æ¶i¨ (shortening of
the å of brahmå into brahma  by P. 6.1.127 : ikoísavarƒe
‹åkalyasya hrasva¨ (only optionally) and this shortened final
vowel a will remain unchanged being followed by the æ
beginning word æ¶i¨ by the sμutra of P.6.1.128; æty aka¨
[prakætyå]

3.7 Bhugna-sandhi
A morphophonemic phenomenon where v gets

augmented after a and å which are originated from o and
au labial (o¶¢hayoni) when non-labial vowels (other than u, o,
au)43 follow as in the mantras våyavåyåhi  dar‹ata  (RV. 1.2.1)
where våyo + åyåhi> våyo + åyåhi > våyav + åyåhi is the
combination-process: ætena mitråvaruƒåv ætåvædhåv ætåspæ‹å
(RV 1.2.8) where mitråvaruƒau + ætåvædhau > mitråvaruƒå +
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ætåvædhau > mitråvaruƒåvætåvædhau is the process of
combination. These phenomena are covered by the very
popular sμutra of Påƒini ecoíyavåyåva¨ (P. 6.1.78) which alone
replaces ay. av, åy and åv in place of,  e, o, ai and au word-
final directly when any vowel follows. This augmentation of
a v sound aftera/å final and before non-labial word initial
vowel is called Bhugna. Hence this combination is called
Bhugna-sandhi.44

3.8 Pråcya-padavætti and Pa¤cåla-padavætti combinations45

These morphophonemic phenomena are related to
Udgråha type and are only the re-designation of the same.
In the Udgråha combination when e/o final remains
unchanged being followed by a, the phonemic structure
consisting of e + a out of it, is called Pråcyapadavætti and the
remaining o + a (both these two) will be designated as
Pa¤cåla-padavætti type of combination. In Pa¤cålapadavætti,
the preceding vowel must be a labial one without mattering
whether it was originally  labial o or a result of shorta and
the following visarjan∂ya taken together when the following
sound is a vowel.  The mantras like te agrepå æbhavo mandasånå
(RV 4.34.10) where te agrepå presents a combination-structure
called  Pråcya-padavætti:  purolå‹≈ yo ësmai (RV.  8.31.2) and
pro ayås∂d indur indrasya (RV 9.86.16) present combination-
structures called Pa¤cåla-padavætti. From the examples cited
above for Pa¤cåla-padavætti, in the former, i.e., yo ësmai, ëoí is
developed from ya¨ + asmai but in the latter caseñproayåsid,
the ëoí is original one.

3.9 Abhinihita-sandhi46

(i) This combination-structure allows coalescing of ækpåda
initial a with  e, o word final (both original o and also with
the o developed from a and visarjan∂ya). The following a-
initial gets lost because of its submerging in the preceding
vowel. This combination is widely seen in vedic mantras.
Instances of this structural pattern are noticed in the mantras
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like suga≈ tatte tåvakebhyo rathebhyoí gne (rathebhyo + agne <
rathebhya¨ + agne) RV.  1.94.11) dadhå¶i ratna≈ draviƒa≈ ca
då‹u¶eí gne (då‹u¶e + agne) (RV. 1.94.14) atrå cinno madho
pitoí ram (pito + aram) (RV. 1.187.7) and so on. The
abhinidhåna or coalescing is due only when the line of the
mantra starting with an a vowel follows the e/o final. Inside
the mantra, if such occasions like e/o + a arise, there is no
abhinidhåna. For  counter examples, cikitvå≈so acetasa≈
nayanti (cikitvå≈so + acetasa≈ with no change) (RV.  7.60.7)
or åre asme ca ‹æƒvate (åre + asme with no change) shows the
non-application of the rule because in both these cases the
following a is not in the beginning of a æk- line. It is inside
the line.

In the non-Vedic Sanskrit, this type of combination is
frequently seen. Påƒini provides this combination to occur
by the rule eΔa¨ padåntåd ati (P. 6.1.109) which is known as
pμurvarμupa-sandhi. In the  non-Vedic Sanskrit, the unchanged
structures (prakætibhåva)  i.e., e-a and o-a are not normally
seen as in the counter examples cited above. The counter
examples are justified as Pråcyapadavætti (e + a unchanged)
and Pa¤cåla-padvætti (o + a unchanged) types of combination.

(ii) Inside the påda, also there is coalescing of word-initial
a with preceding word-final e/o provided the following a is
a light (laghu) letter and the same is followed by a light
syllable (laghu ak¶ara) with either y or v as the beginning
sound,47 for example yamaicchåmma manaså so ëyam ågåt (so
+ ayam < sa¨ + ayam) (RV. 10.53.1), yaste manyo ívidhadvajra
manyo + avidhat) (RV. 10.83.1), and te ívadan prathamå¨ (te
+ avadan) (RV. 10.109.1), This principle will not work if the
following a is heavy as in vratai¨ s∂k¶anto avratam, (the initial
a of avaratam is heavy or guru) (RV. 6.14.3); or if the following
syllable beginning with y/v is heavy as in druho nido mitramabo
avadyåt (the syllable va is heavy due to its occurrence before
the conjunct consonant dy (å) in avadyåt)48

(iii) Inside the påda, also there appears coalescing of
word-initial a with word-final e/o preceding, if the same a is
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fallowed by a light syllable starting with letters other than y
or v49 and the word finals e/o are preceded by the
combinantion åv  (from åva¨). It is seen in the xample like
tam atra gåvo íbhitoΔ navanta¨ (gåvo + abhita¨) (RV  5.30.10).
But the mantra portion å gåvo agman (RV. 6.28.1) does not
allow coalescing of a  (heavy due to the following conjunct
consonant) with o final.

Thus, ›aunaka goes on counting exceptional cases
(apavådas) where abhinidhåna is seen in the RV. The scope
of this paper does not permit to enumerate them one by
one. Påƒini in his Vedic rules 6.1.11 prakætyånta¨ pådam
avyapare (examples : upaprayanto adhvaram, sujåte a‹vasμunæte)
and 6.1.116) avyåd-avadyåd-avakramur-avrata-ayamavantv-
avasyu¶u ca (example: vasubhir no avyåt etc.) provide the
cases which are not covered by anabhidhåna or they are in
unchanged structure. The counter examples, however,
show the anabhidhåna. RP. is very elaborate50 in counting
every individual case of anabhidhåna and also in the cases
not covered by it whereas Påƒiniís apporach is only
illustrative.

4. Resume
The Present study is an attempt to refersh our memory

regarding the concept of Sa≈hitå or Morphophonemic
combination in the  context of Vedic Sa≈hitå literature in
general and vowel combination in particular. The following
points have been discussed in this paper.

(i) the VedåΔgas including the Pråti‹åkhyas  are immensly
valued as they are indispensable aids to interpret
Vedic literature;

(ii) Sa≈hitå is not only a typical secition of Vedic
literature, it is also a teachnical term further classified
into several varieties;

(iii) Definition of Sa≈hitå according to Vedic texts such
as Aitareya Åraƒyaka  and also according to Påƒini;
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(iv) The metaphysical interpretation and mystification
of Sa≈hitå as seen in Aitareya Åraƒyaka in the name
of Sa≈hitopani¶ad;

(v) ›aunakaís highlighting of the mysterious
Sa≈hitopåsana in °Rkpråti‹åkhya and its purpose;

(vi) Classification of Morphophonemic combination
patterns both by Påƒini in his grammer and ›aunaka
in °Rkpråti‹åkya;

(vii) Treatment of vowel-vowel combination by ›aunaka
keeping in view its available types in the °Rgveda; and

(viii) The vowel-vowel combination named as pra‹li¶¢a,
k¶aipra, padavætti, udgråha, udgråhavat, bhugna, pråcya-
padavætti, pa¤cålapadvaætti  and abhinihita types are
discussed along with their counterparts of Påƒinian
system.
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30. tathå ukårodaya okåram (RP. 2.17).
31. pare¶v aikåram ojayo¨  (RP. 2.18), aukåra≈ yug≈ayo¨ (RP.  2.19)

and ete pra‹li¶¢å nåma sandhaya¨ (RP.  2.20)
32. Cp. iko ya≈ aci [sa≈hitåyåm]  (P. 6.1.77).
33. samånåk¶aram anta¨sthå≈ svåm akaƒ¢hya≈, svarodayam (RP.  2.21)

and na samånåk¶are sve sve (RP. 2.22).
34. te k¶aiprå¨ pråkætodayå¨ (RP.  2.23).
35. visarjan∂yo riphito d∂rghapμurva¨ svarodaya åkåram (RP. 2.24)
36. uttamau ca dvau svarau  (RP 2.25) & tå padav+ttaya¨ (RP. 2.26)
37. See Uva¢a on RP. 2.26 atra yåbhi¨ sa≈j¤åbhi¨ ‹åstrakæd vyavaharati

tåvatya¨ sva-vyavahåråthå¨. yåbhir vyavahåro nåsti tåså≈ j¤åne
dharma¨ phalam.

38. See RP. (pa¢alas  1-4), Ed. B.B. Chaube, op. cit., p. 139
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39. hrasvapμurvas tu so ëkåram (RP. 2.27)
40. p¶urvau compottamåt svarau (RP. 2.28) and ta udgråhå¨ (RP 2.29)
41. d∂rghaparå udgråhapadavættaya¨ (RP. 2.30)
42. ækåra udaye kaƒ¢hyåvakåra≈ tadudgråhavat (RP. 2.32).
43. o¶¢hyayonyor bhugnam ano¶¢hye vakåro tråntarågama¨ (RP. 2.31).
44. See RP., B.B. Chaube, op. cit., p. 142.
45. udgåhåƒå≈ pμurvarμupåƒy akåre prakætyå dve o bhavaty ekamådyam/

pråcya-pa¤cåla-padavættayas tå¨ pa¤cålåm o¶¢hyapμurå bhavanti// (RP
2.33)

46. athåbhinihita¨ sandhir etai¨ pråkæta-vaikætai¨/ ek∂bhavati pådådir akåras
teí tra sandhijå¨// (RP.  2.34).

47. anta¨pådam akåråc cet sa≈hiåyå≈ laghor laghu/ yaikårådyak¶ara≈
para≈ vakårådyapi vå bhavet// (RP. 2.35).

48. Cp. sa¤yoge guru [hrasva¨] (p.1.4.11).
49. anyådyapi tathåyuktam åvontopahitåt sata¨ (RP. 2.36).
50. See RP. 2.37-81 for details.

°Rk-Pråti‹åkhya and Påƒini on ìSa≈hitåî: Radhamadhab Dash
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7
MÅ°N°DªUK∫ ›IK°SÅ

BHAGYALATA PATASKAR

This is the only ›ik¶å belonging to the Atharvaveda
tradition. It is available in the printed form in the ›ik¶å
Sa√graha ed. by Yugal Kishor Vyas and published in Benaras
Sanskrit series in 1893. The same is published in the
›ik¶åsåragraha ed. by Ramprasad Tripathi and published by
Sampurnanand Sanskrit Vishvavidyalaya, Varanasi in 1989.
The text of the MåƒŒμuk∂ ›ik¶å (M›) is also separately
published under the title ëAtharvaved∂yå MåƒŒμuk∂ ›ik¶å:
Bhμumikå Pari‹i¶¢a Tathå Sμuciyon Sahitaí (in Hindi) by
Dayananda Mahavidyalaya Sanskrit Grantha Mala, Lahore
in 1921 ed. by Bhagavaddatta.

As it is discussed by Pt. Bhagavaddatta the manuscript
(ms) of the M› was first available from a Pancholi Brahmin
from Gujarat. Another ms. is also undated and there is no
special mention of the scribe. However Pt. Bhagavaddatta
arrives at the conclusion ëyah lag-ghag 250 var‹a purånå hyaní
(p-2) (in Hindi). He has quoted the beginning where it is
mentioned ëO√ namo brahmavedåya.í This ms. also belongs
to the Brahmin from Gujarat.

The third ms. mentioned by him is from Maharashtra and
belongs to some ëgore iti upanåmaka Bhåskarabhattasyeda√
pustaka√ khalu.í

The Kashi edition of Pt. Yugal Kishor Vyas gives following
note at the end of the M› . . . tato Våråƒaseya-råmabha¢¢a-
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våstavya-gurjarade‹∂ya pa¤colyupådhi-dhåriƒoítharvaved∂ya-
‹aunaka‹åkh∂yådhyayanådhyåpana‹ålina¨ ›r∂majjayadeva-
‹armahastapaΔkajån-måƒŒμuk∂. . . .

The pa¤colis of Gujarat belong to Atharvaveda. Hence
the ‹ik¶å is stamped with Atharvaved∂yå MåƒŒμuk∂ ›ik¶å.

There are 16 adhyåya-s in this ‹ik¶å and total number of
the ‹ik¶å is 178 or with one repeated is 179.

According to the Siddheshwar Varma the time of this
‹ik¶å is fifth century AD.

About MåƒŒμuka
The present ‹ik¶å twice mentions this name MåƒŒμuka as

followsóIn 2.3 it says:

prathamåvantimau caiva varttante chandasi svarå¨/
trayo madhyå nivarttante maƒŒμukasya mata√ yathå //

In 16.16 it says:

maƒŒμukena kætå√ sik¶å√ vidu¶å√ buddhid∂pin∂m/
yo hi tattvena jånåti brahmaloka√ sa gacchat∂ti //

One has to collect several references from different sources
to reconstruct the history of M›.

Påƒini Sμutra 4.1.119 prescribes the suffix Œhak and aƒ to
the word MaƒŒμuka (cf. Œhak ca maƒŒμukåt) in the sense
tasyåpatyam, his offspring. Thus the son of MåƒŒμuka is
MåƒŒμukeya and also MåƒŒμuka. The rule also avails of the
suffix i¤ on the basis of anuvætti (of vå) and the alternative
form for son of MaƒŒuka is MåƒŒμuki. This gives rough idea
that some MaƒŒμuka might have been the renowned person
whose descendents were known/recognized by his name.

Påƒini Sμutra 4.1.19 describes feminine suffix spha to the
word MåƒŒμuka. cf. ëkaurovyamåƒŒμukåbhyå√ ca.í

Going back to the Vedic literature the person MåƒŒμukeya
is mentioned by the Aitareya Åraƒyaka 3.15 iti ha småha hrasvo
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MåƒŒμukeya¨, thus said short junior MåƒŒμuk∂ya. The
›atapatha Bråhmaƒa mentions MåƒŒμukiputra as one of the
teachers. The °Rgvedapråti‹åkhya and the Atharvapari‹i¶¢a
refer to one MåƒŒμukeya (MåƒŒμukeyasya sarve¶u pra‹li¶¢esu
tathå smaret/ °R.P.ó200) (MåƒŒμukeya√ tarpayåmi 43.4.46).
The name of the sage MåƒŒμukya intimately related to the
Upani¶ad perhaps has the stem MåƒŒμuka, it seems.
According to Atharvapari‹i¶¢a 49.1.6 (MåƒŒμukeyå‹ca) the
MåƒŒμuka-s are the followers of the MaƒŒμuka school.

Thus MåƒŒμuka seems to be very celebrated personality
in the Vedic time, which is known as the ‹åkhåpravartaka--
revealer of the Vedic recention. Initially his name is
associated with °Rgveda, so is known from the Aitareya
Åraƒyaka, °Rgvedapråti‹åkhya and Atharvapari‹i¶¢a. My
conjecture is the descendants of MaƒŒμuka are MåƒŒμukeya,
MaƒŒμuka and MåƒŒμuk∂. Out of these the MåƒŒμukeyas might
have associated to the °Rgveda ›åkhå and MaƒŒμuka-s might
have been further associated with Atharvaveda. Considering
the mixed characteristic of the ›ik¶å, I think it might have
been composed by some MaƒŒμuka i.e. one actually related
to Atharvaveda tradition, however in order to give
authenticity and sanctity he has mentioned maƒŒμukasya
matam or maƒŒμukena kætå.

It will not be out of context if I mention opinion of Vedic
scholar Shridhar Vyankatesh Ketkar who in his Vedavidyå
KhaƒŒa of Mahårå¶¢r∂ya J¤ånako¶a says that Atharvaveda
itself is the collection of the things that are not directly
related to ›rautadharma: (p. 169 column 1). This statement
is significant in case of the present ›ik¶å, because it is the
collection or compilation of several issues related to
Vedådhyayana and Vedic recitation.

It also contains some points related to the recitation of
›μukla-Yajurveda and Såmaveda without giving any textual
examples.

In the paradigm of the ‹ik¶å-s we find that some ‹ik¶å-s is
exclusively related to some Veda, e.g. Yåj¤avalkya-‹ik¶å to

MåƒŒμuk∂ ›ik¶å: Bhagyalata Pataskar
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›ukla-Yajurveda, Bhåradvåja-‹ik¶∂å to Taittir∂ya ›åkhå,
Nårad∂ya--‹ik¶å  to Såmaveda, and some bear very general
characteristic, e.g. Påƒin∂ya-‹ik¶å. The MåƒŒμuk∂-‹ik¶å though
is known as Atharvaved∂yå, shows very general feature dealing
with very common topics such as mode of recitation,
discipline of recitation, accent, kampa etc. Therefore content
wise it belongs to the general class.

I would like to submit my humble opinion in this regard
here. This ‹ik¶å seems to be later crafted/composed text by
somebody belonging to Atharvaveda tradition. In order to
add one text to the literary complex of the Atharvaveda,
the person composed it borrowing heavily from Yåj¤avalkya-
‹ik¶å and Nårad∂ya-‹ik¶å and little from Påƒin∂ya-‹ik¶å. In
order to give weightage to the work he might have added
as many subjects as he could. Since the Atharvaveda
recitation doesnít have any special, distinct feature of
recitation, there was hardly any scope to reflect and
comment on it. I sincerely maintain that this ‹ik¶å was
composed not to help or facilitate the oral tradition of
Atharvaveda or not to make the documentation of the oral
tradition of the Atharvaveda but to save and strengthen it by
adding one big text to its complex, lest it might become
weaker; since the Atharvaveda mantra-(s) have no direct
access in the ›rautayaj¤a-(s).

Thus I would like to put forth my conjectures about this
‹ik¶å as followsó

The present ‹ik¶å belongs to that time, when the
Atharvaveda oral tradition might have lost its nuance and
distinction

An idea behind the composition seems that a work on
Vedic recitation and Vedådhyayana in general, added to its
literary complex may strengthen its position.

A scholar belonging to the Atharvaveda tradition then
but did have some linkage with °Rgveda tradition might have
composed it.

Hereafter I will submit the analysis of the text in detail:
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The MåƒŒμuk∂-‹ik¶å (M›) has heavily borrowed from the
Yåj¤avalkya-‹ik¶å (Y›) and Nårad∂ya-‹ik¶å (N›). From Y› it
has borrowed 67 verses and from N› it has borrowed
66 verses. Out of these 39 verses are common to Y› and N›.

Excluding this portion one can trace out the exclusive
M› observations about recitation. Few can exemplify this
point:

1. After enumerating the Såmavedic-svara-(s) the ›ik¶å
says:

prathamåvantimau caiva varttante chandasi svarå¨/
trayo madhyå nivarttante maƒŒμukasya mata√ yathå //2.3

The first two are ¶aŒja and æ¶abha and last two are dhaivata
and ni¶åda (cf. 1.8). Further he says that the second æ¶abha
one is called svarita. The sixth one i.e. dhaivata is called
pracita. The ni‹åda (the last 7th one) is ucca i.e. udåtta and
the first one i.e. ¶aŒja is n∂ca i.e. anudåtta. What he means to
say that in the chandas recitation only these four svara-(s) i.e.
accents viz udåtta, anudåtta, svarita and pracaya are found which
correspond to four musical notes (ni¶åda, ¶aŒju, æ¶abha and
dhaivata respectively). The remaining three (i.e. gåndhåra,
madhyama and pa¤cama) have no scope in Vedic recitation. ln
fact according to traisvarya concept, pracaya is not the distinct
svara. It is even not distinctly heard, even in °Rgveda recitation,
certainly not in Atharvaveda. Although there is no audible
distinction between udåtta and pracaya, the hand movements
have maintained this distinction. The accents are indicated by
touching particular points on the palm, e.g. the ¶aŒja on the
anåmikå, i.e. ring finger. This kårikå about the hastasvara is
borrowed from N›. The N› gives the interrelation between
three Vedic accents and the musical notes, viz.

udåtte ni¶åda-gåndhåråvanudåtta æ¶abha-dhaivatau/
svaritaprabhavå hyete ¶adjamadhyama-pa¤camå¨ //

(N›ó 1.8.8)
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I just want to share with you that does the MaƒŒμuka knows
any such tradition where pracaya was distinctly pronounced?
Anyhow relating the stress accent with the musical is novel
idea of MaƒŒμuka.

However it should be noted that in 6.1 the M› saysó

svara ucca¨ svaro n∂ca¨ svara¨ svarita eva tu/
svarapradhåna√ traisvaryyamåhurak¶aracintakå¨//

One more observation found is nåsikåyåstu pμurveƒa hasta√
sa√cålayet budha¨ (2.13) meaning the hand movements
should be in front of the nose. The feature we donít find in
the Maharashtriya pronunciation. However in Keralite
°Rgvediya recitation, the hand movements are free, little
uplifted. The N› I.6.13

(nåsikåyås tu pμurveƒa hasta√ gokarƒavad dharet /
nibe‹ya dæ¶¢i√ hastågre ‹åstrårtham anucintayet//)

mentions this position of hand i.e. nåsikåyå sammukha.
The common topics of the ‹ik¶å such as points of

articulation, efforts of articulation, three vættis, vivættis (i.e.
articulation of non-sandhi situation, non-sandhi
phenomenon), svarabhakti, svara-sandhi, sa√hitå to pada
conversion, general doís and doníts of the Vedic recitation
etc. are dealt with by this ‹ik¶å. However the arrangement
of the topics is not well arranged but bit complex and
haphazard, e.g. the second adhyåya and the fourth ones
deal with the hastasvara. The general tips or guidelines for
Vedic recitation recurringly occur e.g. in first, third, twelfth,
fifteenth and sixteenth adhyåyas.

The complex character of this ‹ik¶å can be noticed from
its discussing the Såmavedic recitation as well as ›ukla-
yajurvedic recitation to considerable extent, e.g. the M›
2.1, 2 describes the haståΔgu‹¢hayojana as follows:
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båhyåΔgu¶¢ha√ tu kru¶¢a√ syåd aΔgu¶¢he madhyama¨ svara¨/
pråde‹nyå√ tu gåndhåro madhyamåyå√ tu pa¤cama¨/ 2.1
anåmikåyå√ ¶adjas tu kani¶¢håyå√ tu dhaivata¨/
tasyådhaståt tu yoí nya¨ nyån ni¶åda iti ta√ vidu¨ //2.2

It is almost copied in toto from N›.

aΔgu¶¢hasyottame kru¶¢oíΔgu¶¢he tu prathama¨ svarah/
pråde‹inyå√ tu gåndhåro æ¶abhas tad anantaram// 1.7.3
anåmikåyå√ ¶adjas tu kani¶¢håyå√ tu dhaivata¨/
tasyåí dhaståc ca yåí nyå tu ni¶åda√ tatra vinyaset // 1.7.4

The points mentioned by both these ‹ik¶å-(s) are same i.e.
båhyåΔgu¶¢ha (N›óaΔgu¶¢hasyottame), aΔgu¶¢ha, pråde‹in∂,
madhyamå (N›ótad anantaram), anåmikå, kani¶¢hikå and
tasyådhaståt. The technical terms used for the musical notes
are kru¶¢am, madhyama¨ (N›óprathama), gåndhåra, pa¤cama
(N›óæ¶ab¨å), ¶aŒja, dhaibata and ni¶åda.

What is madhyama (aΔgu¶¢he madhyama¨ svara¨/ M›. 2.1)
in laukikagåna is prathama in Såmågåna (hence the N›. hy-
aΔgu¶¢he prathama¨ svara¨). However the difference between
the statements madhymåyå√ tu pa¤cama¨ of M› and æ¶abhas
tad anantaram of M›. is not satisfactorily justifiable.

To stress the inter-relation between M› and Y›, here is
the passage about

hastasvaraómånte mu¶¢yåkæti√ kuryåt takårånte vi‹le¶ayet/
nakhasya dak¶iƒe pår‹ve nakårånta√ niveddyet //4.10
ka¢åntåyos tu kartavyamaΔgulyagrapraku¤canam/
Δaƒanåte tathaiva syåt pånte tvaΔgulip∂Œanam//4.11
μurdhvak¶epåpi yå måtrå adha¨ k¶epåpi yå bhavet/
ekaikåm utsæjed dh∂ra¨ pracite tμubhaya√ tathå//4.12
hrasvånusvårakaraƒe tvaΔgu¶¢hågrapraku¤canam/
d∂rghe tu sμuraya¨ pråhu¨ pråde‹inyå¨ prasåraƒam//4.13

The same topic from Y› is as follows:
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mu¶¢yåkætir makåre syån nakåre tu nakhagraha¨//1.61
kakårånte ¢kårånte Δaƒe tarjanikå√ namet/
pa¤cåΔgula√ pakåre ca takåre kuƒŒalåkæti¨//1.62
μurddhak¶epåc ca yo¶må syåd adha¨k¶epåc ca yå bhavet/
ekaikåm utsæjed dh∂ra¨ svarite tubhaya√ k¶ipet // 1.63

The Y› further goes on giving several such details.
However the M› covers only these many points, such as the
position of the fingers or the posture of the palm while
pronouncing the consonant m n, k, t, Δ, ƒ, p, tñwhen they
occur at the end of the pada, and the visarga when it is
preceded by the udåtta, anudåtta and the svarita vowels.
However there are two points regarding which the M› differs
from Y›. The Y› says that the sound t be associated with
kuƒŒalåkæti mμudrå i.e. half circular shape of a palm, whereas
M› says mu¶¢im vi‹le¶ayet. One should release the feast which
may not be exactly kuƒŒalåkæti, where Y› says tarjanikå√
namet (one should bend the forefinger, the M› just
mentions aΔgulyagrapraku¤canamñbending the tip of a
finger. Y› says that to indicate ëní one should touch the nail
with the finger. The M› adds the detail that the right side
of the nail be touched. The examples can be multiplied.
But the Atharvaveda tradition does not show the hastasvara
as it is described by the M›. It is far away from saptasvara
recitation. Then what is the significance of its recording
different hastasvara than Y›? Is it that this ‹ik¶å is familiar
with the tradition that is slightly different from the Y›
tradition? Now I will quote few verses from M› which I find
extremely difficult to understand. e.g.

svaritånåmanahrådamudåttånåmatåŒanam/
anudåttamanådhi¶¢ha√ ‹a¶asånåmaroma‹am// 5.4

The verse that precedes is yadudåttam udåttam yad
yatsvarita√ tat pade bhavati n∂cam/yan n∂ca√ n∂cam eva tad yat
pracayastha√ tad api n∂cam// It is clear that the ‹ik¶å is talking
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about Sa√hitå to Pada change. However the present verse
renders no compatible meaning:

svaritåvadhæta udåtte paras tripμurvo vikramocyute/
svaritåvadhæta udåtte påda¨ syåt sa hi vikrama¨ // 5.8

is one more verse occurring in the context of Sa√hitå to
Pada relation. Considering the style of the M› following
observations can be put forth:

With the exception of few verses, the M› is composed in
the Anu¶¢up metre. Few are in Åryå metre. However
irregularity in composition is found considerably.
Here is one more example:

nanu dhårayed dhætam upaspar‹am upodåtta√ nipåtayet/
ekåk¶are patana√ na ca dhætam uccårayet svare våpi //5.9

The måtråsa√khyå is irregular viz. 16-13-13-15.

svaritprabhava√ pracitåt svarita≈ vidyata udåtta√ vå/
anudåttam eva tad vidyådyadæta√ ca tad viddhi yat pracitam//

5.6

The text gives svaritprabhavam instead of svaritaprabhavam.
The rectified version disturbs måtråsa√khyå.

svaritåtparåƒi yåni syur anudåttåni kånicit/
sarvåƒi pracaya√ yånti hyupodåtta√ na vidyate //5.7

The number of syllables in first quarter is 9.
Somewhat unfamiliar form ‹ik¶uka is found used thrice

1.6, 14.10 and 22.15.
After this brief note about the contents of the text I would

like to discuss the period of the text. The chronological
arrangement of all the ‹ik¶å-(s) and the Lak¶anagrantha-
(s) is a desideratum. My study reveals that there is a bulk of
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10-15 verses which are occurred in almost 90 percent of
the ‹ik¶å texts. More than that is shared by a fair number of
the texts (e.g. yathå saurå¶¢rikå nåri. . ., mantra h∂na¨. . . ,
haståt bhra‹¢a¨. . .). At this stage, when the chronological
table is not fixed, any statement about the mutual give and
take will be subject to re-examination.

The M› has drawn heavily from Y› and N›. Although the
period of both these ‹ik¶å-(s) is a point of dispute, still the
scholars have accepted them that they belong to
comparatively older group of the ›ik¶å-(s). The detailed
treatment of the Y› and a great informative feature of the
N› imply that they are talking about the live tradition. I
sincerely maintain that the M› donít show any such trait of
the strong live tradition of the oral recitation. There arenít
many examples. I could not find it having any relationship
with the Atharvapråti‹åkhya-(s). My conjecture is that the
present text belongs to that period, when the ‹rauta
practices has got severe set back which might have resulted
into weakening of the oral tradition of all the Vedas in
general. I find the present ‹ik¶å is some sort of primer or a
selection if not pedagogical exactly, which introduces a
subject matter of Vedic recitation in general to one,
irrespective of oneís Veda‹åkhå. So to me it seems that the
text belongs to the second bulk of ‹ik¶å literature.

The period of the ‹ik¶å-(s) and the Lak¶aƒagrantha-(s)
can be divided into three stages. I am not talking about the
‹ik¶å vedåΔga but the todayís available ‹ik¶å texts,

(1) The older periodóthis is the period when the Vedic
tradition was strong, well spread and alive.

(2) The later period ‹ik¶å-(s)óthis is the period when the
oral tradition got severe set back. Hence what was
already in practice was to be deliberately documented
as a need of the time. I think the ‹ik¶å-(s) that focus on
particular special aspect of recitationósuch as karma-
sa√dhåna.
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(3) The ‹ik¶å which exhibit the characteristic of the
personal notes e.g. quickening about ba-kåra-va-kåra
or galaddæk or ækpå¢hadμu¶aƒoddhåra etc. they may fall
in still later period.

This is very broad and hypothetical table of the chronology
of the ‹ik¶å literature. To fix the period of any given text of
the ‹ik¶å, internal and external evidences will only be
conclusive.

Incidentally I would like to shed light on the association
of the hand movements with the pronunciation i.e. phonetic
values added to the hand movements.

Almost all the ‹ik¶å-(s) agrees with the importance of the
hastasa¤cålana.

hastah∂na√ tu yoí dh∂te svaravarƒavivarjitam/
ægyaju¨såmabhirddagdho viyonim adhigacchati//

     [Påƒin∂ya ›ikså (P›)ó54, Y›ó41]
hastenådh∂yamånasya svaravarƒån prayu¤jatah/
ægyaju¨såmabhi¨ pμuto brahmalokam avåpnuyåt //

(Y›ó44)

hastena veda yoí dh∂te svara-varƒåí rthasa√yutam
ægyaju¨såmabhi¨ pμuto brahmalokamåh∂yate// (P›ó55)

The first prescriptive reference of this is in Våjasaney∂
Pråti‹åkhyaójåtyåbhinihitak¶aiprapra‹li¶¢å‹  catvåras tiryag-
ghasta√ kætvå pradar‹an∂yå¨, pitædånavaddhas ta√ kætvetyar-
tha¨.

tiryagghastakaraƒa√ mådhyandin∂yånåm eva (1.122)
anudåtta√ cet pμurva√ tiryaΔ nihatya kåƒvasya (1.123)

The later ›ik¶å-(s) developed this elaborately e.g.

anudåtto hædi j¤eyo mμurdhnyudåtta udåhæta¨/

MåƒŒμuk∂ ›ik¶å: Bhagyalata Pataskar
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svarita¨ karƒamμul∂ya¨  sarvåsye pracaya¨ smæta¨// (P›ñ48)

This stress on hand movements for udåtta, anudåtta and
svarita being up, down and in between respectively just seem
the physical paraphrase of uccairudåtta¨, n∂cairanudåtta¨
and samåhåra¨ sarita¨. (Påƒini Sμutrañ1.2.29ñ31)

In Yaj¤akarma, eka‹ruti is prescribed which seems quite
obvious on this background. When the hands are engaged
in some other activity the hastasa¤cålana is not possible. It
goes without saying that påråyaƒa and for svådhyåya the
recitation should be necessarily with hastasvara.

Now a question why hastasa¤cålana is closely related to
adhyayana.

udåttam åkhyåti bæ¶oë Δgul∂nå√ prade‹in∂mμulanivi¶¢a-mμurdhå/
upåntamadhye svarita√ dhæta√ kani¶¢hikåyåm anudåttam eva//

          (P›ñ43)
udåtto bhruvi påtavya√ pracaya√ nåsågra eva ca/
hæ¢ prade¶eí nudåttta√ ca tiryag jåtyådikå¨ svarå¨ //(Y› 51)

Pråti‹åkhyaprad∂pa‹ik¶å
I think the association of the hastasa¤cålana might have

been a device to improve the concentration in learning.
Not only hastasa¤cålana but the Cåråyagƒi ›ik¶å has also
associated eye movements with the recitation (dak¶iƒåg-
nipåtena dæ¶¢i√ hanyåt kan∂yas∂√/ nåsågaƒŒabhrubo¨ sandhim
udåttavi¶aye vidu¨óCå. ›ó p. 6 from Rameshwar Prasad
Caturvedi, p. 180). Employing the entire body might be
helping the child to retain the text in the memory. This
point also needs investigation why certain letters only are
selected to be presented through mudrå (ka, ¢a, ta, pa, Δa,
na, ma). ls the pronunciation of these consonants subject
to get affected by regional dialects?

Here is one more point to be discussed. M› is the only
›ik¶å, traditionally known as the Atharvaved∂yå ›ik¶å. However
it doesnít deal with any special phonetic feature exclusively
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belonging to the Atharvaveda or any special mode of the
recitation of the text. A query arises why there is no special
‹ik¶å for Atharvaveda? I sincerely maintain that the reason
lies in its constitution and the role it plays in the ›rauta
Yaj¤a. Out of 20 kåƒŒas of the Atharvaveda, the entire 20th
kåƒŒa heavily drags from °Rgveda. Out of the remaining
portion, the l/6 portion is borrowed from °Rgveda. These
being the æk-(s) and not the yajus, the general rules of the
pronunciation of the °Rgveda can easily account for the
Atharvaveda.

Though a brahman is supposed to belong to the
Atharvaveda tradition, he doesnít perform any special karma,
where the Atharvaveda mantras are employed. In i¶¢ikarma
only the Brahman needed. With the severe set back to
›rautakarma, the ›rautayaj¤a-(s) also stopped. This situation
might have affected the Atharvaveda oral tradition. Even
the Atharvaveda Sa√hitå doesnít have a¶¢avikætis. This might
have been the reason for the Atharvaveda not having its
own ›ik¶åñ(s).

To conclude:

(l) The Atharvaveda MåƒŒμuk∂ ›ik¶å doesnít shed any light
on exclusively Atharvaveda recitation.

(2) It being a compilation, belongs to såmånya ‹ik¶å group
and bears the feature of a primary/introductory text.

(3) Hence it belongs to later bulk of the ‹ik¶å and implies
the period when Atharvaveda had become weakened.

(4) Because of the constitution of Atharvaveda and its role
in ›rautayaj¤a the phonetic speciality might not have
developed which might have affected its ›ik¶å texts.

MåƒŒμuk∂ ›ik¶å: Bhagyalata Pataskar
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›ABDABRAHMAVILÅSA: AN UNPUBLISHED

COMMENTARY ON THE TAITTIR∫YA PRÅTI›ÅKHYA

NIRMALA RAVINDRA KULKARNI

The Taittir∂ya Pråti‹åkhya (TPr) holds an important
position among the Lak¶aƒa texts. It is mainly because it
presents a systematic disposal of various concepts either of
phonetics or phonology. lt is survived with eleven
commentaries. Two commentaries on the TPr have been
lost, five are published and the remaining ones are waiting
to see the light of the day. The present paper takes note of
›abdabrahmavila‹a an incomplete single codex composed
by V∂ra Råghava Kavi.

›abdabrahmavilåsa
(1) Description of the Manuscript

The manuscript lies in the Government Oriental
Manuscript Library, Madras (MT 2450, a) and is transcribed
in Grantha Script from a Ms of V. Gopalacharya of
Villiyambakkam (Chingelpet dist.) It is extended in 30 folios
i.e. 60 pages, yet it is incomplete. In I984 I had personally
visited the said library and made a transcript with the help
of Pandit S.N. Bhaskar. In the beginning he dictated me
the contents and after my return to Pune he transcribed
the remaining folios and sent it to me by post. The analysis
which I am presenting in this paper is based on the said
transcript.
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(2) The Author
The description of the manuscript in the catalogue gives

just one line description of the author as follows: A
commentary . . . by Vira Raghava Kavi, son of Laksmi belongs
to Desika family of Conjeevaramí i.e. Kanjeevaram. This
information is based on the description given by the author
himself in the introductory verses.

The verse reads as follows:

Lak¶m∂nandana-tåta-de‹ikakula-k¶∂råbdhilabdhodaya¨/
Yoítån∂tavanisutå-priyatamapr∂tyai prabandhån bahμun/
Soíyam ‹rotriya-v∂raråghavakavi¨ kartum samujjæmbhate/
›abdabrahmavilåsam ågamagavi-lak¶maja-modapradam1//

On the basis of this description the following things could
be known :

(l) V∂ra Råghava Kavi hailed from a De‹ika family.
(2) He was a son of Lak¶m∂.
(3) He had composed many texts to please the king. He

has neither specified the king nor the texts.
(4) He himself was a ›rotriya, a Brahmin well-versed in

Vedas.
(5) He aspired to compose a text called ›abdabrahmavilå‹a.

He has narrated the importance of the text by using a
rμupaka of cow. He has compared the Vedic texts with a
cow. In general, identification of any cow is done on
the basis of the signsóeither natural or owner made.
These signs are called ëlak¶maí, e.g. if a particular cow
is identified with a white patch on her forehead it will
be a lak¶ma, mark of identification for her. The owner
of that cow will recognize her with the help of that
particular identification mark. lf cows of a particular
family are branded with a sign of svastika, svastika will
be a lak¶ma. V∂ra Råghava Kavi has compared the
Ågama texts with a cow. Each of the Vedic branches
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bears special identification marks. To explain his
contention with my example, in the ›ukla Yajurvedic
texts certain words use the phoneme jí in place of ëy.í
This is a special feature, lak¶ma of the said school. Only
the scholars acquainted with the recitational or
analytical practice will notice these special features as
the owner of a cow might have noticed; and they will
be pleased to receive the text. Without the knowledge
of such signs it is difficult to identify the Vedic
branches. Thus, the author has skillfully mentioned the
essence of the ëlak¶aƒaí texts that explain the special
characteristic marks, the lak¶mas.

In the next two verses he enlists commentaries of the
TPr viz. Åtreya Bhå¶ya, Måhi¶eya Bhå¶ya, Bhå¶ya of Vararuci,
Tribhå¶yaratna (TR) based on these three and another
commentary which has criticized TR very often i.e.
Vaidikåbharaƒa (VB) of Gargya Gopåla Yajvan. Thereafter,
he gives details of the udde‹a i.e. the objectives of his texts.

Objective of the ›abdabrahmavilåsa
According to V∂ra Råghava Kavi the TPr is misinterpreted

by the earlier Bhå¶yakåras viz. Tribhå¶yaratnakåra and Gårgya
Gopåla Yajvan, author of the Vaidikåbharaƒa. He specifies
that the Tribhåsyaratnakåra was often condemned by the
VB. He wants to interpret it correctly for the pleasure of
Vedic scholars.

Åtreyo Måhi¶eyo vararucir api ca pråti‹åkhyasya cakru¨/
Vyåkhyåm bhåsyaƒyam∂¶åm anuvidadhad atha tr∂ƒi ka‹cid vipa‹cit/
Vyåtånv∂d bhå¶yaratnam tad anupadam avådh∂rayat koípi dh∂ra¨/
Ki¤cit Sa¤cintayåma¨ sadasad iha vayam vedavinmodavædhyai//

The author is confident about his capability of interpreting
the text. He confidently says that he aims at the correct
interpretation by contesting the interpretations of TR and
VB.

›abdabrahmavilåsa: An Unpublished . . . : Nirmala Ravindra Kulkarni
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Yatra tribhå¶yaratnasya vaidikåbharaƒasya ca/
Spardhåm badhvå ítra ‹uddhårtham addhå nirdhårayåmyaham//

He further specifies that he will raise altogether new
doubts, and not in the spirit of simply as opponent, but he
will use his entire skill to tear up their views.

Navyam karomi cåk¶epah kåk¶eyakam ihåsakæt/
Na tat pratibha¢å¢opa¨ på¢anasphu¢apå¢avam//

A Completely New Introduction to the Pråti‹åkhya Literature:
The introductory verses thereafter give an altogether new

introduction to the Pråti‹åkhya literature. According to V∂ra
Råghava Kavi the Vedas were revealed by Brahmå to the
world. To protect these texts Hanumån has created the
Pråti‹åkhya type of Lak¶aƒa texts. Out of these the Adhvaryus
read the TPr. He has quoted a verse of Agasti to support his
claim that the composer of the Prs is Hanumån.2 The verse
is from the Råmåyaƒa. Indian tradition also includes
Hanumån among nine grammarians. To my dismay I could
search a book in Google entitled ëThe Monkey Grammarianí
by Octavio Paz a Nobel Prize winner for literature from
Mexico (Paz, I990). He has printed a photograph of a
picture of Hanumån on paper belonging to eighteenth
century AD.  To mark his scholarship Hanumån has been
painted amongst the written passages in that drawing. As
has been discussed in the above paragraph, V∂ra Råhava
believes that the Pr literature is a composition of Hanumån;
he being the son of Våyu. Åtreya, Måhi¶eya and Vararuci
have commented on the text composed by Hanumån.
According to the Somayårya and Gårgya Gopåla Yajvan
however, the TPr is composed by Åtreya. The same Åtreya
also wrote a svopaj¤a bhå¶ya3 on it. With this innovative
introduction he begins his commentary.

(1) The first sμutra of the TPr is ëatha varƒasamåmnyåya¨/
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V∂ra Råghava has focused on refuting the
interpretation of the word ëathaí by the VB. First he
has analyzed the exposition of TR. According to a
floating maxim the word ëathaí in general should
be employed in the following three contexts: (a) as
an auspicious word (maΔgalårtha), (b) to denote the
sequential position of something (ånantaryårtha, (c)
as a section heading (adhikårårtha).4 Accordingly
Somayårya, the author of the TPr has explained these
three purposes behind the employment of the word
atha by the TPr. However, the VB has taken objection
to the interpretation ånantaryårtha by quoting a
traditional maxim, ëtu, atha, eveti vinivartaka,
adhikåraka and avadhårakamí i.e. the particles tu,
atha, and eva refute the earlier view, mark the section
heading and stamp the emphasis respectively, V∂ra
Råghava questions his objection with hair-splitting
arguments and concludes that the word ëathaí in the
first sμutra is used only as maΔgalårtha. ìTasmåt atha‹abdo
anyatra adhikårårthoí pi prathamasμutre maΔgala-
måtrårthaka¨ ityeva siddham.î Thus, in accordance
with his objective he has refuted the standpoints of
both the commentators.

(2) The second part of the sμutra is ëvarƒasamåmnåyaí.
Both the commentators have interpreted the word
varƒasamåmnåya to denote the serial order of
phonemes beginning with ëaí  and ending in
ësvarabhakti.í V∂ra Råghava holds a strong objection
to this interpretation.

ìDvåbhyåmapi tåbhyåmakarådikramabaddha-
svarabhaktiparyantavarƒasvarμupa

nirupaƒamåtraparamida≈ ‹åstramityuktam bhavati/
taccånupapannam/ akåråd∂nåmanirμupaƒåt.î

According to him the phonemes ëaí etc are not cited in the
TPr. One cannot know the nature of vowels just on the basis

›abdabrahmavilåsa: An Unpublished . . . : Nirmala Ravindra Kulkarni
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of the statement ëthe sixteen from the beginning are
vowels.í5 According to V∂ra Råghava if one interprets the
word ëathaí as ëadhikårårthaí then absence of list of
phonemes will be a lacuna in the structure of the TPr.
However, if it is interpreted only as an auspicious word and
the word samåmnåya if is interpreted as traditionally laid
down by the ›ik¶å‹åstra the difficulty will be solved. To quote
himself verbatim, ìånupμurvivi‹e¶avibhμu¶ita varƒagaƒamayam
åmnåyam stanandhayam iva janan∂ prathamam ak¶atam rak¶ati
‹ik¶å.î

Concluding Remarks
What is explained in this paper is a synopsis of just ten

pages. The work extends up to approximately forty pages.
On the basis of these ten pages it could be said that the
author seems to be well trained not only in Vedic learning,
but also in other ›åstras like Nyåya, M∂må≈så etc. He seems
to have command over Shastric form of explanation.
Apparently the text bears a stamp of vitaƒŒå type of
arguments as seen in texts like ëKhaƒŒanakhaƒŒakhådya.í
However, one has to go through the text very carefully to
judge the arguments presented therein. At least today I
could not collect any information of the author. On the
basis of the available documentation in the printed
catalogues the text should be regarded as having a single
manuscript. It is possible that the efforts of National Mission
Manuscripts may bring to light more manuscript material.
Furthermore, one also should peep in the historical context
of the text. Some texts could be the results of either
academic rivalry or political rivalry. It could be summarized
in just one sentence that the ›abdabrahmavilåsa is a unique
and worth studying commentary.
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1. Tr. V∂ra-Råghava Kavi, son of Lak¶m∂ and (Kumåra?) Tåta, born in
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the family of De‹ikaís, who has composed many texts for the love of
the king, the same ›rotriya, well-versed in the Vedic recitation aims
at composing ›abdabrahmavilåsa which may give pleasure to those
who know the signs of Vedic recitation.

2. S∂tåpatiduto våtåtmajah/
Nahyasya ka‹cit sadæ‹oísti ‹åstre vai‹årade chandagatau tathaiva/
Sarvåsu vidyåsu tapo vidhane praspandate yam hi guru¨ suråƒåm//

3. ›ik¶oktam svamatam åhaí VB, on the TPr. 17.8
4. ëTu, atha, evaiti vinivartakaí dhikårakaí vadhårakå¨í iti paribhå¶ånurodhåt

adhikårårthavam api abhå‹i¶¢a
5. ›oŒa‹ådita¨ svarå¨/

›abdabrahmavilåsa: An Unpublished . . . : Nirmala Ravindra Kulkarni
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9
THE IMPORTANCE OF STUDYING PRÅTI›ÅKHYAS
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE VÅJASANEY∫

PRÅTI›ÅKHYA

SITANATH DEY

As the Vedas were transmitted in the early days by oral
tradition, and not by writing it is but natural that importance
of phonetics was indicated right from the beginning. ëVåcí
or personified speech is celebrated in one whole hymn in
the °Rgveda (X-I25), where the deity ëVåcí describes herself
and major portion on the another hymn (Rv. 71) is devoted
to the same deity.

The traditional title for Phonetics ë›ik¶åí appears for the
first time in the Taittir∂ya Upani¶ad (1.2) which gives a bare
enumeration of the six elements constituting it, namely,
ëVarƒaí (individual sound), ëSvaraí (accents), ëmåtråí
(quantity), ëbalaí (organs of pronounciation), ëSåmaní
(delivery) and ëSantånaí (euphonic loss). The scope of
ë›ik¶å,í one of the six Vedångas, was restricted in accordance
with the aforesaid ë›ik¶ådhyåyaí of the Tai. Upani¶ad, to
the teaching of correct pronunciation of individual sounds,
accents etc. relating to chanting of Vedic verses. Almost
similar type of the definition of ›ik¶å is seen in the
observation of celebrated Vedic scholar, M. Winternitz.

ë›ik¶å actually means ëinstruction,í then in particular
instruction in reciting i.e. in correct pronunciation,
accentuation etc. of the Sa√hitå texts (H.I. Literature,
Vol.-l). The main objective of ›ik¶å Vedåƒga was therefore,
the maintenance of proper pronunciation and accentuation
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of Vedic verses. Among the ancient ›ik¶ås, Yåy¤avalkya ›ik¶å
and Påniniya ›ik¶å are worth mentioning in view of their
popularity in dealing with the subject matter aptly. There is
interrelation and unity between ë›ik¶åí and ëPråtisåkhyaí so
far as their subject matter is concerned.

It is quite natural that the vast realm of Vedic Sa√hitås
were divided into a   number of recensions (›åkhås). Every
school of these recensions have their own way of dealing
with accentuation, pronunciation etc. and hence the
different Pråti‹åkhyas were evolved out of the original ›ik¶å
Vedånga. Although the title ›ik¶å itself came to be applied
later to the Pråti‹åkhyas, we may demarcate the respective
spheres of the ›ik‹ås and the Pråti‹åkhyas thus: As associates
of ›iksa Vedanga, the Pratisakhyas too deal with the subjects
of ›ik¶å. The scope of ›ik¶å as told by Sayana isóalphabets,
accent and mode of pronunciation of letters.

^o.kZLojk|qPpkj.kizdkjks ;=kksifn';rs lk f'k{kk* (Íd~ Hkk";Hkwfedk)

The scope of Pråti‹åkhya is wider than ›ik¶å since it deals
with both ›ik¶å (Phonetics) and Vyåkarana (grammar) as
well. In order to indicate the importance of Pråti‹åkhyas,
Uvata, the celebrated vedic commentator says that one
cannot claim his right to recite vedic verses properly unless
he acquires the skill of recitation through the proper
knowledge of Pråti‹åkhya

^^tiknkS ukf/dkjks¿fLr lH;d~ ikBetkur%A
izkfr'kk[;erks Ks;a lE;d~ ikBL; fl¼;sAA**

(Uvata bhå¶ya on V. P.l.l.)

As already told, due to wider scope of dealing with the
subject matter of ›ik¶å the extant Pråti‹åkhya treatises of
different Sa√hitås, obviously, became more popular than
the ›ik¶å Vedåƒga itself and their studies were treated as
essential.
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The extant Pråti‹åkhya of the °Rgveda is the Såkala
Pråti‹åkhya (°Rgveda Pråti‹akhya) of Såunaka. The Taittiråya
Pråti‹åkhya of the Kæ¶na-yajurveda quotes several caraƒas of
this Veda. The extant Pråti‹åkhya of the Våjasaneyi Sa√hitå
or ›uklayajurveda is Våjasaneyi Pråti‹åkhya of Kåtyåyana. The
Pråti‹åkhyas of the Såmaveda are Såma Pråti‹åkhya and
Puspasμutra. The Rg. tantra-vyakarana, another pråti‹åkhya
of the Såmaveda is post Paninian. The Pråti‹åkhya of the
Atharvaveda called the ›aunakiya caturådhyåyikå belongs
to ›aunak∂ya School of the Atharvavedins. Though these
Pråti‹åkhyas are said to be the ancillary of the ›ik¶å, yet they
are in no way of lesser importance than the ›ik¶å. Rather,
in the gravity of the contents and volume, Pråti‹åkhyas
definitely enjoy a higher status.

The importance of the phonetic observation of the
Pråti‹åkhya treatises may be highlighted in the following
manner :

When the Pråti‹åkhyas and Panini deal with Phonology
and Panini treats of morphology their observations are based
on the linguistic phenomena of a living language used by
the cultured and educated classes for conversation of
literature. For a proper analysis of the gradual evolution of
the history of Vedic literature and Sanskrit language at large,
the importance of the study of Pråti‹åkhya treatises are
unparallel. Although Pråti‹åkhyas are associated with ›ik¶å
VedåΔga mainly, not the Vyåkaraƒa, still amazedly we find
the treatment of grammatical analysis to some extent in some
of the Pråti‹åkhyas specially to that of Våjasaneyi. It is
generally admitted that the Vedas specially the °Rgveda is
the oldest literary monument of the world. The vast Vedic
literature was handed down from time immemorable from
generation to generation through oral tradition by means
of unique technique of the six Vedangas, specially that of
Pråti‹åkyas which are part and parcel of the ›ik‹å Vedånga.
In the matter of retaining the age-old Vedic lore in non-
corrupted manner the unique contribution and importance

The Importance of Studying Pråti‹åkhya . . .: Sitanath Dey
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of Pråti‹åkhyas should be ever remembered.
The primary aim of the Våjasaneyi Pråti‹åkhya is to

conserve the correct pronunciation of the verses of
Våjasaneyi Sa√hitå. The statement made by Kåtyåyana, the
author of Våjasaneyi Pråti‹åkhya, about the mode of Vedic
learning is very explicit. He also not have much faith on
mere reading rather he has emphasized on understanding
of the Vedic texts. He wants a reader to clearly understand
the faults in the pronunciation of the letters or articulate
sounds. He also states carefully the scopes of a study. He
believes that unless the reader is familiar with necessary
grammatical aspects of Vedic language, Vedic texts cannot
be properly understood. Hence for the purpose of proper
understanding the purport of a vedic text, the proper
knowledge of the phonetical, morphological aspects of the
vedic language is essential. Herein lies the importance of
intensive study of the Pråti‹åkhyas, specially that of Våjasaneyi
Pråti‹åkhya for the sake of right pronunciation and for
understanding of Vedic lore.
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10
A COMPUTER BASED MANUSCRIPT EDITOR

P. RAMANUJAN

Introduction
Facilities to preserve, study and publish information

contained in manuscripts (palm leaf, paper, etc.) with the
help of advanced computing tools and technologies are
welcome in order to unearth the treasures hidden in them
for betterment of mankind.

CñDAC has developed a comprehensive Manuscript
Processing Software Pandu-Lipi Samshodhak for the purpose.

Background
Having evolved PC-ISCII standards for proper

representation of all Sanskrit and Vedic character set in
computers, developed an exhaustive knowledgebase of
Vedas, VedåΔgas and UpåΔgas and application programs
for the fourteen Vidyåsthånas and tools and utilities like
editor, index, search, concordance etc., we now undertake
to extend these to the deciphering of manuscripts in scripts
like Grantha, Nandinagari, Telugu, Malayalam etc.,
of Sanskrit/Vedic texts, many of which are not yet
published.

It also helps collation of various version/variant forms of
texts from different sources for critical editions of such rare,
unpublished works in these domains.
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Features
The functional modules of the system cover acquisition,

formatting, inputting, indexing, creating database,
searching, locating, printing, collation and publishing.

The range of texts covered include Shastric texts, Rgveda,
Krishna-yajurveda, Såmaveda, Lakshana granthas, texts in
Tamil, a combination of Tamil and Sanskrit, called
Manupravala, etc., in a variety of scripts. The sample
includes about 50 works, 120 manuscripts, 6 scripts and many
domains. There are about 3500 leaves (pages) as images to
accompany the PC-ISCII texts.

Two of these texts, viz. Shadvimsati Sutra and Yohi
Bhashya, are chosen, for illustration and possible publication
of a critical edition with a Sanskrit commentary by the author.

Description of the modules
Acquisition

(a) One typically starts with consulting catalogues, indices,
lists, reports, etc., of manuscript collection of desired
texts through a number of sourcesóBibliographic
survey.

(b) Select the ones feasible to obtain from the list
(shortlisting). Provide for balanced representation of
various regions, script and versions (i.e. with commen-
taries, with accents etc.)

(c) Acquire copies Xeroxed/scanned/microfilmed.
(d) Convert/export to a single (uniform) format i.e. jpeg

in the current case. Factors like clarity, condition of
original, resolution of scanning and size of the image
files, all influence the choice of common format used.

Formatting
The inputs come in variegated forms, when raw, i.e. from

the institutions/library collections. Even cost considerations,
since usually copies of manuscripts are charged on per-
exposure basis and good-quality multi-folio image files while
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scanning are perfectly possible. We may have 3, 5 or even
10 folios per scanned image. Here the two sides of the folios
are in different files and the job of sequencing the image as
per text and separation of folios are involved. Numbering
them serially according to the text is done.

An important task here, in the case of manuscript bundles
containing different texts, is separation of the texts and folios
belonging to multiple texts. They must be present in all the
works concerned. Usually, libraries offer separation, if
catalogued already.

Inputting
We strongly recommend the entry of the data contained

in the manuscripts for the purpose of study, word-split,
index, search (phrases), editing and collation. This, of
course, requires domain experts who can do the job
efficiently. And IHG offers expertise in this endeavour.

We also have another possible source for data entry, which
is loading text, if the work in the manuscript is one of
available digital texts from our repository. (a list of about
250 texts from all Vidyåsthånas is available. C-DAC Indian
Heritage Portal would make this available on the web soon).

Adding commentaries, translations, hyperlinks,
annotations for collation etc., are the factors necessitating
data-entry. Also transliteration, training in rare scripts etc.,
is enabled. However, efforts may be launched to develop
efficient OCR or speech recognition systems of high quality
simultaneously and when these mature, we can minimize
data entry needed.

Editing
This step involves aligning the data entered, with the

original manuscript, line by line and page by page. This also
can be done in an edit-box/window below (or adjacent to)
the image of the manuscript or entered through Vedic
Editor and inserted into the database. The pages and line

A Computer Based Manuscript Editor: P. Ramanujan
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boundaries are as before. Adding information for retrieval,
hyperlinks etc., can also be done.

Multilingual texts, currently require LEAP-like software
for data entry and use in RTF format in the system for further
processing. Here ISCII-ISFOC conversions are employed.

Currently Vedic texts of Såmaveda Gåna require use of
only Grantha script and transliteration is not available.
›rautam and Guruparamparå Prabhåva etc. are multilingual
samples. These are typed in LEAP and processed through
rtf controls.

Creating database
The PC-ISCII text files (*.pci) created by data entry or

loading data are to be converted into database format. This
is either Microsoft Access or Microsoft FoxPro format
covering various fields for facilitating info. retrieval. There
is a utility that converts from aci/pci format to db format.

Databases of works, institutions, manuscripts, books etc.,
are also created and linked in the application list of
abbreviations. Scheme of data for reference in these texts
etc. are also created as tables.

Searching
This is the crux of the system and helps in providing word

or phrase level search (with and without accent-markers)
across the database, textwise, and lists the Manuscript ref.
nos. where the search string occurs. In future, we can even
extend this across texts if need be (this feature is there in
our Vedic Editor, wherein a string occurring in any of the
250+ texts are listed as a concordance).

Choice of script, facility to transliterate, and seeing the
results in the same manner of alignment as in the
manuscript are the useful aspects.

Locating
This refers to locating the search string in the image of
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the particular page of the manuscript where it occurs
including the line number and location in it. We see the
string ëhighlightedí in the text window by choosing ëfindí
in the page and physically looking in the corresponding line
and ëlocationí in it on the image above by selecting view in
ësearchí mode. The text window is provided with line
numbers to facilitate this manual locating in the image.

Printing
Provision to print the texts in database, search results etc.,

in any script of choice or script of the original etc. so that
further reference or insertion into documents can be
enabled. Report geneartion kind of printing needs can also
be addressed. List of texts, institutions, reference details
etc. can be printed.

Collation
From the search function, we can organise the readings

of different texts (like ëfile compare') across the manuscripts
combined with report generators. A scheme for annotating
can be devised to assist here. Work will follow to enrich
features here.

Publishing
Publication through Desk-top-publishing can be done by

exporting to some DTP software and adding embellishments
as desired.

Annexure - Dataflow chart of the system
Screen shots of some of the modules
List of texts and detailed List of manuscripts

I do hope the new generation will be successful to carry
forward the use of computer to decipher, transliterate and
collate the manuscript.

A Computer Based Manuscript Editor: P. Ramanujan
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IN SEARCH OF THE LOST MÅ°N°DUKEYA TRADITION:
A PHONETIC REFERENCE IN THE °RK-PRÅTI›ÅKHYA

MAU DAS GUPTA

J. Gonda: 29 remarks in accordance with L. Renou: 28:
ëAlready at an early time the contents of the °Rg-vedaólike
the other Vedas, . . . ómust have been transmitted in, and
to a certain extent have developed as, independent
traditions of ëbranchesî (‹åkhå).í  The characteristic feature
of these ‹åkhås or Vedic ëschoolsí has been elaborated by
Gonda: o.c.l.c., ëTradition has it that this name is given to
those ëschoolsí which possess a recension of the samhitå of
their own, on contradistinction to the subdivisions called
caraƒa which are not in possession of such a text.í According
to the Caraƒa-vyμuha, the only comparatively ancient source
dealing with the ‹åkhås, there were five recensions or
schools of the °Rg-veda: ›åkala, Bå¶kala, Å‹valåyana,
›åΔkhåyana and MåƒŒμukeya. According to Macdonell: 51,
there was actually no difference between the Å‹valåyana and
›åΔkhåyana schools, the sole distinction between them and
the ›åkalas having been that the Å‹valåyanas recognized
eleven Vålakhilya hymns as canonical, and the ›åΔkhåyanas
admitted the same group only diminished by a few verses.
That is why the later Puranic tradition does not recognize
the Å‹valåyana and ›åΔkhåyana schools and mentions only
the three schools of ›åkala, Bå¶kala and MåƒŒμukas (cf. Dev∂-
puråƒa 107.15). Macdonell (o.c.l.c.) further remarks that if
the MåƒŒμukeya tradition ever had a recension of an
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independent character, all traces of it were lost at an early
period in ancient India, for no information of any kind about
it has been preserved.

In the critical edition of the °Rgveda-sa√hitå, C.G.
Kashikar: 891 remarks in the preface of his introductory
notes on the Khilas of the °Rg-veda: ëOf these [the five
recensions mentioned at the Caraƒa-vyμuha], the ›åkala
recension is well known and has come down in a definite
form. The other recensions did not differ much from the
›åkala recension except an omission or addition of certain
hymns or verses within or without the MaƒŒalas and also
within or without the hymns, as well as certain changes in
the order of hymns or verses. No definite conclusions seem
to have been drawn as to the exact nature of these
recensions for want of decisive data.

The direction towards the reconstruction of °Rg-vedic
recensions other than the ›åkala started taking shape after
the discovery of the most important and extensive collection
of the Khilas by Prof. Bühler in Kashmir. His description of
the same came out as ëDetailed Report of a tour in search
of Sanskrit MSS.í in Dr. Phil, J. Scheftelowitzí book titled
ëApokryphen des °Rg-vedaí published from Bonn in 1906.

At the end of the Khilas in the Kashmir manuscript, some
portion of the Aitareya Åraƒyaka is placed, which is divided
into three adhyåyas, the first two of which form the third
Åraƒyaka, some portion of which is called the
ëMåƒŒμukey∂ya.í Scheftelowitz has suggested that certain of
the Khilas represent parts of the MåƒŒμukeya-sa√hitå, but
Oldenberg and Keith in their respective reviews in 1907
have criticized his theory.

The Pråti‹åkhyas take account of the phonetic
characteristics peculiar to every recension of the concerned
Vedas. Thus it is expected that the °Rk-pråti‹åkhya acted as
the repository of the phonetic peculiarities prevailing in all
the °Rg-vedic recensions current at the time of ›aunaka, its
author. The name of MåƒŒμukeya occurs only once in the
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main body of the °Rk-pråti‹åkhya (3.14). The third pa¢ala
(chapter) of this book deals with the accentuation of the
°Rg-vedic mantras. The author broadly follows the School of
›åkalya, though he misses not a chance to mention the
peculiarities of other Schools. In the course of discussing
the emergence of independent svarita, four kinds of it have
been mentioned there. They are viz. jåtya, abhinihita, k¶aipra
and pra‹li¶¢a. The first of the list is a svarita by origin, since it
does not come up as a result of any euphonic combination
or vowel-sandhi, while the rest are produced when the
respective sandhis occur, where the pre-sandhi vowels  were
udåta and anuddtta respectively. There too, the pra‹le¶a
sandhi (i.e. the  euphonic combinations prescribed by the
Påƒinian rules aka¨ savarƒe d∂rgha¨ 6.1.101, åd guƒa¨ 6.1.87
and væddhir eci 6.1.88) does not always generate a pra‹le¶a
svarita. The ›åkalya School holds that only the pra‹le¶a
between two short i vowels produces a pra‹li¶¢a svarita:

ikåmyo‹ ca pra‹le¶e k¶aipråbhinihite¶u ca/
udåttapμurvarμupe¶u ‹åkalyasyaivam åcaret// (°RP 3.13)

Thus we get sruc∂va ghætåm ( °RV 10.91.15) where the
ultimate ∂ of sruc∂ is combined with the initial i of iva, the
former being accented and the latter not, the resultant form
is an independent svarita termed as pra‹li¶¢a. But on the
contrary, according to MåƒŒμukeya, informs ›aunaka, all
cases of pra‹li¶¢a sandhi generate pra‹li¶¢a svarita if the
accentuations in the pre-sandhi vowels are udåtta and
anudåtta respectively:

måƒŒukeyasya sarve¶u pra‹li¶¢e¶u tathå smaret// (ibid 14)

To comment on this kårikå, Uva¢a says: ëmåƒŒμukeyasya
åcåryasya matena sarve¶u pra‹li¶¢e¶u tathåsmarat,  na tu kuryåtí
(óaccording to the preceptor MåƒŒμukeya, such is the
accentuation in every case of pra‹li¶¢a sandhi, where the first
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member is udåtta and the second anudåtta. But, this custom
of MåƒŒμukeya is only to be remembered and not to be
practiced.)

The matter can be elaborated with examples
The sa√hitå-text being éndra yåhi håribhi¨ (°RV 8.34.1),

the pada-text, according to ›åkalya, should be like this:

å/ indra/ yåhi/ håri S bhi¨/

But, according to MåƒŒμukeya, with the euphonic
combination of å and i (a case of sandhi by the Påƒinian
rule åd guƒa¨) in the initial word éndra, the sa√hitå-text
should be read like the following:

endra yåhi håribhi¨

Another instance can be taken up where a pra‹le¶a of two i-
vowels (one short and the other long, therefore not fulfilling
the criterion to produce an independent svarita) generates
an udåtta in the usual sa≈hitå-text:

v∂ h∂m iddho åkhyad å rodas∂ (°RV 10.45.4)

The pada-text of the same runs thus:

v∂ / hi/ ∂m/ iddha¨/ åkhyad/ å rodas∂ ∂ti/

But, according to MåƒŒμukeya the sa√hitå-text should be
pronounced like the following:

v∂ h∂m iddho åkhyad å rodas∂

At °RP 3.16 (parai¨ prathama-bhåvina¨) ›aunaka asserts
that the emergence of independent svaritas through vowel
combinations depends solely on their being udåtta and
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anudåtta in respective order at their pre-sandhi stage. If the
order is reverse the resultant form will be an udåtta as
prescribed at °RP 3.11 (udåttavatyek∂bhåva udåtta√ sandhyam
ak¶aram), and not an independent svarita, In the
commentary of °RP 3.I6 Uva¢a elaborates that both the
preceptors, viz. ›åkalya and MåƒŒμukeya, agree in this matter
that the resultant form becomes an udåtta when the prior
member is anudåta and latter udåtta (parais tμudattair ya
ek∂bhåvås te prathamabhåvina¨ syu¨/dvayor apy åcåryayor
matenodåttabhårina¨ syu¨).

The name of MåƒŒμukeya is found in the second
introductory verse of the °Rk-pråti‹åkhya. The verse runs thus:

måƒŒμukeya¨ sa√hitå√ våyum åha
tathåkå‹a√ cåsya måk¶avya eva/
samånatånile cåmbare ca
matvågastyo ëviparihåra√ tad eva//

In these introductory verses, to justify the utility of the study
of Pråti‹åkhya the author tells about the discourse of ancient
sages on some tenets of the °Rk-pråti‹åkhya like sa√hitå,
nirbhuja, pratæƒƒa and so on and so forth. Vi¶ƒumitra, the
famous commentator from Campå, remarked in his
Vargadvaya-vætti on the °Rk-pråti‹åkhya, that the MåƒŒμukeya
mentioned in the above verse is none other than the sage
MåƒŒμukeya mentioned in the Aitareya-åraƒyaka at 3.l.l. In
fact, in three consecutive verses constituting the introduction
to the °Rk-pråti‹åkhya the author refers to the discourse on
the philosophical significance of sa√hitå found at the
chapter three of the Aitareya-åraƒyaka. The verse quoted
above informs that according to MåƒŒμukeya, sa√hitå is the
wind (våyu), while another preceptor Måk¶avya considers it
to be the sky (åkå‹a). These two views have been equalized
by the son of Agastya (Ågastya), since he thinks that both
våyu and åkå‹a can be applied to designate sa√hitå.
Vi¶ƒumitra, after the exposition of Såyaƒa on AÅ 3.1.1,
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elaborates that it is the philosophical aspect of the symbols
like våyu or åkå‹a that is to be meditated upon and not the
actual state of fact, that is why Måk¶avyaís contention cannot
be considered more adorable than that of MåƒŒμukeyaís.

In course of discussing the above-mentioned discourse
some more information about MåƒŒμukeya have been related
in the said verses, i.e. alternatively called ›μurav∂ra,
MåƒŒμukeya had a dispute in spiritual discourse with his son
over the priority and posterity of våc (speech) and manas (mind):
adhyåtmak¸ptau ‹μurav∂ra¨ suta‹ ca våΔmanasayor vivadanty
ånupμurvye (verse no. 4). This comment is again based on
the reference found at AÅ 3.l.l, where it is stated that the
eldest son of MåƒŒμukeya disagreed with his father on the
philosophical symbolization of the two components of
sandhi. According to the fatheróin sandhi of two
consecutive letters, the former should be worshipped as
speech (våc) and the latter as mind (manas). The son,
however, preferred to accept the reverse of his fatherís
content since he argued that it is the mind that thinks first
and later the speech comes up to express the thought. Here
too, the same logic applied to resolve the dispute between
MåƒŒμukeya and Måk¶avya, has been used once again: i.e. in
context of worshipping the sa≈hitå the state of fact is never
taken into consideration. The symbols mentioned by the
preceptors are to be meditated upon irrespective of their
factual existence. Therefore, both the theories propounded
by the father and the son are equal, says the Åraƒyaka:
ësamånam enayor atra pitu‹ ca putrasya ca.í

In this way, a long discourse runs through the whole third
chapter of the Aitareya-åraƒyaka, where among other
preceptors of the Vedas, MåƒŒμukeya and ›åkalya have been
mentioned with prominence. One comes to know from the
information provided by the Åraƒyaka that MåƒŒμukeya was
a dwarf (hrasva) and had several sons, with whom he had
philosophical disputes. lt is interesting to note that in
såmpradåyika tradition of the Vedic people, inter-school
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conflict was a common affair, but to witness a conflict
between father and sons, of whom the former is a natural
preceptor of the latter, is unique.

In conclusion we may suggest that the MåƒŒμukeya
mentioned in the AÅ 3.1 may well be considered as the
preceptor of the MåƒŒμukeya recension of the °Rg-veda; since
this Åraƒyaka belongs to the °Rg-veda and the man in
question is found engaged in discussion on the philosophical
aspects of the sa√hitå-på¢ha. The °Rkñpråti‹åkhya mentions
at least one characteristic of that School. lt considers that
every case of pra‹le¶a sandhi generates pra‹li¶¢a svarita
provided the pre-sandhi vowels were respectively accented
and unaccented. Despite the fact that their tradition was
not in vogue at the time of ›aunaka, to pay tribute to this
ancient school, the author of the °Rk-pråti‹åkhya draws the
attention of the learners by saying ëmåƒŒμukeyasya sarve¶u
pra‹li¶¢e¶u tathå smaret.í

ABBREVIATIONS

AÅ Aitareya-åraƒyaka, °
RP °Rk-pråti‹åkhya
°RV °Rg-veda]
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12
UPASARGA IN SANSKRIT LANGUAGE

SUBHENDU MANNA

Introduction:
In the study of Sanskrit language we see Yåska (seventh

century BC) has mentioned four divisions of pada or word,
namely nåman, åkhyåta upasarga and nipåta.1 Whereas
according to Påƒini padas have two divisions, namely sub-
anta or nåman and tiΔ-anta or åkhyåta.2 Bhartæhari (6th
century AD), the great philosopher of Påƒinian system of
Sanskrit grammar, told that sentence is the ultimate part of
a language which expresses an indifferent meaning.
According to him to understand meaning of a pada,
separation is  imagined between suffix and stem in a
parini¶¢hita pada or completely formed word. Comparably
to realise meaning of a sentence, there also separation is
imagined of words  from a complete sentence. Thus
Bhartæhari saysó

dvidhå kai‹ cit pada√ bhinna√ caturdhå pa¤cadhåpi vå/
apoddhætyaiva våkyebhya¨ prakæti-pratyayådiva// 3

According to few scholars, those imagined padas are of
two types, i.e. noun ënåmaní and verb ëåkhyåtaí. If prefixes
ëupasargaí and particles ënipåtaí are counted separately then
words or padas will have four divisions. Once more padas
have five divisions according  to them who accept karma-
pravacan∂ya as a separate word. Among those divisions of
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pada the term upasarga first occurs in Aitareya Bråhmaƒa
(XVI/4): mahånåmn∂nåm upasargån upasæjanti. There
upasarga means ëadditioní.4 But technically upasarga means
ëa prefixed wordí; cf. sopasarge¶u nåmasu (°Rgveda-Pråti‹åkhya
or °RP, XVI/38).5 The derivation of this term isóupa-sæj+
gha¤ = upasarga. Here in the derivative word upa means
ënearí and the root sæj means ëto dischargeí. Thus upasarga
literally means ëdischarge near,í then ëadditioní, then
ëaddition to the verbí.6 In Upasargårtha-sa√graha, an
unpublished text, the author Kæ¶ƒåcårya derives the term
upasarga as ópra etc. a group of words is called prådi to
which pra precedes. The term prådi is a tad-guƒa-sa√vij¤åna7

Bahuvr∂hi compounded word. A word of prådi list is called
upasarga when it is placed near a verbal root.8 Durga, the
commentator of Nirukta (I/I/4), derives upasarga as
åkhyåtam upa-gæhyårtha-vi‹e¶am ime tasyaiva sæjant∂ty upasargå¨.
Skandasvåmin also repeats the sameóupetya nåmåkhyåtayor
arthasya vi‹e¶√ sæjanty utpådayant∂ty upasargå¨.

To define the term upasarga Påƒini has upasargå¨ kriyå-
yoge (P-I/IV/59). It means the words pra, parå, apa etc. are
designated as upasarga or prefix or preposition when they
are in composition with a kriyå ëverbí. In Yåskaís Nirukta
pra, parå, apa etc. twenty words are termed as prefix. Those
areópra, prå, apa, sam, anu, ava, nis, nir, dus, dur, vi, åΔ, ni,
adhi, api, ati, su, ut, abhi, prati, pari and upa. In Påƒinian
system of Sanskrit grammar these words are termed as
prefix, including nis and dus (there is åΔ instead of Yåskaís
å, a ity arvåg artheóNirukta I/1/5). In brief, this list of words
is also called prådi. Later grammarians like Vopadeva the
author of Mugdhabodha (13th century AD), Padmanåbha
Datta the author of Supadma (fourteenth century AD),
Pandit Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar the author of Vyåkaraƒa
Kaumud∂ (19th century AD), Cidrμupå‹rama the author of
D∂pa Vyåkaraƒa (16th century AD, itís an unpublished text
being edited by the present author) and so on have counted
twenty prefixes like Yåska. There is a well-known ›lokaó
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pra-paråpa-sam-anv-ava-nir-dur-abhi-vy-
adhi-sμud-ati-ni-prati-pary-apaya¨/
upa åΔ iti vi√‹atir e¶a sakhe upasarga-
vidhi¨ kathita¨ kavinå//

(See Gurupada Haldar, p. 345)

In several unpublished short treatises, composed by later
Sanskrit grammarians, like  Upasargårtha (Manuscript No.
G7260), Upasargårtha-sa≈graha. (Manuscript No. G9655),
twenty words are termed as prefix. Påƒini counts nis and
dus only to support his system. Thus J¤ånendra Sarasvat∂;
the author of Tattvabodhin∂, a commentary on  Siddhånta
Kaumud∂ of Bha¢¢oji D∂k¶ita, explainsóëupasargasyåyatauí
iti nir-duror latvam, nilayate, dulayate/niso dusa‹ ca
rutvasyåsiddhatvål latvåbhåva¨ (Siddhånta Kaumud∂ 23. gati‹
ca). Under the rule upasargasyåyatau (SK 2326) Bha¢¢oji
D∂k¶ita saysónis-duso rutvasyåsiddhatvån na latvam/nirayate/
durayate/nir-duros tu nilayate dulayate. According to
upasargasyåyatau (P. VIII/II/l9) when the root ay follows,
l becomes substitute  for r of a prefix. Thus when s of the
prefix dus and nis is changed to r by the Påƒinian rule sa-
saju¶o ru¨ (P. VIII/II/66) and when it is followed by the
root √ay,l should be the substitute of r. But there according
to pμurvatråsiddham (P. VIII/II/1) the rule upasargasyåyatau
(P. VIII/II/19) becomes asiddha ëinvalidí. So dus-√ay+ta =
durayate and nis-√ay + ta = nirayate these two words are
formed. To derive dulayate and nilayate Påƒini counts these
two words, i.e. dur and nir in the list of prefix. Thus  Våsudeva
D∂k¶ita says in his commentary namely Bålamanoramåótarhi
nilayate dulayate iti katham ity ata åha nir duros tv iti/etad-
artham eva prådi¶u såntayo rephåntayo‹ ca nirde‹a iti bhåva¨
(under SK 2326. upasargasyåyatau). The author of
Bæhaddevatå says that according to ›åka¢åyana accha, ‹rat
and antar also should be termed as prefix as they are also
used being connected to verbs. In Upasargårthasa√graha
of Kæ¶ƒåcårya and in Laghμupasarga-d∂pikå adding ‹rat, antar
and åvir the number of prefixes has been increased to 25.9
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In the colophon of the text the author writesóiti pa¤ca-
vi√‹ati upasargå¨ sa√pμurƒå¨, i.e. here the description of 25
prefixes ends.10 In Taittir∂ya-Pråti‹åkhya (TP) å, pra, ava,
upa, abhi, adhi, prati, pari, vi and ni only these ten words are
termed as upasarga.11 The commentator Somayårya says,
though in Nirukta, Påƒinian and other systems of Sanskrit
grammar there are twenty or twenty two prefixes but TP
has mentioned only ten, as in the Yajur-veda no more prefix
is found other than those.12

In Sanskrit language prefixes are preplaced to a verbal
root.13 Example from classical Sanskritósoí dhy-ai¶¢a vedå√s-
trida‹ån aya¶¢a pitæƒ apår∂t sam-ama√sta bandhμun/ vyñaje¶¢a
¶aŒ-vargam ara√sta n∂tau samμula-ghåta√ ny-avadh∂d ar∂√‹ ca/
/ (Bha¢¢i-kåvya 1/2). Here in this ›loka there are several
examples of prefixes which precede verbal root. In adhy-
ai¶ta adhi is employed before the verbal root ai¶¢a. Prefix
sam is employed before the verbal root ama√sta in sam-
ama√sta. In the pada vy-aje¶ta  prefix vi is preplaced to the
verbal root aje¶¢a. In ny-avadh∂d prefix ni is followed by verbal
root avadh∂d. Example from Vedic textñprati tya√ cårum
adhvara√ gopithåya pra-hμuyase/marudbhir agna å-gahi (°Rgveda
I/19/1). In this mantra prefix pra and å are uttered before
verbal roots hμuyase and gahi correspondingly. In Vedic
language prefixes are also seen indifferently after the verbal
root, as well as before it.14 E.g. våya-indra‹ ca sunvata åyåtam
upa ni¶kætam/ mak¶vitthå dhiyå narå (°Rgveda 1/2/6) - here
in this mantra prefix upa is employed after the verbal root
åyåtam. In classical Sanskrit this should be upåyåtam. One
example is - yåti ni hastinå.15 Here prefix ni is uttered
indifferently after the verb yåti.16 In Vedas prefixes are also
seen separated from verbal root by intervening words. E.g.
upa tvågne dive dive do¶åvastar dhiyå vayam/namo bharanta
emasi (°Rgveda I/1/7)óhere in this mantra upa-å-imasi is a
single pada. But the prefix upa is uttered separately from
the verbal root intervening by several words. Here is one
more exampleópari p μu¶å paraståd dhasta√ dadhåtu
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dak¶iƒam/ punar no na¶¢am åjatu (°Rgveda VI/54/10). Prefix
pari should be connected with the verbal root dadhåtu. But
those are separated by three padas.

Accentuation and sound changings of Prefix in Vedic language:
In Vedic language there are several instances where

phonetic changes of prefixes are found. Now we may notice
those examples by the help of Pråti‹åkhyas, related to a
particular branch of the Vedas. Here is a very little
description of phonetic changes of prefixes citing examples
from corresponding Sa√hita-texts. °Rgveda-Pråti‹åkhya of
›aunaka, Våjasaneyi-Pråti‹åkhya (VP) of Kåtyåyana,
Taittir∂ya-Pråti‹åkhya (TP), Atharvaveda-Caturadhyåyikå
(AC), °Rk-tantra (°RT), A¶¢ådhyåy∂ of Påƒini, Phi¢-sμutra etc.
have lightened this matter. Påƒini has described
accentuation system of prefixes in  general. But to know
more phonetic changes of prefixes, we should go through
Prati‹åkhyas, which describe special changes of accentuation
of prefixes in a special branch of Veda.

In °Rgveda-Pråti‹åkhya ›aunaka says, accent of vowels of
all the nine monosyllabic upasargas should be acute ëudåtta;í
e.g. prå, å, n∂s, dús etc., whereas accent of foremost vowel or
svara will be acute ëudåttaí of rest prefixes except abhi; e.g.
párå, ánu, úpa etc. Final vowel i of abhi, will be acute accent;
i.e. abh·.17

In Våjasaneyi-Pråti‹åkhya Kåtyayåna has beautifully
described the accentuation of prefixes according to the
Våjasaneyi-Sa≈hitå (VS). When a prefix follows another
prefix changes its acute accent to grave accent.18 E.g. sam-
prá-cyavadhvam úpa samprá-y˛t˛gne path˙ devay˛n˛n
kæƒudhvam (VS-XV/53)óhere in this mantra sam-prá-
cyavadhvam and sam-prá-yåt˛gne are two suitable examples
where sam is followed by  pra. Thus the acute vowel of sam
changed to grave accent. upasarga upasarge (VP- VI/2)ó
this rule has several exceptions in VS. In abhi-prehi, upa-sam-
prayåta, praty-å-tanu¶va and å-su-¶åva acute vowel of foremost
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prefix doesnít change its accent to grave.19 Once more acute
vowel of the prefix å and upa doesnít become change to
grave if acute pra follows. E.g. vai‹vånar˙ na μutáya ˛ prá-yåtu
paråváta¨ (VS- VIII/72)óhere in this mantra prá follows ˛
but ˛ doesnít change its accent. One more exampleó
úpapr˛gåcchásanam (VS- XXIX/23).20

According to nipåtå ådy-udåttå¨ (Phi¢-sμutra-80), first vowel
of upa should be acute ëudåttaí. But if side by side a prefix
repeats in a mantra, vowel of the later prefix will be grave
accent ëanudåtta.í21 E.g. úpopénnú maghávan bhúya ∂nnú te
d˛na devásya  pæcyate (VS-III/34)óhere in this mantra pada
úpopénnú is our example where the prefix upa is repeated.
Thus acute or udåtta u of later upa changed to grave anudåttaí
Here is  one more exampleódéva tva¶¢arbhúri te så√-sam-etu
sálak¶må yádvipurμupambhávåti (VS-VI/20)óhere in this
mantra prefix sam is repeated. Thus the acute vowel of
second sam is changed to grave. According to the rule kæd-
åkhyåtayo‹ codåttayo¨ (VP-VI/4) if a primary-suffixed
ëkædantaí word or a conjugated word follows, of which
foremost vowel is acute accent, acute vowel of a prefix will
be grave ëanudåttaí. E.g. agn∂√ svar åbháranta¨ (VS-XV/49)
or vi-bhr˛jamåna¨ sarirásya mádhye (VS-XV/52)óin these
two mantras bháranta¨ and bhr˛jamåna¨ are kædanta words
which are preceded by å and vi. Thus acute vowels of those
two prefixes changed to grave. Now example of a prefix,
followed by conjugated word of which foremost vowel is
acute-accented, is given here. ye c˛rvate pácana√ sam-bháranty
uto te¶å√ abhi-gμurttina invatu (VS-XXV /29)óhere  in this
mantra conjugated word bh˛ranti follows prefix sam and its
fore most vowel is acute. Thus the acute vowel of sam
becomes grave-accented. The commentator says  where this
rule is not followed; prefix would be a separate word or
pada according to the rule svarita-varjam ekodåtta√ padam
(VP-II/l).22 In VS when an acute-accented word, except
kædanta, follows, vowel of the monosyllabic prefix and of abhi,
doesnít change its accent if there a vowel euphonic
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combination ësvara sandhií happens. E.g. abhyåvarttasva
pæthivi yaj¤ena páyaså sahá (VS-XII/103) - here in this
mantra acute-accented word ˛varttasva follows abhi. Thus
abhi doesnít change its accent. yábhir mitrå-varuƒåv abhy-
á¶i¤can (VS-X/l)óhere in this mantra acute-accented word
å¶i¤can  follows abhi. Thus abhi doesnít change its accent.
Now an example of monosyllabic prefix is given here which
doesnít change its acute accent. dæ¶¢vå rμupe vy˛karot satyånæte
prajåpati¨ (VS-XL/77).23 In VS prefixes donít change their
accent when a few special words follow them. Kåtyåyana has
the ruleóå pμuta-jåtayo¨ (VP- VI/6). When pμuta and jåta
these two kædanta words follow, acute accent of the prefix å
doesnít become changed to grave. E.g. úd∂dåbhya¨ ‹úcir ˛-
pμutå emi (VS-IV/2) and agn∂r bhånúnå rú‹atå sváΔga ˛-j˙t˙
vi‹vå sádmånyaprå¨ (VS-XII/13). In a mantra of VS when
kædanta words  ‹rita, atriƒam, bhånava¨ and pacata follow adhi,
ni, pra and prati correspondingly, vowels of these four
prefixes donít become changed to grave.24 Once more acute
vowel of anu will not be changed to grave if ujje¶am, åvarte,
åpan∂phaƒat, sani¶yadat, sa√vatam, prayåƒam, sa¤carantam,
sa√rabhadhvam, prasitim and vikramasva these words follow.25

E.g. agn∂-¶˙mayor újjitim án˜jje¶a√ v˛jasya må prasavéna
pr˙håmi (VS  II/l5).

In Taittir∂ya-Pråti‹åkhya, a few euphonic changes, by the
influence of prefixes, are noticed. Cerebralisation of dental
s is described in sixth chapter. A dental s is converted into
cerebral ¶ in an unaccented pada, when a prefix or nis
precedes.26 In  third chapter of eighth book of A¶¢ådhyåy∂,
Påƒini has provided thirteen rules corresponding to this.27

E.g. a‹mann μurjam iti pari-¶i¤can (Taittir∂ya Sa≈hitå or TS
V/IV/4), ima√ vi-¶yåmi (TS-I/II/10), yajamåne prati-
¶¢håpayanti (TS-VI/I/4) etc. In  Atharva-veda-Caturadhyåyikå
upasargåd dhåto¨ (AC-II/90) corresponds to this rule of TP.
ìThe commentator selects as illustrations these two: væksha√
yad gâva¨ parishasvajånâ anusphuram (i.2.3: p. pari-
sasvajånå¨; anusphuram is an exception to the rule, akin
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with those detailed in rule 102, below), and vishita√
teieastibilam (i.3.8 : p vi-sitam). As counter-examples, to show
that it is only after a preposition that the initial s of a root is
regularly converted into sh, the commentator fabricates a
couple of cases, viz. dadhi si¤cati, madhu si¤cati; the former
of them appears also among the counter examples under
the corresponding rule of Påƒini (viii.3.65). The proper
exceptions to the rule are detailed below, in rules 102ñ7.

The Taitti. Pr. (vi 4) has a general rule for the change of
an initial s after a preposition: the other two Pråti‹åkhyas
rehears the case  in detail  (R. Pr. v.4ñ10; V.Pr. iii. 58ñ70).î28

Instead of Påƒiniís rule upasargåd æti dhåtau (P-VI/I/91)
TP says when æ follows if a prefix, ending in a or å, there år
would be substitute of both.29 E.g. upårcchati (TS IV/9),
avårcchati (TS-II/VI/3), ætavyå upopårttavyå ætavyå upa (TS-
V/III/1) etc. Once  more in the fourteenth chapter TP has
noticed the augmentation of cognate sound when a prefix
precedes cha, khi and bhuja.30 Commentator Somayårya has
given several suitable examples quoting from TS. Like å-
cchæƒatti (TS-V/I/7), nama å-kkhidate ca prakkhidate ca (TS-
IV/V/9), ayak¶mayå pari-bbhuja (TS-IVN/l).

Expressiveness and Indicativeness of Prefix:
Since very early period there are different views about

the meaning of prefix and particles in Sanskrit studies. We
get earliest evidence on this contradiction in the Nirukta
(seventh century BC) where the author Yåska has mentioned
two different views about the meaning of prefix. In Nirukta
Yåska quotes two predecessors, ›åka¢åyana & Gårgya.
According to ›åka¢åyana, ì. . . when prefixes are detached
from their fixture, that is, when they are used by themselves,
they have no meaning whateverî31 (na nirbaddhå upasargå
arthån niråhur iti ‹åka¢åyana¨- Nirukta I/3). Here Durga in
his commentary says that if letters are detached from the
words, they become meaningless. Like this, if prefixes are
withdrawn from their connection with nouns and verbs and
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then by those prefix if sentences are formed these sentences
would have no meaning (yathå-varƒånå√ padåd apa-gatånåm
arthåbhidhåna-‹aktir nåsti evam ete¶åm api nåmåkhyåta-viyogeí
rthåbhidhåna-‹aktir nåsti- Durga under Nirukta 1/3). Thus
according to ›åka¢åyana prefix modify the senses of nouns
and verbs, but practically they are meaningless. An union of
the nouns or verbs, with other senses, owing to circumstances
undergoes a  change in meaning; a new sense comes to
inhere in them; there is a chemical change as it were in the
noun or verb itself; prefixes are only signs (dyotakå bhavanti)
to show that such a material change has taken place. ìThe
Mahåbhå¶ya also holds this view.î32  ›åka¢åyana found that
the prefix or prefixes were always connected either with
nouns or with verbs, e.g. prati-ti¶¢hate, and in each case there
was a certain modification of sense.  So he regarded them
as empty words.

The second view of Yåskaís predecessor, Gårgya who did
not deny that the prefix modified the senses of nouns and
verbs. He merely went a step farther than  ›åka¢åyana  and
said that the prefixes are padas (padåni) and as such have
their own various (uccåvaca) meanings and by those meaning
they cause modification in the sense of  nouns and verbs.
To support his own opinion Gårgya argued that if prefixes
are detached from the nouns and the verbs and then if
they become meaningless, by those meaningless prefixes
no meaning could be modified. Because, if prefixes are
meaningless and if any word is formed by those meaningless
prefixes, the word also would be meaningless. By those
meaningless words formed sentences, formed Vedic mantras
also would be meaningless. And by this the whole literature
would be meaningless. Thus Durga says in his commentary
under Nirukta 1/3, in meaningful words letters also have
their own meaning, by which they make meaningful words
(såmånyå hi varƒe¶v abhidhåna ‹aktir asty eva). Prefixes also
being meaningful; by their own meaning they modify the
sense of nouns and verbs (evam upasargå arthavanto ípi santa¨
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svårthåbhidhåna-‹aktim aneka  prakåra√ vidyamånåm api
svårthåbhidhåna-‹akty-ådhåra-bhμute nåmåkhyåte  pratyåyyåbhi-
vya¤jayeyu¨- Durga under Nirukta 1/3). Those who support
›åka¢åyana, they say that like a lamp prefix being
meaningless they only can modify the sense of nouns and
verbs (prad∂pavad anarthakå upasargå¨). Gårgya refuted their
opinion by  saying that, along with the power of modifying
the sense (arthåbhidhåna ‹akti) of nouns and verbs, prefix
should also have their own meaning.

Yåska, the author of the Nirukta, accepts the view of
Gårgya and mentions the twenty prefixes with their various
meanings, e.g. å ëhitherwardí (å ity arvåg-arthe Nirukta 1/
3), pra and parå opposite of hitherward (pra-parety etasya
pråtilomyam Nirukta 1/3) and so on.

Bæhaddevatå accepts the view of ›åka¢åyana and regards
prefixes as having meaning of their own33 (vivecayanti te hy
artha√ nåmåkhyåta-vibhakti¶uóBæhaddevatå). In °RP we see
there also ›åka¢åyanaís view is accepted by saying that the
twenty prefixes are expressive of meaning in combination
with nouns and verbs.34

How prefix modify the sense of nouns and verbs, now a
few examples are given  here:

1. å ity arvåg-arthe (vartate); ata¨: o å-gahi divo vå rocanåd
adhi (°Rgveda - 1/6/9); å gahi = come down. This sense of á
is accidental; one may come from an underground region
in this case å would mean ëupí. å really reverses the sense of
the root to which it is prefixed; gaccha = go; å-gaccha = come;
naya = take; å-naya = bring back.35

2. pråtilomyam (å-hatu¨ athavå å cak¶åte) ; pra and parå
mean the reverses of the sense of å;  they mean ëupí, sudevo
adya pra-pated anåvæt paråvæt paråvata√ paramå√ gantavå u
(°Rgveda - X/95/14) = today the good king would fly (patet)
up (pra) to go to the highest upper region (paravatam) never
to return (anåvrt); paråvat = an upper region. parå me  yanti
hd∂taya¨ (°Rgveda I/25/16) = my prayers go up (parå).36

In Påƒiniís system when pra, parå etc. (prådaya¨)
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connected with verbs then they are called prefix (P. I/lV/
59). But being detached from verbs themselves have no
meaning and then they are called particles (nipåtå¨, P. II/
IV/56). Kåtyåyana has the Vårttika (under P. I/III/1) kriyå-
vi‹e¶aka upasarga¨. Under P/II/I/1 Pata¤jali, the Great
Commentator of Påƒini says: ësuch is the nature of upasargas
that where a word denoting action (i.e. verb) is used, they
express the special character of the action.'37

Under the Vårttika kriyå-vi‹e¶kaka upasarga¨ (P. I/3/1/
7) Pata¤jali appears to accept the view of ›åkatåyana and
holds that upasargas  merely make explicit what was implicit in
the root itself (pacat∂ti kriyå gamyate tå√ pro vi‹ina¶¢i . . .evam
ihåpi ti¶¢hatir eva vraji-kriyåm åha, ti¶¢hatir eva vraji-kriyåyå
nivættim) Mahåbhå¶ya under the Vårttika I/III/I/7).

Philosophical discourses on grammar like Våkyapad∂ya of
Bhartæhari, Parama Laghu-ma¤jμu¶a of Någe‹abha¢¢a and
Vaiyåkaraƒa Bhμu¶aƒa-såra of KauƒŒabha¢¢a may lighten this
topic. European scholars like F. MaxMüllar, A.A. Macdonell,
Renou, Bloomfield, M.R. Kale and others contribute to the
analysis of the role played by particles including prefixes.

According to Naiyåyikas prefix only can modify the senses
of verbs, practically they have no meaning. But except prefix
(prådi) particles have their own meanings.38 Like
grammarians they also accept, when pra, parå etc. (prådaya¨)
connected with verbs they are called prefix 'upasargaí. They
become meaningless being detached from verbs ëkriyåí.
Grammarians refuted their view by saying that there is no
reason to distinguish between prefix and particles.
Grammarians say anu-bhμuyate ity anena såk¶åt-kriyate ity asya
samatvåt/ nåmårtha-dhåtv-arthayor bhedena såk¶åd
anvayåbhåvån nipåtårtha dhåtv-arthayor anvayasyai
våsambhavåt/ nipåtårtha-phalå‹rayatve ípi dhåtv-arthånvaya√
vinå karmatvånu-papatte‹ ca.39

In Kaumåra of ›arvavarman (first/second century AD) we
see this idea represented by the commentator Durgå Si≈ha
under the rule dhåtos toínta¨ pånubandhe. There saysóat
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first verb combines to sådhana ëactivityí and then to prefix.40

Why grammarians say that when prådi connects to a verb
they become dyotaka ëindicativeí? Durgå Si√ha, the
commentator of Mugdhabodha repliesókevala dhåtor
anekårthatve ava‹ya-vaktavye  upasarga-pμurvvakatvenånyårtho
ípi  dhåtor  eva  kalpyate  låghavåt/  dhåtμunåm  anekårthatvam
upasargåƒåm apy anekårthatvam iti vidhi-dvaya-kalpane
gaurava√ syåd iti/ eva√ ësambhavaty eka-våkyatve våkya-bhedo
na ce¶yataí iti jaimini-sμutråt.41 In  ›abda-khaƒŒa of Tattva-cintå-
maƒi GaΔge‹a also says prefixes are not expressive, but they
are indicators. And their indicativeness ëdyotakatvaí is a
tåtparya-gråhakatva in a special meaning of verb.42

There is a very beautiful well-known stanza in Måghaís
›i‹upåla-badha, where ìThe intoxicating due to drinking
brought out in a beautiful manner the amorous  gestures of
the young women; gestures that had been lying dormant
for a long time because there had been no occasion for
their manifestation, even as the upasargas bring out the
sense latent in the root.î43 Mågha says thusó

santam eva ciram aprakætatvåd aprakå‹itamadidyutadaΔge/
vibhrama≈ madhumadä  pramadånå√ dhåtul∂nam upasarga ivårtham//

          (›i‹upåla-badha: X.15)

Nåråyaƒå, the commentator of Mågha, makes clear under
I.25. He says, along with prefix, which meaning is expressed
by verbs, this is its own meaning. Prefix only can modify the
sense of the verb, they actually have no own meaning.44

In the library of The Asiatic Society, Kolkata there are
several unpublished texts, preserved in manuscript form,
containing the meaning of prefix. In Upasargårtha-
sa√graha the author Kæ¶ƒåcårya clearly stated that as upasarga
is a technical term used in accordance with the sense of its
constituent parts, i.e. anvartha sa√j¤å, it requires  company
with root. Thus when the group of words beginning with
pra, i.e. prådi, becomes connected with verb then they
termed as upasarga ëprefix.í Actually they are  without any
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significance. They possess a meaning only when used in
company with roots which bear an independent sense.45

After that Kæ¶ƒåcårya has given meanings of prefixes with
suitable examples. E.g.óparå vadhe gatau dar‹ane ca
vikråtåbhi-mukhe bhæ‹e adh∂na-mok¶aƒa-pråtilomyake¶u parå
mata¨//2// vadhe yathå parå-hata¨ gatau yathå parå-gata¨
dar‹ane yathå parå-dæ¶¢a¨ vikrate yathå parå-krå√ta¨ abhimukhe
yathå parå-væta¨ bhæ‹e yathå parå-jita¨ adh∂ne yathå parådh∂na¨
mok¶aƒe yathå parå-kæta¨ tyakta ity artha¨ pråtilomye yathå
paråΔmukha¨.46 In Laghμupasarga-d∂pikå the author has
shown fifteen meanings of the prefix pra, e.g. employment
(niyoge), separation (viyoge), frequent (bhæ‹årthe) etc.47 In
another unpublished text namely Upasargårtha-sa√graha
of  Kæ¶ƒåcårya gives the different meanings of twenty five
prefixes in 19 verses with perhaps his own commentary. The
author gives meaning of these three extra prefixes which
are not found in Påƒinian tradition. Those given meanings
areó ‹rat ‹raddhådau23 a√tar madhyådau24 åvir pråkå¢yå-
dau25.48 This text has a commentary named Upasargårtha-
vætti composed by the author himself. In the beginning
›loka the author stated himself to be a nephew of
Råmacandråcårya.49 In Laghμupasarga d∂pikå also meanings
of these three prefixes have given as -‹rat ‹raddhåyåm
åstikåvuddhau ‹radhadhate/29/ antar madhye tirodhåne ca åvir
prågadye  åvi¶karoti,50 There in the library of The Asiatic
Society, is another manuscript of an unpublished text named
Upasargårtha which gives various meanings of twenty
prefixes. The manuscript is incomplete and name of the
author is not mentioned anywhere. There also thirteen
meanings are given of the prefix praóathopasargårthå-
likhya√te/pra-ådi-karmod∂rƒa bhæ‹årthai‹-varya-sa√bha-viyoga-
tæpti-‹uddhi + ‹akti-‹å√ti pμujågraha-dar‹ane¶u,51  See appendix
for the text of  Upasargårtha-sa√graha, where a critical
edition is given with an introduction.

Upasarga-varga of  ›r∂ Mahådeva Bha¢¢åcårya, duly edited
on the basis of a published (from År¶amudrå‹ålå
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Vi‹åkhapa¢¢aƒa 1913) work and on the bais of a manuscript,
was published by Amaranåtha PåƒŒeya from Varanasi in
1968.52 In this treatise, containing 165 verses, the author
has told the meanings of several roots with the combination
of prefixes.

Upasargårtha-candrikå composed by Charudeva Shastri
is completed in five volume which deals with the prefixes
in a well-known order, i.e.ó

pra-paråpa-sam-anv-ava-nir-dur-vy-åΔ-ny-adhayo'py-at∂/
sμud-abhaya‹ ca pratinå saha pary-upayor api//53

Among them first volume deals with pra to sam, second
volume deals with sam to vi, third volume deals with vi to
adhi, fourth volume deals with adhi to pari and fifth volume
deals with pari and upa. In the preface of the first volume
the author has described his determination to compose such
a notable work. He saidóìI set myself the task of studying
the vast Sanskrit literature, both Vedic and Classical, in my
quest of the appropriate uses of the Sanskrit prepositions. I
endeavoured to discover their true meanings with the help
of the commentaries, wherever available, which I have
quoted in this work in extend. But I have not allowed my
regard for the old commentators to prevail over my sense
of judgement. I have on occasions discarded the meanings
offered by them in favour of my suggestions, for which I
have invariably given reasons. I have also gone into textual
criticism, wherever it was called for.î54 Examples are taken
from Sa≈hitås, Bråhmaƒas, Gæhya and Dharma Sμutras, epic
literature and also from classical literature. There in these
volumes is an internal orderóRoots read in the Dhåtupå¢ha
come first and complex  roots come next. Then roots with
primary suffixes and secondary suffixes are dealt there. The
author has mentioned a reason why he followed the
sequence.55

Using the roots from Kavi-kalpa-druma, a Dhåtu-på¢ha of
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Vopadeva, in UpasargamaƒŒanam MaƒŒanamantr∂ has dealt
with the meanings of various roots when prefixes are
attached to them. About the purpose of the text author
says kavi-kalpa-drume dhåtu-på¢he'py apråpyam icchayå/ sa√-
sargåd upasargåƒå√ dhåtv-artha√ kathayåmi tam// (the
meaning of roots combined with prefixes, which is not
available in the Kavi-kalpa-druma i.e. a Dhåtu-på¢ha, is
provided here in this treatise; verse no. 6). It  has shown
around 2350 meanings of prefix-root combination.
UpasargamaƒŒanam is edited by Dr. Dhaval Patel, I.A.S.,
District Development Officer, Rajkot. He says in a brief
account of the work duly published in the Bharatiya-
vidvatparishat, Google Group ìAfter the introductory part
is over, the main text starts (7-338ab). In this section the
roots are arranged as per their order in Kavikalpadruma. In
rare cases, the order is changed. Kavikalpadruma has a
peculiar way of arranging the roots i.e. by the last letter of
the root. In a way, it can be called the earliest reverse
dictionary in Sanskrit language. UpasargamaƒŒanam has
covered vdkjkUr to gdkjkUr roots in this part. Upasarga-
maƒŒanam  doesnít attend to lkS=k roots, because they are
not supposed to be used in literature, but  only in their
specific use in the grammar. Therefore, it ends with  gdkjkUr
unlike Kavikalpadruma, which ends in lkS=k roots.î56 Another
text i.e. Upasargavætti was edited  by the same person and
was published in the said group in 2011. In this treatise
several meanings are told of twenty prefixed with suitable
exampes. E.g. ^^voAA foKkukoyacus 'kq¼h"knFkZO;kfIrifjHkkofo;ksxs"kqA
vosR;;eqilxZ ,rs"oFksZ"kq orZrsA foKkus voxrks¿FkZ%A voyacus vo"VH; ;¯"V
xPNfrA 'kq¼kS vonkÙka eq[ke~A bZ"knFksZ voHkqÙkQe~A O;kIrkS vodh.k± vodh.k±
ika'kqfHk%A ifjHksos voglfrA fo;ksxs voeqÙkQk dkUrkAA6AA

The Significance of Prefixes in Philosophical Terminology is a
laborious work done by Betty Heimann, where the author
has investigated different modes of application of prefixes
in terminology of different Indian philosophical schools;
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namely Vedånta, Mimå√så, Så√khya, Yoga, Nyåya, Vai‹e¶ika,
Vyåkaraƒa, Buddhism and Jainism. The author made a few
significant questions in the introduction. He observed that
in Sanskrit language it is a remarkable fact that the
accumlation of two,57 or even more,58 prefixes in a single
Sanskrit term, which is observed in no other language to
the  same degree and strength of expression. "Do these
different prefixes corroborate or contradict or merely
modify each other? And are the rules of the relation between
the different prefixes difinitely fixed? In the  course of
studying the terms applied in the different philosophical
schools one has to take account of this additional problem
and to summarize the conclusions at which one arrive.î56

The author's endeavor is to show that choice of prefixes for
terminology in different philosophical schools, based upon
their  basic needs. Thus about the usage  of prefix adhi in
Vedånta Philosophy Heimann saysóìThe prefix adhi, from
the above, is accordingly favoured. All actual facts are valued
from the transcendental angle, from above. Terms like adhi-
¶¢håna are accepted as a proper expression of the
dependency of all worldly thing on a superimposed order
which is, at the same time, the basis and the ruling law from
above. If, on the other hand, not the transcendental but
the human reason superimposes attributes and properties
to the objects, then terms formed with the prefix adhi are
applied which involved a deprecatory meaning. As such adhy-
å-ropa means: an erroneous application or superimposition.
In the same way adhy-asya indicates: a false supposition (Kå.
Up., 5, 11, Comm.).î60 In Yoga philosophy adhi indicates
forward tendency and its result, a kind of progress to a
higher view in the term adhi-¶¢håna. In the term vi-dhi of
M∂må√så philosophy, the prefix vi is applied designating
singleness and diversity. At the end of the book author has
given a list of terms which treated in his book.

Now we may conclude with the views of modern scholars.
Macdonell says, in Sanskrit language the prefixes have to
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be distinguished in two classes. The first among  them
comprises the genuine or adverbial prefix. He saysóthose
prefix connected with verbs ì. . .  are words with a local
sense which, primarily used to modify the meaning of  verbs,
came to be connected independently with the cases
governed by the verbs thus modified. They show no signs of
derivation from inflexional forms or (except tirås and purås)
forms made with adverbial suffixes.î61 M.R. Kale says - in
Sanskrit a  preposition is an indeclinable word. Prefix has
an independent meaning and they prefixed to verbs and
also to their derivatives. ìThese prefix modify, intensify and
sometimes totally alter the senses of roots; sa√hæ ëto
contract,í vihæ ëto sport,í parihæ ëto avoid,í etc. Sometimes
they are prefixed without any alteration in the sense.î62
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13
TREATMENT OF MÅTRÅ IN THE VÅJASANEYI-

PRÅTI›ÅKHYA WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO
THE QUANTITY OF AVAGRAHA

ASHOK KUMAR MAHATA

The six topics connected with Vedic learning and
teaching are important in ancient Indian phonetics to
prevent the fault in recitation of the Vedic mantras. The
earliest mention of these instructions in reciting the sacred
texts is found in the Taittir∂ya Upanisad in the following
manner: ‹∂k¶å√ vyåkhyåsyåma¨/varƒa¨ svara¨ måtrå bala√
såma santåna¨/ityukta¨ ‹ik¶ådhyåya¨/ (TU, 1.2). These six
topics are the letters, accents, quantity of syllables, melody
and combination of words in continuous recitation of the
mantras of the Vedas. Therefore, måtrå (quantity of syllables)
plays an important role in the correct utterance of the
alphabetic sounds.

In Sanskrit grammar and phonetico-grammatical treatises
of ancient India, we come across the term måtrå which
literally means measure, quantity, duration etc. In the
Pråti‹åkhyas and other Vedic ancillary literature, it is used
in the sense of length of time in the pronunciation of
alphabetic sounds. The vowels are of three kinds according
to the duration of their utterance viz. hrasva (short), d∂rgha
(long) and pluta (prolated). In the Påƒin∂ya ›ik¶å it is
mentioned in the following manner: hrasvo d∂rgha¨ pluta iti
kålato niyamå aci (PS, 11). The values of these three kinds
of vowels are stated in the °Rgveda Pråti‹åkhya thus:

cå¶astu vadate måtrå√ dvimåtrå√ våyasoívrav∂t/‹∂kh∂ trimåtro
vij¤eya iti måtråparigraha¨ (RP, 13.50)
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It conveys, måtrå i.e. one mora is of the same value as the
cry of the blue jay, two måtrås are equivalent to those of the
crow and three måtrås are of the same duration as those of
the peacock.

In the Våjasaneyi-Pråti‹åkhya, the term måtrå denoting
mora is defined thus: amåtrasvaro hrasva¨ måtrå ca (1.55,
56). A vowel having the duration of the sound ëaí is called
hrasva (short) and it is termed måtrå also. So here hrasva
and måtrå are synonymous. The celebrated commentator
Uva¢a clearly states: måtrå ca yatra ‹ruyate tatra akårakålo
måtråsvara¨ pratyetavya¨ hrasvo måtreti paryåyåvityartha¨. In
the same treatise, duration of long and prolated vowels is
fixed as two and three moras respectively dviståvån  d∂rgha¨.
plutastri¨ (VP, l.57, 58).

In the first chapter of the °Rgveda Pråti‹åkhya quantities
of short, long and prolated vowels are laid down, måtrå
hrasvah dve d∂rgha¨ tisra¨ pluta ucyate svara¨ (RP, l.27, 29,
30). Here quantity of short, long and prolated vowels is stated
to be one, two and three moras respectively.

The Taittir∂ya Pråti‹åkhya furnishes the same theory
regarding the length of the vowels and it includes ëanusvåraí,
having the same value of a short vowel.  ækåra¸kårau hrasvau.
akåra‹ca. tena ca  samånakålasvara¨. anusvåra‹ca. dviståvån
d∂rgha¨. tri¨ pluta¨ (TP, I.31-36).

The Atharvaveda Pråti‹åkhya expresses its view on short
and long vowels only. It remains silent on the prolated variety
of the vowels. ekamåtro hrasva¨ dvimåtro d∂rgha¨ (AP. I. 59-
61)

Now let us discuss about the quantity of avagraha as found
in the Pråti‹åkhya and ›ik¶å works. In the word avagraha
there are three components viz. the prefix ava, the root
grah and the suffix a. It means avagæhyate vicchidya pa¢hyate
ityavagraha¨. In the Pada-texts of the Vedic mantras
component parts of a compound are separated. Sometimes
separation of the stem and certain suffixes and inflectional
terminations are also made there. This separation is called
avagraha and it is marked by the roman letter 'Sí. So,
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avagraha is a kind of pause in utterance of the Vedic mantras
in the Pada-text. Before going to discuss the quantity of
avagraha, let us look at the classification of pause mentioned
in the Pråti‹åkhya and ›ik¶å works. In the Kålanirƒaya ›ik¶å,
rules regarding duration of articulation of sounds are
divided into three kinds. These are related to vowels,
consonants and pause. Pauses are of four kinds and their
duration is also mentioned in the Taittir∂ya Pråti‹åkhya. The
relevant rule runs thus: ægviråma¨ padaviråmo vivætti-
viråmassamåna-padavivætti viråmastrimåtro  dvimåtra
ekamatroírdhamåtra ityånupurvyeƒa (TP, 22.13).

So we find that the names of the categories of the pauses
are: verse pause, pada-pause, pause for hiatus   and pause
for hiatus in the interior of a word. Quantities of these pauses
are three moras, two moras, one mora and half a mora
respectively.

The Vaidikåbharaƒa commentary of Gårgya Gopåla-yajvan
on the above rule of the Taittir∂ya Pråti‹åkhya throws fresh
light on the duration of avagarha. It quotes a ›ik¶å and agrees
with its opinion that avagraha is a pause and its value is one
mora. avagrahånta§viråmasya tu ‹ik¶åyå√ vi‹e¶asmaryateñ
ëavagrahånåmante ca viråmo måtrikasmætahí iti. yathå upåyava
ityupaíåyava¨.

We find the view of the Våjasaneyi-Pråti‹akhya regarding
the quantity of avagraha  in the following manner:
samåseívagrho hrasvasamakåla¨. Avagraha comes between
the two words in a compound and its quantity is equivalent
to that of a short vowel. The celebrated commentator Uva¢a
makes the point clear thus: samåsapade avagraho bhavati.
dvayo¨ padayo¨ pæthaggrahaƒamavagraha¨ nånågraha
ityartha¨. sa ca hrasvasamakåla¨ hrasvåk¶aratulyakåla¨
bhavati. yathå æksåmåbhyåmityæksåmåbhyåm. santaranta iti samí
taranta¨ (VS, 4.1).

As the °Rgveda Pråti‹åkhya is regarded as the oldest
Pråti‹akhya, we may safely experess that the view of this
Pråti‹åkhya (måtrå hrasva¨ tåvadavagrahåntaram, RP, 1.27
and 28) regarding the quantity of avagraha  is fully supported

Treatment of Måtrå in the Våjasaney∂: Ashok Kumar Mahata
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by the Våjasaneyi Pråti‹åkhya (V.1). The Yåj¤avalkya ›ik¶å
shows the divergent view on the quantity of avagraha.
According to it, the quantity of avagraha is half a mora.
avagrahe tu kålah syådardhamåtråtmako hi sa¨ (Y.S. 1.13). In
the   commentary ›ik¶åvallivivæti it has been stated in the
following manner: avagraho nåma padapå¢hakåle
samaståísamastasya padasya prakætipradar‹anårtha√ yo
viccheda¨ sa¨. tatra tu ya¨ kåla¨ sa ardhamåtråtmaka¨ syåt.
yathå sahasra‹∂r¶eti sahasraísir¶å  (S YV, Pada. 31.1) atra
sroccåraƒånte ardhamåtrå vilambo vidheya eva.

According to it, avagraha is a pause for hiatus where two
components of a compound are divided to show their
original forms. Its quantity is fixed to half a mora. It
apparently contradicts the theory of the Våjasaneyi-
Pråti‹åkhya, but the commentator of the Yåj¤avalkya ›ik¶å
finds nothing wrong in this case and he expresses the
opinion that the author of the Våjasaneyi-Pråti‹åkhya has
fixed the quantity of avagraha as one mora for normal
articulation. But in the Yåj¤avalkya ›ik¶å, determination with
regard to duration of avagraha as half a mora is laid down
for technical purpose and that is why it does not contradict the
doctrine of the Våjasaneyi-Pråti‹åkhya. nanvatra vi¶aye kåtyåyanena
ësamåseívagraho hrasvasamakåla¨í (VP, 5.1) iti måtråkålavilamba
ukta ato viruddha iti cet, na. tasya  svåbhåvikamåtrådhikåparatvåt.
asya ca påribhå¶ika-måtråvidhånaparatvenåívirodhåt. tenåtra
ëdvayostu svarayormadhyeí (YSVP, 9) ityådilak¶itavivættivadeva
srutirbhavati.

After going through the views of the Pråti‹åkhyas and
›ik¶å works, it is found that though there is no unanimity
among them regarding the exact quantity of avagraha, most
of them prescribe one mora for it.
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14
TREATMENT OF THE TWO ALPHABETIC SOUNDS

æ AND ¸ IN SANSKRIT PHONOLOGY

SUBHRA GHOSH

In the Indo-Aryan languages there is a long-drawn
confusion between the two vowel sounds æ and ¸ ? What
constitutes the exact element of these two vowel-sounds æ
and ¸ ? In reply  to this question RP (xii 34)1 says that r forms
part of æ vowel and is found in the middle of it. AP2 echoes
the same view. But neither of the treatises explicity mentions
the nature of the remainder of the  vowel. However, it has
been unanimously accepted by all the treatises that in æ there
are two constituting particlesóone is r  and another is some
vowel-element. Similarly, ¸ consists of two elementsó one is
l and other is some vowel-element.

As regards the place of articulation of these two alphabetic
sounds there is divergence of opinion among the different
treatises. The RP (1.41) says that both æ and ̧  are velar spirant
(jihvåmμul∂ya)3 and they are pronounced from the root of
the tongue. Similar opinion can be found in AP (I.20)4 which
refers to æ as velar and ̧  as dental. But none of the Pråti‹åkhyas
designates ¸ as being cerebral which is maintained by
Påƒinian system. As regards to ¸ all the Pråti‹åkhyas except
VP5 maintain ¸ as velar. But the Påƒinian system recognizes
it to be dental. However, it seems that difference between
the articulation of the two vowel sounds æ and ̧  as maintained
by Påƒini, was not accepted by the later grammarians of
his own school. On the commentary of Påƒini s μutra
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tulyåsyaprayatnam savarƒam (1.1.9) both Pata¤jali and
Kåtyåyana point out that these two vowels æ and ¸ are
homogeneous vowels, and there must have some similarity
between the articulation of æ and ¸.6

In this  connection we may refer to an euphonic rule of
Påƒini in which two homogeneous vowels become one long
vowel ëaka¨ savarƒe d∂rgha¨í (6.1.102) So, in the combination
hotæ + ækåra¨ with the help of this rule we get one long æ and
the form become hot¿kåra¨. Similarly, in the  combination
of hotæ + ¸kåra¨ we get, in the place of æ and ¸, one long-¸ in-
as- much as ̧  has no long form. So the euphonic combination
between hotæ + ¸kåra¨ will be hot¿kåra¨.

But both Pata¤jali and Kåtyåyana point out that when æ
(short) is followed by æ (short), the long substitution is
optional.7 So, in the combination of hotæ  + ækåra¨, we get
another form as hotækåra¨. Similarly, when æ short is
followed by ¸ short, the long substitution is optional.8 So, in
the combination of hotæ + ¸kåra¨, we get another form as
hotækåra¨.

Now the question arises whether the single substitute short
æ or short ¸ which comes in the  combination of hotæ + ækåra¨
and hoæt ¸kåra¨ respectively should really be teated as short.
In reply to this question Kåiya¢a in his commentary Prad∂pa
points out that the æ and ¸ which comes in place of ¸ + æ and
æ + ¸ respectively should be regarded as long, consisting of
two morae in this wayó

hokæ+ ækåra¨
> hotrakåra¨9 [(∂ = ½) æ = ½ ∂ (½) = 2 morae]

Though these two rís are not visible in ordinary writing
device, they are there. They constititute one mora. The two
extra-short vowels, one of which precede and another
succeed the two lís make one mora. So one mora of two
rís and one mora for two vowel elements together make
two morea. Though apparently a short ̧  is retained as a result
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of the euphonic combination, it should for all practical
purposes be deemed long. Similarly, in the case of ¸ there
are two ¸ís which may be put down in this way.

hotæ + ¸kåra¨
hot∂//∂ kåra¨ [(∂ = ½), l =  ½ l = ½ ∂ (½) = 2 morae]

The two lís together make one mora and the two vowel-
elements of half a mora each, one  preceding and another
succeeding the two lís, make one mora. So the single
substitute l contains in it two morae.

So we can find that both the long ¿ and apparently short
æ which come in the combination of hotæ + ækåra¨ by the
rule ëaka¨ savarƒe d∂rgha¨í and ëæ ti savarƒe æ våí consist of
two morae. In the articulation of the vowel æ which is the
combination of r and some vowel element there are two
different efforts (prayatna). The former i.e. æ needs the
effort ∂¶at‹pæ¶¢a for its articulation and the latter needs vivæta
for its pronunciation. So, in a long æ there are two vivæta
prayatnas and two ∂¶at‹pæ¶¢a prayatnas. It may be put down in
this way.

ëæ + æ > ∂ r r ∂
>vivæta + ∂¶at‹pæ¶¢a + ∂¶at‹pæ¶¢a + vivæta

Kaiyata in his commentary points out that when the two
vivæta vowels of half a mora, preceding and succeeding the
two rís predominate they will be replaced by another long
vivæta vowel. As a result of it we get one long ¿. But when
the two ∂¶at‹pæ¶¢a  æ of one mora together become strong,
the subsequent result is one næsi≈håtam æ of two morae.10

Similarly, the vowel ̧  is the combination of l and two vowel-
elelents. The alphabetic sound ¸ takes ∂¶at‹pæ¶¢a for its
pronunciation and the two vowel elements take the efforts
vivæta. So, in a long which is written as ¿ as ¸ has no long
form, there are two vivæta prayatnas and two ∂¶at‹pæ¶¢a

Treatment of the Two Alphabetic . . .: Subhra Ghosh
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prayatnas. It may be shown in the following way:

¸ + ¸
> ∂ // ∂

> vivæta + ∂¶atspæ¶¢a + ∂¶atspæ¶¢a + vivæta

When the vivæta vowels of half a mora together becomes
strong, the subsequent result is one long μ¸. But where the
two lís of one mora together become prominent, we got
one poculiar of  two morae. Ordinarliy there is no writing
device for this peculiar ¸.

REFERCECES

1. rephoí styækåre ca parasya cårdhe pμurve hras¿yåstu na vetarasmåt madhye
sa¨  (RP xii 34).

2. sa√spæ¶¢arepha≈ævarnam  (AP i. 37).
3. ækåra¸kåråvatha ¶a¶¢hå jihvåmul∂yå¨ prathama‹ca varga¨ (RP i. 41).
4. Jihvåmμul∂yånå√ hanμumμulam (AP i.20).
5. ækkåu Jihvåmμule (VP i.65).

¸lasitå dante (VP i.69).
6. æ¸varƒamatha¨ såvarƒya√ våcyam (Vart. 150).
7. æti savarƒe ¸ vå (Vart 85).
8. ¸ti savarƒe ¸ vå (Vart 85).
9. ∂ is an extra short vowel postulating in IE languages.  It needs half, a

mora for the pronunciation. By the modern philologists it is called
Schwa.

11. hotæ ækåra iti sthite anena dvayo¨ æakårayo¨ sthåne ækåravi-lak¶aƒo
næsi√havad dvayantaråmå ækåro rephadvayåbhyån ka‹cid varƒo bhavati
(Bålamanoramå T∂kå, p. 87).
This type of næsi√håtamå æ is different from ordinary long ¸. Accordingly a
writing device in Devanagri script has been invented for this pecular æ.
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15
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON VEDALAK°SA°NA: THE
STUDY OF THE VEDAS IN THE PRÅTI›ÅKHYAS

MANJULA DEVI

The Pråti‹åkhyas are basically the treatises meant for the
continuity of the accurate pronunciation in the recitation
of hymns peculiar to a group of ‹åkhås of a particular Veda.
Anantabha¢¢a, the noted commentator on the Våjasaneyi-
pråti‹åkhya explains the term Pråti‹åkhya as followsñ
‹åkhåyå√ ‹åkhåyå√ prati prati‹åkham, prati‹åkha√ bhavanti
pråti‹åkhyam.1 The Pråti‹åkhyas are often called the Pår¶ada2

which are the UpåΔgas, associated with the ›ik¶å VedåΔga.
The term Pår¶ada is a generic term applied to any work
that belonged to a pari¶ad. The term is explained by
Durgåcårya3 in his commentary on the Nirukta to mean the
treatises by which in a pari¶ad (council of scholars) of oneís
own caraƒa, the peculiarities of accent, sa√hitå and the
krama text, of pragæhya vowels and separation of words are
laid down as enjoyed for and restricted to certain ‹åkhås
(svacaraƒapari¶adyeva yai¨  prati‹åkhåniyatam eva padåva-
grahapragæhyakramasa√hitåsvaralak¶aƒam uchyate . . .
tån∂måni  pår¶adåni pråti‹åkhyån∂tyartha¨). The term Lak¶aƒa
is also used to designate the Pråti‹åkhyas.4

The °Rgvedapråti‹åkhya is the oldest of the Pråti‹åkhyas,
belonging to the °Rgveda. To the Såmaveda, belong the
°Rktantravyåkaraƒa and Pu¶pasμutra. The Våjasaneyipråti‹åkhya
and the Taittir∂yapråti‹åkhya are the two Pråti‹åkhyas of the
Yajurveda. The Atharvaveda-pråti‹åkhya, also called the
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›aunak∂yacaturådhyåyikå belongs to the Athamrvaveda.
Uva¢a has explained the need of the Pråti‹åkhyas in the

following words:

‹ik¶å chandovyåkaraƒai¨ såmånyenoktalak¶aƒam/
tadevamiha ‹åkhåyåmiti ‹åstraprayojanam // 5

i.e. the treatises on phonetics, the treatises on metre and
Vedic grammar teach the general rules.   But the Pråti‹åkhyas
deal with the grammatical rules belonging to that particular
‹åkhå only.

The study of the Vedas was enjoyed for the people
belonging to the three higher castes for attaining the
puru¶årthasóiha hi dvijånå√ vedåbhyåsa¨ sakalapuru-
¶årthasiddhe¨ kåraƒam iti vaidika¨ siddhånta¨.6 lt is specially
enjoyed to a Bråhmaƒa who should study and understand
the dharma and the Veda with six aΔgas without any purpose
or rewardóbhåhmaƒena ni¶kåraƒo dharma¨ ¶adaΔgo
vedoídhyeyo j¤eya‹ca.7 The ›atapathabråhmaƒa contains an
eulogy to the Veda study under svådhyåyoí dhyetavyah8 where
it is stated that the study of the Veda is obligatory to all. The
Upani¶adic teacher instructs his pupils in his convocation
address thusósvådhyåyapravacanåbhyå√ na pramaditavyam,9

i.e. svådhyåya, the study of the Veda and pravacana, i.e.
teaching it or daily repeating it. One should not be carried
away only by observing them.

The study of the Veda was enjoined for all as the foremost
duty because the sacrifices were performed by means of
the Veda. That the Vedas are an indispensable aid to the
performance of the sacrifices is asserted in the Atharvaveda-
pråt∂‹åkhya which statesóvedådhyana√ dharma¨  . . .
yaj¤atatirna pæthag vedebhya¨.10 The sacrifices are the sure
means to attain worldly and other worldly possessionsóyaj¤e
punar lokå¨ prati‹¢hitå¨.11 ›abarasvåmin states that the real
purpose of the study of the Vedas is the knowledge about
religious actions that it conveys and that from the mere
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memorizing of the Veda, no rewards are promised by those
who know the lore of the sacrifices.12 The Vedas should be
studied in the traditional manner as handed down by those
who understand the sacrifice.13 The Vedic learning was
transmitted orally which was the most effective method of
teaching in ancient India. The pupil had to repeat what
the teacher said exactly word for word, avoiding carefully
the probable mistakes in pronunciation, annotation and in
the mode of recitation. This was made absolutely for the
preservation of the original text. The study of the Veda did
not merely consist in learning the mantras by heart. The
Nirukta condemns such person which statesósthåƒuraya√
bhårahåra¨ kilåbhμudadh∂tya veda√ na vijånåti yo írtham/ yoí
ërthaj¤a it sakala√ bhadram a‹nute nåkameti j¤åna-
vidhμutapåpmå//14  i.e. that man who having studied the
Veda, does not know the meaning is indeed the bearer of a
burden only, a branchless trunk. But he who knows the
meaning, secures all happiness, with his sins being shaken
off by knowledge, attains heaven. The Våjasaneyipråti‹åkhya
also states that spiritual merit is attained by the study and
the teaching of the Veda, by hearing it from the teacher
and knowing it letter by letter, syllable by syllable and word
by word together with case-forms.15

The study of the Veda involves five things which are noted
in the Dak¶asmæti (i) comitting to memory the Veda, (ii)
reflection over its meaning, (iii) keeping it fresh by
repeating it again and again, (iv) japa i.e. inaudibly
muttering by way of prayer, and (v) imparting it to its pupils:

vedasv∂karaƒa√ pμurva√ vicåroíbhyasana√ japa¨/
taddåna√ caiva ‹i¶yebhyo vedåbhyåso hi pa¤cadhå// 16

The pivot of the whole education system was the teacher
who was called an åcårya. Åpastamba holds that an åcårya is
so called as the brahmacårin learns the dharma, i.e. the code
of conduct from himóyasmåd dharmånåcinoti sa åcårya¨.17

Some Observations of Vedalak¶aƒa  . . .: Manjula Devi
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Acquisition of knowledge was impossible without a teacheró
åcåryavån puru¶o veda18óasserted the Vedic seer. The
Taittir∂yapråti‹åkhya holds that one who knows very well the
distinction of the pada and karma text, is versed in the
succession of sounds, i.e. in the Sa√hitå text and distinctly
knows the accents and moras, attains the perfection of a
teacherópada-kramavi‹e¶aj¤o varƒakramavicak¶aƒa¨/
svaramåtråvibhågaj¤o gacchedåcåryasa√sadam// 19

The teacher imparted the oral instructions to the pupils
and it is enjoined that he should have control over his sense-
organs while imparting the Vedic knowledgeñpåråyaƒa√
vartayed brahmacår∂.20

The pupils should be devoted to the preceptor and to
his studies which is enjoined in the °Rgvedapråti‹åkhyaó
påråyaƒa√ vartayed brahmacår∂ guru¨ ‹i¶yebhyastadanuvra-
tebhya¨.21 Uva¢a has explained the term anuvratebhya¨ in the
present context as guråvadhyayane ca ye bhaktå‹tebhya¨.

While studying the Veda one must get oneself purifiedó
prayata¨.22 He should wash his feet and perform åcamna,
i.e. sipping water before going to the study of the Veda
(påda‹aucåcamanådinå ‹uciradh∂y∂tetyartha¨).23 There are
several occasions where the sipping of water twice is
necessary, one of the occasions being the study  of the
Vedas.24 Haradatta on the Åpastambadharmasμutra (1.5.15.1)
states that åcamana is a subsidiary matter in all religious
acts.25 The pupils should take food that is sweet and provided
with gheeóbhojana√ madhura√ snigdham.26 Uva¢a has
interpreted the term snigdha as ghætapråya. The food
enables a man to use all his faculties27 and the purity of
thoughts depends upon the purity of food28óåhåra‹uddhau
sattva‹uddhi¨.

One should study the Vedas in a clean place (‹ucau de‹e)ó
holds the Våjasaneyipråti‹åkhya.29 The Gautamadha-rmasμutra
enjoins that one should not study the Vedas in a burial
ground, at the extremity of a village, on a high road nor in
an impure placeó‹ma‹ånagråmåntamahåpa¢hå-‹auce¶u.30
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The Åpastambadharmasμutra also states that one should not
study the Veda on a market place, or one may study the
Veda on a high road, after having smeared a place with
cowdung.31

The Våjasaneyipråti‹åkhya opines that one should study
the holy text in a way that it is not within hearing of a ›μudra
or an outcastó‹ μudrapatitayorasa√‹ava√ svådhyåyoí
dhyetavya¨.32 A ›μudra and an outcast, i.e. patita are same as
the burial groundó‹ma‹ånavacchμudrapatitau.33

As the study of the Veda is prohibited in a burial ground
or in an area within the throw of a ‹amyå, therefore a ›μudra
and a Patita are excluded from the study of the Vedaó
holds the Åpastambadharmasμutra.34

One should study the Vedas in the proper season, i.e. in
agreeable periodóætu√ pråpya.35 Uva¢a and Anantabha¢¢a
interpret the passage as followsóhemantamætu√ pråpya
råtryå‹caturthaprahareí dh∂y∂ta. Here the term ætu√ may mean
the proper time. The Dharmasμutras lay down some restrictive
rules to be observed in respect to the time and place of the
study of the Veda. As for example, the Gautamadharmasμutra
states that one should not study the Vedas at midnight, in
the twilight and while standing in water nor while rain fallsó
ni‹åyå√ sandhyodaye¶u, var¶ati ca.36 The suitable period is
therefore held by the two commentators for the study of
the Veda as the season of Hemanta, comprising the months
of marga‹ir¶a and Pau¶a where there is no rain, and the
fourth prahara of the night, the period being the most
pleasant and appropriate for studying and memorizing the
Vedic texts. While studying the Veda, the pupil should place
hiniself in convenient seat which is viewed in the
Våjasaneyipråti‹åkhya.37

The °Rgvedapråti‹åkhya holds that the pupil should sit to
the right of the teacher if there is only one or two.38 lf, there
are more pupils they should sit according to their own
convenience.39 The teacher should take his seat facing the
east, the north or the north-east direction.40 Having

Some Observations of Vedalak¶aƒa  . . .: Manjula Devi
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respectfully touched his feet (upasa√grahaƒa), the students
invite the teacher sayingóadh∂hi bho¨.41 The teacher then
pronounces the auspicious syllable Om which is known as
Praƒava. Om is to be recited in the beginning of the Vedic
studyóO√kåra¨ svådhyåyådau.42 Gårgya Gopålayajvan in his
Vaidikåbharaƒa commentary on the Taittiriyapråti‹åkhya
derives the term Praƒava as follows: praƒμuyate prastμuyate
prårabhyateínena veda iti praƒava¨.43 The syllable Om is the
door of heaven for the teacher and the student as well;
therefore, he should begin his lesson by pronucing it.44 The
°Rgvedapråti‹åkhya and the Taittiriyapråti‹åkhya hold different
views regarding the mode of utterance of the sacred syllable
Om. The °Rgvedapråti‹åkhya states:

sa omiti prasvarati trimåtra  ̈prasvåra
sthåne sa bhavatyudåtta  ̈/

caturmåtro vårdhapμurvånudåtta  ̈¶aƒmåtro
vå bhavati dvï svara  ̈san//  45

While  explaining the passage, Uva¢a has stated very clearly
that there are three views regarding the mode of utterance
of Praƒavañime traya¨ praƒavå¨. According to the first view,
the word consists of three moras and  is acute in proper
scaleósa  o√kåra‹abda‹trimåtra¨/ sthåne bhavati/ udåt¢a¨ ca.
Uva¢a again has statedókimida√ sthånamiti? upå√‹udh-
vånanimadopabdimanmandramadhyamatåråƒi sthånåni. The
Taittiriyapråti‹åkhya explainsñsapta våcasthånåni bhavanti.46

The term sthåna is interpreted by Somayårya in his
commentary to the relevant text thusñyairvåk prayujyate
yasmi√‹ca ti¶¢hati tat sthånam/ i.e. it is called a sthåna whereby
the voice is put to use and that wherein it stands. Upå√‹u is
inaudible, which is without sound, without application of
mind, but with effort, i.e. prayatnaókaraƒavada‹abda-
mamana¨ prayogamupå√‹u.47 Dhvåna, i.e. murmur is
inaudibleness of syllables and consonantsóak¶aravaya¤janå-
nåmanupalabdhirdhvånna¨.48 i.e. whisper is their audibleness
uplabdhirnimada¨.49
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Mandra, i.e. soft is the sound proceeding from chest,
madhyama, i.e. middle is that sound proceeding from throat
and tåra i.e. loud is that sound proceeding from headó
urasi mandram, kaƒ¢he madhyamam, ‹irasi tåram.50  According
to the second view as laid down in the °Rgvedapråti‹åkhya,
the syllable Om is pronounced with four moras with its first
half as grave while the third view holds that it consists of six
moras while twice accented.51 The Taittiriyapråti‹åkhya holds
that o in Praƒava i.e. Om is to be uttered with two and a half
morasñokåra√ tu praƒava ekeírdhatætiyamåtra√ brμuvate.52  It is
to be uttered with either one of acute, grave or circumflex
which is held by ›aityåyana.53

According to KauƒŒiƒya, it should be dhæta¨ pracaya¨.54

According to Plåk¶i and Plåk¶åyaƒa it is circumflex.55

According to Våm∂ki it is accute.56  Some hold that with
whatever tone the passage to be read at the very beginning
of the study of the Veda, that tone is to be given to the
utterance of Om.57  The Våjasaneyi Pråti‹åkhya also holds
that the syllable Om is entirely Udåtta which contains three
moras.58  Thus, it is found that the opinions vary from school
to school regarding the mode of utterance of the syllable
Om which is obligatory to be pronounced at the beginning
of the study. After the pronouncement of Om, the teachers
begin the teaching of the Vedas to the pupils. He utters
twice a word having only acute accent, a word without a
consonant if not in the K‹aipra combination or a word used
with iti in the Padapå¢ha.59 If the teacher utters two or more
words, the first pupil repeats the first word and the others
repeat the rest.60  The teacher explains the grammatical
rules such as the change of a final m to anusvåra
(paripannam), the original form of a u¶ma combination
(pråkætamu¶ma-bhåvam), the dropping of a final n and its
change to r or a  u¶ma (nakårasya loparepho¶mabhåvam), the
absence of combination followed by æ (æparam), the
combination of r (rephasa√dhi) and  hiatus (vivæti).61  The
teacher recites only the first word if there is a compound
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and two words if they are without compounds.62  The  teacher
recites the first pra‹na (a pra‹na consists of three æks) to the
pupil on his right and the other students go around the
teacher keeping him to the right. In this way, they  all having
learnt the pra‹nas, recited an adhyåya and at the end, they
touched the feet of the teacher and departed.64 They
recited at the close of their study the stanza which was to be
repeated everyday that is ‹atadhåramutsam.65 They also
recited the paridhån∂ya æk which goes as follows: namo
brahmaƒe namoístvagnaye nama¨ pæthivyai nama¨ o¶adh∂bhyah
namo våce namo våcaspataye namo vi¶ƒave mahate karom ∂ti.66

The Asvalåyanagrhyasμutra holds sa yåvanmanyeta tåvada-
dh∂tyaitayå paridadhåti.67 i.e. the pupils  having recited those
texts as far as he thinks fit, finishes with the verse namo
brahmaƒe etc.

These rules for teaching the Vedic texts are assigned to
the °Rgveda only as these are recorded in the °Rgveda-
pråti‹åkhya school.68

Thus, it can be deducted from what has been discussed
above that in the ancient Indian education system, greatest
importance was attached to handing down the Veda intact.
Hence intense care was undertaken to preserve  the proper
accentuation of the Vedic texts. The teacher played the
pivotal  role in the whole process of imparting knowledge.
The  prime objective of  acquiring the sacred knowledge
was to know it properly which is conducive to the  attainment
of all kinds of prosperity and happiness. The
Våjasaneyipråti‹åkhya rightly observesój¤åne/pauru¶yam/
svargyam/ya‹asyam/åyu¶yam.69
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16
NATURE OF VIV°RTTI IN ›IK°SÅS

AND PRÅTI›ÅKHYAS

BHABANI PRASAD BHATTACHARYA

The ancillary Vedic texts usually called VedaΔgas are six
in number which go by the names of ‹ik¶å (phonetics), kalpa
(ritual or ceremonal), vyåkaraƒa (grammar), nirukta
(etymology), chanda¨ (metrics) and Jyoti¶a (astronomy).
The Veda-lak¶aƒa texts, however denote Vedic texts on
phonetics which include ›ik¶ås and Pråti‹åkhyas. ln this
connection let us look at the comment of Såyaƒa on the
word of '‹ik¶åí which runs as followsñ‹ik¶ante vedanayopadi-
‹yante svaravarƒådayo yatråsau ‹ik¶å ‹ik¶å vidyopådåne. ‹ik¶ate
which denotes works containing rules regarding the proper
pronunciation of Vedic texts. At the beginning of the
Taittir∂ya Upani¶ad I. I, we come across a detailed description
of ‹ik¶å (here it is spelt with a long ëií) which statesó‹ik¶å√
vyåkhyåsyåma¨. Varƒa¨, svara¨, måtrå, vala√, såma, santåna
ityukta¨ ‹∂k¶ådhyåya¨. Here we find the subject matter of
‹ik¶ås. Varƒa which consists of varƒa¨, svara¨, måtrå, vala√,
såma, and santåna. Varƒa means sounds which include both
vowels and consonants By svara the three principal accents
name udåtta, anudåtta and svarita are taken into account.
Måtrå means quantity or the time taken in the pronunciation
of short (hrasva), long (d∂rgha) and probated (pluta) vowel.
Vala denotes the sthåna (place of utterance) and prayatna
(effort) in the pronunciation of sound. Såma or såmya refers
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to the correct pronunciation devoid of faults like Atidruta,
ativilambita, n∂ti and etc.

The alphabetic sounds are characterised by qualities
(guƒa¨) and faults (do¶a¨) in so far as their pronunciation
is concurred. Their correct utterance is regarded as qualities
while their incorrect utterance is rightly condemned as
mistakes. Santåna means sa≈hitå or euphonic combinatioΔ
which generally goes by the name of sandhi.

In the light of the varied contents of ‹ik¶å it will be
interesting to look at the nature of vivætti which forms an
important subject of discussion in the ›ik¶ås and the
Pråti‹åkhyas (Prs.). Vivætti or hiatus is the interval or gap
between two vowels. It is derived from Vivætti ëto fly in
different directionsí and means 'the opening of two vowels
upon each other without blending, hiatusí. Hiatus means
break or interruption in continuity, a break between
adjacent vowels in the pronunciation of a word. When two
vowels, due to euphonic combination (sandhi) or
prakætibhåva, occur side by side, then in order to prevent
their coalescence or merger for the sake of correct
utterance, some kind of stopping is necessary. Such gap or
interval goes by the name of Vivætti. In RP.II.3, Vivætti has
been defined thus svaråntara√ tu Vivætti¨. Uva¢a, the
commentator, saysóëasyåmeva sa√hitåyå√ yat svarayorantara√
vak¶yati tadvættisa√¶at syåt. nμu itthå te pμurvathå ca (RV.I.132.4),
Y› 94 says in this connection dvayostu svarayormadhye
sandhiryatra na dæ‹yate. vivættistatra vi¤yeyå yå ∂‹eti nidar‹anamí.
Regarding the nature of hiatus. the commentary on
Vyåsa‹ik¶å points out 'viråma¨ tμu¶ƒ∂sbhåva¨ kåla¨ syåtí which
defines it as a 'time of silenceí. But this definition goes against
the Indian theory of continuity of sounds so strongly
maintained by Pata¤jali on Pa¤ I. 4.109 and other
grammarians. In his Mahåbhå¶ya, we find ëpara¨ sannikar¶a¨
sa√hitå cedadrutåyåmasa√hitam. para¨ sannikar¶a¨ sa√hitå
cedadrutåyåm vættausa√hitåsa¤å na pråpnoti. drutåyåmebo hi
para¨ sannikar¶o varƒånå√ nådrutåyåm. There is also no proof
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to presume that the hiatus was accompanied by a glottal
stop. By the hiatus then, the ancient grammarians may have
meant a glide between one sound and another and this
phenomenon is in a way confirmed by RP. ll. 4 which assigns
only a quarter of a more (time of a svarabhakti) to the hiatus.

The syllabic quality of hiatus has been debated fiercely in
the ‹ik¶ås and the Prs. Regarding its quality, different Prs.
have expressed widely divergent views. According to TP,
XXII. 13, pause for hiatus is of one morå, e.g. ësa idhåna¨,
ta enam, tå asmatí. RT.IV 35 prescribes only half a morå
between the two adjacent vowels, whether they may be short
or long. This view seems to be in consonance with RP. II 4
which prescribes half Vivætti. According to TP the pause for
hiatus in the interior of a word is of half a morå ëpra-uganí.
Inter word hiatus (hiatus in the same word simple for
compund) or Anta¨pada vivætti also occur¶ in RP. II I3 where
four such cases have been enumeratedópuraucatå titaunå
prauga√ nåmauktibhi¨/ anta¨pada√ vivættaya¨//  Though
their duration has not been stated. However, in the
Tribhå¶yaratna commentary on TP XXII B a couple of verses
have been quoted which lay down four sub-divisions of hiatus
and assign different qualities to them. Hiatus between a short
and a long vowel is called Våtsånusæti and it is of one morå
in length, that between a long and a following short vowel is
known as Våtsånusåriƒ∂ and it is of the same   length. Hiatus
between two short vowels is called Påkavati and it consists of
three quarters of a morå while that between two long vowels,
goes by the name of pipilikå is of a quarter morå only.

In RP. II 4, the quality of Vivætti has been spoken of having
optionally the same duration as svarabhakti. Tva¢a, the
celebrated commentator, however, explains in a different
way. He saysóëtatråyam vivættervibhågastri . . . ubhayatohrasvå
pådamåtråkålå æbhubhya¨ (RV. IV. 33.1). pratyu adar‹i (RV.
VII.8l.l). ekatod∂rghå ardhamåtråkålå/ nμu ithhå te (RV.
I.l32.4). yåno. . . . (RV. lX.9l.l)/ ubhayatod∂rghå
pådonamåtråkålå. tå ∂√ vardhanti (RV. I.l55.3). imå gåva¨
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sårameyå aicha¨ (RV. X.I08.5). The above observation of
Uva¢a that Vivætti is of three-fold nature and is open to
criticism. It should be noted in this connection that the so-
called three divisions of Vivætti is nowhere recognized in
the RP. It seems all the more probable that only two kind of
svarabhaktis having been recognized in this Pråti‹åkhya (cf.
I.33, I.35;   VI 48, 49),Vivætti which is here said to have the
same duration as svarabhakti should have the same two-fold
division. Over and above, both the second and third varieties
of Vivætti which are described by Uva¢a as consisting of l/2
(one half) and 3/4(three fourth) morå respectively are
designated as long Vivætti in RP.II.79. ln this connection let
us look at the observation of Uva¢a in his commentery on II.
79óyato d∂rghastato d∂rghå vivættaya¨, svarånta√ tu vivætti¨
(2/3) ityuktam tatra yata d∂rghasvaro bhavati puraståt
pa‹cådubhayato vå tato d∂rghå vivættayo veditavyå gho¶å indo
næså asi (RV. IX.2.10) ya ånayat paråvata¨ (RV. VI.45.1)/ ta
åpo . . . måmavantu (RV. VIl.49.1)

ln the ‹ik¶å works, however, a four-fold classification of
Vivættis comes to our view. According to Y‹ 11 10, pip∂likå.
påkavata, vatsånusåriƒ∂ and vatsånusæjitå (or vatsånusa√‹rita)
are the four varieties of hiatus. The first variety arises when
both the former and the latter vowels are long, the second
variety occurs when both the vowels are short. When the
preceding vowel is long and the succeeding vowel is short,
the third variety comes in to being. In the fourth type the
position is just the reverse i.e. the former is short and the
latter long. Nårad∂ya ›ik¶å II. 3.1-2 and Måƒduk∂ ›ik¶å also
express identical views in this connection.

We have already seen that when either of the vowels is
long the Vivætti is called D∂rgha according to R.P. II. 79.
Hence pip∂likå. vatsånusåriƒ∂ and vatsånusæjitå will all come
under the ambit of D∂rgha Vivætti. The word ëVivættií makes
its appearance in VP.Vll. (hrasvakaƒ¢hyopaka√
visarjan∂yåntapadayuta√ vivættyåóA word ending in
visarjan∂ya and preceded by a short guttural vowel., [i.e. a,
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if not rhotacised, (is intervened) by a hiatus (in parigraha)]
where it is also used in the same sense as that of ›ik¶ås and
other Prs. When there is a hiatus on each side of an
intermediate vowel the hiatus is known as Dvisandhi Vivrtti
acc to RP. II.80, e.g. tasmå (a) adya samanå sukta√ bhara
(RV. VIII.66.7) Uva¢a makes the point clear
ëmadhyagatasvarasyobhayata¨ svarau yåsåm vivætt∂nå≈ tå
ubhayata¨ svarasvarå¨.í

Now a question arises regarding Uva¢aís treatment of
Vivætti (optionally) in RP. In RP. II.4 the learned
commentator lays down three varieties of hiatus. But it goes
against the Sμutrakåra who in his rule has stated that the
duration of Vivætti resembles that a Svarabhakti, which has
been divided into two classes namely d∂rghatarå and hrasvatarå.
So in consonance with the spirit of the rule, it should be of
twofold. But Uva¢aís interpretation in this context can be
justified if we take the meaning of ëVåí in the Sμutra into
consideration. It may be possible that perhaps Uva¢a bases
his threefold division of Vivætti on the word ëVåí (optionally)
(adhikavat) in the rule. Here another observation of Uva¢a
deserves notice. He saysóëvivætti¶u pratyåderadar‹na√
(14/59) iti do¶a√ vak¶yati. Ata‹chåtyo¶ƒavadvivættiriti sa≈yaga
vyåkhyåna√ na bhavatií. The meaning of the above passage
appears to be somewhat confusing to us. It might mean that,
according to some authorities, just as there is a conformity
between the decrease of chåyå (shadow) and the increase
of u¶ƒa (or åtapa) (heat), in the same way there is an
agreement or correspondence between the decrease of the
side-vowels and the increase of vivætti. But Uva¢a is of the
opinion that it is not true, as pratyayåderadar‹ana≈
(XIV. 59) is recognized as a fault in pronunciation.
According to the above rule, in hiatuses the initial letter of
the following word disappeared as in ëyå aicchathaí and ëya
au‹ija¨í. The disappearance of diphthongs ëaií and ëauí in
the above two cases has been condemned as a mistake in its
pronunciation. Here Uva¢aís contention seems to be that
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otherwise pratyayåderadar‹ana≈, like cåyåyå adar‹anam at
the extreme point, ought to have been recognized as a fact
and not as a fault. But, in view of the explicit rule yato d∂rghas
tato d∂rghå vivættaya¨ (II.79) [when there is (at least) a long
vowel, the hiutuses are long], doubt has been expressed
about the accuracy of this suggested meaning mentioned
above. Another plausible explanation can be offered in the
following wayóBy the statement chåyo¶ƒavåda etc. Uva¢a
here is referring to a view prevalent during that period
which, on account of vå in the present sμutra, was suggested
or held by some as an alternative to the view expressed by
svarabhaktikåla. But all this is mere conjecture and I place
the above statement of Uva¢a to the bar of the academic
world for a critical and unbiased view of the same.

Another interesting aspect of Vivætti should be taken into
account before coming to an end. Sometimes the preceding
vowel in a hiatus is nasalized. Thus the hiatus, which form
yacå (sμutra 60) to one with its penultimate lengthened (sμutra
66) have been prescribed, have their penultimate nasalized.
[yacådayo yå vihitå vivættaya¨ plutogadhåntå anunåsiko-padhå¨
(°RP. II.67)] Uva¢a saysóëånunåsikyamupadhånå√ vidh∂yateí
(II.67). Påƒiniís rule ëåΔoí nunåsika‹ candasií may be found
handy in this connection. In the well-known Ak¶asμukta
(X.34), we come across a verse (X. 34.5) where in the third
foot we find nyuptå‹ ca vabhravo våcamakratanem∂de¶å√
ni¶kæta√ jåriƒ∂va // The preceding vowel ëaí in ëakrataí
before ëeí has been nasalized. Here Dr. K.C. Chatterjee
commentsóëThe vowel has been nasalized to avoid the
hiatus.í Therefore, sometimes, nasalization has been assorted
to in order to avoid the hiatus in an euphonic combination.

Let us now conclude the topic on the nature of Vivætti as
revealed in the ‹ik¶ås and pråti‹åkhyas. ln the foregoing
pages we have discussed Vivætti or hiatus from various
standpoints which include its salient feature, classification
and its role in grammar, especially the ‹ik¶ås and the
pråti‹åkhyas. The euphonic combination which goes by the
name of sandhi, sandhåna and sa≈hitå has in its wider scope
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includes Prakætibhåva and Vivætti. Though hiatus does not
conform to the Indian theory of continuity of sounds strongly
advocated by Pata¤jali and other grammarians. Vyåsa‹ik¶åís
commentary explains Vivætti as viråma or tμu¶ƒ∂mbhåva (time
of silence), abasåna or pause has also been defined as viråmaí
or pause here in the light of interpreting Vivætti as viråma.
Whether avasåna and Vivætti are two different names of
the same phenomenon or whether there is some
distinguishing trait between the two phenomena it needs
to be pondered upon. The problem presented by us appears
somewhat puzzling before our eyes and it is for the assembled
scholars to arrive at a reasonable solution at the earliest.
Vivætti is an interesting phonetic phenomenon in ‹ik¶ås and
pråti‹åkhyas and it requires further critical research from
the standpoints of grammar and linguistics.
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A REVISIT TO THE SPHO°TA THEORY IN RESPONSE

TO QUERIES ON SPEECH PRODUCTION AND SPEECH
RECEPTION

KARUNASINDHU DAS

The unique role of articulated speech (våc) as a vehicle
of communication among social human beings was eagerly
noticed in India from a very early date of history. Invocation
to gods and goddesses postulated as immanent beings
behind everything in the universe was, therefore, performed
verbally by incantation of mantras, though physical effort
(ce¶¢å) of offering oblations and gesture (iΔgita) too had some
part in propitiation. It is not without  reason that the
Nå¢ya‹åstra of Bharata identified text (på¢ha), tune (g∂ta),
movement and gesture (abhinaya) and aesthetic relish
(rasa) as components of dramatic performance derived
from the four Vedas. Bharata, for obvious reasons classified
abhinaya (dramatic performance) into four viz. kåyika
(physical), åhårya (augmented i.e. make-up, decoration of
stage, light etc.), såttvika (emotional) and våcika (verbal).
To him, however, the last one is the predominant one over
the rest for as he has properly ascertained, all others are
comprehended in terms of våc. Showing red eyes or a fist
or shivering in the body conveys something to be understood
verbally. Verily, as the Våkyapad∂ya states, nothing can be
conceived without reference to våc. It is the essence of the
vast expanse of word and the world indeed.

Long before Bharata and even before Påƒini, Yåska in his
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Nirukta (Ch. 1) had offered a positive estimate of this
efficacy of våc in comparison with other tools of
communication.4 Concept of våc  in Vedic tradition, in fact,
encompasses both physics and metaphysics of langugage.
The Dev∂sμukta, otherwise called Våk-sμukta (°Rk. 10.125. 1ñ
8), for example, admits origin of våc 5 in the waters in deep
ocean from where it is posited in the vast expanse of the
universe by divine will.6 It is called the conscious (cikitu¶∂)
principle responsible for our sustenance and knowledge7

and the abode for all though some might not be aware of
the same.8 Every being, human, superhuman or so, attains
power, glory and merit out of it.9 It pervades all regions,10

spreads through all beings and goes even beyond them.11

Its greatness lies in this that it blows like the wind.12 It creates
heaven and earth, and still transcends them.13 A
Bæhadåraƒyaka passage14 describes it as the holy cow granting
favour through the four udders viz. svåhåkåra, va¶a¢kåra,
hantakåra and svadhåkåra towards gods, human beings and
the departed souls. A verse in the °RK  itself went to the
extent of identifying four levels of våc, the first three being
subtle ones of the fourth one alone of which human glottis
can articulte.15 Verily, våc at all levels is really difficult to
comprehend,16 and the wise alone does succeed therein.17

This stratification of våc took another turn in the
MåƒŒμμukyopani¶ad where four segments of the holy chant
OM viz, a, u, m and the one beyond them are represented
as four phases of Brahman in waking, sleep, deep sleep and
byond that.18 To Chåndogya, therefore, OM is the object of
meditation.19 Interestingly, the concept of OΔkåra-brahman
developed in due course into that of ‹abdabrahman and also
distinction between ‹abdabrahman and parabrahman was
emphasised in some quarters. While this relates våc to the
world in causal relationship, there was another move towards
describing both name and frame, i.e. to say, the verbal and
material worlds as imperfect manifestation of reality. The
vast expanse of  våc, too, was taken notice of in right earnest
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so much so that a commentator on the relevant Taittir∂ya
passage20 compared it to the ceaseless flow of sound of an
ocean and analysis of the same into intelligible components
was devised as a step to comprehend the whole.

That the seeds prevalent therein sprouted and flourished
subsequently can be duly testified in schools of VedåΔga,
poetics, and philosophy. It is no wonder that four out of the
six vedåΔgas are addressed to various aspects of language
study viz. phonetics and phonolology, metrics, morphology,
and semantics. Yåskaís Nirukta, for example, is used to two
coinages viz, vacana and ‹abda for våc. To him, too, it has
two levels; the one which is perishable within a very few
seconds of its articulation while the other is all-pervading
and subtle as well at the same time, and hence capable of
communicating among people.21 The whole of the sciences
of Vyåkaraƒa and Nirukta is, in fact, addressed to explore
the methods and nuances of våc as a vehicle of
communication. Poetics, including rhetoric and prosody,
aims also at pace, tempo, music and beauty of figurative
speech while schools of philosophy would concentrate, more
or less, on våc as a valid testimony to verbal cognition. To
Bharataís Nå¢ya‹åstra,  again, våc is meant for communicating
to the audience by reciting the script of a drama  for which
he demands utmost attention of actors. Body language,
make-up and the like in an enactment reveal, in fact, what
a verbal expression has to say. This reminds one of the Vp.
statement arthapravættitattvånå√ ‹abdå eva nibandhanam (Vp.
1.13). As N‹ envisages, it is våc which constitutes and sustains
‹åstras, it excels all others in that respect and hence it may
be safely called the cause of all of them.24 That sounds
produced from inanimate objects too can not be left aside
for obvious reasons as noticed in Nyåya-Vai‹e¶ika philosophy
according to which any ‹abda is nothing but a physical
property of åkå‹a, an effect produced either out of
conjunction or disjunction of two objects or so or from a
previous sound.25 For an elaborate classification of sounds
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in the above line one may refer to ›abdårtharatna (pp. 6ñ7)
by Tårånåtha Tarkavåcaspati, a nineteenth century
grammarian-philosoher of Bengal.26 It comes out as  follows:

‹abda (sound) :

(1) abuddhihetu (2) buddhihetu
e.g. (1) rumbling sound of a cloud (2) (caused by an
(produced in an inanimate object) animate being)

2a. svåbhåvika 2b. kålpanika
(natural) (artificial)
a/ a. e.g. laugh, cry
b / a. vådyådirμupa       b /b. g∂tirμupa b / c. varƒåtmaka
(produced from drum) (song) (articulated phoneme)

Of course, a sound produced at its source and the one
perceived at the hearerís end, in fact, are not the same. As
early as in the second century BC. Pata¤jaliís Mahåbhå¶ya,
therefore, defined ‹abda from three different perspectives:
first, it is that which when uttered by a speaker com-
municates something,27 secondly, it is the sound from which
something is usually comprehended by hearer,28 and thirdly,
it is an object of auditory perception, something posited in
åkå‹a though it is effulgently manifest by articulation, and
conceived at the intellectual plane.29 Distinction between
initial sound and reverberation thereof was further clarified
in the Mbh on  P. 1.1.70 as one between spho¢a and dhvani.30

Then came identity of r in both r and æ, the type sound or
the abstract sound image designated as spho¢a.31

Now, use of ‹abda as a communicating vehicle
(arthaprayukte ‹abdaprayoge) and concept of permanence
thereof (siddhe ‹abdårthasambandhe) in both Kåtyåyanaís
Vårttika and Mbh obviously lead to  accepting two planes of
våc viz. the physical sound in either its grotesque subtle form
and the image revealed thereby as the meaning bearing
unit. This develops in due course into the spho¢a theory of
language in the Vp. verse viz. dvåv upådåna‹abde¶u ‹abdau
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‹abdavido vidu¨/eko nimitta≈ såbdånåm, aparoírthe prayujyate
(Vp 1.44)  Contribution of individual sounds coming out in
sequence or revelation of spho¢a is also taken notice of in
Vp. 1.85. Verily, a combination of impressions left by the
preceding sounds and the final sound itself may well play
the catalytic agent in revealing a spho¢a.32

As it occurs, Vp. has suggested some alternative ways to
understand the relationship between dhvani, the revealer,
the spho¢a, the revealed. Both of them may either be grasped
as non-different as a crystal in relation to redness in a red
flower nearby (cf. spho¢arμupåvibhågena dhvaner grahaƒam
i¶yateóVp. 1.81). Or, a sound can be grasped exclusively in
terms of revealing a spho¢a (cf. kai‹cid dhvanir
asa≈vedya¨svatantro'nyai¨ prakalpita¨óVp. 1.81). Or, a
sound may be perceived without the revealed, as flame is
seen from a distance even if the light is far away.33 The
relationship may be noted also as one between a genre and
an individual.34 To Vp, the worlds of nåman and rμupa, i.e. to
say, both verbal and material proliferations, are
manifestations of våc.35

The idea may be traced to the Vedic passage which
propounds this world as but a form of the Vairåjapuru¶a
who is made up of nothing but the Vedas.36 Admission of
this intimate relationship between name and frame has got
far-reaching implications in the realm of epistemology. As
Bhartæhari formulates, an object of knowledge is perceptible
always in term of a name given thereto.37 Cognition of
meaning, therefore, entails the meaning-bearing as well.
In other words, ‹abda offers itself too when it projects a
meaning.38 Verily a ‹abda never conveys a meaning without
being itself a part of that meaning. Mere existence of ‹abda
does not make any sense whatsoever.39 Neither a speaker
nor the hearer can afford to think of a communication
without any reference to ‹abda.40 Even articulation of a
sound which is the end product of upward movement of
the inner wind followed by placement of the tongue and its
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stroke or so at a particular place does not take place without
an idea of ‹abda.41 Every cognition, verbal or non-verbal, in
fact, is infused with ‹abda and it always comes to light in the
form of våc.42

All this is in contradistinction to the proposition that ‹abda
can be at  best the cause of a cognition and nothing more
than that. True, the conglomeration of causes rests in våc
(cf. itikartavyatå loke sarvå ‹abdavyapå‹rayå Vp. 1.121), but
the same is the case with an effect as well. This leads rightly
to comparison of ‹abda to tejas which illumines others and is
self-illuminating as well.43 Concept of non-difference
(tådåtmya) between ‹abda and artha as it is propagated by
philosopher-grammarians of the Påƒinian school, justifies
itself in this that one is posited in the other (tasmåd
arthavidhå¨ sarvå¨ ‹abdamåtråsu ni‹citå¨óVp 1.119).

Bhartæhari, for obvious reasons, attends to both the holistic
and analytic approaches to våc prevalent among the
intelligentsia. He propounds immutable våc as the reality
but still admits morphological analysis44 as a facilitating device
meant for beginners45 since the latter, though unreal and
untrue, may help one in arriving at truth.

Another area of linguistic deliberations where Vp. offers
striking note of synthesis and reconciliation is treatment of
standard and non-standard forms of language. A Vedic chant
did not approve of any slipshod mistakes in articulation lest
it spoils the magic power inherent therein and adversely
affects the prospects of the reciter. Non-standard forms,
however, were very much in use even among the learned in
social communications.47 And if Pata¤jaliís enumeration of
varƒado¶as in the Mbh. paspa‹å be any indicaiton, there were
dialects, sociolects and idiolects with a plethora of phonetic
and morphemic variations48 in the language. So far as
communication is concerned, this authority did not envisage
any distinction between standard and non-standard forms
(cf. samånåyåm arthåvagatau ‹abdena cåpa‹abdena cañMbh),
though merit is assured in the former. The M∂må≈så on
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the other hand takes a different approach to this problem.
Since human fault is made responsible for non-standard
(apabhra≈‹a) forms49 it is the standard one that is accepted
there as meaningful.50 Kumårila even goes to the extent
that truth and reality lie in standard forms only and that to
speak of reality means maintaining the same in both form
and content.51 And the standard one is earmarked by the
learned: yam abhiyuktå upadi‹anti e¶a eva sådhuriti.ó›abara
on J. 1.3.27.

True, some of the non-standard forms have been in vogue
for long and some would like to assign some denotation
thereto. But a m∂må≈saka would never accept this position.
He would even refuse to concede that a non-standard form
may be secondarily significant by reminding one of the
standard which is actually significant.52

Bhartæhari however tends to admit that non-standard
forms too are meaningful though not directly as it is in the
case of synonyms but through reminding one of the standard
one.53 This holds good particularly for those who know ‹abda
as well as the apa‹abda variants thereof. It is like
comprehending something from the indistinct utterance
of a child. The hearer remembers thereby the proper form
to grasp the meaning.54

However, for those who have acquaintance not with the
standard form  at all but with the non-standard only it is the
latter alone that communicates55 since no scope is left there
for inferring the standard one  from the other. It is not that
there is any error involved in that understanding. Because
no subsequent contradiction occurs to nullify the same.56

It obviously follows that the demarcation line between a
‹abda and an apa‹abda can be drawn not in terms of semantic
capability or otherwise but at the instance of a prescriptive
vyåkaraƒa.57 Bhartæhari notes that there are three divergent
views in relationship between ‹abda and apa‹abda. To some,
standard words develop from the non-standard ones58 while
others suggest the reverse,54 incapability of a speaker to
pronounce correctly being the reason behind a faulty
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utterence. A third view visualizes  independent existence
of both and admits that either may fail to communicate if
the other is intended.60

As for articualtion of individual sounds, there were several
formulations in the ›ik¶å and Pråti‹åkhya literatures. cf.
våyu‹ar∂rasam∂raƒåt kaƒ¢horaso¨ sandhåne (Taittir∂ya-
pråti‹åkhya 2.2) which ascertained upward movement and
stroke of the internal wind at the junction of uras and kaƒ¢ha
for the purpose. As per Påƒin∂ya‹ik¶å 6.7,61 on the other
hand, action of manas and internal fire (kåyågni) precedes
that of the internal wind. The Vp. develops it further in a
different way and records as many as three views in this
respect in the verse viz. våyor aƒμunå≈ j¤ånasya ‹abdatvåpattir
i¶yate  (Vp 1.107). Thus, it is either the wind within or the
smallest particle of sound or knowledge of something in
the process of externalisation that gives rise to an
articulation. Vp. admits action of the internal wind but
reminds one of the fact that this action is possible if only
there is already an idea of ‹abda (‹abdabhåvanå) at the
intellectual plane of the speaker.62

Thus Bhartæhari stands midway between tradition and
innovations. His commitment to tray∂ våc (cf. trayyå våca¨
para≈ padam- Vp. 1.158) and still reference to the subtlest
one as parå vag anapåyin∂ have been duly construed and
reconciled later on. Verily, contribution of the pratyabhij¤å
philosophy of Kashmir ›aivism to admitting parå and pa‹yant∂
as two different strata was gracefully accommodated by his
followers in the grammar school. Besides, acceptance of
spho¢a as the bearer of meaning beyond the physical features
of våc is another interesting area of language study in Vp. It
may be a really fascinating exercise to compare these levels
of våc with deep structure and surface structure, or, for that
matter, competence and performance propounded in Noam
Chomskyís scheme. Interestingly, an articulated våc or its
next subtle phase viz. madhyamånåda is held responsible
for revelation of spho¢a and hence the revealed one can never
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be conceived of without any reference to the articulated
form. One deep-level structure, on the other hand, may
come out with several surface structures and vice versa. As
for competence and performance, the latter always falls short
of the former. The problem was tackled in the Vp. in terms
of a speakerís intention vis-a-vis his linguistic performance
subsequently. To Vp. the våc one articulates perfectly
represents the mental image63 in the intending speakerís
mind. That it may not corroborate the actual state of things
is however a different question64 which grammarians do not
bother about at all. Nor do they fight shy of propagating
Bhartæhariís theory of immutable våc and efficacy of morpho-
syntactical analysis thereof at the interpretation level. This,
in fact, helps Vp. in meeting all possible ends at different
perspectives.

As it occurs, ancient Indian tradition envisages våk, ‹abda
or våkya at two different planes. One is indriyanitya that is
existent for a short while within the time-frame of a speakerís
utterance and listenerís audience.  This is dhvani. The other
pervades and persists in the intelligence of both speaker
and listener and conveys the exact import. It is with those
two planes in view that Bhartæhari in his Våkyapadiya (Vp)
observes:

dvå upådåna‹abde¶u  ‹abdau ‹abdavido vidu¨.
eko nimitta√ ‹abdånåm aparoírthe prayujyate.

(1.44)
Needless to say, each verbal cognition is sure to offer a

communication within the framework of that verbal
structure. And as Pata¤jaliís analysis of the meaning of gau¨
shows, there are both transitory and non-transitory segments
of meaningóthe particular object, its properties and
functions falling within the first category and genre to the
second.

The initial verse of the Vp. viz. anådinidhana≈ brahma
‹abdatattva≈ yadak¶aram/vivartateírthabhåtivena prakriyå
jagato yata¨, suggests that  sabdabrahman has got a twofold
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manifestation in terms of våc and artha and that the two are
generally inseparable and non-different. A grammarian
philosopher of Påƒiniís school would certainly prefer this
genre of speech as meaningful and an ideational object as
the meaning thereof to audible sounds and a material-object
or so respectively for neither sound(s) nor a matter can
survive beyond a very limited time-span. The grammarian
theory of spho¢a as the meaning-bearing item obviously leads
to bauddhårthavåda, the theory of ideational object as the
meaning of speech. It has got its root in Pata¤jaliís
Mahabhå¶ya on at least six rules of Påƒini. On tad asyåsty
asminn iti matup (P 5.2.94), for example, the commentator
observes that a meaning and its existence are invariably co-
existent. As it comes out, by meaning is meant one which is
existent in intelligence (buddhisattåsamåvi¶¢a) be it in any
expressions viz. væk¶a¨ asti. væk¶a¨ nåsti. væk¶a¨  jåyate and so
on. If an external object viz. tree were denoted by the word
viz. væk¶a. the subesquent verb viz. asti would be superfluous
for a padårtha cannot be conceived of without existence.
To state that a tree does not exist is therefore a self-
contradiction. That ëa sprout comes out,í too is a tautology
for what exits cannot be born once again. Such expressions
as væk¶ah asti/ nåsti/ jåyate are justified then, if only ideational
existence at the intellectual plane is acceptable. So the
expression viz. værk¶o nåsti means that while idea of a tree
exists at the intellectual plane, no such tree exists in reality.
By aΔkuro jåyate is meant what exists in the intellectual plane
now comes into being in reality. This justifies such expression
as ‹a‹a‹æΔga≈ nåsti, åkå‹a-kusuma≈ nåsti with this in view
that a hareís horn or a flower  in the sky is only ideationaló
it is totally absurd in terms of reality.

Of course, each meaning need not and does not tally
with the real state of affairs. The case of mirage and aerial
city of the celestial residents is cited as an instance to that
effect in the Mahåbh¶ya on 4.1.3. It exists verily in the mind
of a person and not as an external object. That it is perceived
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even then at times by some is due to superimposition of the
mental state outside that. As Bhartæhari observesóthe idea
of an external  object is perceived here as the object itself.
Grammarians toe the line of Yogåcåra Buddhists in
admitting that a preceding series of impressions would result
in such ideas that occur as external objects (Vp 3.13.8).
What a word means therefore may refer to external
existence in terms of  superimposition only.

In other words, what is conceived need not be existent
really. To a grammarian of Påƒininís school, a word is
meaningful simply because of its reference to an idea of an
object or so. The words viz. ‹a‹a‹æΔga, åkå‹akusuma,
mægatæ¶ƒikå etc. are also thus meaningful substantives
(arthavat pråtipadika) declined according as they relate
themselves to a verb or so in a sentence (cf. råho¨ ‹ira¨).
The Vp. does not mind even though a word means something
absurd.17 The question of semantic incompatibility does not
cut ice here if syntax is all right. In Yoga terminology all this is
vikalpaj¤åna which grammarians exemplify in the following
verse: e¶a bandhyåsuto yåti khapu¶pakæta‹ekhara¨/ kμurmak¶∂racaye
snåta¨ ‹a‹a‹æΔgadhanurdhara¨ meaning, here goes the son of
a barren woman, who has decorated his head with ethereal
flowers, who took bath in the milk of a tortoise and who has
taken up a bow made of hareís horn! Corroborating the
above, a Kμurmapuråƒa verse states that  the world we perceive
exists within our mind only and not outside that (cf. vipra,
pæthvyådi cittastha≈ na bahi¨stha≈ kadåcana).

Interestingly, a grammarian-philosopher of Påƒiniís
school does not  disapprove of the existence of the external
world altogther. What he states is this that external world
i.e, material objects cannot be denoted by word(s). It
certainly distinguishes itself from both the Yogåcåra viewpoint
of momentary vij¤åna and the asatkhyåti of ›μunyavådins on
the one hand and Nyåya-Vai‹e¶ka position of verbally
cognising the material world on the other. Unlike Yogåcåra,
the Påƒinian school admits a non-momentary cognizing
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agency and an external world as well. Besides, it does not
accept the position of monistic Vedånta that this world is
merely phenomenal owing its existence and sustenance to
aj¤åna which is supposed to cover the substratum par
excellence viz. Brahman and superimpose the world
thereupon by virtue of its åvaraƒa‹akti and vik¶epa‹akti
respectively. While some of the Vedantins would like to
make a distinction between the phenomenal world and an
illusory snake on a rope, the MåƒŒμukya verse viz, svapnamåye
yathå dæ¶¢e gandharivanagara≈ yathå etc. and the Vedåntasid-
dhåntamuktåval∂ by Praka‹ånanda accept all but Brahman
as merely illusory.65 To the Vedåntin of this monistic order,
every illusory object is a creation and manifestation of
nescience. The grammarian would, however, refuse to
subscribe to this view. Verily, how is it possible to create them
without drawing upon their respective material causes? The
Chåndogya statement viz. våcårambhaƒa≈ vikåro nåmadheya≈
mættiketyeva satyam is cited in favour of this vyåkaraƒa position
to the  effect that it suffices to accept ideational objects in
verbal cognitions and not creation thereof. Verily, a potter
at first visualizes a pot in his mind and then produces the
earthen one. This is like painting something in mindís
canvas and then drawing the same outside. Same is the case
with ideational  objects denoted by verbal expressions.

The Påƒinian philosophy does not see eye to eye with
other systems in  respect of epistemology also. True, it follows
in the footsteps of the Så≈khya and the Yoga systems and
admits cittavætti (mental state) corresponding to the object
of a cognition and thereby comes close to the Vedånta view
of vi¶ayåkårå anta¨karaƒavætti. But a grammarian would
never accept reflection of a meterial object in the cittavætti
concerned. Because, an object in a dream never awaits any
relation whatsoever to an  external object. When a conchshell
is taken for a piece of silver, it is the ideational piece of
silver that is grasped as lying in front. In case of surabhi
candanam too, the object of cognition can be nothing but
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ideational. Recollection of a piece of silver or fragrance of
sandalwood experienced earlier playing j¤ånalak¶aƒa
sannikar¶a does not sound fit for the purpose.

To Vyåkaraƒa, this idea and the word denotative of the
same are treated as non-different.68 This has been evinced
in the Mahåbhå¶ya in course of deliberations on what actaully
the ‹abda is in a cognition relating to gau¨ or so. Verily, a
word itself too is included in the meaningí of the same69 so
that it is a meaning and the meaningful as well like fire
which is self-illuminating and illuminator of other objects
too.70 An object of verbal knowledge or for that matter, any
knowledge is thus invariably interwoven with linguistic
feature.71 Bhartæhari has rightly pointed out that every
linguistic performance involves three viz., the linguistic
element, speakerís knowledge and material object72 referred
to resembling the stoic formulation of a triangle of seminon,
lektμon and prågma.73 Deliberations on causative verb forms
envisaged in the Mahåbhå¶ya on hetumati ca (p. 3.1.26)
contribute substantially to propagating that verbal cognition
pertains to idea(s) only and not the material world at all.
Thus, a description of the fall of Ka≈sa (Ka≈sa≈ ghåtayati)
at the hands of Kæ¶ƒa in a poem or so would certainly mean
bauddhaka≈sasya bauddhakæ¶ƒena bauddhahananam. This is
definitely preferable to admitting a secondary meaning of
the sentence by taking recourse to the faculty of implication
therein for the purpose. As Vp. clarifies:

‹abdopahitarμupå≈stån buddher vi‹ayatå≈ gatån/pratyak¶am
iva ka≈sådin sådhanatvena manyate. buddhipravættirμupa¤ca
samåropyåbhidhåtæbhi¨/arthe¶u ‹aktibhedånå≈ kriyate
parikalpanå.(Vp 3.7.5-6).

Needless to say, it is not the objective state of affairs but
speakerís intention that plays the vital role in any verbal
communications. Bhartæhari has rightly ascertained this
speakerís intention (vivak¶å) in terms of a mental state
(buddhyavasthå). Thus the same object may be referred to
as either agent or instrument or so with reference to an
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action: cf knife cuts his  finger and he cut his finger with a
knife, pierces with or from a bow (dhanu¶a¨ vidhyati and
dhanu¶å vidhyati) and so on. Even one object or so may be
referred to as many with a multidimensional approach viz.
åtmånam åtmanå vetsi where åtman which is one in reality is
taken for both object and instrument. As Bhartæhari states:
sådhanavyavahåra‹ca buddhyavasthånibandhana¨. (Vp 3.7.3).
This has nothing to do with reality.76 What is mentioned as
kartæ of an act is simply because the speaker intended on
stating that way. So even if a cooking pot is simply the
container (ådhåra) one may easily state: sthåili pacati (the
cooking pot cooks), sthåilyå pacati, (cooks with the pot),
sthålyå≈ pacati (cooks in the pot) etc. without any reference
to reality.75 A speaker may present something as different
though it is not so. What is non-existent in reality may well
be described as existent in a statement and vice versa (sato
ívivak¶å). True, a speakerís  intention does not transgress
the limits of popular usage. But it does not fall short of what
is conceived in mind as buddhyavasthå either. It transpires
therefore that neither buddhyavasthå not usage is bound to
reflect the actual state of affairs. As Någe‹a admits, if a verbal
knowledge is corroborated in actual use to offer a
sa≈vådipravætti, i.e., to say, if what is meant by a verbal use is
justified subsequently in actual use the knowledge is to be
taken as valid. If, however, the words denote ideational
objects only not to be corroborated in material terms, the
cognition is invalid (apramåƒa). In other words, a verbal
congnition cannot be relied on before it is put to test and
justified in reality.

It is amazing to note that Vyåkaraƒa which vows to bank
totally on usage does not fight shy of accepting this queer
position where a big  question mark vitiates the very
authenticity of each verbal cognition.

Evidently, the Påƒinian school had to pass a long way for
arriving at its finale. We had to wait till the eighteenth century
AD for a comprehensive disquisition on bauddhårthavåda in
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Någe‹aís Laghuma¤jμu¶å. Buddhist idealism, Mimå≈sa and
Nyåya contributed thereto on the way not only by raising
questions but also by making inroads at places in its theoretical
formulations, at least, to some extent. A critical analysis of
Tårånåtha Tarkavåcaspatiís ›abdårtharatna (1851 AD) may
reveal how the Navyanyåya realism could help in theorizing
the ontological and epistemological pursuits of the neo-
Påƒinian grammarians.

Philosophy of non-Påƒinian grammars is however more
articulate in upholding objective realism. Commentaries on
Mugdhabodha, Sa≈k¶iptasåra, Kåtantra and the like, for
example, accept the proposition that what is meant by a
word is not at all an idea externalized but an object  in
reality.77 The problem of reference to hareís horn (‹a‹a-vi¶åƒa)
etc. obviously comes up for ready solution. Some of the
Kåtantra grammarians78 would not mind admitting ideational
existence of something beyond reality for the sake of the
very few verbal expressions but it is nothing but an exception
that proves the general rule. In response to ›r∂patiís
observation that a word may denote either an object or an
idea,79 Gopinåtha, therefore, shows that while both hare and
horn are real as separate entities, their relationship as the
one between a part and the whole is no more than
conceptual propounded with an eye to deceiving someone
or so.80 The Påƒinian viewpoint of ideational word-meaning
in each case of signification does not find favour with these
grammarians.

Gop∂nåtha is equally critical of the spho¢a theory of
langugae. He has beautifully summarised the arguments put
forward by propounders of spho¢a and then repudiated them
altogether. To a spho¢avådin, individual sounds would
manifest varƒaspho¢a which in turn would present padaspho¢a,
the bearer of word-meaning which again would manifest
våkyaspho¢a, the one responsible for conveying the sentence
meaning.81 As he argues spho¢a is directly perceptible too.
As we perceive a piece of cloth after perceiving individual
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threads, so also we can perceive spho¢a after perception of
individual sounds,82 he observes. Gop∂natha, howerver, is
not convinced by this argument. To him, spho¢a is not at all
perceptible. Besides, it is better to explain a word meaning
as being conveyed by a word itself.83 Thus even if an
individual sound perishes instantly after  articulation, each
constituent sound of a word leaves an impression so that
when the final sound is comprehended the accumulation
of impression left by preceding sounds come forward and
join in presenting the word as whole. This is what actually
bears the word-meaning, he says.

As per the Påƒinian tradition, relationship between an
articulation and  the objective world traverses a
quadrangular path as follows:

articulation (1)  →  spho¢a(2)
objective world (4) → ideational meaning (3)

The world, therefore, exists beyond the direct linguistic
experience. Non-Påƒinian grammars do not contribute to
this view. They envisage a direct relationship between word
and the world to the tune of the Naiyåyikas. Divergence of
views among schools of Sanskrit grammar viz. Påƒinian and
non-Påƒinian on speech production and speech reception
is yet to be explored and studied in all details.  Non-Påƒinian
grammars are seldom taken up for intensive study. The
sooner we act and re-act, the better for realizing our finest
intellectual culture.
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History of Ancient PhilosophyóA.S. Bogomolov p. 282, Progress
Publishers, 1985 Also. cf. 'three things are linked together: the thing
signified, the thing signifying and the thing existingí. The thing
signified is called lektμon. i.e., ëa thought represented by a linguistic
sound or sign. It does not exist outside its form (sound and sign)í
ibid., p. 283 (the existingóexternal real object).
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‹abdåt kartå prat∂yate. óVp. 3.7.103.
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Tarkavågi‹a.
(ii) idamådi-sarvanåma-prayogårtha≈ vastμucyate.
tasyaiva vi‹e¶yatvena vivak¶ita≈ dravyam ucyateóAbhiråma on Sa≈,
5.43.
(iii) abhidheya≈ gha¢apa¢ådi artha‹abdavåcyam . . . artha‹abdoíbhidheya≈
vakti iti vånvaya¨ . . . artha‹abdena vættyupasthåpyårthasyoktatvåtvåt. . .
vastau tadvattvamóKåtantraprad∂pa by PuƒŒar∂kåk¶a Vidyåsågara.
(iv) prat∂yamåna≈ vastumåtram artha¨ó°T∂kå on Kåtantra.

78.(i) dvividhå hi sattåópåramårthik∂ pråtitik∂ ca, tatrådyå vastusattå
‹a‹avi¶åƒasya nåsti, tathåpi anyå abhidheyasattå astyevaóPuƒŒar∂kåk¶a
Vidyåsågara in his Kåtantraprad∂pa.
(ii) artho hi divividha¨, paramårthasan, paramårthåsa≈‹ca ‹a‹avi¶åƒå-
dayastu paramårthåsantam iti. tåny ubhayåny api liΔgåni abhidhåyakatvåtó
Gop∂nåtha on ›ripati's rule viz. dhåtu¨.
(iii) artho hi dvividha¨ pratipattihetu¨. prayogahetu‹caóKaviråja.

79. arthavad iti sato'sato vårthasyåbhidhåyakam ucyateóKåtantra pari‹i¶¢a
on nama 1.

80. ‹a‹o hi jåtivi‹i¶¢avyaktitayå arthavån, vi¶åƒam api tathaiva,
anayo‹cåvayavåvayavi vyavahåro sannapi vipralipsådinå vaktum påryate
iti.

81. varƒe¶vapi spho¢ah kalpyate, tena varƒaspho¢åt padaspho¢as tasmåd
arthapratipatti¨, ittha¤ca kramayaugapadyåbhyåm padebhyo våkyårthå-
nupapattyå padaspho¢avya¤jitåd vå våkyaspho¢åd våkyårthaprat∂ti¨ó
Gop∂nåtha on citivårthe, Kp, sandhi,  106.

82. pratyak¶ena gæhyate sphota¨ ta¢håhi gaur ityatra buddhir upajåyate, . . .
yathå tantvanubhavånantaram avayav∂ pratyak¶asiddha¨ pata¨. tadvat
sakalavarƒånubhavånantaram anubhμuyamåna¨ spho¢a¨ pratyak™a-
siddha¨ ekoívayav∂ varƒåbhivyaΔgya itióibid.

83. tad ayuktam, varƒavad apratibhåsamånatvåt, yadi spho¢oísthåyat tadå
‹abdavad upalambhoíbhavi¶yat. arthapratiter anyathåsambhavåccaóibid.

84. pμurva-pμurva-varƒakætåti‹yoëntyavarƒen saha sa≈gacchate, ati‹aya‹aca
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pμurva-pμurva-varƒånubhavajanita sa≈skåra¨, tathå cåntyavrƒa-j¤ånasamaye
smætij¤åna vi‹i¶¢a≈ samμuhaj¤ånam utpadyate, antyavarƒagrahaƒakåle
anubhμutavarƒaj¤ånam anusandhånåt ata¨ ‹abda≈ prati niyatavyμuha¨
ka‹cana spho¢anåmåkålpaniko'Δg∂kriyateóIbid.

ABBREVIATIONS

Bæh ó Bæhadåraƒyakopani¶ad
Bp ó Bhå¶åpariccheda
Kp ó Kåtantra-pari‹i¶¢a
Mbh. ó Mahåbhå¶ya
N‹ ó Nå¢ya‹åstra
P ó Påƒini
°Rk ó °Rk-sa≈hitå
Sam. ó Sa≈k¶ipatasåra
Vbs ó Vyåkaraƒa-bhμu¶aƒa-såra
Vp ó Våkyapad∂ya
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE NÅRAD∫YA ›IK°SÅ:

AN ANCIENT INDIAN TEXT ON MUSIC

DIDHITI BISWAS

Nårad∂ya ›ik¶å (N›) belongs to the ›ik¶å branch of
literature which occupies a very significant position among
the six VedåΔgas. lt belongs to the Såmaveda and is one of
the most important texts for the appraisal of early Indian
music. Besides this one, there are some more ‹ik¶ås
belonging to the Såmaveda e.g. °Rktantra, Såmatantra,
Ak¶aratantra and Pu¶pasμutra. These texts deal with the
technical sides of the Såmaveda and såmagåna and are quite
indispensable for a såma-singer. Såmagåna is considered to
be the source of Indian music and is held in high esteem by
the modern musicologists too. However, it should be
admitted that the såmagana which has undergone many
changes, has lost its true identity. And the music of today,
through a process of evolution, both historical and cultural,
has taken a new shape distancing itself from the såmagåna.
So, the books on the intricacies of the såmagåna only, have
also lost their importance to the modern musicologists.

N› holds a unique position in this context as it illustrates
various aspects of Indian music, both sacred and profane.
This text deals with the most intricate topics like
pronunciation, sandhi, varieties of words according to the
svaras or accent, gåtrav∂ƒå (the process of indicating of samic
notes on the right palm) and others. At the same time this
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text does not miss the discourse on seven profane notes,
their relative position in the orthodox sacred scale, gråma,
mμurchanå, ‹ruti and so on and   these topics, no doubt, still
maintain a living contact with the present day music. Thus
this text commands a distinguished position in the history
of musicology.

Like all the ancient Sanskrit texts N› also faces the
problem of ascertaining its antiquity. The name Nårada is a
very common one since the early Vedic age. In the °Rgveda
Nårada was known as a sage and some mantras were
attributed to his credit. The epics and Puråƒas also mention
one Nårada,  son of Kå‹yapa and a devotee of Lord Kæ¶ƒa.
This Nårada was known for his proficiency in playing v∂ƒå
and also for his unusual talent in music. Moreover, we find
three more texts SaΔg∂tamakaranda, Pa¤camasårasa√hitå,
and Råganirupana authored by Nårada.

All these Nåradas, no doubt, are different personalities.
Among them the °Rgvedic poet Nårada is the earliest one. It
is indeed not possible to associate him with music in any
manner if one studies the mantras he is considered to have
composed. The Nårada of puråƒas and epics is a mythological
character and his very existence has not been established
beyond doubt. The other four Nåradas, the supposed
authors of the four texts so far available, are considered to
be the four different personalities by the scholars.  Moreover,
they belonged to different periods. The language and style
of N›, especially its contents mark this book as the earliest
of them. Though its exact period cannot be ascertained yet
it can be placed safely before Bharataís Nå¢ya‹åstra from
the point of antiquity.

However, a survey of the content of the N› leads us to
suggest that N› is not written by a single author in a
particular period. And it contains in itself some earlier and
some later portions. Some of its topics are recorded into
the main body of the text in such a manner that at times
they prove themselves irrelevant and at the same time they
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interrupt the continuity of the discussion of other topics.
We can assume some of them as spurious and they can easily
be detected from the different style of language and fashion
of presentation. It has already been pointed out that the
content of this text can be classified under two heads:
(i) music both profane and sacred and allied subjects and
(ii) pronunciation, accentuation, sandhi etc. as are generally
found in other ‹ik¶å texts also. These two subjects are broadly
divided into two prapå¢hakas each of them being divided
into eight kaƒŒikås.

The first prapå¢haka records in general some topics related
to music. e.g. the different types of gaƒa like arcikå, gathikå,
samika, svaråntara, the importance of three primordial svaras
and their varied applicatons in different Vedas, the
svaramaƒŒala, the number of mμurchanå, tåna, the details of
the Vedic and profane notes, a comparison between them,
the rules of singing såmagåna, the gåtrav∂ƒå and so on. The
second prapå¢haka mainly discusses some topics related to
the recitation of the Såmaveda, e.g. udåtta, anudåtta, svarita,
yama, kampasvara, padapå¢ha, sandhi, svarabhakti etc. These
topics are no doubt very technical and are required to be
studied by the students of Såmaveda only. And obviously
the students who are involved in the study of music only
may not find adequate interest in this portion. However,
the book ends with some behavioural rules for all the students
in general.

The division of N› in two prapå¢hakas according to its two
varieties of topics is not very well defined. It is observed that
the deliberation on music comes to an abrupt end in the
last but one stanza of the seventh kaƒŒikå of this prapå¢haka.
The last stanza of the seventh kaƒŒikå initiates the discourse
on the svaras, udåtta, anudåtta and svarita, which are more
closely associated with the recitation of the mantras. The
eighth kaƒŒikå, the last one of this prapå¢haka treats the
svarita and introduces its seven varieties, which became the
subject of the first kaƒŒikå of the following prapå¢haka.
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This text contains, in all probabilities some spurious or
interpolated portions also. They can easily be detected from
the different style of language and fashion of presentation
also. Some of them are identified below:

“ The discussion of svaras in the N› commences from
I.2.15;16 and continues till the last verse of I.5. This
discourse is occasionally interrupted by the insertion
of the topic on the qualities of a singer (I.3) and the
deliberation on the gråmarågas along with the
derivative meaning of gåndharva (I.4.5ñ12). These
topics are absolutely irrelevant and inconsistent in the
discourse of the musical notes. The insertion of the
above mentioned topics indicates not only their later
antiquity but also the incompetence and carelessness
of the inserters.

“ The third kaƒŒikå of the first prapå¢haka that narrates
the qualities of a singer is no doubt more close to the
topic of the latter treatises. Moreover, it is composed
in prose form quite betraying the style of the entire
text of N›.

“ The portion of the N› (I.4.5-11) containing the
discussion of the gråmaråga is certainly a later
interpolation. Because (i) The concept of råga is a later
development and it is discussed in details by MataΔga
in his text Bæhadde‹∂ which belongs to a later period.
Rågas or gråmarågas have not been treated by Bharataís
Nå¢ya‹åstra which is immediate posterior to the N›. It
is really difficult to conceive that an important topic
like gråmaråga being very much in existence before
Bharata was not treated by him. So it can be suggested
that this observation on gråmarågas in N›, did not form
an original part of the text and was included in the
original book at a considerable later period. (ii) The
reference to the notes Kåkali and Antara (I.4.9) while
describing the Kau‹ik∂råga reaffirms the interpolation
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of this portion. N› was silent about these two notes
during the detail discussion of the svaras or notes in
the second kaƒŒikå of the first prapå¢haka. But these
two notes were well-known to the later texts and in all
probabilities were made included in the N› later.

“ The absence of the elucidation of the term sarava in
N› is also an evidence of the later inclusion of the term.
The text while describing the varieties of gaƒa describes
the features of arcika, gathika and såmika only without
making any reference to the other three of them, i.e.,
aurava, sarava and sa√pμurƒa. So the authenticity of this
portion becomes questionable and we think that this
portion was incorporated in the main body at a period
when the term saravu became popular and required
no special illustration.

“ The stanza I.4.9 shows the derivative meaning of
gåndharva, the most popular form of pro-Vedic music.
It is the only place where N› tried to indicate the scope
of the gåndharva form of music in a very superficial
way without any detailed deliberation on it. So, it gives
rise to the authenticity this stanza.

“ The three ëversesí of seventh kaƒŒikå of second
prapå¢haka ( II.7.l, 2,l6 ) are not metrical like the other
verses but more like prose composition. Probably some
original portions of N› were lost and they were
substituted by some later writers with later ideas and
thoughts.

“ The concluding kaƒŒikå of N› (II.8) no doubt belongs
to a later era. Its language indicates its lateness and
the rules recorded in this part is applicable not only to
the Såmavedic students but all students in general.

. There are some verses where Nårada is glorified as an
ancient teacher (I.7. l 2). These portions are not
certainly written by Nårada himself but was
incorporated by some of his followers at a later period.
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The observations, made above, indicate that the N› was
originally authored by some Nårada, a musicologist anterior
to Bharata but later on the text became interpolated and
in a sense enriched too by the contributors of the later origin
with concepts of advanced form of music.

Now, to gather an idea of the observations of Nårada and
his method of deliberation let us select a topic taken up in
the N› for elucidation. Considering the association of this
treatise with music let us discuss in brief a topic on music
taken up in the N› for deliberation. Svara forms the basis of
any type of music and hence deserves priority in this
discourse. In a long deliberation on the svara the N› exposed
a great novelty as this text did not confine itself in the
periphery of the Vedic music only but extended its
observation on the profane music also. So not only the Vedic
notes but the laukika notes also with all their distinctions
are treated in the text with equal importance.

This treatise considers the cry of different animals and
birds as the source of seven laukika notes (I.5.3-5). The
peacock utters the ¶aŒja, the cow bellows the æ¶abha, sheep
and goat spell out the gandhara, krau¤ca bird speaks out
the madhyma etc. N›, finds an intimate relation of the
musical notes with the human body and indicates different
parts of a body as the origin of the seven notes (I .5.5ñ6).
The ¶aŒja arises from the throat, the æ¶abha from the head,
gåndhåra from the nose, madhyma from the chest and so
on. However we are not sure whether the places of origin
of the seven notes in the human body can claim really any
scientific basis. It appears that the description carries an air
of occultism in it.

N› (I.5.7-12) also specifies some human organs which
help to produce the musical notes and thereby the
etymology of their names is also suggested. The ¶aŒja is
produced with the help of six (¶a¢) organs, nose, throat,
chest, palate, tongue and teeth and hence it is so named.
The sound of æ¶abha resembles the roar of æ¶abha (i.e., ox)
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and it is produced when the air of navel gets struck with
the throat and head. The name gåndhåra is justified because
it has got special association with nose as it carries the smell
(gandha) and otherwise it is produced like the æ¶abha. In
this way the names of madhyama and pa¤cama are established.
But the N› is silent about the rest two notes i.e., dhaivata
and ni¶åda. N› (I .7.l-2) shows the intimate relation of the
human body with the Vedic svaras. According to this text
the human organs, not only produce the musical notes they
act as their residing place also. Vedic note kru¶¢a resides in
the head, prathama in the forehead, dvit∂ya in between the
two eye brows. tætya in the ears, caturtha in the throat, mandra
in the tongue and atisvårya in the heart.

N› (I.4. 1ñ4) assigns to each of the laukika svara caste,
colour and presiding deities. On another occasion the same
text (I.5.13ñ14) names some deities or æ¶is who contemplate
on them. Thus the ¶aŒja is Brahmin by caste, green in
complexion, and having Brahma as its presiding deity and
the god Agni contemplates on this note. °R¶abha is K¶atriya
by caste and its complexion is like the colour of parrot, and
Agni is its presiding deity. Brahman contemplates on this
note.

However, it appears that two types of saptaka (music
scales) were there during the time of Nårada, Vedic and
laukika. The most important contribution of the N› is the
comparison and equating of the Vedic and laukika musical
notes in its own way (I.7.3ñ4). This treatise has taken the
flute as representing the secular music and draws a
correspondence between two progressions of svaras in the
following way:

Notes of a flute (laukika scale) Sårma scale

madhyama prathama
gåndhåra dvit∂ya
æ¶abha tæt∂ya
¶aŒja caturtha
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dhaivata pa¤cama
ni¶åda ¶a¶¢ha
pa¤cama saptama

It shows that the scale was in the descending order and
does not go in a straight way. And this inversion aroused
considerable confusion among the scholars. M.S.
Ramaswamy Iyer and others are in favour of inverse
progression because this pogression is also confirmed by
Nårada in the description of samahasta anåmikåya√
¶aŒja¶tikai¶¢håyå√ ca dhaivata/ tasyådhaståttu yoínya¨
syånni¶åda√ tatra vinyaset// (I.7.4) But Laksman Sankara
Bhatta Dravida and others accept the straight progression
as they find supprt from Triratnabhå¶ya of TP (23.13): te¶å√
khalu saptayamånå√ uttarottarad∂ptija pμurvåpμurvopalabdhi¨
syåt. tat kat¨am atisaryad∂ptija mandropalabdhi¨ catarthat tætiya¨
etc. This progression is also maintained in MåƒŒuk∂‹ik¶å
(8.14).

Another point is noted in this connection that is the
confusion regarding the position of kru¶¢a. While singing
the Såmans the notes are indicated in different fingers by
the singer. Now which finger is meant for which note is
enumerated by the same text. The kru¶¢a is indicated by the
tip of the thumb, the parthama is indicated by the lower
phalanx of the same finger, gåndhåra by the index finger,
æ¶abha by the middle finger, the ¶aŒja by the ring finger,
the dhaivata by the little finger and the ni¶åda by the root
of the same finger. This arrangement of notes start from
the kru¶¢a that is pa¤cama of the non-Vedic scale. So the
arrangement of notes runs like this: på må ga re så dhå ni
and differs from the original scale må gå re så dhå ni på. In
the original scale the highest and the first note is made
equal to madhyama and the seventh or the lowest to the
pa¤cama. But it is curious enough that pa¤cama is placed as

Notes of a flute (laukika scale) Sårma scale
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the highest note in the arrangement of the musical hand.
This arrangement of the notes is in keeping with their
position in human body. The place of kru¶¢a is declared as
head, that of the prathama is forehead and thus gradually in
a descending way the place of atisvårya is assigned to heart.
Moreover this note is also designated as n∂ca or low note.

From all these evidences it appears that all though kru¶¢a
is designated by the seventh note, it should be taken as the
starting note of the progression. Kru¶¢a is made equal to
pa¤cama of the secular scale and is placed in the lowest scale
but when it becomes the commencing note of the scale, it
gets identified with the same pa¤cama, only the octave
changes to a higher one. So far as the practical aspect of
the scale is concerned it should run in the following way:
kru¶¢a, prathama, dvit∂ya, tæt∂ya, caturtha, mandra, atisvårya.

The Vedic notes according to the author of the N› (I.7.6ñ
8) contain in them an enlivening effect on gods and
creatures. The gods thrive on kru¶¢a, the men on prathama,
the animals on dvitiya and so on. lt is very curious to note
that the idea, that music can exert a very good influence on
worldly creatures which is viewed as modern concept was
probably in knowledge of the early Indian musicologists also.

The N›, as pointed out before, is a treatise of the såmagåna
and also a path-finder of the ancient non-Vedic music.
Sometimes it differs from the present concept of the term
and occasionally presents the conjectures, we are not
acquainted with, and hence difficult to understand and
sometimes inexplicable too. But to trace the history of the
Indian music it is a must read book. Moreover this text, while
disseminating the theoretical aspect of the music, shows the
sense of aesthetics along with the knowledge of anatomy,
physics and acoustics in its own way. It is historically known
that these subjects were not developed at that time in their
true sense. But it can be suggested that the feature of this
text along with other  ‹ik¶å and pråti‹åkhya literature can be
really a subject of research for the scholars of those fields
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especially in the context of the study of the history of Indian
science.
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19
THE LAK®ANAGRANTHAS OF THE ATHARVAVEDA

AND THEIR IMPORTANCE

TARAK NATH ADHIKARI

The Atharvaveda has come down to us in two recensions
the ›aunaka and the Paippalåda though it is traditionally
believed to have had nine recensions.1 Again the Paippalåda
recension is now established in a double-shaped character.
The former one was discovered by Roth in 1875 from a single
birchbark manuscript at the Library of Tübingen, Germany
under the title ëThe Atharvaved in Kashmirí, which, in 1901
Bloomfiled and Garbe jointly published in the form of
chromophotographic repro-duction. Its later edition was
published.by L.C. Barret in Roman script between 1905ñ
40. Its någar∂ reproduction was done by Raghuvira in
between 1936ñ41. While the another Paippalåda was
discovered by Durgamohan Bhattacharya in 1958ñ59 from
Odisha. Professor Bhattacharya undertook editing the
Oriyan Paippalåda tradition. It was later on taken up by his
son Professor Dipak Bhattacharya. This Paipapalåda is bigger
than the ›aunaka recension by nearly 2000 extra verses,2 3
volumes of it, upto 18 candas have been published from
Asiatic Society Kolkata. Its complete edition also has been
recently published from Odisa by one Pandit K. Upadhyay.

Anyway, ›aunaka tradition is more popular and retained
by so called Såyana commentary though commentary of a
few KåƒŒas has not come down to us so far.3 The commentary
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itself is a big controversy. The subject matter of the AV itself
is also a matter of controversy. But here, for obvious reason
we shall not enter into these controversies. The purpose of
this presentation is to draw attention to the Vedic scholars
to the matter that the unsatisfactory nature of the so called
Såyaƒa commentary of the AV is not suffice to interpret the
AV. At the same time I disagree to believe that the whole
text of the AV is a socio-magico literature of low profile
people. Here lies the importance of the lak¶aƒagranthas of
the AV for textual criticism and content. We shall here try
to highlight the ëLak¶aƒagranthas,í of the AV and their
importance. lt is also to be stated that it is not possible to
analyse all aspects of the lak¶aƒa texts, but shall try to
highlight a few of those texts and their importance. Since
they define the characteristics and describe the special
features of Vedic texts,4 Vijaypala observes in ëKåtyåyan∂ya
°Rksar-vånukramaƒií  osnkÄõledkyeso osny{k.kxzUFkk vfi O;jpUrA r=k
iz/kurks y{k.kkfu f}/k foHkT;Urs izkfr'kk[;kfu pkuqØe.;'psfrA  The term
lak¶aƒagrantha is not very clear. Sometimes it includes a
few  Vedåƒga texts and sometimes other than Vedåƒga texts
of that particular sa≈hitå. Aithal says that all these texts are
known as ëLak¶aƒagranthas.í

The enumeration of the lak¶aƒagranthas are first made
in caraƒavyμuha. According to this text, the Atharvaveda
consists of five lak¶aƒa texts:ó Caturadhåyikå, Atharvaveda
Pråti‹åkhya, Dantyo¶¢havidhi, Pa¤capa¢alikå and Bæhatsarvåƒu-
kramaƒ∂ y{k.kxzUFkk HkofrA prqjè;k;h] izkfr'kk[;e~] i×piVfydk]
nUR;ks"Bfof/% o`gr~lokZ.kqØe.kh psfrA pj.kO;wg - - - )A

The AV is called Pa¤cakcalpin, which includes
Nak¶atrakalpa, ›åntikalpa, Sa√hitåkalpa and A¤girå-kalpa.
This term pa¤cakalpin is notional as Nak¶atrakalpa  is to be
found in the first chapter of AV para‹i¶¢a. ›åntikalpa is also
retained in the AV par‹i¶¢a and Kau‹ika Sμutra, Vaitånakalpa
is Vaitåna Sμutra, the ›rauta text and Sa√hitåvidi is the
Kau‹ika Sμutra, while A¤giråkalpa is retained in both Kau‹ika
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Sμutra (6th KåƒŒa) and AV Pari‹i¶¢a Apart from these there
are other lak¶aƒa texts like Dantyo¶¢avidhi, Pa¤capa¢alikå and
Bæhat sarvånukramaƒ∂ which serve specific pupose. We shall
make a very short survey on the subject matter of these three
texts. About Caturadhyåikå and AV pråti‹åkhya, we need not
elaborate as these two texts chiefly discuss on the phonetic
and other linguistic related matter of the AV, which are
elaborately discussed by Whitney and Suryakant respectively.
Other scholarly works are also undertaken by a number of
scholars down the ages. It may be mentioned here only that
Whitney made a mistake while editing Caturadhyåyikå, he
equated it with A Vpråti‹åkhya (as the nomenclature or title
suggests).

Apart from these two lak¶aƒagranthas, Chaturadhyåyikå
and Atharvapråti‹åkhya, there are a number of lak¶aƒa-
granthas which are mentioned in N.C.C. Descriptive
catalogues of different Institutes. Following K.P. Aithal
(Vedalak¶aƒa Vedic Ancillary Literature) and other Vedic
scholars who worked on the Atharvaveda, I shall mention a
few of them, which are important for the textual criticism
though all of them are not mentioned in Caranavyuha.

(1) Atharva Pråya‹cittånióIt is edited by J.V. Negelein in
JAOS, XXXIII. (Pp. 71ñ144) and a German introduction
along with mantra index was published by him in the next
issue of JAOS. B.R. Modak has made a detailed survey on
this text.5

 (2) ›åntikalpaóIt consists of two chapters. Both two
chapters were edited by G.M. Bolling and published in JAOS,
XXXI in 1913 and the 2nd chapter also in ëTransactions of
the American Philological Associationí (Issue XXXV in 1904).
But the edition of the second chapter is not satisfactory. It
deals with various ceremonies to avert evil effects from various
omens and portents referred in the AV Pari‹i¶¢a.6

(3) Dantyo¶¢havidhióIt is edited by Ram Gopal Shastri
from Lahore in 1921 with a short Hindi introduction. It is a
small treatise that deal with the articulation of vksRoks"V;ks% lekls
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ok ëbaí (c) (a dantoa¶¢ha letter according to Påƒinian system)
in The AV verses in different occasions. Total number of
verses (12+11) = 23. The author is unknown. The letter
ëba,í whether it is a labial or dental. The problem is solved
in this treatise e.g. if ëbí is followed by b¨ and not separated
by avagraha (vfuÄ~X;s), it is to be pronunciated as labial
bringing two lips together. Examples are also given by
ëbibhrati¨í (Av. 3.14.3). while b with initial accent like båla
AV 1 35.3) båƒa also have (labial) the same pronunciation
according to dantyo¶¢havidhi. For instance, one should lightly
touch the upper part of the lower lip with the end of the
upper teeth to produce the sound. One should not press
the teeth harshly. It is compared excellently in the AV
MåƒŒμuk∂ ›ik¶a, as tigress that carries her cubs, holding with
teeth.7

Though the treatise is very small, but it is of high value as
Vedic phoneticians were careful about the articulation even
of a single letter like ëbí only. Again it is important because
it gives a long list of words that bear the letter ëbí, though
some of which are not noticed in the present AV (›). (about
118 words I have counted). A few words like ësambibamí
(Chap II) c¼s c¼kfu rkoka Lrse?kou~ efgekiks rs rUo% 'kre~ miksrs c¼s/
@c¼kfu ;fn okfl U;cqZne~AA (AV 13/4/45) (Chap ll). Variant
reading  cqts cqt% (Chap ll), but ëbåjamí is found in AVs. 6.3,
izkcU/k;%] vf/ckys] rqNqCn% rcqd% (Chap ll Maximum words occur
in Chap II second unit (vkÑfr), KåƒŒas XII-XVIII and in
3rd unit. This arrangement serves two purposes. Firstly it
shows the nature of the sμuktas, secondly the number of hymns
in each division. Whitneyís grand division slightly differ from
Pa¤capa¢alikå, particularly the 2nd and 3rd units. Modak
considers the division of Pa¤ca is more logical than Whitney,
so far as the arrangement of the sμuktas and anuvåkas are
concerned.9

The text is extremely useful for the arrangement of the
sμuktas, anivåkas, verses of first 18 KåƒŒas of the AV and
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extremely important for the textual criticism of the AV.
The book was first published from Lahore in 1920 by

Bhagawaddatta with a Hindi translation and introduction.
The book is rare and critical edition with notes and
exegetical notes of this text is a dessideratum for present
scholars.

Our special emphasis on the Atharvaveda Pari‹i¶¢a is for
more than one reason. This Pari‹i¶ta literature constitute,
by far the most voluminus text among the pari‹i¶¢as of the
Vedic Literature. It has 72 chapters (Pari‹i¶¢as). Actually the
total number may be 79 in counting, as some of them are
subdivided under one pari‹i¶ta. Such as 18 is subdivided
18a, 18b, 18c, Nineteen in 19a and 19b, No. 30 is divided
into 30a and 30b, No 70, is again subdivided into 70a, 70b
and 70c.

Weber first draws our attention to this literature and G.M.
Bolling and Negelein under Bloomfield and Roth prepared
its first edition into three parts into Roman script in 1909-
10. They contemplated for a translation of the same but it
could not be materialized. Mr. Ram Kumar Rai reproduced
it in Nagari script without any extra notes from Chowkhamba
Orientalia, Benaras in 1976. He also wished for a Hindi
translation. That also could not materialized. Only a few
chapters (57ñ63, parts of 64, 70 and 71) have been
translated with notes by Miss Dina J. Kohlbrugge appeared
in 1938. Gouda translated chapter 19, with notes. Lourens
Pefer Van Dan Bosch in 1944 translated chapter 21ñ29, with
notes as his Ph.D. Thesis. Myself once attempted for text
reconstruction with introduction and exegetical notes in
1997ñ2001 as a UGC project on the basis of new mss not
used by Bolling and Negelein. A few writings on it have been
published by Weber, Negelein, Bolling, Fay, Hatfield,
Goodwin and the present author. A highly valuable study of
these pari‹i¶¢as has been done by B.R. Modak in 1993. Yet a
lot is left.
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(a) First of all, a critical edition is a long dessideratum,
Bolling and Negelein, though have given utmost effort,
yet could not procure satisfactory reading. They
themselves were not satistied with their edition.10 They
even could not procure readings at places, as mss are
often corrupt.

 (b) In spite of a few fragmented translation of a few
chapters, no complete translation is so far available. As
all the scholars, who worked on the AV and this AV
Pari‹i¶¢a have unhesitatingly felt the tremendous
importance of it for the understanding of religion and
philosophy of the AV.11 No complete translation is done
so far.

(c) A number of ancillary texts like Nak¶atrakalpa,
›åntikalpa, Angiråkalpa, Caraƒavyμuha, At¨arvana
Nighaƒ¢u, etc appear in various chapters of the AV
Pari‹i¶¢a Thus, those who think to undertake to text-
criticism of the ancillary literature of the AV, can get
benefit from this text.12

(d) The magic, omens and portents, which are a part of
the Avn religion can be understood better from the
Pari‹i¶¢as like 34ñ36, 50ñ72. Varƒapa¢ala (Chap. 47) is
a good supplement of phonetics. Thus, though the
pari‹i¶¢as have not been teachnically mentioned in the
lak¶aƒagrantha, yet its importance is multifold. And it
can be designated as lak¶aƒa text as well.

(e) No date has so far been ascertained. So scholars can
work on the age of the this text along with its
composers.

The Pari‹i¶¢as are as their name suggests. ëaddendaí/
appendices. Though, each and every Veda has one or more
pari‹i¶¢a, some of which are printed, some are in manuscript
form and some only by name.13 The AV Pari‹i¶¢a is no doubt
largest and a ëmagnum opusí. Its subject matter is varied
and a general classification has been given by Modak in his
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book.14 It shows that the range goes from constellation to
royal ceremony, from ritual to magic (so called), from
phonetics to omens and portents. They are supplementary
and complementary to the rites and rituals which are to be
found in AV, but they are not always mentioned in the sμutra
text. For instance, in the AV, there are hymns addressed to
Night, (AV 5.5., 6.107; 19.47-50). (AV Pari 6 and 7).
Performance of sacrifice requires various types of alters and
the measurement of alters, kuƒŒa etc. are described in the
AV Paris 24 and 25. The pråti‹åkhyas (two) of the AV do
not supply the enumeration of alphabets and their
articulation. This has been dealt in the Varƒapa¢ala of the
AV Pari. (AV Pari 47).

AV Pari has mentioned the names of a number of
Åtharvaƒa priests like Bhårgava, ›aunaka, Gautama,
Paippalåda, Måhaki, Garga Åtreya, Kro¶¢uki, Paith∂nasi,
Sumantu, Usanas etc; who taught various practices.

Our ancient teachers and writers have taken materials
from the AV Pari. Ke‹ava in his Paddhati, Varåhamihira in
his Bæhatsa√hitå, Hemadri in his ëcaturvargacintåmaƒi,í Såyaƒa
in his Commentary, drew materials   from the AV Pari. Ke‹ava
refers as number of passeges in his paddhati ;   for instance,
araƒilak¶aƒa (from AV Pari 22), for dream, ëSvapnåddhyåyaí
(AV Pari 68). Varåhamihira quotes from AV Pari 64,
regarding råhucakra, ketucakcra, grahayuddha, sadyovæ¶¢i
lak¶aƒa digdåhalak¶ƒa in his book. Såyaƒa refers at least
55 places from AV Pari (Pμurvårdha) in his commentary of
the AV. Hemadri refers AV Pari‹i¶¢a to  VratakhaƒŒa,
dånakhaƒŒa, etc in his caturvargacintåmaƒi. As the subject
matter is diverse and huge, its inllucnce in later literature
deserves attention. In spite of so much importance my
suggestion is that, as these pari‹i¶¢as belonged to a very late
date and compiled by a number of ancient people, so the
subject matter has been deeply influenced by later literature
like Puråƒa and Tantra. Thus one should be enough careful
to put connection with the AV sa≈hita. Otherwise, the
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interpretation of the AV, as somehow damaged at the hand
of these free style interpreters may again get further
interpolated.

We shall conclude with adding a few more information
on the ancillary works of the AV that deserves to be
mentioned. Weber mentioned of ëÅtharvaƒavidhånaí in one
of his writings. I have collected ëoneí ëAtharvasa√hitåvidhåna
text published from Lal Bahadur Shastri Kendriya Vidyapith,
New Delhi, published in 1988-89. It was written by one
Kesava   Deb Shastri. It may be a new text written for the
purpose of application of the AV mantras following KS, VS
and other ancillary literature. The subject matter as classified
by Kau‹ika, has been exploited   by the writer and rites are
mentioned with Hindi notes. Verses of each KåƒŒa and their
applications are mentioned in the book. No special
importance could be laid on this text as it only employs the
rules of the sμutra texts. From the text it is not clear, whether
Keshav Shastri himself composed the text.

A few manuscripts on Atharvanic texts were sent to
Bloomfield by K.M. Chatfield, the then D.P.I. in 1882. The
list is:

(1) vkFkoZ.kosnL; vUR;sf"VdeZ
(2) vklqjhdYi%
(3) leku; Jk¼fof/%
(4) vFkoZriZ.ke~
(5) vkFkoZ.kferk{kjk
(6) gksei¼fr%
(7) "kksM+'kksipkjiwtk (czãosnL;)
(8) vuq"Bkui¼fr% (dkSf'kdksÙkQdeZ.kke~)

Beside one Ånanda Sa√hitå is mentioned by Caland,
Agastyasutra,  a magical text is recorded in the Catalogue of
Sanskrit  Manuscripts, India Office (No. 4851)

Another important text on the AV is Atharvakautsa-
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vyåkaraƒa. This text is actually a reproduction of two
pråti‹åkhyas of the AV. But it contains an unpublished
commentary by one Kæ¶ƒadåsa. The commentary has six
chapters viz (a) 'kkL=kiz'kalk] (b) LFkkuiz;Rufoosd]  (c) laKk]  (d)
ifjHkk"kk] (e) lfU/_ and (f) Lojlk/u. The ms is in possession of
VSM, Pune (No. 4179).16

Another small text is Åtharvaƒarahasya by Govinda
Swamin. It is of 53 verses, dealing with AV Bråhmaƒas and
AV-Upani¶adas and it is spiritual in nature.

Råjåbhi‹ekaprayoga is another unpublished text on royal
ceremonices of the AV. Sri Srikanta Mondal, a research
scholar is doing Ph.D. on it. It has 34 Folios. One copy has
been procured from Asiatic Society. five copies of mss are
kept in Saraswati Bhavan, Benaras, S.S. Vi‹vavidyalaya.

It is interesting to note that RV commentator Ve¤ka¢a
Mådhava on RV. VIII 1, referred to a ëPaippalåda Bråh√aƒaí
of which no catalogue gives any information. A small treatise
on Åtharvaƒa medicine called ëA¢harvavedacikitså ›åstra was
written by Priyaratna Arsha. The book is on Ayurveda based
on the AV. The same author has written a book on Åtharvaƒa
medical science. It is ëAtharvaved∂ya Ma¤tra‹åstra,í published
from Hardwar in 1949.

A few more small texts on various aspects of the AV in
manuscript form may be available if searched minutely. But
I would conclude here with two remarks. It is a well known
fact that text criticism work on the Atharvaveda has been
neglected in comparison to that of the RV. Moreover
maximum works have been done by classical western scholars.
Participation of Indian scholars is comparatively low. As the
subject matter of the AV is vast and heterogenons, so free
style interpretation of the later dated texts of the AV have
partly damaged its true character. It has been looked upon
as a text of magical charms and spells. Thus in my opinion
we shall be very careful while interpreting the AV on the
basis of these ancillary texts that are written after a few
centuries or millenia of the original text itself.
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Negelein, p. II)
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Atharvanic tradition, beliefs and practices,î Modak, Ibid., p. 194.
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Pari‹i¶¢as,  (Ibid., p. 194)

12. Nak¶atrakalpa, AV ParióChap. 1.
CaraƒavyμuhaóAV ParióChap. 49.
AV Nighaƒ¢uóAV ParióChap. 48.
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20
NATURE OF ANUNÅSIKA : PHONETIC AND

GRAMMATICAL SPECULATIONS

PARBOTY CHAKRABORTY

In determining the position of nasal sounds of OIA
language, ancient grammarians and phoneticians in India
were far from unanimous. As a general feature, Anusvåra
may be treated as the nasalization of a vowel, but the case is
not always simple as it seems to be. In this connection, the
term, Anunåsika also gives rise to some debatable issues, as
both the cases of Anusvåra and Anunåsika may be taken as
nasalization according to modern European scholars. But
Påƒini, a grammarian of Vedic and Classical Sanskrit, has
made a difference clearly when he prescribes the sμutra,
anunåsikåt proínusvåra¨ (Påƒini 8/3/4). But Anunåisika is
defined for those letters which are pronounced by the nose
along with the mouth as described in mukhanåsikåvacanoí
ínunåsika¨ (p. 1/1/8). Here Kå‹ikå explains that Påƒini
mentions mukha (mouth) in his prescription in order to
exclude Anusvåra  from the scope of Anunåsika (cf
mukhagraha√a√ kim anusvårasyaiva hi syåt). From this, it is
clear that Anusvåra is pronounced by the nose only. These
two points have not been accepted wholly by the authorities
of ›ik¶ås and Pråti‹åkhyas (› and Pr.) which will be discussed
later. Interestingly, the followers of Påƒini give the example
of Anunåsika vowel where the vowels are nasalized not by
Anusvåra but otherwise. It is not generally identifiable with
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an English technical term, rather it is popularly known by a
symbol, called candravindu ( ¡ ). So by Påƒiniís formulations
for Vedic context, like ëåΔoí nunåsika‹chandasií (6/l/126),
å is used with nasal feature in abhra å apa¨, or in another
case, martyå ¡ åvive‹a.

This may lead to some problems to a reader, because both
the cases of anusvåra and anunåsika are specified
ënasalization of vowelsí to the westem scholars. We may
expect some solutions from Vedic scholars. Some alternative
answers may be sought out from ancient Indian phonetic
treatises too. In addition to the theoretical descriptions about
all types of sounds in phonetic texts of India, some
independent texts like Anunåsikalak¶aƒa and Anusvårå-
lak¶aƒa (Ms. 56 and 57, mentioned in the Vedalak¶aƒa of
K.P. Ithal) deserve special mention. Interestingly, in the
text, Anunåsikalak¶aƒa, and in some other phonetic texts,
both the cases of anusvåra and candravindu are exemplified
as the cases of anunåsika. In this perspective, both are
justified as nasalization.

Nasalization with anusvåra goes to its origin generally with
m or n as suggested by Påƒini (by moínusvåra¨,
na‹cåpadåntasya jhali, sama¨ su¢i, kånåmreŒite, na‹cha-
vyapra‹ån, etc.) In Vedic phonetics, there may have more
additional sources and the essential features of anusvåra,
i.e. its nature, type, quality, style of pronouncing and the
likes are elaborately discussed to determine its phonetic
nature fruitfully. So these references should be taken in
for consideration of thorough analysis.

On the question, viz. whether the anusvåra is a vowel or
consonant, there are divergent opinions. Etymologically, it
is treated like a vowel, i.e. svara in Tribhåsyaratna (anu
svaryate pa‹cårdhe svaravaduccåryate ityanusvåra¨) in Taittir∂ya
Pråti‹åkhya (TP› 1/1) (also in Yoju¶abhμu¶aƒa in S. Varmaís
book, p. 153). According to the °Rk-Pråti‹åkhya (°RP›) this
may be treated as a consonant or a vowel (anusvåro vya¤jana√
vå svaro vå. °RP› 1/5) Uva¢a here clarifies that it possesses
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some features of a vowel, like shortness, longness, prolation,
udåtta-anudåtta accents etc. But like a consonant, it has the
qualities of ardhamåtrå, sa√yoga etc. Interestingly, this
perspective is not very strong, as it has been refuted in TP
and in the commentaries of the °RP› itself.

The rest of the vowels are designated as vya¤jana by sarva√
‹e¶o vya¤janånyeva (°RP› 1/6),  yet by mentioning the
anusvåra as svaras or vya¤jana, it is indicated that anusvåra
has a separate identity differing from other vowels or
consonants. Uva¢a says . . . tasmåt svaravya¤janåtiriktamanyad
varƒåntarametad ityeva j¤åpanaparam. But this sound is
related to vowels more intimately than consonants in many
respectsópμurvasyånusvåravisarjan∂yau (°RP› 1/24) declares
that anusvåra is the part of its preceding vowel. Here
anusvåra is mentioned in addition to consonants in anusvåro
vya¤jana√ cåk¶aråΔgam (°RP› 1/22). This is justified by the
commentatoróavya¤janatvådanusvårasya grahaƒam (TP›
21/6) also takes same way by anusvåra¨ svarabhakti‹ca.
›ik¶åprakå‹a indicates that anusvåra is å‹rayasthånabhågin
(5). So the sound to which anusvåra is attached to is the
shelter of anusvåra. Likely, the Varƒaprad∂pikå ›ik¶å also
declares:

anusvåro visarga‹ca . . . navaite syu¨ parå‹rayå¨/ 50
sa√yyogavåhå evaite nijasvaravivarjitå¨/
pμurvasyåΔga√ bhavantyete svara ete¶u pμurvavat //51

So, anusvåra has no vowel element of itself. Siddheshwar
Varma also commented that ëIf Anusvåra was a pure
nasalized vowel, . . . then even the question of its syllabic
position could not ariseí (p. 8l. Critical studies in the phonetic
observation of Indian Grammarians). In some cases anusvåra
was regarded as independent syllable as observed in the
Åraƒya ›ik¶å of Kå¢haka school (ibid., p. 82) According to
the Påri‹ik¶å¢∂kå (as mentioned by Varma, p. l50), it has a
deep and sweet sound like bells; i.e. sweet like the sounds
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of bells and deep like tigerís roar. On the other hand, pure
nasalized sound is termed rakta, which proceeds from both
the nostrils. It is exclaimed by the female persons of Surå¶tra
in uttering takra ¡. It is one of the cases of anunåsika as
prescribed by Påƒini in mukhanåsikåvacanoínunåsikå¨
(l/l/8). It is produced from both mouth and nostrils. So
this differs from the anusvåra, as anusvåra is nåsåmμulabhava,
but the anunåsika is not so (Varƒaratnaprad∂pikå ›ik¶åñ34).
°RP› and Atharva Pråti‹åkhya create ambiguity by using the
terms nåsikya and anunåsika respectively for both the nasal
consonants and the anusvåra.

Like grammar, phonetical texts also admit the origin of
anusvåra as a substitution of m primarily followed by r or
u¶mavarƒa s. This substitution is termed paripanna by old
teachers as stated in the °RP› (4/15). In these conditions
anusvåra is replaced by other phonetic units in Vedic
language. Thus, the changed form is found as MZ- BZ- (symbols
used in ›ik¶å texts) as sarva BZ- ¶aŒiti in Ke‹av∂ ›ik¶å (in sμutra-
style, 5).1 It is to be pointed out here that for the symbol of
¥] the Vedic scholars designate it as grammar. In measuring
duration, it is uttered as long after a short vowel, short after
a long vowel and it becomes guru followed by a conjunct of
consonants.2

Whether the anusvåra is hrasva or d∂rgha, there is no
uniform answer. To refute the scope of ardhamåtrå;
possessed by a consonant in general, TP› stated that it
should be treated as a short vowel having the duration like
a.3 There are two types of anusvåra; viz ekamåtrika and
dvimåtrika depending on sa√hitå, sa√yoga etc. according
to Vaidikåbharaƒa. It is echoed in ›ik¶å texts too. Thus,
Laghumådhyandina‹ik¶å and the like mention three types
of it.4 They treat d∂rgha and guru differently unlike
grammarians. Suitable examples of three divisions are
presented in Yåj¤avalkya ›ik¶å (Y›) (63, 65), Laghvamoghå-
nandin∂ ›ik¶å (L›) (15, 16), though the sign of ¥  is used
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there. Thus, L› reads:

hrasvåt paro bhaved d∂rgho ha¥sa iti nidar‹anam
d∂rghåt paro bhavet hrasvo må√sebhya iti dar‹anam
gurau pare hyanusvåro gurureva hi sa smæta¨
si√hyas∂t∂ tatra tåvadhakåre diægha eva sa¨
devåna√ hædaye tadvat taskaråƒåm yathå svake

The anusvåra is of two måtrå -s if succeeded by æ or
consonants.5 But this becomes hrasva optionally caused by
some cases as clarified by the Y› (l38ñ42).

Compared to this nature, there is another common
substitution of anusvåra which has been noticed by our
forefathers. Here r  or u¶mavarƒa also should follow after
that according to some scholars. Now in most of the ›ik¶å-
texts, the expression, si ¥ hyasi is printed with this special
mark. The Pråti‹åkhyaprad∂pa‹ik¶å describes the method and
style of articulating this substitution of anusvåra (=¥) in
addition to defining its nature and type vividly.

Studying the prerequisites and instances concerning the
change of anusvåra, one may have a questionówhether BZ-
and ¥  are identical or not in utterance? Grammarians,
though non-Påƒinians specifically, are very explicit here and
they have made formulations regarding ¥ only. Here the
sårasvata system is noteworthy.6 Candrakåntatarkåla√kåra,
a Kåtantra-grammarian of twentieth century, wrote a Vedic
grammar named Kåtantrachanda¨prakriyå on the basis of
Kåtantra system. He formulated and explained an aphorism,
viz. anusvåratsya   rephosmaƒo¨.7 He cited the instances like
o¶adha tråyasvaina svadhite maina ¥ hi¥si¨ (TS. l/3/9),
parilikhita ¥ rak¶a¨ (TS. l/2/5). But he observed that the
followers of Bahvæca and Atharvavedic schools prefer the
simple anusvåra only.8

n is also sometimes changed into anusvåra first and then
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into ¥] as in yasmi ¥ ‹candramå vibhåti (TB. I/4/10). But
there are other substitutes also for n. Sometimes it is elided
and sometimes it is replaced by r depending on the
preceding vowels of n, viz. å, ∂, μu, and followed by the
semivowels, vowels etc. These changes also cause for
nasalization of foregoing vowels with candravindu as
suggested by the °Rk-pråti‹åkhya.9 This nasalization of a vowel
originating from n is treated like d∂rghopadha-visarjan∂ya
followed by carati, cakre, ca etc. So there is an additional
fricative sound as s/‹/¶ for u¶mabhåva (cf. P. S μu.
na‹chabyapra‹ån n> ru> : > s/¶/‹). The example is pa‹μun
tå¥scakre våyavyå (°RP›. 4/75) like in asmå¥‹ca, same result
is also found in Uva¢aís commentary. So some problem may
arise to the resders (cf. °RP›. 4/65ñ71).

With reference to the above three substitutes of n, the
preceding vowel is prescribed to the nasalized (anunåsika
in TP›.) but in presenting the examples, the sign of anusvåra
is used; such as agn∂√ rapsu¶ada¨, sa√‹ita√ me brahma, etc.
But this style is not admitted in the Taittir∂ya school. So the
next sμutra states: naike¶åm (TP›. 15/2). Here it is commented
that the later view is more preferable than the former
(idameve¶¢ana√ na p μurvam). Consequently, avoiding
anunåsika, anusvåra is strengthened in the formulation, viz.
tatastvanusvåra¨ (15.3).10

Grammatical schools prefer here nasalization of the
foregoing vowels of n for Vedic uses. Påƒiniís some
formulations are: ubhayathark¶u (P. 8/3/8), diæghådati
samånapåde (P. 8/3/3), svatavån påyan (P. 8/3/7) etc.
Candrakånta, the author of Kåtantrachanda¨prakriyå
formulated necessary aphorisms in this occasion. They areó
tasminnanusvårastasya chandogånåm (Sandhió3/4),
anyatråpi dæ‹yate (Sandhiñ3/5), anusvårapμurvå¨ ‹a¶a¶å¨
(Sandhió3/7). In the process of nasalization of vowels, a
name is given by Varƒaratnapradip∂kå-‹ik¶å. This is called
Upadhåra¤jana as statedó
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svaråƒåmånunåsikyam . . . .
upadhåra¤jana√ kuryåt svare vikaraƒe sati
lope prakætibhåve  ca nopadhåra¤jana√ bhavet.11

In connection with the style of utterance of anusvåra,
nåsikå (nostrials) is primarily accepted as the places of
articulation according to the Sanskrit grammar. But
differences of opinions in this case are recorded in
Pråti‹åkhyas. As TP› saysóeke¶åmanusvåra-svara-bhaktyo‹caó
(2/19). On this, Tribhå¶yaratna commentsóanusvåre hanvo-
rupasa≈håra¨ etadatnake¶å√ matam, anye¶å√ tu matam
anusvårasyånunåsikamåtratva√. But this last view is refuted
by declaringótaccintyam. Those, who assure hanupasa√håra
for anusvåra, admit it as nåsikya as recorded in Tribhå‹yaratna
(on TP› 2/19). To make harmony between these two
opinions, VyåŒi (or Vyåli) gives solution as expressed in
°RP›óVyålir nåsikyam anunåsika√ vå (13/37). Here nåsikya
refers to the style of uttering with nose only and anunåsika
means uttering with both mouth and nose. In the instances,
illustrated by Uva¢a, nåsikya is exemplified in tva√ rajendra
etc. but anunåsikya is in hav∂  Í ¶i, which is actually nasalization
of vowels with the mark of candravindu.

Concerning different degrees of prominence on nasality,
views of three, individual teachers are found in TP›.
According to ›aityayåna, nasalness is more prominent in the
anusvåra and the last five plosives (17/1). But to
Kauhaliputra, nasal quality should be equal in all the above
cases (sama√ sarvatreti kauhaliputa¨ñ17/2). On the other
hand, lesser degree of nasalness is required for anusvåra
according to Bhåradvåja (anuisvåre ƒviti bhåradvåja¨ l7/3).
But SthavirakauƒŒinya specifies more acute or rapid
nasalness for anusvåra originating from m or n (pμurvåt pμurvåt
uttorottara√ t∂brataram. The example isóye vå vanaspat∂m
ranu). The consonantal part is additional element compared
to a vowel (vya¤janakåla‹ ca svarasyåtrådhika¨ó17/5).

The actual view of the authorities of the TP› themselves
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is revealed inóanusvårottamå anunåsikå¨ (2/30).
Vaidikåbharaƒa on it asserted that anusvåra is truly a
consonant in its nature, according to this school. Those who
stated that anusvåra is either a vowel or consonant, is not
supported by Taittir∂ya school (actually it is in °RP›). Avusvåra
should be pronounced as half of g and its place of articulation
is nåsikå; therefore, it is treated as nåsikya.12

According to P›, the sound of anusvåra will be like the
sound produced from the musical instrument, alåvuv∂ƒå.
This is applicable when h, r, ‹, ¶, s follow after anusvåra. But
when followed by other consonants it is changed into
corresponding nasal plosives (cf. anusvårasya yayi
parasavarƒa¨ P. 8/4/58).13

Indian phonetical texts also immensely contribute in the
area of nasalization with candravindu though sometimes
clear distinction is not found regarding the nasal sound as
anusvåra. Similar to Påƒinian tradition, °RP› accepts
anunåsika produced from both the mouth and nose along
with the varieties as nasal consonants, viz. Δ, ¤ etc. and with
vowels like måhå Í må spacanyå¨ etc. This text defines these
nasal sounds rakta as an adjective form of raΔga (°RP› l/36).
It is compared to the rays of a pearl or colours of a red
flower or water coloured by låk¶årasa.14 Nasalization,
therefore, signifies distinctly as an independent quality of
letters or sounds. Thus when ërí comes under elision or repha
or u¶mabhåva (°RP› 4/68ñ74), then the preceding vowel of
n is prescribed for nasalization (°RP› 4/80). RaΔga has a
deep and sweet sound, deep like the roar of a tiger
(vyåghrarutopama), sweet like a sound of a bell
(ghaƒ¢adhvanivat), as described by S.Varma following
Påri‹ik‹å¢∂kå.

But nasalization (anunåsika) about consonants, especially
semivowels is also very common in grammar and phonetical
texts as it is used much in popular Sanskrit also. These nasal
sounds are also treated as rakta (antasthå¨ svesve ca pareípi
rakta¨ °RP› 6/19), found in ëyay¡, yay ¡ sukhamí etc.
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To explain the articulation of raΔga, a living instance is
given in Påƒini ›ik¶å and other texts. The women of Surå¶¢ra,
while selling takra, they pronounce it as takra Ý. In such a
way, vedic raΔga-s will be uttered.15 In the utterance of raΔga,
the preceding letter should not explicitely be articulated,
the vowel will be long first and then nasalization will follow.
Here the quantity of duration of raΔga is stated as having
two måtrå-s of which one måtrå is in the heart, half is in the
cerebral portion, half is in the nostril. The sound, rising
from the heart, is polite and it is like the metal, named
kå√sya in its sound.16 Two ends of a ruΔga will be equal, but
the middle part is articulated with vibration.17 Agreeing with
these features, Yåj¤a-›ik¶å addsó

dvimåtro måtriko våp∂ nåsåmμula√ samå‹rita¨/
ante prayujyate raΔga¨ pa¤camai¨ sånunåsika¨ //

In describing colours of sounds, the Yåj¤å-›ik¶å
differentiates between raΔga and other nasal, sounds byó
ëraΔga¨ ‹abala¨ ånunåsikya iti n∂la¨í (86). Modern thinkers
opine for the same origin of the anusvåra and the raΔga, At
the time when anusvåra was a pure nasalized vowel, it was
represented by raΔga. But this may always not be justified
from grammariansí point of view.

It has been mentioned earlier that Påƒinians do not
accept anusvåra and anunåsika, but nasal vowels with
candravindu is anunåsika. Here Tribhå¶yaratnañcommentary
of Taittir∂ya Pråti‹åkhya (TP›) (1/l) makes difference with
some reasons. According to it, anusvåra is a qualified sound
as here duration is related; but anunåsika is a quality.18 On
the other hand, °RP› and Atharva Pråti‹khya (AP›) create
ambiguity by using the forms, viz. nåsikya and anunåsika
respectively for both the nasal consonants and the anusvåra.

From the above discussion, it may safely be stated that
the accurate analysis of nasal sounds in Sanskrit, specially
Vedic Sanskrit, deserves more in depth study considering
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ancient Indian traditional as well as linguistic view points.
The syllabic status of anusvåra may be defined after a serious
research on all types of phonetic discourses. Extended study
on such an issue may help us to infer some dialects prevalent
in pre-Vedic and Vedic times though the span of Vedic age
is very long indeed.
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¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ Áfl‡‹·áÊÊà◊∑§— ¬Á⁄Uøÿ—

üÊË∑Î§cáÊ— ‡Ê◊Ê¸

flÒÁŒ∑§flÊæ˜§◊ÿ flŒÊXU‚ÊÁ„UàÿSÿ ◊ÍäÊ¸ãÿ¥ SÕÊŸ¥ ÁfllÃ– flŒ◊ãòÊÊáÊÊ¥
SflM§¬⁄UˇÊáÊÊÿ, ‡ÊÈh‚◊ÈìÊÊ⁄UáÊÊÿ, •ÕÊ¸fl’ÊäÊÊÿ, ÿÕÊÁflÁäÊ ÁflÁŸÿÊªÊÿ ø
ÿÕÊ‚◊ÿ◊ÊøÊÿÒ¸— ¬˝áÊËÃ·È Á‡ÊˇÊÊ√ÿÊ∑§⁄UáÊÁŸL§Q§ÊÁŒ·È ¬≈˜‚È flŒÊX·È flŒ¬ÈL§·Sÿ
ÉÊ˝ÊáÊSÕÊŸËÿ¥ Á‡ÊˇÊÊŸÊ◊∑¥§v flŒÊXU◊˜ •ˇÊÈááÊ¥ ◊„Uûfl¥ äÊûÊ, ÿÃÊ Á„U fláÊȨ̂ìÊÊ⁄UáÊÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ¥
ÁflŸÊ ‚È∑È§◊Ê⁄U◊ÁÃ⁄UÁ¬ √ÿÊ∑§⁄UáÊ‡ÊÊSòÊSÿ •äÿÿŸ ŸÒfl ˇÊ◊— ‚ê÷flÁÃ– •¬⁄U@,
ÉÊ˝ÊáÊSÿ M§¬⁄UøŸÊ ◊ÈπSÿ ‚ÊÒãŒÿ¸ ‚ÈÃ⁄UÊ¥ ‚¥flh¸ÿÁÃ-ßUÁÃ ŸÊÁSÃ ÁÃ⁄UÊÁ„UÃ¥ ∑§SÿÊÁ¬
◊ÁÃ◊Ã—– ◊ãÿ, ∞ŸÊ◊fl ©U¬ÿÊÁªÃÊ¥ ¬˝Œ‡Ê¸ÁÿÃÈ¥ ¬˝ÊøËŸ‚ÊÁ„Uàÿ Á‡ÊˇÊÊ‡ÊÊSòÊSÿ
¬Á⁄UªáÊŸ¥ ¬˝Õ◊ SÕÊŸ ‚◊È¬‹èÿÃ–w

÷Ê⁄UÃËÿäflÁŸ‡ÊÊÁSòÊÁ÷— äflÁŸ‡ÊÊSòÊËÿÃûflÁŸM§¬áÊ¬⁄UÊ ÿ Á‡ÊˇÊÊª˝ãÕÊ—
¬˝áÊËÃÊSÃ·Ê¥ oÎWU‹Ê ‚ÈÃ⁄UÊ¥ ‚ÈŒËÉÊÊ¸ ÁfllÃ– ¬˝ÅÿÊÃÊ äflÁŸ‡ÊÊSòÊË Á‚hE⁄UÊ fl◊Ê¸,x

¬˝ÁÃ¬ÊŒÿÁÃ ÿÃ˜ ÃŸ ¬@·ÁCU— Á‡ÊˇÊÊª˝ãÕÊ— ¬˝àÿˇÊË∑Î§ÃÊ—, Ã·È ¬@Ê‡ÊÃ˜
Á‡ÊˇÊÊª˝ãÕÊp ‚êÿQ§ÿÊ ¬Á⁄U‡ÊËÁ‹ÃÊ ßUÁÃ– flŒÊŸÊ¥ ÁflÁfläÊÊ— ‡ÊÊπÊ •ÊÁüÊàÿ ÃŸ
©U¬‹éäÊÊŸÊ¥ Á‡ÊˇÊÊª˝ãÕÊŸÊ¥ √ÿflÁSÕÃ¥ flªË¸∑§⁄UáÊ¥ ¬˝SÃÊÁflÃ◊˜–

¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ
¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ ∑Î§cáÊÿ¡Èfl¸ŒËÿÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ‡ÊÊπÿÊ ‚ê’hÊ flÃ¸Ã– ßUÿ¥ Á‡ÊˇÊÊ ◊Œ˝Ê‚-

Ÿª⁄UËÿ-⁄UÊ¡∑§Ëÿ„USÃÁ‹ÁπÃª˝ãÕÊªÊ⁄‘U,y •Õø ÁÃM§flŸãÃ¬È⁄USÕ ∑§⁄U‹-
ÁflEÁfllÊ‹ÿËÿ  ¬˝Êëÿ‡ÊÊäÊ‚¥SÕÊŸz „USÃÁ‹ÁπÃM§¬Ê ¬˝ÊåÿÃ– ‚fl¸ ∞fl ∞Ã
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„USÃ‹πÊ ª˝ãÕÊˇÊ⁄UÁ‹ÁπÃÊ— ‚ÁãÃ– ∞·È mÿÊ— „USÃ‹πÿÊ— ŒflŸÊª⁄UË¬˝ÁÃÁ‹Á¬—
∑È§L§ˇÊòÊÁflEÁfllÊ‹ÿSÿ „USÃÁ‹ÁπÃª˝ãÕÊ‹ÿ ÁfllÃ–y ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ— ¬˝∑§Ê‡ÊŸ¥
v~~y ß¸U. fl·¸ ¡◊¸ŸËÃÊ˘÷flàÊ˜ ‚ê¬ÊŒ∑§p ÁfllÃ ⁄UÊÀ»§ S≈UÊ≈U¡’∑§ – ◊„UÊŒÿ—–
¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ ßUŒ¥ ‚¥S∑§⁄UáÊêÊ˜ ∞∑§◊ÊòÊ¥ „USÃÁ‹ÁπÃª˝ãÕ◊ÊäÊÎàÿ ¬˝∑§ÊÁ‡ÊÃÁ◊ÁÃ
‚ÍÁøÃ¥ ‚ê¬ÊŒ∑§Ÿ ª˝ãÕÊãÃ (Summary ÷Êª, ¬Î. y|w-|x)–

¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ— ¬˝áÊÃÊ
¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ— ¬˝áÊÃÊ ∑§—? ßUÁÃ Á¡ôÊÊ‚ÊÿÊ¥ ¬˝Õ◊¥ ÃÊflÃ˜ ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ

ŸÊ◊∑§⁄UáÊ◊fl ÁfløÊ⁄UáÊËÿ¥ flÃ¸Ã– Á∑§ãÃÈ ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ ŸÊ◊∑§⁄UáÊ◊Á¬ ⁄U„USÿ◊ÿ◊fl
ÁfllÃ– âÿÊ«U⁄U •Ê»˝Ä≈U◊„UÊŒÿ—| ‚ê÷ÊflÿÁÃ ÿàÊ˜ ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ flSÃÈÃ— ¬Ê⁄UÊ‡Ê⁄UË
Á‡ÊˇÊÊ SÿÊÁŒÁÃ– Á∑§ãÃÈ ©U÷ÿÊ⁄UÁ¬ Á‡ÊˇÊÊª˝ãÕÿÊ— ¬Ê⁄US¬Á⁄U∑§¬ÊΔUÃÈ‹ŸÿÊ ßUŒ¥
ÁŸpËÿÃ ÿàÊ˜ ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ ¬Ê⁄UÊ‡Ê⁄UËÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÃÊ ÁŸÃ⁄UÊ¥ Á÷ÛÊÊÁSÃ– •Ã •Ê»̋ Ä≈U◊„UÊŒÿSÿ
©Uà¬˝ˇÊÊ ‚fl¸ÕÊ ÁŸ⁄USÿÃ– •Á¬ ø, ¬Ê⁄UÊ‡Ê⁄UËŸÊ◊Ã— ¬ÊÁ⁄UM§¬Ê äflãÿÊà◊∑§Ê Áfl∑§Ê⁄UÊ
(Áfl∑§Ê‡ÊÊ flÊ) ‚ÊÕ¸∑§Ê ŸÒfl ¬˝ÃËÿÃ– •ãÿ·Ê¥ Á‡ÊˇÊÊª˝ãÕÊŸÊ¥ ŸÊ◊∑§⁄UáÊ¥ ÁfløÊ⁄¥U
ÁfløÊ⁄U◊˜ ßUŒ◊fl •ŸÈ◊ËÿÃ ÃŒSÿ ª˝ãÕSÿ ¬˝áÊÃÊ ¬ÊÁ⁄UŸÊ◊Ê ∑§ÁpŒ˜ äflÁŸ‡ÊÊSòÊË
‚ê÷flÃ˜– ÃÛÊÊ◊ •ÊäÊÎàÿ ∞fl •Sÿ ª˝ãÕSÿ “¬Á⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ” ßUÁÃ ‚¥ôÊÊ ¬˝M§…UÊ–
ÿÊôÊflÀÄÿÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ, flÊÁ‚DUË Á‡ÊˇÊÊ, ¬Ê⁄UÊ‡Ê⁄UË Á‡ÊˇÊÊ, •◊⁄‘U‡ÊË Á‡ÊˇÊÊ, ªÊÒÃ◊Ë Á‡ÊˇÊÊ,
‹Ê◊‡ÊË Á‡ÊˇÊÊ, ∑§‡ÊflË Á‡ÊˇÊÊ, ¬ÊÁáÊŸËÿÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ-ßUàÿÊÁŒ∑¥§ ŸÊ◊∑§⁄UáÊ¥ øÊòÊÊÁSÃ
ÁŸŒ‡Ê¸Ÿ◊˜– •Ã— ¬ÊÁ⁄UŸÊ◊∑§Ê äflÁŸ‡ÊÊSòÊË ∞flÊSÿ ¬˝áÊÃÊ SÿÊÃ˜–

Á‚h‡fl⁄Ufl◊¸áÊÊ ◊Ã◊˜
«UÊÚ. Á‚hE⁄Ufl◊Ê¸ ÷˝ÊÁãÃfl‡ÊÊÃ˜ Á‡ÊˇÊÊ∑§Ê⁄¥U ÷Êcÿ∑§Ê⁄¥U ø ∞∑§◊fl ¡Ÿ¥ SflËø∑§Ê⁄}

‚ øÊÁSÃ ⁄UÊ◊‚ÍŸÈ— ø∑˝§∑§Áfl—– Á∑§ãÃÈ ∑§ê¬ÁŸáÊ¸ÿ¬˝∑§⁄UáÊSÿ √ÿÊÅÿÊŸ‚◊Ê#ÊÒ
ÁŸ◊AÊÁVUÃÊ ‡ÊéŒÊflÁ‹— ÃâÿÁ◊Œ¥ ÁflS»§Ê⁄UÿÁÃ ÿŒ˜ ÿÊ¡ÈcÊ÷Í·áÊ÷ÊcÿSÿ ¬˝áÊÃÊ
◊Í‹Á‡ÊˇÊÊ∑§Ê⁄UÃÊ ÁŸÃ⁄UÊ¥ Á÷ÛÊÊ flÃ¸Ã-

““ßUÁÃ üÊËflSÃ∑È§‹ÁÃ‹∑§üÊË⁄UÊ◊‚ÍŸÈÁfl⁄UÁøÃ ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ√ÿÊÅÿÊŸ÷ÍÃ
fláÊ¸∑˝§◊¬@◊È∑È§⁄UÊÿ◊ÊáÊ ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊÊÅÿ ∑§ê¬ÁŸáÊ¸ÿ— ‚◊Ê#—–– „UÁ⁄U—
•Ê◊˜–~””
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Ÿ ∑§fl‹◊ÃÊflŒfl, •Á¬ÃÈ «UÊÚ. Á‚hE⁄UÊ fl◊Ê¸ ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊ÷Êcÿ ‚◊ÈhÎÃÊÁŸ
•ãÿª˝ãÕËÿ¬lÊÁŸ øÊÁ¬ ◊Í‹Á‡ÊˇÊÊ¬ÊΔUM§¬áÊ ¬Á⁄UªáÊÿÁÃ– ÃlÕÊ-

ÿ— Sflÿ¥ ⁄UÊ¡Ã Ã¥ ÃÈ Sfl⁄U◊Ê„U ¬ÃTÁ‹—–
©U¬Á⁄USÕÊÁÿŸÊ ÃŸ √ÿæ˜§Çÿ √ÿTŸ◊ÈëÿÃ––

ßUàÿÃÃ˜ ¬l¥ Á‚hE⁄UÊ fl◊Ê¸ ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ mUÊŒ‡Ê¥ ¬l¥ ◊ŸÈÃ– •òÊŒ◊fläÊÿ¥ ÿÃ˜-
¬lÁ◊Œ¥ ÁÃL§flŸãÃ¬È⁄USÕ „USÃÁ‹ÁπÃ ◊Í‹Á‡ÊˇÊÊª˝ãÕ ŸÒfl ¬˝ÊåÿÃ, Á∑§ãÃÈ
ÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ¬˝ÊÁÃ‡ÊÊÅÿSÿ ∑§Á‹∑§ÊûÊÊ‚¥S∑§⁄UáÊ ÁòÊ÷Êcÿ⁄U% (wv.v) ‚◊È¬‹èÿÃ–
¡◊¸ŸËÃ— ¬˝∑§ÊÁ‡ÊÃÊÿÊ¥ ¬ÊÁ⁄U‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ◊Á¬ (¬Î. xz) ¬lÁ◊Œ¥ ÿÊ¡ÈcÊ÷Í·áÊ÷Êcÿ ∞fl
¬˝ÊåÿÃ, Ÿ ÃÈ ◊Í‹Á‡ÊˇÊÊ¬ÊΔU– ¬lÁ◊Œ◊˜ ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÃ⁄Uª˝ãÕSÿÒfl ÁŸpËÿÃ–

÷˝ÊãàÿÊ— ∑§Ê⁄UáÊ◊˜
÷Êcÿ∑§Ê⁄Uø∑˝§∑§Áfl¬˝áÊËÃSÿ ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊ÷ÊcÿSÿ Á‚ÃÊê÷Ê¡ÁŸDUêÊ˜ ßUÁÃ

◊¥ª‹Êø⁄UáÊÊŸãÃ⁄¥U ÁmUÃËÿ¬lSÿ ¬˝SÃÊflŸÊÿÊ◊˜ “•Õ ßUCUŒflÃÊ¬˝áÊÊ◊ÊŸãÃ⁄¥U SflªÈ⁄UÊ—
flŒÃÑˇÊáÊÊlÁ÷ôÊÃÊ¬˝∑§Ê‡ÊŸ◊ÈπŸ flSÃÈÁŸŒ¸‡ÊÊà◊∑¥§ ◊XU‹◊ÊÃŸÈÃ
¬Œ∑˝§◊ÁÃ” ßUàÿòÊ “•ÊÃŸÈÃ” ßUÁÃ ¬˝Õ◊¬ÈL§·Sÿ ¬˝ÿÊª◊Á÷‹ˇÿÒfl «UÊÚ. fl◊Ê¸
∞Ãà‚ê÷ÊflÿÁÃ ÿÃ˜ ßU◊ÊÁŸ ¬lÊÁŸ ◊Í‹Á‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ ∞fl SÿÈÁ⁄UÁÃ– Á∑§ãÃÈ
◊Í‹Á‡ÊˇÊÊ¬ÊΔUSÃÈ ÷ÊcÿªÃ¥ó

““‚ÃÊ¥ ◊ÈŒ¥ ‚ê¬˝ÁÃ ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ√ÿÊÅÿÊŸ÷ÍÃÊ ±ŒÿXU◊ÿ◊˜–
Áfl‹ˇÊáÊÊ ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊÊÅÿÊ ∑Î§ÁÃ◊¸ŒËÿÊ ÁflÃŸÊÃÈ ∑§Ê◊◊˜––””

ßUÁÃ øÃÈÕ¸SÕÊŸËÿ¥ ¬l◊ÁÃ∑˝§êÿ ∞fl ¬ΔKÃ– ÃÕÊ Á„U-
•Õ ‡ÊËˇÊÊ∑§Ê⁄UÊQ¥§ ◊XU‹‡ÀÊÊ∑§◊Ê„U-

¬˝ÁáÊ¬àÿ ¡ªÛÊÊÕ¥ flÊ‚ÈŒfl¥ ‚ŸÊÃŸ◊˜–
ªáÊÊÁäÊ¬¥ Áª⁄UÊ¥ ŒflË¥ Á‡ÊˇÊÊ¥ flˇÿ ÿÕÊ◊ÁÃ–– ßUÁÃ–

∞fl@ ßUÃ— ¬ÍflÊ¸ÁáÊ øàflÊÁ⁄U ¬˝SÃÊflŸÊ‚Á„UÃÊÁŸ ¬lÊÁŸ ÷Êcÿ∑§Ê⁄USÿÒfl ‚ÁãÃ Ÿ ÃÈ

¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ Áfl‡‹·áÊÊà◊∑§— ¬Á⁄Uøÿ— üÊË∑Î§cáÊ— ‡Ê◊Ê¸
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Á‡ÊˇÊÊ∑§⁄USÿÁÃ ÁŸpÿ—– ©UûÊ◊¬ÈL§·Sÿ SÕÊŸ ¬˝Õ◊¬ÈL§·Sÿ ¬˝ÿÊªÊ ª˝ãÕ∑§Ê⁄UÊáÊÊ¥
ÁflÁ‡ÊCUÊ ‡ÊÒ‹Ë flÃ̧Ã– ∑§Ê√ÿ¬̋∑§Ê‡Ê-‚ÊÁ„UàÿŒ¬̧áÊ-‹ÉÊÈ‡ÊéŒãŒÈ‡Êπ⁄U-◊È„ÈUÃ̧ÁøãÃÊ◊ÁáÊ¬̋÷ÍÁÃ·È
ª˝ãÕ·È ‚fl¸òÊ ¬˝‚¥ª¬˝SÃÊflŸÊ‚È ¬˝Õ◊¬ÈL§· ∞fl ¬˝ÿÈíÿÃ– •ÃÊ «UÊÚ. fl◊¸áÊÊ
÷˝ÊÁãÃÁŸ¸◊Í̧‹Ê ∞fl ôÊÿÊ–

¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ ◊XU‹Êà◊∑¥§ ¬l◊Ê‹ˇÿ ßUŒ◊ŸÈ◊ËÿÃ ÿŒSÿ ¬˝áÊÃÊ
flÒcáÊfl◊ÃÊfl‹ê’Ë •Ê‚ËÃ˜– ‚ Á„U ªáÊ‡Ê¥ ‚⁄USflÃË¥ øÊÁ¬ ‚◊Ê⁄UÊäÿÊ◊Ê‚– ÃÕÊÁ„ó

¬˝ÁáÊ¬àÿ ¡ªãŸÊÕ¥ flÊ‚ÈŒfl¥ ‚ŸÊÃŸ◊˜–
ªáÊÊÁäÊ¬¥ Áª⁄UÊ¥ Á‡ÊˇÊÊ¥ flˇÿ ÿÕÊ◊ÁÃ––

¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ ⁄UøŸÊ∑§Ê‹—
¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ ⁄UøŸÊ∑§Ê‹¥ ÁŸáȨ̂ÃÈ¥ ∑§Ê‡Ê∑È§‡ÊÊfl‹ê’Ÿ-ãÿÊÿŸ ÁfløÊÿ¸Ã– •ÁS◊Ÿ˜

‚ãŒ÷¸ ÃÁûÊ⁄UËÿ¬˝ÊÁÃ‡ÊÊÅÿªÃ¥ ªÊÇÿ¸ªÊ¬Ê‹ÿífl¬˝áÊËÃ¥ flÒÁŒ∑§Ê÷⁄UáÊ÷Êcÿ¥
◊„Uûfl¬ÍáÊÊZ ‚Ê◊ª˝Ë¥ ¬˝SÃÊÒÁÃ– flÒÁŒ∑§Ê÷⁄UáÊ¬˝áÊÃÊ ªÊ¬Ê‹ÿíflÊ
ÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ¬˝ÊÁÃ‡ÊÊÅÿSÿ ‚ÍòÊÊÁáÊ √ÿÊ∑È§fl¸Ÿ˜ ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ— ¬lÊÁŸ ÿÕÊ¬ÿÊª¥
ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊ¥ ø ‚◊ÈîÊ„UÊ⁄U– •Ã— ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ ⁄UøŸÊ∑§Ê‹¥ ÁŸpÃÈ¥ ªÊ¬Ê‹ÿíflŸ—
‚◊ÿÊ ÁŸäÊȨ̂ÿ̧Ã–

¡◊¸ŸËÃ— ¬˝∑§ÊÁ‡ÊÃÊÿÊ— ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ— ‚ê¬ÊŒ∑§◊ŸÈ‚Îàÿ ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊ÷Êcÿ¥
(∑§ÃÎ¸) flÒÁŒ∑§Ê÷⁄UáÊ÷Êcÿ¥ (∑§◊¸) ÁòÊ÷Êcÿ⁄U%¥  (∑§◊¸) øÊfl‹êéÿ Áfl⁄UÁøÃ◊ÁSÃ–vÆ

◊ÃÁ◊Œ¥ ÁfløÊ⁄UáÊËÿ¥ flÃ¸Ã, ÿÃÊ Á„U ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ— ¬lÊÁŸ ÃŒŸÈ ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊSÿ ¬ÊΔUÊ
flÒÁŒ∑§Ê÷⁄UáÊ ‚◊È¬‹èÿÃ–

ÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ¬˝ÊÁÃ‡ÊÊÅÿSÿ ‚ê¬ÊŒ∑§— ∑§SÃÍÁ⁄U⁄¥UªÊøÊÿ¸ ©UÁÑπÁÃ ÿÃ˜
ªÊÇÿ¸ªÊ¬Ê‹ÿíflŸÊ ∑§ŒÊ⁄U÷^U¬˝áÊËÃSÿ flÎûÊ⁄U%Ê∑§⁄USÿ ôÊÊŸŒË¬ŸÊ◊AË ≈UË∑§Ê
¬˝áÊËÃÊ‚ËÃ˜– ≈UË∑§ÿ◊˜ •ÊãäÊ˝ÊˇÊ⁄ÒU— ◊Œ˝Ê‚-Ÿª⁄UËÃ— ¬˝∑§ÊÁ‡ÊÃÊ–vv ßUÁÃ„UÊ‚∑§Ê⁄ÒUp
flÎûÊ⁄U%Ê∑§⁄USÿ ‚◊ÿ— Œ‡Ê◊ ‡ÊÃ∑§ ÁŸäÊ¸Á⁄UÃ—–vw ∞fl@ ßUŒ◊ŸÈ◊ËÿÃ ÿŒ˜
ªÊÇÿ¸ªÊ¬Ê‹ÿíflŸÊ ““∞∑§ÊŒ‡Ê ‡ÊÃ∑§”” ôÊÊŸŒË¬Sÿ flÒÁŒ∑§Ê÷⁄UáÊSÿ ø ¬˝áÊÿŸ¥ ∑Î§Ã¥
÷flÃ̃–

ªÊÇÿ¸ªÊ¬Ê‹¡íflŸÊ˘¬⁄U‚Ë◊Ê øÃÈŒ¸‡Ê ‡ÊÃ∑§vx ¬˝áÊËÃÊ¥ Á‚hãÃÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ◊ÊÁüÊàÿ
ÁŸáÊ¸ÃÈ¥ ‡ÊÄÿÃ ÿòÊ Á„U flÒÁŒ∑§Ê÷⁄UáÊSÿ ©Uh⁄UáÊÊÁŸ ‚ê¬˝ÊåÿãÃ– ∞fl@,
flÒÁŒ∑§Ê÷⁄UáÊSÿ (ªÊÇÿ¸ªÊ¬Ê‹ÿíflŸÊ flÊ) ∑§Ê‹ÊflÁäÊ— Œ‡Ê◊-òÊÿÊŒ‡Ê-
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‡ÊÃ∑§ÿÊ◊¸äÿ ÁŸpËÿÃ– ∞ÃŒÊäÊÎàÿ ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ ⁄UøŸÊ∑§Ê‹Sÿ •¬⁄U‚Ë◊Ê
““Œ‡Ê◊‡ÊÃ∑§”” ‚◊Ë¬flÁÃ¸ŸË ÁfllÃ–

¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ-⁄UøŸÊ∑§Ê‹Sÿ ¬Ífl¸‚Ë◊Ê ÃÒÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ¬˝ÊÁÃ‡ÊÅÿªÃ-ÁòÊ÷Êcÿ⁄U%Sÿ
⁄UøŸÊ∑§Ê‹Ê ÷ÁflÃÈ◊„U̧ÁÃ ÿòÊ Á„U ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ ©UÑπÊ ŸÒfl ŒÎ‡ÿÃ– Á∑§ãÃÈ ÁòÊ÷Êcÿ⁄U%
◊„UÊ÷Ê⁄UÃ-ªL§«U¬È⁄UÊáÊ-ŒflË¬È⁄UÊáÊ-ÁflcáÊÈäÊ◊Ȩ̂ûÊ⁄U¬È⁄UÊáÊ-÷Áflcÿà¬È⁄UÊáÊÊŒËŸÊ¥ ¬lÊÁŸ
¬˝ÊåÿãÃ– ∞ÃŒÊäÊÎàÿ ÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ¬˝ÊÁÃ‡ÊÊÅÿSÿ ‚ê¬ÊŒ∑§Ê ⁄UÊ¡ãŒ˝‹Ê‹Á◊òÊÊ˘ŸÈÁ◊ŸÊÁÃ
ÿÃ˜ ÁòÊ÷Êcÿ⁄U%Sÿ ⁄UøŸÊ ß¸UE⁄UËÿ˘CU◊ ‡ÊÃ∑§˘÷flÃ˜–vy ∞fl@, ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ
⁄UøŸÊ∑§Ê‹Ê̆ CU◊Œ‡Ê◊‡ÊÃÊélÊ◊̧äÿ̆ ŸÈ◊ËÿÃ–

¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ— SflM§¬◊˜
¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ ¬lÊà◊∑§‡ÊÒ‹Ë◊ŸÈ‚⁄UÁÃ– ¬lÊÁŸ ¬˝Êÿ— •ŸÈCÈUéflÎûÊÊŸÈSÿÍÃÊÁŸ ‚ÁãÃ–

ÿòÊ ÃòÊ ©U¬¡ÊÁÃë¿UãŒÊ˘Á¬ ¬˝ÿÈQ§◊˜ •ÁSÃ– ‚ê¬ÍáÊ¸˘Á¬ ª˝ãÕ
øàflÊ®⁄U‡ÊŒÈûÊ⁄U‡ÊÃ‚¥ÅÿÊÁŸ ¬lÊÁŸ flÃ¸ãÃ–

¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ Áfl·ÿflSÃÈ
¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ¥ ◊XU‹Êø⁄UáÊÊŸãÃ⁄¥U ‡ÊÊSòÊËÿ¬˝ÁÃôÊÊ, fláÊ¸‚◊Ê◊AÊÿ—, fláÊ¸÷Œ—,

fláÊ¸∑˝§◊—, fláÊ¸äÊ◊¸—, ‡ÊéŒÊà¬ÁûÊ—, fláÊÊ¸ŸÊ¥ SÕÊŸ-∑§⁄UáÊ-¬˝ÿ%-ŒflÃÊŒÿ—,
Sfl⁄UÊŸÈ‚Ê⁄UË „USÃøÊ‹ŸÁflÁäÊ, ·«˜U¡ÊÁŒSfl⁄UÊáÊÊ¥ ‹ˇÊáÊ◊˜, ∑§ê¬¬˝øÿSfl⁄UÿÊÁfl¸Á‡Êc≈¥U
ÁŸM§¬áÊ◊˜, Sfl⁄U÷ÁQ§—-ßUàÿÊŒËÁŸ ¬˝∑§⁄UáÊÊÁŸ ‚È√ÿQ¥§ ÁŸM§Á¬ÃÊÁŸ ‚ÁãÃ– •Sÿ
Á‡ÊˇÊÊª˝ãÕSÿ ‚Ê⁄U¬ÍáÊÊ¸ ‡ÊéŒ⁄UøŸÊ •ÃËfl ◊ŸÊª˝ÊÁ„UáÊË ÁfllÃ–vz ÃlÕÊ-

•Õ ‡ÊéŒÊjfl—, flÊÿÈ‡Ê⁄UË⁄U∑§‚◊Ë⁄UáÊÊÃ˜–
∑§áΔUÊ⁄U‚Êp ‚ãäÊÊŸ ÃSÿÊà¬ÁûÊ— ¬˝∑§ËÁÃ¸ÃÊ––
¬˝ÊÁÃüÊÈà∑§ÊÁŸ ÃSÿÊòÊ ÷flãàÿÃÊÁŸ ¬@ ø–
©U⁄U—∑§áΔU‡ÊË·¸◊Èπ¥ ŸÊÁ‚∑§ÊÿÊ Á’‹mUÿ◊˜––v{––

¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ, wy, wz, w{
•òÊÊÿ¥ ‚Ê⁄UÊ ÿÃ˜ ‡ÊéŒ¥ ¬˝ÿÊQÈ§◊ŸÊ flQ§Ê Sfl∑§Ëÿ¥ ◊ŸÊ ÁŸÿÈæ˜§Q§, ÃÕÊ÷ÍÃ¥ ◊Ÿ—

‡Ê⁄UË⁄UflÁÃ¸Ÿ¥ ¡ÊΔU⁄U◊ÁªA◊Á÷„UÁãÃ– ÃÃp ¡ÊΔU⁄UÊ˘ÁªA— ◊Í‹ÊäÊ⁄UflÁÃ¸Ÿ¥ flÊÿÈ¥ ¬˝⁄UÿÁÃ–
ÃÕÊM§¬— ¬˝ÿ¸◊ÊáÊÊ flÊÿÈ— ◊Í‹ÊäÊÊ⁄UÊŒ˜ ™§äfl¸◊Êªë¿UŸ˜ ∑§áΔUÊ⁄U‚Ê◊¸äÿ ‡ÊéŒ◊˜
©Uà¬ÊŒÿÁÃ– ÃÃp ‚Ê˘√ÿQ§— ‡ÊéŒ— ©U⁄U—-∑§áΔU‡ÊË·¸◊ÈπŸÊÁ‚∑§ÊÁŒ·È

¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ Áfl‡‹·áÊÊà◊∑§— ¬Á⁄Uøÿ— üÊË∑Î§cáÊ— ‡Ê◊Ê¸
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¬˝Áfl÷íÿ◊ÊŸÊ fláÊ¸àfl◊ÁÃ– •òÊ ◊Èπ¬ŒŸ ÃÊ‹ÈŒãÃÊDUÊŒËŸÊ◊Á¬ ¬⁄UÊ◊‡Ê¸—–
¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊDUË∑§Ê ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊ◊˜

¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ Áfl·ÿflSÃÈ S¬CUÁÿÃÈ¥ ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊ-ŸÊ◊AË ≈UË∑§Ê ¬⁄U◊◊È¬ÊŒÿÊ
ÁfllÃ– ªlÊà◊∑§Sÿ •Sÿ √ÿÊÅÿÊŸSÿ ¬˝Ê⁄Uê÷ ¬løÃÈCUÿ¥ ¬˝ÊåÿÃ– ÃòÊàÿ¥ ÃÎÃËÿ¥
¬l◊Ê‹ˇÿ ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊSÿ ¬˝áÊÃÊ ø∑˝§ŸÊ◊Ê ÁflmÊŸ˜ ÁŸpËÿÃ– ø∑˝§Sÿ
Á¬ÃÈ⁄UÁ÷äÊÊŸ¥ “⁄UÊ◊” ßUàÿÊ‚ËÃ˜– ‚ ∞fl ø∑˝§Sÿ ÁfllÊªÈL§⁄UåÿÊ‚ËÃ˜–v| ⁄UÊ◊Ê
flŒ¬ÊΔUSÿ ÁflÁfläÊ¬˝áÊÊ‹ËŸÊ¥ Áfl‡Ê·ôÊ •Ê‚ËÃ˜– Sfl¡Ÿ∑§Sÿ (⁄UÊ◊Sÿ)
¬ÊÁá«Uàÿ◊ŸÈL§äÿÒfl ø∑˝§Sÿ “⁄UÊ◊‚ÍŸÈ” ßUÁÃ ¬ÒÃÎ∑¥§ ŸÊ◊ÊãÃ⁄U◊Á¬ ¬˝M§…U◊Ê‚ËÃ˜–
‚Ê˘ÿ¥ ø∑˝§ŸÊ◊Ê ÁflmUÊŸ˜ flà‚ªÊòÊËÿ •Ê‚ËÃ˜–v} •ŸŸ ß¸UEËÿ ∞∑§ÊŒ‡Ê mUÊŒ‡Ê flÊ
‡ÊÃ∑§ •Sÿ ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊSÿ ¬˝áÊÿŸ¥ ∑Î§Ã¥ ÷flÁŒÁÃ ¬˝ÁÃ¬ÊÁŒÃ¥
¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ⁄UøŸÊ∑§Ê‹-ÁfløÊ⁄UáÊÊfl‚⁄ ¬Ífl¸◊fl–

ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊSÿ ◊XU‹¬l „Uÿª˝ËflSÿ flãŒŸ¥ ∑Î§Ã¥ ø∑̋§áÊ–v~ •ŸŸ ôÊÊÿÃ ÿŒÿ¥
ÁflmUÊŸ˜ flÒcáÊfl¥ ◊Ã◊fl‹ê’Ã S◊– ÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ‡ÊÊπÊÿÊ— ‚fl¸˘Á¬ Á‡ÊˇÊÊª˝ãÕÊ— ∑§fl‹¥
ŒÁˇÊáÊ÷Ê⁄UÃ ∞fl ‚◊È¬‹èÿãÃ,wÆ ßUÁÃ ∑Î§àflÊ ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊ∑§Ê⁄UÊ˘Á¬ ŒÊÁˇÊáÊÊàÿÊ
÷flÁŒÁÃ– Á∑¥§ ’„ÈUŸÊ, •Sÿ ª˝ãÕSÿ „USÃÁ‹ÁπÃª˝ãÕÊ •Á¬ ŒÁˇÊáÊ÷Ê⁄UÃ ∞fl
‚È‹÷Ê ŸÊãÿòÊ–

ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊSÿ ¬˝ÁÃ¬ÊŒŸ‡ÊÒ‹Ë ÁŸÃ⁄UÊ¥ ‚Èª◊Ê ‚È’ÊäÊÊ øÊÁSÃ– ≈UË∑§Ê∑§Ê⁄UÊ
◊Í‹Á‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ— ¬lÊÁŸ ‡ÊéŒ‡ÊÊ éÿÊøc≈U– fláÊÊ¸ˇÊ⁄USfl⁄U-√ÿTŸÊãÃSÕÊc◊Ê¬‚ª¸-
Á¡uUÊ◊Í‹Ëÿ-¬˝èÊÎÃÿ— ¬ÊÁ⁄U÷ÊÁ·∑§Ê— ‡ÊéŒÊ √ÿÈà¬ÁûÊ¬⁄U∑¥§ √ÿÊÅÿÊŸ◊ÁüÊàÿ
√ÿÊ∑Î§ÃÊ—– ÃÕÊÁ„Uó

fláÊ¸—
fláÿ¸ãÃ √ÿQ¥§ äflãÿãÃ ßUÁÃ fláÊÊ¸—, •∑§Ê⁄UÊŒÿ—– (¬Î. x)

•ˇÊ⁄U◊˜
Ÿ ̌ Ê⁄UãÃËàÿˇÊ⁄UÊÁáÊ, ̌ Ê⁄UáÊ◊ãÿÊXUÃÿÊ ø‹Ÿ¥ ÃŒ÷ÊflÊÃ˜– (¬Î. 4)

Sfl⁄U—
Sflÿ¥ ⁄UÊ¡ãÃ ŸÊãÿŸ √ÿíÿãÃ ßUÁÃ Sfl⁄UÊ—  (¬Î. {)
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•ãÃSÕÊ—
Á¡uUÊ◊äÿ¬˝èÊÎÃËŸÊ¥ ∑§⁄UáÊÊŸÊ◊˜ •ãÃÒ¡¸ãÿàflÊŒãÃSÕÊ ßUàÿÊÅÿÊ– (¬Î. |-})

™§c◊Ê
™§c◊ÊÅÿÊ ’Ês¬˝ÿ%ÿÊªÊŒÍc◊ÊáÊ ßUàÿÊÅÿÊ–  (¬Î. })

©¬‚ª¸—
ªÁÃÃÿÊ ∑§◊̧¬̋fløŸËÿÃÿÊ ¬ŒÊãÃ⁄ÒU— (©U¬) ‚¥‚ÎíÿãÃ ßUàÿÈ¬‚ªȨ̂—– (¬. 9-10)

Áfl‚ª¸—
flÊÿÊÁfl¸‚¡¸ŸŸ ¡ãÿàflÊŒ˜ Áfl‚¡¸ŸËÿ—– (¬Î. 10)

•ŸÈSfl⁄—
•ŸÈSflÿ¸Ã ¬pÊäÊ¸ Sfl⁄UflŒÈìÊÊÿ¸Ã ßUàÿŸÈ∏SflÊ⁄U—– (¬Î. 10)
SÕÊ‹Ë¬È‹Ê∑§ãÿÊÿŸ ¬˝ŒÁ‡Ê¸ÃÊ¥ ‡ÊéŒÊflÁ‹◊ÁˇÊ‹ˇÿË∑§Îàÿ ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊSÿ

‚⁄U‹‡ÊÒ‹Ë S¬CU◊fl ‚Èª◊Ê ÁfllÃ– ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊSÿ ∞·Ê ‡ÊéŒ⁄UøŸÊ
flÒÁŒ∑§Ê÷⁄UáÊÊÁŒ·È ÷Êcÿ·È ‡ÊéŒ‡Ê ©UŒ˜äÊÎÃÊ ŒÎ‡ÿÃ–

∞fl@, ÿÊ¡È·Á‡ÊˇÊÊª˝ãÕ·È ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ— ÃŒËÿ÷ÊcÿÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊSÿ ø ◊„UŸËÿ¥
SÕÊŸ¥ ÁfllÃ–

Á≈Uå¬áÊ

v. ¿UãŒ— ¬ÊŒÊÒ ÃÈ flŒSÿ „USÃÊÒ ∑§À¬Ê˘Õ ¬ΔKÃ–
íÿÊÁÃ·Ê◊ÿŸ¥ flˇÊÈÁŸ¸L§Q¥§ üÊÊòÊ◊ÈëÿÃ––
Á‡ÊˇÊÊ ÉÊ˝ÊáÊ¥ ÃÈ flŒSÿ ◊Èπ¥ √ÿÊ∑§⁄UáÊ¥ S◊ÎÃ◊˜–

¬ÊÁáÊŸËÿ-Á‡ÊˇÊÊ, yv-yw
w. ÃòÊÊÊ¬⁄UÊ ´ ÇflŒÊ ÿ¡Èfl¸Œ— ‚Ê◊flŒÊ˘Õfl¸flŒ— Á‡ÊˇÊÊ ∑§À¬Ê √ÿÊ∑§⁄UáÊ¥ ÁŸL§ÄÃ¥

¿UãŒÊ íÿÊÁÃ·Á◊ÁÃ–– ◊Èá«U∑§Ê¬ÁŸ·Œ˜, v.v.z
•ÕÊ¥ªÊÁŸ– ÃòÊ Œ’‹—-Á‡ÊˇÊÊ-√ÿÊ∑§⁄UáÊ-ÁŸM§Q§-¿UãŒ—-∑§À¬-íÿÊÁÃ·Á◊ÁÃ–
flË⁄UÁ◊òÊÊŒÿ—, ¬Á⁄U÷Ê·Ê¬˝∑§⁄UáÊ◊˜, ¬Î0 w0

¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊÿÊ Áfl‡‹·áÊÊà◊∑§— ¬Á⁄Uøÿ— üÊË∑Î§cáÊ— ‡Ê◊Ê¸
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x. ¬˝ÊøËŸ ÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ flÒÿÊ∑§⁄UáÊÊ¥ ∑§ äflãÿÊà◊∑§ ÁfløÊ⁄UÊ¥ ∑§Ê Áfl‡‹·áÊÊà◊∑§
•äÿÿŸ, ¬Î0 x{

y. ¬Êá«ÈUÁ‹Á¬∑˝§◊‚¥ÅÿÊ, ~wy, ~wz, vz~wz
z. ¬Êá«ÈUÁ‹Á¬∑˝§◊‚¥ÅÿÊ, 2087
{. ¬Êá«ÈUÁ‹Á¬∑˝§◊‚¥ÅÿÊ, 50730 ÃÕÊ v~{zz
|. ∑§≈U‹Êª‚ ∑§≈U‹Êª˝◊ ¬˝Õ◊Ê ÷Êª— ¬Î. xxz
}. ¬˝ÊøËŸ ÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ flÒÿÊ∑§⁄UáÊÊ¥ ∑§ äflãÿÊà◊∑§ ÁfløÊ⁄UÊ¥ ∑§Ê Áfl‡‹·áÊÊà◊∑§

•äÿÿŸ, ¬Î. z|
~. ÃÈ‹ŸÊ-

‚ÃÊ¥ ◊ÈŒ¥ ‚ê¬˝ÁÃ ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ√ÿÊÅÿÊÃ÷ÍÃÊ NŒÿXU◊ÿ◊˜–
Áfl‹ˇÊáÊ¥ ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊÊÅÿÊ ∑Î§ÁÃ◊¸ŒËÿÊ ÁflÃŸÊÃÈ ∑§Ê◊◊˜, ––

ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊSÿ ¬˝SÃÊflŸÊ¬l◊˜, y
10. Œ˝., Påri‹ik¶å und Sarvasa-Mata‹ik¶å, p. 473 (Summary)
vv. ÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ-¬˝ÊÁÃ‡ÊÊÅÿSÿ ÷ÍÁ◊∑§Ê, ¬Î. v}
vw. „U◊øãŒ˝— (1088-vv|w ß¸U.) ¿UãŒ˘ŸÈ‡ÊÊ‚Ÿ ∑§ŒÊ⁄U÷^U◊Ê‹ÊøÿÁÃ– ÁòÊÁfl∑˝§◊Ê

÷^U— (1100 ß¸U.) flÎûÊ⁄ŸÊ∑§⁄‘U ≈UË∑§Ê¥ ¬˝ÁáÊŸÊÿ– ∞ÃŒÊäÊÎàÿ ∑È§ãŒŸ‹Ê‹ ‡Ê◊Ê¸
ÁŸ¡ª˝ãÕ “flŒÊX,U” (¬Î. }y, 500) flÎûÊ⁄U%Ê∑§⁄USÿ ‚◊ÿ¥ 1000 ß¸U. fl·Z
ÁŸÁpŸÊÁÃ–

vx. ¬˝ÊøËŸ ÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ flÒÿÊ∑§⁄UáÊÊ¥ ∑§ äflãÿÊà◊∑§ . . . ¬ÎDU zy
vy. ÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ¬˝ÊÁÃ‡ÊÊÅÿSÿ ¬˝ÊP§ÕŸ◊˜, ¬ÎDU {
vz. ÃÈ‹ŸÊ-

ÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ¬˝ÊÁÃ‡ÊÊÅÿ-•Õ ‡ÊéŒÊà¬ÁûÊ—–– w.v–– flÊÿÈ‡Ê⁄UË⁄U‚◊Ë⁄UáÊÊÃ˜ ∑§áΔUÊ⁄U‚Ê—
‚ãäÊÊŸ–– w.w–– ÁòÊ÷Êcÿ⁄U%◊˜ . . . flÊÿÈp ‡Ê⁄UË⁄U@ flÊÿÈ‡Ê⁄UË⁄‘U ÃÿÊ— ‚◊Ë∑§⁄UáÊ¥
ÃS◊ÊÃ˜– . . . •òÊûÕ¥ ‚◊Ê‚—, ⁄UÊ¡ŒãÃÊÁŒàflÊë¿U⁄UË⁄U‡ÊéŒSÿ ¬⁄UÁŸ¬ÊÃ—– ‡Ê⁄UË⁄‘U
flÊÿÈ—, flÊÿÈ‡ÊË⁄¥U, ÃSÿ ‚◊Ë⁄UáÊ¥ ÃS◊ÊÃ˜– •ÁS◊Ÿ˜ ◊Ã flÊÿÊ— ‚◊Ë⁄U∑§ÃÍ̧àfl◊fl Ÿ ÃÈ
∑§◊¸àfl◊˜–

v{. ÃŸÿÊ ÁflŸÿÊîÊfl‹Sÿ ÃSÿ ¬˝ÁÕÃÊ flÒÁŒ∑§flÊflŒÍ∑§Á‚¥„U—–
∑Î§¬ÿÊ ◊„UÃÊ¥ ‚ ø∑˝§ŸÊ◊Ê sÁ¬ fláÊ¸∑˝§◊‹ˇÊáÊ¥ ∑§⁄UÊÁÃ–– ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊ◊¥˜ x

v|. ‚ ◊ Áfl¡ÿÃÃ⁄UÊ¥ ¬˝ÁÕÃ⁄UÊ◊ŸÊ◊Ê ªÈL§—–– ÃŒfl, w
v}. ßUÁÃ üÊËflSÃ∑È§‹ÁÃ‹∑§üÊË⁄UÊ◊‚ÈŸÈÁfl⁄UÁøÃ . . . ÿÊ¡È·÷Í·áÊÊÅÿ

∑§ê¬ÁŸáÊ¸ÿS‚◊Ê#—––
v~. Á‚ÃÊê÷Ê¡ÁŸD¥U ⁄UÕÊXUÊé¡◊ÈŒ˝Ê— ÃÕÊ ¬ÈSÃ∑¥§ Ã¥ ∑§⁄UÊé¡ÒŒ¸äÊÊŸ◊˜–

¬˝áÊèÿÊEflÄòÊ¥ àfl„¥U ¬@fláÊ¸∑˝§◊ÊáÊÊ¥ ÁŸŒÊŸ¥ ¬˝flˇÿ ¬˝’ãäÊ◊˜––
20. ¬˝ÊøËŸ ÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ flÒÿÊ∑§⁄UáÊÊ¥ ∑§ äflãÿÊà◊∑§ ÁfløÊ⁄UÊ¥ . . . ¬ÎCU y{
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‚„UÊÿ∑§ª˝ãÕ‚ÍøË

v. Catalogus Catalogorum (Theodor Aufrecht) Franz
Steiner Verlag GMBH, 1962.

w. ÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ¬˝ÊÁÃ‡ÊÊÅÿ◊˜ ÁòÊ÷Êcÿ⁄U%‚Á„UÃ◊˜, ‚¥0 ⁄UÊ¡ãŒ˝ ‹Ê‹ Á◊òÊ,
∞Á‡ÊÿÊÁ≈U∑§ ‚Ê‚Êÿ≈UË, ’¥ªÊ‹, ∑§‹∑§ûÊÊ, v}|v ß¸U0–

x. ÃÒÁûÊ⁄UËÿ¬˝ÊÁÃ‡ÊÊÅÿ◊˜ ÁòÊ÷Êcÿ⁄U%-flÒÁŒ∑§÷⁄UáÊ÷Êcÿ‚Á„UÃ◊-, ‚¥0 •Ê⁄U.
‡ÊÊ◊ ‡ÊÊSòÊË, ◊ÊÃË‹Ê‹ ’ŸÊ⁄U‚ËŒÊ‚, ÁŒÑË, v~}z ß¸U.–

y. ¬ÊÁáÊŸËÿÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ ‚¥0 ◊ŸÊ◊Ê„UŸ ÉÊÊ·, ∑§‹∑§ûÊÊ ÁflEÁfllÊ‹ÿ, ∑§‹∑§ûÊÊ,
v~x} ß¸U0–

z. ¬ÊÁ⁄UÁ‡ÊˇÊÊ („USÃÁ‹ÁπÃÊ) Acc. Nos. Madras 924, 925,
15925, Trivandrum 2087, Kurukshetra 50730 (K).
19655 (M).

{. Påri‹ik¶å Und Sarvasa-Mata‹∂k¶å Von, Ralf
Stautzebach, Franz Steiner Verlag, 1994.

|. ¬˝ÊøËŸ ÷Ê⁄UÃËÿ flÒÿÊ∑§⁄UáÊÊ¥ ∑§ äflãÿÊà◊∑§ ÁfløÊ⁄UÊ¥ ∑§Ê ÁflfløŸÊà◊∑§
•äÿÿŸ— ÁflhE⁄Ufl◊Ê¸, „UÁ⁄UÿÊáÊÊ ‚ÊÁ„Uàÿ •∑§ÊŒ◊Ë, øá«UËª…U∏, v~}z
ßU̧0–

}. ◊Èá«U∑§Ê¬ÁŸ·Œ˜  (©U¬ÁŸ·à‚¥ª˝„U—) ¡ªŒË‡Ê ‹Ê‹ ‡ÊÊSòÊË, ◊ÊÃË‹Ê‹
’ŸÊ⁄U‚ËŒÊ‚, ÁŒÑË, 1980 ß¸U0–

~. flË⁄UÁ◊òÊÊŒÿ— (üÊËÁ◊òÊÁ◊üÊ), øÊÒπê’Ê ‚¥S∑Î§Ã ’È∑§ Á«U¬Ê, ’ŸÊ⁄U‚,
1909 ß¸U0–

v0. flŒÊ¥ª (∑È§ãŒŸ ‹Ê‹ ‡Ê◊Ê¸), ÁflEE⁄UÊŸãŒ flÒÁŒ∑§ ‡ÊÊäÊ ‚¥SÕÊŸ,
„UÊÁ‡ÊÿÊ⁄U¬È⁄U, v~}x ß¸U0–
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ACCENT IN THE °RK PRÅTI›ÅKHYA: A STUDY

INDRANI KAR

All the four vedas (°Rk, Såma, Yajur, Atharva) are divided
into the two partsómantra and its brahmåƒa. The mantra
part is of metric composition and it contains mainly praise
for the deities (stuti). This part is well-known as Sa≈hitå.
On the other hand, the Bråhmaƒa part deals with the
application of the mantras. In the opinion of some scholars,
mantra is the theory part of the veda and Bråhmaƒa is the
practical part of the same veda. It is well-known fact that
the mantras were preserved through guru-‹i¶ya-paramparå.
Gradually, this system of learning broke the barrier of
geographical territory and gave birth to new generation of
guru-‹i¶ya-paramparå or tradition. As a result, we find that
the pronunciation and arrangement of the mantras are
changed in the course of time. Even we find differences in
opinion regarding the usage of each mantra. The
paramparås differ from each other on pronunciation,
arrangement, usage and other things related to a mantra.
Here from arises the concept of ‹åkhå, Each sampradåya or
group of the guru-‹i¶ya tradition is known as ‹åkhå or branch
or recension. But here we should remember that the vedic
‹åkhås are not a part of a veda, as we see in a tree, they
represent the concerned veda entirely. So in this way we
may get different arrangements or usage of the mantras
but the mantras are, as a whole, the same.

The treatise that deals with the phonetic intricacies
pertaining to each ‹åkhå of the sa≈hitås, is known as
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Pråti‹åkhya. It is derived as ‹åkhåyå√ ‹åkhåyå√ pråti‹åkha√,
pråti‹åkha√ bhavamñpråti‹åkhyam. Or ‹åkhyå√ ‹åkhya√
pratiprati‹åkhyam, prati‹åkhya + aƒ (adhikætya kæte grantheó
Pa IV, 3, 87) = Pråti‹åkhya√.

A Pråti‹åkhya is a phonetic text as it deals with the
phonetic part of the vedic verses or words, such as,
alphabetical system, their pronunciation, method of
articulation etc. It is a kind of grammatical text pertaining
to each ‹åkhå of the sa√hitås. Its contents are very close to
that of ‹ik‹ås. Chronological appearance of these two types
of text, i.e. pråti‹åkhya and ‹ik¶a, vary. Yet according to
Siddheswar Verma (Critical Studies in the Phonetic Observation
of Indian Grammarians, Delhi, 1961), the Pråti‹åkhyas are
very earlier than the ‹ik¶as. According to him, date of the
pråti‹åkhyas more or less fifth century BC. Some of the ‹ik¶ås
also belong almost to the same time but later than the
pråti‹åkhyas. Of course, there are many ‹ik¶ås which were
written much later than that date.

As we get many ‹ik¶ås or recensions of each veda, it is
obvious the numbers of pråti‹åkhyas connected to each veda
will be numerous. But practically the case is different.
Perhaps most of them are lost in due course of time just as
we do not get all recensions of the  vedas. Those who were
prevalent at a later date are found. Such is the case, we
think, with the pråti‹åkhyas.

However a list of pråti‹åkhyas that are known today is given
below:ó

°Rgveda Såmaveda Yajurveda Atharvaveda

l. °Rk Pråti‹åkhya 2. Såma 6. Taittir∂ya 8. Atharvaveda
Pråti‹åkhya     Pråti‹åkhya Pråti‹åkhya

 3. Pu¶pasμutra (Black)
4. Pa¤cavidha- 7. Våjasaneya

s°urra Pråti‹khya
5. °Rktantra (White)

The present paper will attempt to focus on the accent
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system of the °rk Pråti‹åkhya (=RP). For the proper
understanding of the subject, the contents of the RP will
be discussed first and then its accent system will be
elaborated.

Traditionally we believe that the author of RP is ›aunaka,
whose disciple was Å‹valayana. It is available both in sutra-
form and in metrical form. Scholars opine that the sutra-
form was the earlier version, the metrical form is of later
date. The RP consists of 18 pa¢alas or chapters. The chapters
are designated here as pa¢alas. At the very beginning we
get vargadvaya starting with paråvare brahmaƒi etc. Here we
get eight verses and a special alphabetical order which help
us to understand the sμutras of the first pa¢ala in continuation.
But we do not get the commentary of Uva¢a for this
vargadvaya. Instead we get Vi¶ƒumitraís commentary on this.
Though some scholars hold the view that this vargadvaya is
not the part of the RP, but the content of vargadvaya
emphasizes on the fact without this some sμutras of the lst
pa¢ala will lose their significance and hence we have to
accept it as the part of RP.

The first pa¢ala, known as paribhå¶å pa¢ala, deals with
maΔgalåcaraƒa, subject matter, alphabetical order,
classification of alphabets (samånåk¶arådi), place of
articulation, technical terms (nåmnyådi sa√j¤å). Subject
matter of the second pa¢ala is svarasandhi. It elaborated
anvak¶ara (anuloma-pratiloma), vivætti , pra‹lis¢asandhi,
k¶aiprasandhi etc. Svara or accent is the concern of the third
pa¢ala of RP udåtta, anudåtta, Svar∂ta etc. are discussed along
with sandhisvara, pracayasvara, parigrahasvara, avagrahasvara
and others. The subject matter of this pa¢ala, the main focus
point of this paper, will be elaborated later. The fourth pa¢ala
has vya¤janasandhi as its subject. The topics that are dealt
here are ava‹aΔgamasandhi, va‹aΔgamasandhi, paripåtana-
sandi, anta¨påtasandhi and so on. The fifth pa¢ala of the RP
has discussed ƒatvavidhi and ¶atvavidhi. whereas the sixth
pa¢ala is known as Dviruktaprakaraƒa. It emphasises on
dvirvacana. abhinidhånam, svarabhakti etc. Next three

Accent in the °Rk Pråti‹åkhya: A Study: Indrani Kar
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pa¢alas, i.e. seventh, eighth, ninth, have their subject matters
as plut∂bhåva, anta¨padapluti, padåvayavapluti respectively.

The tenth and eleventh pa¢alas of the RP have kramavidhi
as their subject matters. ln the tenth, the kramavidhis are
told, whereas in the eleventh the causes (hetu) of
kramavidhi are stated. The twelfth pa¢ala again deals with
the alphabets. But this time varƒasa√yoga is discussed along
with padavibhåga. Accent is also discussed with reference to
these topics. The thirteenth pa¢ala is known as ›ik¶å pa¢ala.
Here the places of articulation of the sounds are determined
in detail. Even the discussion on the morås (måtrå) is found
here in connection with the pronunciation of sounds. Next
chapter, i.e., the fourteenth pa¢ala discusses varƒoccå-
raƒado¶å¨, faults in pronunciation, which is very much
essential for a phonetic text, Påråyaƒa is the focus of the
fifteenth pa¢ala of the RP. How to teach or how to learn the
vedas are depicted here. The entire process of reciting the
Vedas is taught here. It is essential for the teacher, as well
as, for the learner of the veda. The next three pa¢alas, the
sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth pa¢alas , have
discussion on chanda¨ (metre). Principal metres, their
varieties, pragåthås are dealt with in these chapters along
with same accentual discussion. As in the modern
conception chandah (metre) and also punctuation (yati
cinha) belong to the phonetics, so in the RP and also in
some other texts the inclusion of metre is quite significant
in those days. As metre gives us the value of svara and also
its måtrå, chanda¨ must be included as a part of phonetics
and in the chapter of chanda¨ the question of viråma, yati
cinha etc. are discussed. It also serves the purpose of
punctuation for recitation. So in the RP, the inclusion of
the chapter of chanda¨ is justified even in the modern
conception of the subject. Now let us concentrate on the
main focus point of this presentationóaccent or svara.
Accent is a phonetic phenomenon as it deals with the
pronunciation of the vedic verses and hence the RP has an
elaborate discussion on this topic. The third chapter, though
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known as svara pa¢ala, there are other chapters too where
we get some rules related to svara. For example, Chapter,
Xll, XV, XVII bear some pertinent rules for accent.

A vedic word is always accented. What sort of emphasis
has to be given on a syllable (ak¶ara) that determines the
accent of that particular syllable. Accent, as told by RP, is
primarily of three  types:

(1) Udåtta or the acute
(2) Anudåtta or the grave
(3) Svarita or the circumflex

udåtta‹cånudåtta‹ca svarita‹ca trayas svarå¨/
åyåmavi‹rambhåk¶epaistu ucyante ík¶arå‹rayå¨// RP. III.1

The acute and the grave accents are uttered by stretching
(åyåma) and relaxing (vi‹rambha) of the body or the vocal
muscles. The circumflex is uttered by carrying across (åk¶epa)
of the body or the vocal muscles. Uva¢a says (RP II.1)ó

åyåmo nåma våyunimittamμurddhagamana√ gåtråƒåm/ tena
ya ucyate sa udåtta¨/vi‹rambho nåma adhogamana√
gå¢rånå√ våyunimittam/ tena ya ucyate soínudåtta¨/ åk¶epo
nåma tiryaggamana√ gåtrånå√ våyunimittam/ tena ya ucyate
sa svarita¨/

Påƒini says in this context of Udåtta etc. asñuccairudåtta¨,
n∂cairanudåtta¨, samåhåra¨svarita¨ (På. 1.2.29-31). Every
sound has its own place of articulation, such as. velar, palate
etc. This place of articulation has various parts of its own.
The Udåtta is uttered from the higher part of this place of
articulation, the Anudåtta is from the lower part and the
Svarita is from the combination of these two parts. This
combination nature of Svarita is stated in the RP thusó
ekåk¶arasamåve‹e pμurvayo¨ svarita¨ svara¨/ tasyodåttata-
rodåttådardhamåtrådh∂neva vå RP. III.2.

It is not pure like the acute or grave. When the acute is
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combined with the following grave in a single syllable, the
resultant is a circumflex. The former part and later part of
this accent is uttered in different pitch. The first half is
uttred in a note higher than the acute, though originally if
is an acute (RP. III.2). The remaining portion is uttered in
the same pitch as an acute, though actually it is grave ó

anudåtta¨ para¨ ‹e¶ah sa udåtta‹rutirna cet/
uddåtta√ vocyate ki¤chit svarita√ våk¶ara√ padam// RP. lll.3.

The svarita needs special attention as it has not only a
striking feature, but also different varieties according to their
nature. The varieties found in the RP are seven in number
as shown below:

(i) Ajåtya (dependent)óIt is the common type of
circumflex that is totally dependant on an acute
immediately preceding it. We have already discussed
this one in the name of svarita. e.g. hotå.

(ii) Jåtya (independent) ó We know that an anudåtta
when preceeding by a udåtta, becomes svarita. This
is dependent or ajåtya svarita known to all. But when
not preceded by an anudåtta, a svarita stands svarita
of its own is called Jåtya or independent circumflex.
There is no condition of preceding or following.
udåttapμurva√ svaritamanudåtta√ pade k¶aram/
atoínyat svarita√ svara√/jåtyamåcak¶ate pade //
RP. III.4. e.g. kva, kavyå etc.

(iii) Abhinihita (absorbed)óWhen an acute or udåtta e
or o is followed by a grave or anudåtta, the resultant
is circumflex, e.g. te + avardhanta = teívardhanta. It is
a reflected in the RP in this wayóikårayosca  pra‹le¶e
k¶aipråbhinihite¶u ca/ udåttapμurvarμupe¶u ‹åkalasyaiva-
måcaret// RP. III.7.

(iv) K¶aipra (hastened)óWhen an acute or udåtta i or u
is followed by a grave or anudåtta vowel. The resultant
becomes a circumflex or svarita, e.g. nu + indra =
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nvindra. It is reflected in the verse RP IlI.7 as quoted
earlier.

( v) Pr‹li¶¢a (contracted)óThis is not a regular outcome
of all pra‹li¶¢a sandhi. When an acute or udåtta i, is
followed by a grave or anudåtta i, the resultant
becomes a circumflex or svarita, e.g. sruci + iva =
sruc∂va. The RP. III.7 has stated this one also. It is to
be remembered here that according to MåƒŒμukeya,
all resultant of the Pra‹li¶¢a sandhi should be
circumflex.

(vi) Tairovya¤jana (intervened by consonant)óWhen
preceded by an acute or udåtta and not followed by
an acute (udatta) or a circumflex (svarita), and
intervened by one or more consonants (vya¤jana), a
grave (anudåtta) is changed into a circumflex
(svarita), e.g., agnim/ ∂le = agnim ∂le/ the RP saysó
udåttapμurva√ niyata√ vivættya vya¤janena vå/ svaryateí-
ntarhita√ na cedudåttasvaritodayam// RP. III.9.

(vii) Vaivætta (intevened by hiatus)óWhen preceded by
an acute (udåtta) and not followed by an acute
(udåtta) or a circumflex (svarita) and intervened by
a hiatus, a grave vowel is changed into a circumflex
(svarita), e.g. ya¨ + indra = ya indra, where the grave
i (i) becomes a circumflex vaivætta because of the
preceding hiatus or pause. This hiatus is due to the
sandhi, so this circumflex is regarded to be a variety
of sandhija circumflex. This variety is stated under
the verse quoted earlier, i.e. RP. III.9.

The RP records all the names that were mentioned in
the previous paragraphsó

vaivættatairovya¤janau k¶aipråbhinihitau ca tån/
pra‹li¶¢a¤ca yathåsandhi svarånåcak¶ate pæthak// RP III.l0

It is clearly mentioned in this verse that this five types of
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circumflex (svarita), i.e., vaivætta, tairovya¤jana, k¶aipra,
abhinihita and pra‹li¶¢a, are the results of sandhióso they
can be called sandhija circumflex. So we may classify these
varieties of svarita this wayó

svarita or circumflex

Ajåtya Jåtya                        Sandhija
(dependent) (independent)     (Semi-dependent)
(RP III. 2.3) (RP. III. 4)

Abhinihita k¶aipra Pra‹li¶¢a Tairo-vjå¤jana Vaivætta
(RP III.7) (RP. III.7) (RP III.7) (RP III.9) (RP III. 9)

The discussion on primary three accents then leads us to
two other accents, though they are not original ones, but
variations of grave and circumflex respectively. They are ó

4. Pracaya or the accumulated
5. Kampasvara
The accumulated accent or pracaya is introduced in the

RP in the following manneró

svaritådanudåttånå√ pare¶å√ pracayasvara¨ / udåtta‹rutitå√
yåntyeka√ dve vå bahμuni vå// RP. III.12.

The graves (anudåtta) that follow a circumflex (svarita)
become pracayas or accumulated. Whatever may be the
number of grave, one or two or more, all become pracayas.
Their utterance will be same with that of the udåtta, e.g.
agnim∂le purohitam; nåstyåbhyåm etc.

Some teachers utter the last few syllables or only the last
syllable of these pracayas as grave. This is stated in the RP.
Thus kecit tvekamaneka√ vå niyacchantyantatoík¶aram / å vå
‹e¶ånniyuktantμudåttasvaritodayam// RP III. 12

For example, ardavda vrata pramati rva‹i¶¢a¨/Here ti is
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grave, prior to that all are accumulated. But if there is an
acute or circumflex just after an accumulated, it always
becomes grave, not pracaya. As the RP says niyama√
kåraƒådeke pracayasvaradharmavat. RP III. 13, we have to
accept this grave as conditional.

In A¶¢ådhyåy∂, for the graves following a circumflex the
name pracaya is not found. But there eka‹ruti (or monotony)
is prescribed as their accentósvaritåt sa√hitåyåm
anudåttånåm (På. 1.2.39) it has  new term sannatara for the
pracaya which is according to the RP. (III. 13) is graveó
udåttasvaritaparasyasannatara¨/  (På 1.2.40)

The last one the kampasvara is a variation of circumflex.
This terminology is not used in the RP, but it is of a common
usage. When a circumflex of jåtya or abhinihita or pra‹li¶¢a
or k¶aipra origin followed by an acute or other circumflex,
that previous circumflexis uttered with a vibration of the
toneójåtyoíbhinihita‹caiva k¶aipra¨ pra‹li¶¢a eva ca/ ete svarå¨
prakampante yatro ca svaritodayå¨// RP III.19

e.g., jåtya-kvå 3 bh∂‹ava¨; abbinihita-divo 3sme; k¶aipra-apsva
1 nta¨; pra‹le¶a-abhi3dam/

The above discussion was on the accent and their
variations. The RP has far fetched the discussion with how
to utter svara properly, accentuation in specified cases (eg.
upasarga, om etc.), unaccented feet and so on. At the same
time Pada text is also discussed with reference to the sa√hitå
text and its accent. For Pada text, there is also discussion on
accent of avagraha, parigraha. Double accented compound
words.

Last, but not the least, a discussion on ëFaults of accentsí,
is very much needed. Accent must be articulated without
any doubt (asandigdha). No indistinctness should take place
(avikæ¶¢a). Tremor should be avoided while uttering
(akampita). The circumflex should not be carried too far
(nåtinirhana) and the first 2 svaras should not be dragged
too far (nåtivivartana). The RP states it thusó
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asandigdhån svarån bruyådavikæ¶tånakampitån/
svarita√ nåtinirhanyåt pμurvau pμurvau nåtivivartayet //

        RP III.8.
To sum up the discussion made above I may say that this

is a study of accents as found in the RP but not a critical
one. It has ample scope for further study on a comparison
basis with other Pråti‹åkhyas, as well as with Påƒinian
grammar and others. My attempt is to elicit opinion from
scholars to throw light on the proper understanding of the
accent system of the RP.
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23

VEDALAK°SA°NAóHOW DOES IT ESTABLISH THE
MAGNANIMITY OF THE SÅMAVEDA

BHASKARNATH BHATTACHARYYA

The word Vedalak¶aƒa (VL) means the ancillary Vedic
texts as opined by the contemporary Vedic scholars, like
the orientalists as they defined it as the aΔga-granthas, which
almost always help to explicate or to find out the exact
import and corollary of the Vedic mantras and finally to
differentiate the particular meaning and temperament of
a particular mantra of a particular branch of the Veda
consumed from another one. Actually VL is a methodological
compound word consisting of two immediate parts Veda and
Lak¶aƒa. The word Veda indicates here the collection of
the mantras and the bråhmaƒas both (mantrabråhmaƒayor
vedanåmadheyamñApastamba). The word lak¶aƒa is a
technical term in the Vedic tradition of metaphysics. So the
compound word VL stands for a text which would help the
reader to come over the ambiguity of any mantra of each
branch of the Vedas from another one (vedasya vedånå≈ vå
lak¶aƒam by 6th ending Tatpuru¶a compound). So, if the
definition of the word lak¶aƒa concentrates to differentiate
one from another then it befits with the exact purpose and
objective of a ‹ik¶å or a Pråti‹åkhya text in the domain of the
Vedic literature. The connotation of the words ‹ik¶å or
Pråti‹åkhya deals with that most important discipline of
articulation or pronunciation of a particular mantra of a
specific recension of a particular Veda traditionally. Indian
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tradition has had the four types of method of teaching and
propagating the same to the predecessor. They are to
receive the ‹åstras from own teacher (adh∂ti), to understand
the meaning of the same lines received from the teacher
(bodha¨), to perform the same in his own life (åcaraƒam)
and lastly to preach over (pracåraƒam) the same to the
disciples of next generation. In case of the four Vedas these
very four methods of teaching are adopted like all other
‹åstras or disciplines in the Indian tradition of knowledge.
In the ‹ik¶å texts six apparatus of this discipline are discussed
as varƒa, svara, måtrå, valam, såma and santåna. All these six
apparatus are seen to be applied in the foresaid methods of
teaching and preaching for the propagation and
preservation of the Vedas. Here the word Veda represents
the four Vedasó°Rk, Såma, Yaju and Atharva. Particularly
the Lak¶aƒa is a technical term which envisages the idea
and area of ›ik¶å and Pråti‹åkhya, called as ancillary Vedic
texts under discussion. According to the grammatical
connotation the word Lak¶aƒa means that which defines an
object undoubtedly from anotherólak¶yate j¤åyate anena iti
lak¶ƒa. In the definition of the word lak¶aƒa our tradition
says more that lak¶aƒa narrates the immediate interior
difference between two things avoiding the three essential
components for a definition i.e. too narrowness (avyåpti),
too wideness (ativyåpti) and absurdity (asambhava)óavyåp-
tyativyåptyasambhavado¶a-trayarahitattve sati itaretaravyåvar-
takattva√ lak‹aƒattvam. So this is how a Pråti‹åkhya becomes
an ancillary text determining the interior difference
between two Vedas or two branches of a same Vedaó
prati‹åkhåyå√ bhava iti pråti‹åkhya. In the ›ik¶å texts there
are mainly six points to discussóvarƒa¨, svara¨, måtrå, valam,
såma, santåna on which the characteristic of a Veda or a
particular branch of a Veda totally depends on. All the
branches of the four Vedas deal with these six summits
annotated in the ›ik¶å which are also seen to be narrated in
the different Pråti‹åkhyas. Therefore, it is very much
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impossible and impracticable to determine the spirit,
uniqueness and the magnanimity of a particular Veda
without the help of an ancillary text or Pråti‹åkhya of that
Veda concerned.

It is well known that the Vedas and concomitant literature
constitute the horizon against which Indian culture and
civilization developed and got nourished. Vedas are one of
the earliest records of manís bravado and belief, ideas and
values, hopes and aspirations, his profound quest and
attempts to get answers to those undying inquisitions. Vedas
are the repertoire of ancient Indian thought in its various
manifestations. Out of the four Vedas, Såmaveda occupies
a very special place. We have an axiom in the Vibhμuti-yoga of
the ›r∂madbhagavadg∂tå which claimed that the Såmaveda
is most favourite to Lord Kæ¶ƒa among the four Vedasó
vedånå√ såmavedoísmi (10/22). Here Lord identifies himself
with Såmaveda. implying the salience of Såmaveda. In terms
of volume, Såmaveda is the shortest one consisting only of
1875 mantras. Out of these, majority of mantras are taken
from °Rgveda. Såmaveda can be viewed as a collection of
mantras that are meant to be sung in a sacrificial site. All the
four Vedas have their mantras and bråhmaƒas and the mantras
of all the Vedas are in the form of °Rk known as prakæti, being
chanted with three main swarasóudåtta, anudåtta and
svarita, except the Såmaveda. The eightfold dissection of
this prakætipå¢ha are known as vikætipåha. They are ‹ikhå, målå,
ja¢å, rekhå etc. chanted also in three same scales like
prakætipå¢¨a. The mantra section of the Såmaveda is divided
into årcika and gåthika or gåna known as prakæti in the
tradition. Then the årcika can be subdivided into pμurvårcika
and uttarårcika. Both the pμurvårcika and uttarårcika are known
as gåna section of this Veda breaks up into prakæti and μuha
or vikæti. Prakæti part chanted inside the village is known as
gråmageya and åraƒyageya was the name of the part chanted
in a forest, outside the village. Gråmageya portion of
Pμurvårcika of the Såmaveda is known as prakæti and μuhagåna
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as vikæti collected in the uttarårcika. Likewise, the åraƒyageya
part of pμurvårcika is referred as prakæti of rahasyagåna or μuhya-
gåna known as vikæti. Pμurvårcika is also referred to as Chanda
årcika. In these two parts we find several mantras addressed
to Agni, Indra, Pavamåna Soma etc. These addresses are
known as stotra in the sacrificial society. Stotra is also a technical
term means to praise the qualities of a particular deity
through musicóprag∂ta guƒini¶¢haguƒå bhidhåna√ stotram.
Actually the most important and prominent feature of the
Såmaveda lies here. In the other Vedas praises to sacrificial
deities are also available, but they are simply chanted
continuously in three svaras or tones. But in the Såmaveda
there are seven svaras or notes used regularly at the time of
chanting beside those previous three tones. They areñ
prathama, dvit∂ya, tæt∂ya, caturtha, mandra, kru¶¢a and atisvåryya.
The priests of the Såmaveda still use these seven notes
traditionally to make their oblation more attractive,
attention-grabbing and ear enjoying. It is known to everybody
that any presentation presented through music becomes
more attracting and more admirable to all. An axiom of
›r∂madbhågavatam may be remembered hereóoh Nårada I
do reside there, where my devotees singómad bhaktå yatra
gåyanti tatra ti¶¢håmi nårada. Beside this another unanimous
rule is there in the field of Indian Epistemology that anything
would be acepted when it is used moreóprådhånyena
vyapade‹å bhavanti. So in the Såmaveda there are seven notes
or svarasóprathama, dvit∂ya, tæt∂ya, caturtha, mandra, kru¶¢a
and atisvåryya more when the others have only three or four
regular notes used in all the Vedas. It can be said
undoubtedly that variety makes a thing important and
attractive. In the case of the Såmaveda that has also become
a most important and attractive to each and everyone among
the all Vedas for multicolored application of svaras or musical
notes. So this is how through which Såmavedins became
famous also using frequently the seven notes to glorify their
importance and establish the magnanimity of this Veda than
the others.
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For example an important ›ik¶å text of Nårada deals with
the subject matter of articulation and tidbits of pronunciation
of the Såmaveda which also claims this Veda as the best one.
Nårada opined here that the tunes used nowadays in the
Indian classical music ¶aŒja,  æ¶abha, gåndhåra, madhyama,
pa¤cama, dhaivata and ni¶Œa (i.e. sa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni)
are all came out accordingly from the tunes used by the
samavedins like caturtha, tæt∂ya, dvit∂ya, prathama, kæu¶¢a, and
atisvårya.

yat såmagånå√ prathama¨ sa veƒor madhyama¨ svara¨/
yo dvi¢∂ja¨ sa gåndhåras tæt∂yas tu risbha¨ smæta¨//
chaturtha¨ ¶aŒja ityåhu¨ pa¤camo dhaivato bhavet/
¶a¶¢ho ni¶ådo vij¤eya¨ saptama¨ pa¤cama¨ smæta¨//

NS. 5..1ñ2

Though the seven svaras used in the Såmaveda prakætipåtha
are very much present in those udåtta, anudåtta and svarita
svaras practised in prakætipåtha of other tradition but it is
too difficult to locate them distinctly even by a scholar also.
All of these technical terms and methodological topics have
been discussed and annotated by the then composers of
different ‹ik¶å texts and pråti‹åkhyakåras meticulously had
established the originality and magnanimity of the
Såmaveda.

(with the assistance of Indira Dutta Gupta and Ishita
Chakraborty, Project Assistants, School of Vedic Sudies,
Rabindra Bharati University. Kolkata-700 050).
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EUPHONIC COMBINATION IN THE °
°RK-PRÅTI›ÅKHYA: A BRIEF STUDY

SOMA BASU*

The Vedalak¶aƒa texts, a highly interesting field of
traditional Indian   learning, are of multifaceted importance.
Towards the end of the Vedic period there were three
branches of linguistic study, phonetics (›ik¶å), etymology
(Nirukta) and grammar (Vyåkaraƒa), but their oldest
systematical works have not survived as observed by Gonda.
Grammar was linked up with the ritual duties of the priests.
Phonetics was the basis or the other two branches namely,
Nirukta and Vyåkaraƒa. The significance of studying Indian
grammatical traditions lies mainly in the history of the study
which begins with the ›ik¶å and Pråti‹åkhya. They contain
instructions on pronunciation, intonation, euphonic
changes of sounds in word combinations, elongation of
vowels etc. The holistic manner of recitation of the Sa√hitås
is not itself actual works of grammar still they deal with
subjects which belong to grammar. They bear the testimony
of the fact that the texts of the Sa√hitås have been
preserved without any change throughout all these centuries
since the time of the Pråti‹åkhyas, the °Rgveda Pråti‹åkhya

*Jointly written by Smt. Srabanti Sarkar, Sri Kashinath Nanddi, PhD. scholars
and Smt. Sanjukta Ghosh Smt. Ranu Ghosh, Project Assistants, School of
Vedicd Studies.
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(RP›) being the oldest text book of Vedic phonetics. The
Vedic Sa√hitås are the work of phoneticians or grammarians
as we get the mantras in a complete grammatically analytic
form.

Great care was taken to preserve the proper accentuation
of the Vedic texts. Sanskrit is the mother of most of the
Indian languages. The breadth of outlook of the Vedic sages,
our ancestors, was truly remarkable. ln the Atharvaveda there
is realization that the earth bears people speaking various
languages differing according to the region. There is a well-
known story how Tva¶¢æ repeating the words ëindrasatrur
vardhasvaí in wrong accents caused the fire to be
extinguished instead of inflaming it against lndra as he
intended. The legend is narrated in the Taittiriya Sa≈hita
2.4.12.1 and the Satapatha Brahmana 1.6.3.8. Tva¶¢ætr
wanted to pronounce the word ëindra‹atru¨í (meaning
ëdestroyer of lndraí) as a Tatpuru¶a compound (in which
the last syllable of the compound has the udåtta accent),
while he actually pronounced the word as a Bahuvrihi
(meaning ëwhose killer would be lnŒra,í in which case the
first word of the compound has the udåttu accent (as in
ëindra‹atrur¨í). (Vide. Påƒini 6.I.223 and 6.2.l).(Kane,
P.V., History of  Dharma‹åstra, vol. III, pt. I, p. 347)

brahmaƒena ni¶kåraƒa√ ¶aŒaΔgo vedoídhyeyo j¤e‹ caó
the Veda has to be studied along with its six ancillary texts.
The lak¶aƒa granthas or texts which define the
characteristics and describe the special features of Vedic
texts are generally termed Veda-lak¶aƒa. They are of
ancillary nature and generally classified under VedåΔga, a
few of them more precisely under the ›ik¶å. Such texts are
not only interesting from the point of view of the preservation
of Vedic texts but are also very instructive for an
understanding of the various devices or methods of learning
that were exclusively developed for this purpose and also
for knowledge of the various aspects of the history of the
transmission of Vedic texts. To attain the goal of perfect
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preservation of the sacred texts, a sound knowledge of
pronunciation techniques is required. To name a few works
on them: Ak¶aralak¶aƒa-paribhå¶å, °Rgveda-pada ratna,
Atharva-kautsa-vyåkaraƒå etc.

Maximum importance has to be attached to the first of
the four categories of the Veda lak¶aƒa texts which are as
followsó

(l) works on Vedic phonetics, phonology and grammar,
the first branch of linguistics to attain independent
status; examples are the Pråti‹åkhyas and the ›ik¶ås
which deal with such topics as the alphabet (varƒa-
samåmnåya). organs of articulation, etc (sthåna, karaƒa,
prayatna), correct pronunciation (uccåraƒa), euphonic
combination (sandhi), proper accentuation (svara),
etc.;

(2) works on Anukramaƒis such as Sarvånukramaƒis,
Bæhaddevatå (indices of the Seers, Deities and metres);

(3) works containing lists of words having peculiar
characteristics in the Vedic texts; and

(4) works dealing mainly with modes of recitation

Tradition of oral transmission from teacher to pupil, from
early times to the present day is most important, since it is
the only method recognized as authentic and authoritative
so far as the preservation of the sacred texts is concerned.
Attempting for preservation of the sacred texts in a strictly
oral tradition, not only the words but also their correct
articulation led to an inquiry into the production of the
sounds of speech.

›ik¶å and Pråti‹åkhya are the two main categories that
constitute the sources of Indian phonetics. ›ik¶å dealing
with the science of phonetics of the Vedas, occupies a very
important position in the Lak¶aƒa for facilitating easy
learning and memorization. Some peculiar but very useful
devices have been applied from time immemorial which is
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now practised even today by following traditional system of
education. ›ik¶å texts deal with besides place of utterance
of sounds, rules for correct articulation etc. word-isolate
system called padapå¢ha ascribed to ›åkalya. The phonetic
teaching necessary for Vedic studies is embodied in the
Pråti‹åkhya which actually is based on early ›ik¶å tradition
as may be found in the Bråhmƒas and Åraƒyakas. As a matter
of fact, both act as an aid to analytical study of Vedic
recensions.

About the Pråti‹åkhya, i.e., the oral traditions J.Gonda in
Vedic Literature vol. I, p. I7 statesó

ìThe safeguards of Vedic texts are the Pråti‹åkhyas which
were composed for the purpose of exhibitingóin oral
instructionóall the changes necessary for constituting the
Sa√hitå-text on the basis of the Padapå¢ha.î

They are practical aphoristic handbooks compiled in every
Vedic School dealing with correct pronunciation of Veda
mantras on the whole of greater interest of various topics
i.e., Sandhi, qualities, accentuation etc.

The Pråti‹åkhyas are technical works on Vedic studies.
Different Pråti‹åkhyas affiliated to each branch of each of
the Vedas have been composed by the different Sμutrakåras
like ›aunaka, Kåtyåyana, Pu¶paƒi, ›åka¢åyana and so on
commented upon by such great grammarians as Uva¢a,
Anantabha¢¢a, and Ajåta‹atru etc.

Pråti‹åkhyas though very old from thousand point of its
composition may be designated as grammar in its embryonic
stage. They had already been known to Yåska, the author of
Niruktaópadaprakæti¨ sa≈hitå padaprabhæt∂ni sarvacaraƒ-
ånå√. . . .

Pråti‹åkhyas are in turn much older than Yåska himself.
All existing Pråti‹åkhyas in their present forms are later than
Påƒini.

Pråti‹åkhyas are aids in understanding the ancient lndian
tradition on phonetics and phonology as well as methods of
preserving the sacred texts.
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°RV 10.71 reveals the busy analytic minds of °Rgvedic poets
in the creative process of poetry:ó

saktum iva titaunå punanto yatra dhirå manaså våcam akrata /
atrå sakhåya¨ sakhyåni jånate bhadrai¶å√ lak¶m∂r nihitådhi våci //

(°RV 10.7I.2)
To preserve these Sa√hitås which became a pressing

need with the texts from generation to generation became
the first and foremost aid. Without oral instruction the
leaving of the Vedas was condemned as brahmasteya:

brahma yastvananuj¤åtamadh∂yånådavåpnuåt/
sa brahmasteyasa√yukto naraka√ pratipadyate //

 (Manusa√hitå 2.116)

The Sa√hitå text has disjointed words as its prakætió
ësa√hitå padaprakæti¨ padåntån padådibhi¨ sandadhed iti
yat så/kålåvyavåyena etc . . . (RP› 2.1). lt is called Sa√hitå
because while combining the finals of words to the initials
of words, it proceeds without any interval of time.
padåntådisv eva vikåra‹åstram pade dæ‹¢e¶u vacanåt prat∂yåt
. . . (RP› 2.2). In the Vajasaney∂ Pråti‹åkhya (VP›) the rule
ëpadåntapadådyoh sandhi¨í (3.3) says the same i.e. sandhi
occurs between last syllable of the first word and the first
syllable of the last word. Also it has been told in the RP›
that one should make the euphonic combinations according
to the succession of wordsóånupμurvyena sandh∂n (2.2), the
VP› has to say óëna parakåla¨ pμurvakåle puna¨í (3.4)

The uniqueness of the °Rgveda Pråti‹åkhya is being noted
in a very brief style, followed by a brief note on a few of the
varieties of Sandhis along with mentioning their
counterparts as found in other Pråti‹åkhyas.

What is unique in °Rgveda Pråti‹åkhya (RP›)?
The uniqueness lies in the fact that this Pråti‹åkhya is

singularly free from the use of such terms as ghu, sim, gha
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etc. as appearing from the point of view of technical terms,
as are commonly found in works like the A¶¢adhyåy∂ or
Våjasaney∂ Pråti‹åkhya. In other words, it never tries to
explain the meaning of such common suffixes asókåra in
ëa-kåraí etc., or-ipha in repha or of words like apæktå, upadhå
etc., whose meaning is clear of itself. It is also to be noticed
here that at the same time there are several technical terms
used in the Pråti‹åkhya whose meaning is not under-
standable without the aid of the commentary, to mention a
few of such terms padya, vigraha, vikrama, vicchheda,
parigraha, samaya etc.

Unlike other works where technical terms are defined in
itself which are used in the body of that particular work,
this Pråti‹åkhya contains many technical terms which though
defined are never used again in it, mention may be made
of a number of Sandhis (euphonic combination). The fault
of pronunciation bears a great historical value many of which
can be taken as indicative of particular tendencies of the
speakers contemporary with the author, tendencies which
have effected corresponding phonetic changes in
contemporary Pråkæt.

There are several phenomena of euphonic combination
(Sandhi) found in the Pråti‹åkhyas. They are four in number
according to the commentary of Uva¢åcåryaís commentary
ëdvayo¨ dvayor vya¤janayo¨ vya¤jana-svarayo¨ svara-
vya¤janayor iti.í Amongst a large number of sandhis found
in the Rk-Pråti‹åkhya such as yama, krama, abhinidhåna,
svarabhakti, bhugna; såmava‹a or prosodial lengthening,
pra‹lista, k¶aipra and many more, we are interested in briefly
dealing with the last four.

BhugnaóWhen the two vowels i.e., ëaí and ëåí, which arise
from labials i.e., ëoí and ëau,í are followed by a non-labial
vowel, there is an insertion of ëví which is technically called
ëbhugnaí.

Såmava‹a or prosodial lengthening óThe term Såmava‹a-
sandhi¨ occurring in the °Rgveda-Pråti‹åkhya  means
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lengthening of a short vowel before the following consonant.
This is also known as ëplutií. Its main purpose is to make up
the metrical deficiencies in the Vedic Mantras where the
'orthographic quality is different from the metrical
(phonetic) one.

The cases may be divided in the cases such as lengthening
in (a) simple words and (b) compound words, giving further
sub-headlines as lengthening (i) in the final syllable (ii) in
the initial syllable (iii) in the medial syllable. Such cases are
shown with illustrations ó

Through this treatment of Såmava‹a Sandhi of Vedic
cadence of Vedic mantras can be understood and
appreciated according to ›aunaka and ›åkalya.

Pra‹li¶¢a or contracted sandhi ó
K¶aipra or hastened sandhióA non-guttural monophthong

is changed into its semi-vowelósamånåk¶aram anta¨sthå√ svåm
akan¢hyam svarodaya√   (RP› 2.21). The Taittiriya Pråti‹åkhya
10.14 ivarƒåkårau. savakårau.

The A¶¢ådhyåy∂ sμutraóiko yaƒ aci (6.1.77)

The Taittiriya Pråti‹åkhya
Almost every phenomenon of Sandhi is called by a

technical name and it is   noteworthy to mention that several
of these are never again used in the text. By every
phenomenon I mean the classification of Sandhis as
according to the author of the °Rk-Pråti‹åkhya which is as
follows:ó

ó euphonic combination of a vowel and a following
consonant (pa¢ala II).

ó euphonic combination of a consonant and a following
vowel (pa¢ala II)

ó euphonic combination of a vowel followed by a vowel
pa¢ala II)

ó euphonic combination of a consonant followed by a
a consonant (pa¢ala IV)

ó cerebralization or nati (pa¢ala V)
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ó treatment of conjunct consonants or karma,
abhinidhåna, yama, and svarabhakti (pa¢ala VI)

ó prosodial lenghthening or samavasa sandhi (pa¢ala
VII-IX )

When the words esa¨, sya¨, sah, or vowels precede and a
consonant follows these ëcombinationsí according to the
succession of syllables are in the l natural order (anvak¶ara-
sandhaya¨ anulomå¨).
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25
PHONETIC STUDIES IN ANCIENT INDIA

SATYA RANJAN BANERJEE

The analysis of a language in the form of grammar can be
done from the various points of view. The analysis could be
Descriptive (or Synchronic), Historical (or Diachronic),
Comparative (or Panchronic) and Philosophical (or
Psychological).

Generally the analysis of a language is done either
descriptically or synchronically from the point of view of
time. This point of view of a language may be looked upon
for a long time, or particular stage of its development. The
glaring instances are A.A. Macdonellís Vedic Grammar
(Strassburg, 1900) or W.D. Whitneyís Sanskrit Grammar
(1890 edn.). In these two grammar books, generally the
phonology and morphology portions of a grammar are
described.

When the study of a language is done historicallyó
showing different forms of a language at different stages of
its development, it is Historical or Diachronic study. The
very good example of this type of grammar is Edward Vernon
Arnoldís ìSketch of the Historical Grammar of the °Rgveda
and Atharvavedas,î JAOS, (vol. 18, 1897, pp. 203-351).
Altindische Grammatik of Jacob Wackernagel in several parts
is another example of this type. Whitneyís Sanskrit Grammar
can also be cited for this category, though basically it is
descriptive.
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The Comparative or Panchronic Grammar compares
different aspects of a grammar (including vocabularies) with
its other cognate languages belonging to the same family.
Because of this comparative study, there arose a new subject
known as ìComparative Philologyî. A good example of this
type of grammar is Karl Brugmannís Grundriss der
vergleichenden Grammatik der indogermanischen Sprachen,
Strassburg, 1886ñ1900.

The study of a language can be made philosophically or
psychologically also. This study is made on a different level.
It is the philosophy or psychology of a language that is very
prominent in this category. Bhartæhariís (650/51 AD)
Våkyapad∂ya (in three parts) is the first attempt in India to
philosophise the Sanskrit grammatical terms. He has
described every topic of a grammar philosophically. In
Europe, Thomas of Erfurtís (1324 AD) Grammatica Speculativa
was famous for this system of psychological grammar. In
modern times Otto Jespersonís The Philosophy of Grammar
(London, 1924) deals with the philosophical aspects of
grammatical categories. The Philosophy of Sanskrit Grammar
(Calcutta University, 1930) by Prabhat Chandra Chakraborty
is the philosophical study of Sanskrit grammar.

To be very frank, a full knowledge of a language in all its
aspects can only be possible when scholar really studies the
grammar of a language from all these four points of view.

Whether Descriptive or Historical, and Comparative or
Philosophical, the grammatical study is made from five points
of view. These five parts of a grammar areóPhonology,
Morphology Syntax, Semantics and Etymology.

In Phonology, the sound system of a language is analysed.
How many sounds of a language are found, what are their
pronunciation, how they are produced or articulated, their
place of utterance, the behaviour of sound changes, accent,
ablaut, euphonic combination and so on. Any type of sound
analysis is described in phonology. As a result, there are subjects
like phonetics, phonemics and generative phonology.
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In Morphology, anything concerning a word is described.
When the amalgamation or combination of some sounds
gives a good sense and people use it in a society, it is called
a word. In a morphological domain, there are mainly three
parts. These parts areóFormation of words, Parts of speech
and Grammatical categories.

The formation of a word is made by various means, such
as, by suffixes (kæt, taddhita, uƒådi), by the process of samåsa
(compound), by feminine suffixes, by analogy, metathesis,
metanalysis, popular etymology, by means of Blends, by
Contamination, by Hybrid formation, by means of Clipped
words and so on. Words thus formed are divided into eight
parts of speech known as noun, adjective, pronoun, verb,
adverb, preposition, conjunction and interjection.

In a dictionary, all these words known as different parts
of speech are found. This is mainly the vocabulary of a
language. The third part of morphology is the Grammatical
Categories, which mean the basic nature of all parts of
speech. As soon as a noun is uttered its basic features are
also included, such as, number, gender, case, case-
terminations and declension. Apart from these, noun also
includes genus and species, abstract and concrete and sundry
other aspects.

In addition to the characteristic feature of noun, adjective
has three more features such as, formation of adjective,
Degrees of Comparison (Possessive, Comparative and
Superlative) and numerals (both ordinals and cardinals).

The Pronoun discusses the division of pronoun,
pronominal adjectives and adverbs, and the basic Deictic
nature of pronoun.

The verb has many features. It discusses about root,
person, number, voice, tense, mood, augment, redupli-
cation, vikaraƒa (aspects), verbal stem system, personal
termination and conjugation. It also discusses infinitive,
participle, and gerund. It also discusses Passive, Causative,
Denominative, Desiderative and Frequency or Intensive.
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The Adverb discusses its formation and nature, its
comparison and classification based on meanmg.

The Preposition, Conjunction and Interjection describe
their various divisions and their nature.

The Syntax states the order of words in a sentence, how
order of words is set up in a sentence. Though languages
are different, there is an order of the placement of words
in a language. This is discussed in the syntax portion.

The Semantics discusses the nature of meaning of words.
It discusses various kinds of meaning, such as, våcyårtha,
lak¶yårtha, vyaΔgårtha, the elevation and denomination of
meaning, ornaments, defects and so on.

The etymology discusses the original meaning of a word
with derivation. By etymological process, we often get the
original meaning of a word.

Coming back to the Pråti‹akhyas, which deal with
Phonetics, it is one of the greatest contributions of the
ancient Indian minds.

Phonetics is one of the greatest contributions of ancient
Indian minds. More than 2500 years ago from today,
grammatical literature occupied the full and detailed
discussions of phonetic for the proper pronunciation and
correct representation of sounds. Actually what we get about
the Sanskrit sound systems is from the Pråti‹aåhyas and ›ik¶ås
of ancient treatises. Pråti‹åkhyas as the name indicates, is a
text book of each Sa≈hitå, i.e. each Sa≈hita has a text book
on phonetics, and hence the name Pråti‹åkhyas. Each
Sa≈hitå has different text books, and the contents of each
are practically the same except a few variations which
depend either on a ‹åkhå or recension of a Sa≈hitå. The
Pråti‹åkhyas, in general, ìcontain instruction upon the
pronunciation, the accentuation, the euphonic alterations
of the sounds in the composition of words and in the initial
and final sound of words in the sentence, upon the
lengthening of vowels, in short upon the whole mantra of
the recitation of the Sa≈hitaî. (Winternitz, History of Indian
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Literature, University of Calcutta, 1930. vol 1, 283f).
Each Sa≈hitå has a Pråti‹åkhya. To the °Rgveda we have

°Rgveda Pråti‹åkhyas (Max Müller,1856ñ69); to the
Yajurveda we have Taittir∂ya-pråti‹åkhya (Whitney, JAOS,
IX, 1871); and the Våjasaney∂-pråti‹åkhya (Weber, Indische
Studien, IV, 1854); to the Atharvaveda, we have Atharva-
pråti‹åkhya (›aunak∂ya Caturådhyåyika) (Whitney, JAOS,
VII,1862); also Atharva-pråti‹åkhya ed. by Suryakanta Sastri
(1939) and by Visva Bandhu Sastri, (part -1 1923); to the
Såmaveda we have four texts: Såma-pråti‹åkhya (ed. by
Satyavrata Samasrami, U¶å,1890; Pu¶pasμutra (ed. by R.
Simon,1909); Pa¤cavidha Sμutra (ed. by R. Simon,1913);
°Rktantra (ed. by Suryakanta Sastri, 1933) and also by A.C.
Burnell in 1879.

Apart from Pråti‹åkhyas, the ›iksås are also equally
important for Phonetic texts. Each Sa≈hitå has also some
›ik¶ås. As the ›ik¶ås are many, I only mention a few important
ones. Apart from the Påƒ∂niya ‹ik¶å, we haveóëÅpi‹ali-‹ik¶åí,
ëBhåradvåja-‹ik¶åí, ëKauhali-‹ik¶åí, ëSai‹ir∂ya-‹ik¶åí
ëSarvasammata-‹ik¶åí, ëVyåsa-‹ik¶åí, ëNårada-‹ik¶å,í ëLomas∂-
‹ik¶åí, ëGautam∂-‹ik¶å,í ëMåƒŒuk∂-‹ik¶å,í ëYaj¤avalkya-‹ik¶åí,
and so on. On the study of the ‹ik¶ås, see F. Kielhorn, Indian
Antiquary, vol V, 1876. A full study of the ›ik¶ås is brilliantly
done by Siddhe‹var Varma in his Critical Studies in the Phonetic
Observations of Indian Grammarians, Royal Asiatic Society,
London, 1929. Phonetics in Ancient India, London, 1953 is a
good contribution of the present day.

However all the Pråti‹åkhyas and ›ik¶ås are exceptionally
important for the development of Sanskrit sound system
and their method and manner of pronunciation. Apart from
this, they are important in some other sense also. I, therefore,
conclude by quoting Winternitz who saysóìThese works are
of two fold importance: firstly for the history of grammatical
study in India, which, as far as we know, commences with
these Pråti‹åkhyas. Though they are not actually grammatical
works themselves, they treat of subjects pertaining to
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grammar, and the quotations from so many grammarians
prove that the study of grammar was already flourishing at
their time. Secondly, they are still more important because
they are pledges of the fact that the texts of the Sa≈hitås as
we have them today, have remained unaltered through all
the centuries since the time of the Pråti‹åkhyas. Thus the
rules of the °°Rgveda-Pråti‹åkhya take for granted that, at
the period of the latter, the °Rgveda-Sa≈hitå was not only
firmly established in its division into ten MaƒŒalas, but that
even the order of the hymns in each MaƒŒala, was the same
as it is now. Indeed, the minute rules of ›aunaka leave no
doubt that, at the period of the latter, the text of the °Rgveda-
Sa≈hita read, word for word and syllable for syllable, almost
exactly as we find it at the present day in our printed edition.î
(HIL, vol I, pp 284-85).

After this preliminary discussion about the ancient Indian
phonetics, I now give some of the examples of the
Pråti‹åkhyas where they describe some of the topics of
phonetics.

Let us take the sound system of Sanskrit as described by
the Pråti¶åkhyas.

From the description of the Pråti‹åkhyas we know how
many sounds are enumerated. In normal parlance, all the
accepted Sanskrit sound systems are enumerated. Besides
these, some unusual sounds in Sanskrit, perhaps found in
Vedic literature, are also described. In normal parlance,
the following sound-systems are accepted:

(1) Vowels: a, å, i, ∂, μu, μæ, ¿, ¸, ¸, e, ai, o, au.
(2) Consonants: k, kh, g, gh, n; c, ch, j, jh, ¤; ¢, ¢h, Œ, Œh, ƒ;

t, th, d, dh, n; p, ph, b, bh, m; y, r, l, v, ‹, ¶, s, h (k¶)

Normally all these sound-systems are used in both Vedic
and classical Sanskrit. But about k¶ there is a controversy. In
most of the Pråti‹åkhyas this sound is not recognised as it is
a combination of two sounds. But Puru¶ottama (12 century
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AD) has accepted this sound (ka-kårådi k¶a-kåråntå¨
varƒamålå pråk∂rtita¨). In modern Indo-Aryan languages, in
some of the languages, k¶ is included in their alphabetic
system; in some, it is not accepted. As k¶ has a different
symbol some have accepted it, while others do not. Thus
far, the sound-systems are stereotyped and straightforward.
But difficulty arises about some sounds. In different
Pråti¶åkhyas some unknown sounds are described. These
are in generaló

χ,  θ, δh, φ, bh

These are the second and the fourth letters of a varga.
These sounds are basically spirantised, i.e. are pronounced
with more air together with something like hissing sound.
That is why they are represented by the Greek symbols. As
Sanskrit has not developed any special sign for that they are
gradually lost or merged with their Sanskrit counterpart.
Some of the sounds may occur in the ›atapatha Bråhmaƒa,
but they are not recognizable. We can infer this because of
the nature of other sounds. In the ›atapatha Bråhmaƒa,
y and v are regarded of three kinds as guru, laghu and ∂¶at
pæ¶¢a (light). Guru is represented by doubling the sound as
yy, while laghu is simple, while the light y is symbolized by
the end of a word. That is why, in the Middle Indo-Aryan
(=MIA) stage: this intervocalic y is elided and that is why,
Hemacandra (1088-1172 AD) has a sμutra where intervocalic
k-g-c-j, t-d-p-y-v are elided in Prakrit (k-g-c-j-t-d-p-y-vå√ pråyo¨
luk-1.177). In Albert Weberís edition of ›B, this is
represented by these symbols. In MIA some of the
indeclinables are doubled initially. For example, iva becomes
vva (cf. Hemacandra, miva-piva-viva-vva-ya-via ivårthe våó
2,182), similarly, jjeva (Måhår¶¢ri) and yyeva in Magadh∂.
Some of the OIA peculiarities are found in MIA.

In case of the enumeration of the Sanskrit alphabetic
system, they have a peculiar way of saying it. Some are
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straightforward, and some are not. For example, in the °Rk-
pråti‹åkhya, in their vættis, it is enumerated in a simple way.
While in the Såma-pråti‹åkhya iti is added to every single
sound, e.g. a iti, å iti and so on. In the case of consonants,
they are kiti, khiti, giti and so on. In the Taittir∂ya and Atharva-
Pråti‹åkhyas, they are straightforward and even though some
peculiar sounds like χ, θ, δh, φ, bh are mentioned. In the
Påƒin∂ya-‹ik¶å, there is a reference of 63 or 64 sounds in
Sanskrit. These are 21 vowels and 25 spar‹avarƒa and 8
anta¨¶tha and u¶ma varƒas, 4 yama varƒas, anusvåra and
visarga, k and p and ¸ pluta. (21 + 25 + 8 + 4 + 5 = 63) and  ¡
(candravindu) included and in all 64 letters. Later on, pluta
svara is counted separately as different vowels, though pluta
svara has no signs but sometimes is represented by the
numeral 3 (as a3, å3 etc.) or by the horizontal lines after
the letter (as a, å etc.). Thus this is the picture of Sanskrit
alphabet.

Every sound-system has some characteristics. These
characteristics are considered in case of vowels such as, mora
of vowels, whether heavy or light, vowels have the quality of
considering acute, grave and circumference accents, vowels
can have the qualities of nasals and non-nasals, vowels could
be sa√væta (close) and vivæta (open), cardinal qualities of
vowels and so on. In a similar way, consonants are diversely
classified as agho¶a (unvoiced) and gho¶a (voiced) while again
is divided into alpapråƒa (unaspirated) and mahåpråƒa
(aspirated). And in these categories we get spar‹as (plosives),
anta¨stha (semi-vowels), ‹is-dhvani (sibilants) and aspirates
(h), and then anusvåra, visarga and candravindu. Sometimes
grammarians considered some more sounds asók, kh, p and
ph and four yama-varƒas. Besides this, in Vedic we find ¸
and lh.

Consonants are marked with halanta, but as halanta
consonants are difficult to pronounce, a vowel is inserted in
it for easy pronunciation (hakårådi¶u a-kåra uccåraƒårthaó
Bha¢¢oji D∂k¶ita).
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After giving emphasis on the arrangement of sound-
system, the Pråti‹åkhyas have described the manner of
pronunciation. How the sounds or varƒas are pronounced:
How the manner of articulation is described at the time of
uttering a sound: What is the position of tongue at that time
and so on. Some examples will illustrate the case in point.
Take, for example, the manner of pronunciation of aó
sound.

The first letter of the alphabetic system is a. The place of
utterance is throat (kaƒ¢ha) (a-ku-ha-visarjan∂yånå√ kaƒ¢haó
Bha¢¢oji D∂k¶ita). That is why, a is regarded as a kaƒ¢ya
varƒa.

According to the Pråti‹åkhya, the correct pronunciation
of a is hrasva (short) å and not ∂ (a) as is pronounced in
Bengali and in some other languages. Grammatically a is
open (vivæta), spreading the mouth a is pronounced.
However, a has two pronunciations: sa√væta (contracted
one) and vivæta (open) with one symbol. Apart from
Pråti‹åkhya, Påƒini (fourth century BC) has recorded these
two types of pronunciation by his sμutraóa a (8.4.68) which
Bha¢¢oji D∂k¶ita has explained as debaring. vivæta a is also
pronounced sa√væta (vivætam anudya sa√vætoínena vidh∂yate).
Grammatically, the two aís are not homogenous (såvarƒya)
as their manner of utterance is not the same with vivæta.
That is why in sandhi we have euphonic combination with
a+a/å by the sμutra aka¨ savarƒe d∂rgha¨ (6.1.10). As the
symbol is one, it is very difficult to understand which one is
sa√væta a.

To this question, the answer is simple. Where there is no
sandhi with a + a one is to be considered as sa√væta, such as,
bhava + anti = bhavanti; nara +am= naram and so on. That is
why, in these two cases Påƒini has to make two sμutras for the
formation of these two words and similar other words. In
this way it is accepted that a has two types of pronunciation.

Then the manner of articulation of a is given. It is said
that when a is pronounced the position of tongue is laid
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down lying and at the back it approaches towards the soft
palate and when the air is coming out by the side of the
tongue, the sound a is pronounced. As the air comes from
the throat (kaƒ¢ha) it is known as kaƒ¢hya varƒa. In this way,
all the sounds of the Sanskrit alphabetic system are
described.

But all the Pråti‹åkhyas do not maintain the same type of
pronunciation of all sounds. Their place of pronunciation
is not the same. For example, take the case of æ.

The Treatment of °R in Old Indo-Aryan
The treatment of the Indo-European (= IE) æ (as also

Indo-Iranian (= IIr æ) in Old Indo-Aryan (= OIA) and Middle
Indo-Aryan (= MIA) is manifold. This IE æ is fully preserved
in OIA as æ and it becomes   r   in Avestan and ar (ra) in Old
Persian (= OP). In MIA it is changed into different vowels,
such as, a, i, u preceded or followed by r. The reason why æ
is changed into difficult vowels accompanied or preceded
by æ is difficult to ascertain. But it is a normal guess that the
change of æ into different vowels is generally determined by
the influence of the consonants which stand in the vicinity
of the original æ. The usual change of æ is a (r) or æa, and the
sibilants or palatals change it into i (r) or ri and the labials to
u(r) or ru. This fact can partly be substantiated by a
comparative study of the Iranian and Indian materials as
preserved in the phonetic treatises of India. The present
study reveals the fact that some amount of reason can be
traced on the basis of pronunciation of æ  as prevalent in the
time of the dissemination of the Indo-Iranian people as a
branch of Indo-European.

The pronunciation of æ as recorded in different phonetic
texts might play a prominent part in the transformation of
the sound into MIA. It is a fact worth noting that in the
Pråti‹åkhyas and in some ›ik¶ås the cerebral pronunciation
of æ is not recorded. ìThe earliest available record of the
cerebral pronunciation of æ and r may be noticed in the

  e  e
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Varƒa-Sμutra of Candragomin (mμurdhå æ-¢u-ra-¶åƒåm, no. 6),
the lower limit of whose date, according to Leibich, was the
seventh century AD. It is possible that the later grammarians
of the Påƒinian school and some of the ›ik¶ås borrowed this
opinion from Candragomin, whose work exercised consi-
derable influence on the later development of Indian
grammatical literature.î Bha¢¢oji D∂k¶ita (1630 AD ?) on
Påƒiniís tulyåsyaprayatna√ savarƒam (1.19), records that æ is
cerebral (æ-¢u-æa-¶åƒå√ mμurdhå¨). However, the pronun-
ciation of æ as recorded in the phonetic texts is tabulated
thus:

Velar Al veolar Cerebral
 jihvåmμul∂ya

RP. ækåra - ¸kåråvatha TP. upasa√ hæta + are PS. syur
¶a¶¢ha μu¶må ca jihvågram mμurdhanyå
jihvåmμul∂ya¨ (1.18) ækåra-r-kåra-¸-kåre¶μu-barsve¶μu æ-¢u-ra-¶å¨ (17)

prasamharati  (II.18) cf.  Candragomin
AP. Jihvåmμul∂yånå√ barsva =ìthe high places quoted above
hanumμulam (1.20) behind the row of teeth.î
a comm. under it.
cf. also VP.I. 65,69,
RKT.4.

From this it appears that æ  was a velar (jihvåmaμul∂ya) sound
in RP,VP, AP and RKT, i.e., its place of origin is the root of
the tongue, while TP describes it as an alveolar or post-dental,
i.e., the tongue touches the gum above the upper teeth,
whereas in P› and Sanskrit grammar it is a cerebral sound.

The velar quality of æ might be responsible for its change
into a which is also a velar sound, as is also corroborated by
the evidence of Avestan   r   and OP (Old Persian). ar side
by side with ur. As the r quality is not lost altogether in
Avestan and OP., its development into ar or ra is quite
obvious. This is evident in the A‹okan, Niyå or Kharo¶¢h∂
Prakrit in the Western part of India, where r is preserved.

The velar pronunciation of æ seems to be the oldest, and
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therefore this oldest tendency of æ is to transform æ into a
through ar or ra as the place of utterance is the same. This
tendency first started in the Iranian and was preserved in
the °Rgveda. For example, in the °RV we find vikæta and vika¢a,
væta and va¢a, bhæta and bha¢a, næt and na¢a used side by side.
In Iranian also the change of æ to ar.   r   is quite frequent,
e.g. Av. ap r nåyu ëboyí, Phl. apurnåyak, N.P. barnå, burnå;
Av. k   r   ma ëwarmí, Phl. karm, NP. kirm; Av. sar  ta ëcoldí, Phl. sart,
N.P. sard. This change of æ > a occurs in almost all stages of
MIA. For instance, OIA. mæta > A‹. ma¢a, På. ma¢a; Pkt. maa;
OIA. mæga > A‹. maga (G), På. maga, Pkt. maa; OIA. apakæ¶ta
> A‹. apaka¢ha, Pkt. apaka¢¢ha; OIA. prakæta > Niyå, pragata
På. pagata, Pkt. paaa/payaa; OIA. æƒaheta > Niyå anahetu;
OIA. kæta > På. kata, Pkt. kaa/kaya; OIA gæha > På. gaha, Pkt.
gaha ñ vai; OIA. ghæta > På. ghata, Pkt. ghaa; OI A. mætyu >
På. Pkt. maccu; OIA. satkæta > Pkt. sakkaya.

The alveolar quality of æ as given by TP might have
influenced its change into i also accompanied or preceded
by r. For example, OIA. kæta > A‹ ki¢a (M); OIA. mæga > A‹.
mriga (M) miga (D∂); OIA. kætya > Niyå kica; OIA. kæta > Niyå
kida; OIA. æƒa > På iƒa, Pkt. iƒa/riƒa; OIA æ¶i > På. Pkt. isi;
OIA. tæƒa > På. Pkt. tiƒa, also taƒa in Pkt. The change of æ to
i occurs also in the Iranian dialects, e.g., OIA. tæ¶ƒå > Av.
tra~sna ëthirstí, Phl. ti~sn, NP. ti~s; Av. ar  ~sa ëbearí, Phi. NP. xirs,
Kurd. vire, hirs; Av. g  r  pta ëseizedí, NP. giriftah, Bai. gipta.

In Niyå Prakrit the regular treatment of æ is ri. Sometimes
the written form is found as æ or ær though perhaps the actual
pronunciation would be ri; e.g., OIA. kæta> Niyå. Krita, OIA.
Kæ¶¢i > Niyå krisati, OIA. ghæta > NP. ghrida, OIA. gæhastha >
Niyå. grihasta, OIA. dæŒha > NP. dri¢ha, OIA pæcchati > Niyå,
prichati. In Påli also æ becomes ri as also in Pkt; e.g., OIA æte >
På. rite, Pkt. nie; OIA. æddhi > Pkt. riddhi.

Apart from the fact that the influence of the neighbouring
labial sound often changes æ to u also accompanied by r, the
evidence of the Pråti‹åkhyas is not strong enough to record
its pronunciation with a labial sound which is preserved in
some NIA languages, such as Oriya. Marå¢hi, and even in
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some south Indian languages. But we have evidence by
which we can say that the combination of æ + t is often
changed to u in the Western region; e.g., OIA. ætu > Pkt. uu,
in Mahårå¶¢r∂. The change of æ to u is also one of the earliest
phenomena which is found in OP. as well as in °RV., e.g.,
√kæ > OIA. 2nd imp. kuru (as if from *kænu), OIA. kæƒoti >
Pkt. kuƒai. This change of r to u is not due to the immediate
association of a labial consonant. But, on the contrary,
instances are available where the same word is found with u
and other vowel as well. Historically u is the general tendency
in A‹okan and in later inscriptions, such as, Gandhara and
Niyå in the North-Western Prakrits. For example, OIA. væk¶a
> A‹ vracha (G), Pkt. vaccha, rukkha. Grammatically, though
rukkha is derived from væk¶a, it can really be derived from
ruk¶a which has become rukkha in Pkt. and Påli and its
modern Indian cognates are Old Beng. rukh, Ur. rμukha, Mar.
rμukh, Simh. ruk, rik, Gyp. ruk. Other examples are OIA. mæta
> As. mu¢a; OIA mæga > A‹. mruga; OIA. væddha > A‹. vuddha.

The evidences of Niyå, Påli and Pkt. show that the
development or æ into u is very regular; e.g., OIA. bhæti >
Niyå. hudi, OIA. prabhæta > Niyå. prahuda; OIA. ætu > På. utu,
Pkt. uu (M), udu (›); OIA. æ¶abha > På. usabha, Pkt. usaha,
vusaha; OIA. væddha > På. vuddha, Pkt. vuŒŒha. In Iranian
dialects this tendency is also noticed, e.g., Av. k r naoiti
ëmakesí, Paz. kunon, NP. kunad, Gil. kudan, also kardan, OIA.
akæƒavam ëI didí > O.P. akunavam, OIA. akæƒot > OP. akunaus
(cf. Av. k r ta ëdoneí); Av. v r oka ëkidneyí, Phl. gurtak, NP.
gurdah, Bal. guttiy. Both in Niyå and Påli æ is developed into
ru, e.g., OIA. pæcchati > Niyå. pruchati; OIA. mæduka > Niyå.
mruduka; OIA pæ¶¢he¶u > N∂yå. pruthesu. In Påli OIA bæ√hayati
becomes brμuheti.

Though instances are available where æ is changed to e,
this is very rare both in OIA and MIA, and also in Iranian;
e.g., OIA gæha > geha (both in OIA and MIA), Old Hindi
geha, Mar. geh, Sirph gμe, geya. OIA gæhya > Pkt. gejjha (also in
A‹). The A‹ dekhati (cf. OIA. prek‹ate) presupposes *dæk¶yati
in the sense of drak¶yati. OIA bæhatphala > På. Beha-pphala.
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Ar. Var —sa ëforestí > Phi ve—sak, NP. be—sah.
The change of æ to o is extremely rare, except one or two

instances it is seldom found, e.g, OIA. mæ¶a > Pkt. moså, m—μuså,
På. muså, so also OIA. mæ¶åvådin > Pkt. mosåvåa, mμusåvåa,
På. musåvådi(n).

It is to be noted that though æ is altogether lost in MIA, its
retention in Apabhra√‹a may be regarded as a sort of
Sanskritization, which began at the time of Apabhra√‹a and
perpetuated at the emergence of NIA dialects. For example,
OIA tæƒa > Ap. tæƒu, taƒu, tiƒu, OIA sukæta > Ap. sukædu, sukidu.

The above survey, at least, tells us that pronunciation of
æ was not uniform throughout the age. This fact is also
corroborated by the evidences of the Pråti‹åkhyas and ›ik¶ås
which have recorded the different types of pronunciation of æ
as were current in ancient times. The change of æ into a, i, u
accompanied by r shows the type of pronunciation of æ. In some
areas, r was pronounced with all a-colouring vowel, and in some
with i-or u-colouring. In all cases it is accompanied by r. These
different types of pronunciation are nothing but dialectal, and
as a result they have developed accordingly even in OIA and
also in MIA. This still holds good in the NIA. dialects.

Let us take the case of r (Was it dental in Sanskrit?)
The place of origin of r1 is stated as teeth or teeth-ridge

(alveolar) in different Pråti‹åkhyas and not cerebral
(mμurdhaƒya). They are tabulated thus:

RP. (1.19.20) Roots of the teeth or teeth ridge
 VP. (1.68) Roots of the teeth Cf. also
AP.+ comm. Roots of the teeth or a point close Yåj¤a ›
(l.28+comm.) to the teeth
TP. (II.41) Dental, i.e. the middle of the front Cf. also

of the tongue touches a point close Vyåsa ›
to the teeth. XXIV.13.14

RKT. (8) The teeth, or the roots of the teeth
P›, AP›, Car›. Cerebral
Candragomin Cerebral mμurdhå æ-¢u-
(seventh century AD) ra¶åƒåm (¶u 6)
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From the above tabular from, it can be said that the
pronunciation of r  as recorded in the Pråti‹åkhyas was dental
or alveolar or to a point close to the teeth and not Cerebral
The cerebral pronunciation of r came later. It is found in
the Påƒin∂ya ›ik¶å (P›) and Cadragomin (seventh century
AD): though the exact geographical place for P› is not
available, it is guessed that the P› was composed in the
eastern India or in an area connected with the eastern
languages (cf. Siddheswar Varma, p. 9.). ìApart from the
documents mentioned above, the treatment of the
development  of r + t in the Middle Indo-Aryan also tells us
the twofold pronunciation of r in ancient India. It is seen
that the development of r + t in MIA is twofold. In one group,
mainly in the West, r + t is changed into dental, i.e.
assimilated into t t, e.g. Skt. vartate > West A‹okan vattati,
Sindhi wartana wartaƒu? where as in the other group,
generally in the Eastern r + t  became cerebral i.e.,
assimilated into cerebral ¢ ¢, e.g. Skt. vartate > East A‹okan
va¢¢ati, Sinhalese vatånu,

Behår∂, Beng. va¢e ìhe is !î2

The origin of r also tells the same story in the Indo-
European. The Indo-European r and l  an dental, as there is
no Cerebral sound in IE language. In Greek and Latin and
other cognate European languages, there is no cerebral
sound. Even in prehistoric Indo-Iranian this IE r and l
became r as is seen in Avestan and Old Persian. Even in
prehistoric time, Sanskrit l was introduced secondarily for
some Indo-Iranian r, e.g., IE *reudh- > Skt. rudhira(red),
Goth. raμudus, * roudh- > Old ChSl. rudu, Russ. ruda (ore)
*rudhóGk. ερευθαζ, ερυθραζ (redden), Lat. rμubidus, ruber,
Goth. raups , OE. read Eng. red

From the same IE * rudh or *rudha, Sanskrit has loha
(*ludha), meant first ëreddishí, and then reddish things,
such as, copper, metal, iron etc. and similarly also lohita and
rohita meant first ëruddyí. And in a similar way IE l is
represented by r in Sanskrit. For example,
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IE * leuqe *louqe > Skt. roca (shining), roci-s (ëray of lightí)
and

IE * leuqe tai > Skt. rocate, and so on. On the other hand,
Skt. loka < IE * louqo, ëworldí (originally meant ëlight of

spaceí).
This is to say, from the same root the development of r

and l is found side by side.

IE * leuqe - : * louq-(shine)

where l  > r where l remains

roca (< * leque) loka (< * louqo- )

rucis (< * leuqis) lokate (< * Louqotai)

rocate (< * Louqetai) locate (< * Louqetai)

Lokana (seeing)

Locana (illumination, the eye)

It appears from the above that IE l or r could interchange
as both r or l in Sanskrit, though historically the occurrence
of l is quite rare in the °Rgveda, while that of r is very much
common. And in this respect, the °Rgveda is very much close
to Indo-Iranian which had developed only one phoneme
r for both r and l.

In the early part of the °Rgveda l  is a very rare occurrence,
while in the later portions of the °Rgveda, l is more frequent
(say nearly eight times) than the older parts. As a result,
the interchanges between r and l started in the °Rgveda;
e.g., alaΔkåra vs araΔkåra, alaΔkæta vs araΔkæta. It is interesting
to note that in the AV l is seen many times more frequent
than the RV. This tendency of the AV shows that as the
Aryans moved towards the east, the frequency of l went on
increasing and this is what is preserved in Mågadh∂ Prakrit,
a Prakrit dialect in the eastern part of India where r is
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replaced by l. In the light of the above explanation, the
interchange of r  and l in the well-known passage of the
›Bó teí surå he ílaya heí laya iti paråbabhμuvu¨ómay be
interpreted thus:

(i) ìIn a passage often repeated in the Bråhmaƒas it is
said that the Asuras suffered defeat at the hands of the
gods because they mispronounced the word araya¨ as
alaya¨. This would suggest that in the later Vedic age,
when the word asura had lost its original meaning and
became a general term of opprobrium, the propensity
of the easterners to pronounce l for r was noticed and
frowned upon by the orthodox Aryans.î Or,

(ii) ìIt may mean that the Asuras referred to were none
but those of the incoming Aryans who, being of a
particular group with its particular phonetic laws, not
only retained the IE l, but also made it the
representative of IE r. In short, the behaviour of l and
r in the °Rgveda suggests as clearly that the invading
Aryans were not quite homogeneous in speech as the
increase of l at the expense of r suggests increasing
eastern influence on the Vedic languageî (Vedic Age,
1951, p. 335). As a result we have two roots from one
original root; e.g.,

(i) dar and dal < dæ (vii) pru (°RV) : plu
(ii) rμup (°RV) lμup (AV) (viii) puru : pulu

(iii) rap (°RV) lap (AV) (ix) √mruc : √mluc

(iv) rambh and lambh (x) √prus : √plus

(v) car and cal (xi) caram : cala√
(vi) ruc and lue (xii) sahamura : sahamula

(xiii) jargur : jargul

This tendency is found as a dialectal variation as well:
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Udicya Pråcya (madhya)
[North-Western] [Midland and eastern]
Early Vedic Late and post Vedic
pravate plavate
raghu laghu
rambhate lambhate
rihanti lihanti
roman loman
rohita lohita
‹r∂ra, ‹rila ›l∂la

Though the °RV has a general tendency for r, the MS has
a general preference for l over r. The AB has a number of
case of r (uruka, bahura) for more usual l (uluka, bahula). In
the Gæyasμutras and Dharmasμutras this tendency continued;
e.g.,

graspa ëtuft of grassí (PG. I.15.4): glaspa (AG. I.14.4)
pleΔgha (ApDh. I.11, 31.16) for preΔgha ëswingí.
jvar : jval (Kathåsarit. 5.118.122)

Though at a later time the frequency of occurrence of
l increased and replaced some °RV r in some words, it never
competed with r in general.

As regards the choice between r and l, no definite rule
can be ascertained in Sanskrit. Apparently it can be
interpreted that the retention of r and l in Sanskrit is a
matter of dialectal admixture, and it is also found that in
one of the dialects of Middle Indo-Aryan, i.e., in Magadhi,
the r is replaced by l. And so in Sanskrit we can say that
some dialects have changed Indo-Iranian r  into l either
totally or under certain conditions not yet known to us. In
fact, it can be said that in Sanskrit the existence of r and l
side by side represents dialectal variations (hence the dictum
ra-layor abheda¨).

Even the Fortunatovís Law is not fully operative with regard
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to r and l.  The Fortunatovís Law says that in the combinations
of Indo-European l and a following dental or s, the l
disappeared and the following dental is cerebralized,
whereas the Indo-European r under similar circumstances
remains unchanged. Though this rule was accepted by many,
but some scholars believed that the cerebralization of dental
are due to Prakrit influence. Examples are:

l + dental > cerebralized r + dental > remains unchanged
*paltos > Skt. pa¢as, OSI, plat∂no, *qérto >  Skt. kartåmi (Epic),

Rus. polotn˙, Cl. Skt. kæntåmi,
Skt. pa¢a-lam, Lith. kertu.

Gk. πε∋λτη , Icl. Feld * uértμo > Skt. vartåmi, (Epic),
*paltus > Skt. pa¢us Varte, Lat. vertμo,

cf. Gk. Platus Goth. watra l,
 *bhåls > Skt. bhå¶¢e, bha¶ati, (bricks),  -rs > Skt. var‹,

Lith. balsas,  Gk. ersμe
Ic1. bjalla, Eng. bell

-lth >Skt. ja¢hara,
Goth. kilthei

Though Fortunatovís Law is quite operative in many cases,
there are exceptions where this law is not operative, a least,
it is seen when IE l + dental developed into r + dental (or r + t)
the law is not operative; e.g., jartu side by side with ja¢hara,
and this is connected with Gothic kilthei.  Similarly, the IE l
+ dental did not disappear in Gk. lélson which is connected
with Sanskrit kar ¶u. Some more exceptions are also noticed:

Skt. kå¢a-s (mat) kartana (spinning)
cf. Gk καpros

Skt. ka¢ús (sharp) *kartus (cf. Lith. kartus)
Skt. na¢a-s (dancer, actor) nartakas (dancer)

nætyåmi (I dance)
Skt. bha¢a-s (soldier) bhætas (hired)

cf. Gk θεíρω
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Besides these, there are cases where the original dentals
were cerebralized, which are explained as nothing but the
influence of Prakrit; e.g.,

Skt. a¢åmi (I roam) Vedic atåmi
bhƒåmi (I speak) Vedic bhånåmi

From the above discussions, it appears that there has always
been an interchange between r and l. This interchange is
possible, apart from dialectal differences, where the place
of utterance and the manner of pronunciation are the same.
l  is dental, and therefore we can assume that r  was also
dental in the primitive IE stage and also in the Proto-Indo-
Aryan stage. This tendency is reflected in the Vedic Sanskrit
and also in the Middle Indo-Aryan, particularly in Prakrit.
That is why the treatment of r + l has a twofold function. In
one group, mainly in the Western, r + t > tt (assimilated)
and in the other mainly in the Eastern, r + t  > ¢¢
(cerebralized). This twofold function of r + t is clearly
noticed in Prakrit. In one group, as recorded by
Hemacandra (1088-1172 AD) in his Prakrit grammar, under
the dhμurtådi-class (II.30), r + t is assimilated as tt, e.g., dhμurta
> dhutta, k∂rti > kitti; vårtå > vattå, åvartana > åvattaƒa, kårtika
> kåttia, kartari > kattar∂, mμurti > mμurta > mutta, muhμurta >
muhutta. In the other group r + t becomes ¢¢ (cerebralized
probably under the influence of the cerebral sound r), e.g.,
pravartate > paya¢¢ai, vartula > va¢¢ula, nætyati> na¢¢ai, kåivarta
> keva¢¢a and so on. Even the cases of r + d > ŒŒ are cerebralized,
e.g., kaparda > kavaŒŒa, gardabha > gaŒŒaha. This difference
in the treatment of r + t may be explained from the point of
view of the pronunciation of r. When r was dental in a
particular area, there was a case of simple assimilation, as k∂rti
> kitti above. But gradually when the pronunciation of r was
changed into cerebral, the combination of r + t became
cerebralized, as vartate > va¢¢ai above.

It is difficult to ascertain the place where r was dental
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and the exact time of this change of pronunciation into
cerebral. The fact that Kåtyåyana (250 BC) has made a Vårtika
like æ-¸-varƒayor mitha¨ såvarƒya√ våcyam (under På I.1.9),
shows that he, at least, noticed this difference and
prescribed it as a grammatical rule by making them
homogeneous. Påƒini (4th century BC) has a sμutra ato
l-råntasya (VII.2.2) which states that ìa is lengthened (væddhi)
when it is followed immediately by the final r or l of a root in
the s-aorist of active voice (parasmaipada).î For example,
k¶ar > a-k¶år-∂t, jval > a-jvål-∂t. This treatment of roots ending
in r or l may be due to the fact that they are homogeneous
by nature. By the time P› was composed r became a cerebral
sound (syur mμurdhanyå-æ-¢u-ra-¶å¨) and by the time of
Candragomin seventh century AD) r became completely
cerebralized as he has a s μutraómμurdhå æ-¢u-ra-¶åƒåm
[Sμu No. 6].

From all these facts mentioned above we are actuated to
conclude that  r  was dental in Sanskrit, at least, in the
primitive Indo-Aryan stage (as reflected in the earlier
evidences), and in course of time it became cerebral, and
hence the interchanges between r and l, and the dictum
ra-layor abhedha¨.

Let us take the case of semi-vowel (Anta¨stha¨)
Anta¨stha¨, a term applied to the semi-vowels ya, ra, la,

va being between or in the midst; a standing between vowels
and consonants and being formed by a slight contact of the
vocal organs (∂‹atspæ¶¢am anta¨sthånåm); or they stand
between spar‹a (ka-ma) letters and u¶man (‹a, ¶a, sa, ha).

Antar ti¶¢hat∂ti anta¨stha¨óSounds which are in between
(antar) plosives and sibilants are semi vowels or semi-
consonants. Both the names are possible although the semi-
vowel is more prominent than the other.

It is not a definition of either anta¨stha varƒa or semi-
vowel but it is the positional reference of the consonantal
positions. Sometimes when the definition could not be given
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generally, the positional reference is mentioned. The same
happens also in Greek and Latin alphabets. As for example,
in Greek, normally the third letter, i.e. ga, da and ba are
regarded as ëmessoní (meaning middle sound) because in
Greek and Latin alphabet k, g, ng (ƒ) are in the third position
of the alphabetic systems. So it is also a positional description.

Description of the sound
The semi-vowels are according to Sanskrit alphabet y, r, l,

v, y is generally pronounced as ia, so in ia originally it is a
mixture of two sounds in pronunciation but when that
sound is sa√prasåraƒa (weak grade) it is i only, that means,
a is dropped in the pronunciation. So the i is regarded as
consonant because it is included in the consonant system
but actually it is a sort of a vowel and that is why its name is a
semi-vowel. The Americans consider it as a semi-consonant
also because it belongs to the consonantal system.

Conclusion
The study of all the Pråti‹åkhyas will reveal the fact that

the descriptions of all the sounds are not the same in all the
Pråti‹åkhyas. If the Pråti‹åkhyas are not composed at a
particular time, rather at different times, then it is true to
say that they have recorded the different pronunciation of
the sound-system as was current at that time. This helps to
understand the growth and development of the sound-
systems. Another important feature is the manner of
articulation. The description of the tongue at the time of
uttering the soundsówhat is the position of the tongue,
when the sound is produced? In so remote antiquity, this is
the Pråti‹åkhya, which describes this procedure which is the
subject of modern Phonetics. The other parts of the
phonetics, such as accent, ablaut, sandhi and some phonetic
variations like Anaptysis, Metathesis etc. are straightforward.
In fine, I can say that a comprehensive and comparative
study of all the Pråti‹åkhyas is a sine qua non, so that we can
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understand the growth and development of all the sound-
systems of Old Indo-Aryan.
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SANDHIKÅRIKÅ: AN UNPUBLISHED

LAK®A°NA TEXT

NABANARAYAN BANDYOPADHYAY

The Vedas are to be studied along with its six ancillary
texts (. . . ¶aŒaΔgo vedoídhyeyo j¤eya‹ca). The Lak¶aƒa-granthas
or texts which define the characteristics and describe the
special features of Vedic texts are generally termed Veda-
lak¶aƒa, especially found in the South Indian Vedic tradition.
They are of ancillary nature and generally classified under
VedåΔga, a few of them more precisely under the ‹ik¶å and
Prati‹åkhya (pråti‹åkhya√ nåma lak¶aƒam praƒ∂yateó
Gopålayajvan in Tribhå¶yaratna). The Veda-lak¶aƒas or
ënomenclative grammatical worksí according to Suryakanta,
a highly interesting field of Vedic grammar, are of
multifaceted importance. Such texts are not only interesting
from the point of view of the preservation of Vedic texts
but are also very instructive for an understanding of the
various devices or methods of learning that were exclusively
developed for this purpose and also for knowledge of the
various aspects of the history of the transmission of Vedic
texts, grammar and linguistics. To attain the goal of perfect
preservation of the sacred texts, a sound knowledge of
pronunciation techniques is required. To name a few works
on them: Ak¶aralak¶aƒaparibhå¶å, °Rgveda-pada-ratna,
Atharva-kautsa-vyåkaraƒa, Såmasaptalak¶aƒa, etc. can be
highly considered.

Out of the four categories of the Veda-lak¶aƒa texts which
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are as follows:

(1) works on Vedic phonetics, phonology and grammar,
the first branch of linguistics to attain independent
status,

(2) works on Anukramaƒ∂-s,
(3) works containing lists of words having peculiar

characteristics in the Vedic texts, and
(4) works dealing mainly with modes of recitation.

Maximum importance has to be attached to the first
category.

Tradition of oral transmissionófrom teacher to pupil,
from early times to the present day, is most important, since
it is the only method recognized as authentic and
authoritative so far as the preservation of the sacred texts is
concerned. Attempting for preservation of the sacred texts
in a strictly oral tradition, not only the words but also their
correct articulation led to an inquiry into the production of
the sounds of speech. Towards the end of the Vedic period
there were three branches of linguistic study, phonetics
(‹ik¶å), etymology (nirukta) and grammar (vyåkaraƒa) but
as observed by Jan Gonda, their oldest systematical works
have not survived the hazards of oral tradition. Grammar
was linked with the ritual duties of the priests who developed
it. Phonetics were the basis for the other two branches : as a
matter of fact, phonetics and phonology are taken for
granted by all authorities of etymology and grammar.

›ik¶å and Prati‹akhya are the two main categories that
constitute the sources of Indian phonetics. ›ik¶å, dealing
with the science of phonetics of the Vedas, occupies a very
important position in the Lak¶aƒas for facilitating easy
learning and memorization. Some peculiar but very useful
devices have been applied from time immemorial which
are now practiced even today by following traditional system
of education. ›ik¶å texts deal with besides place of utterance
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of sounds, rules for correct articulation, etc., word-isolate
system called padapå¢ha ascribed to ›åkalya. The phonetic
teaching necessary for Vedic studies is embodied in the
Pråti‹åkhya which actually is based on early ›ik¶å tradition
as may be found in the Bråhmaƒas and Åraƒyakas. As a
matter of fact, both act as an aid to analytical study of Vedic
recensions.
Importance of the study of the Lak¶aƒa texts

Suryakanta in the preface of the Laghuæktantrasa√graha
and Såmasaptalak¶aƒa opined,

ìIn the introduction to my Atharva-Pråti‹akhya I proposed the twofold
development of Pråti‹akhya and suggested an early origin for the
nomenclative grammatical literature. This literature, though very vast
in extent and potential in its bearing on the history of early Vedic
grammar, has not yet been even critically treated either in Europe or
India.î (p. 3).

So we understand that the methodological and didactic
aspect of Vedic phonetic and grammatical tradition is yet
to be thoroughly and systematically investigated in modern
Vedic scholarship and research. A recent study reveals that
there are about 200 ›ik¶å-like (out of 1619 entries in Aithalís
book) treatises which have not so far received that amount
of serious attention of the scholars which they deserved.
Very few of them have come out only in the form of popular
editions, not in critically edited shape.

Although the importance of the padapå¢ha i.e. word-for-
word-recitation, has been recognized, we know that it has
neither been systematically studied or researched upon, nor
there is a proper edition as it is recited by traditional pundits.
Fortunately enough, some facts have been observed by the
traditional reciters and also carefully recorded in the
manuscript copies of the padapå¢ha.

Since these are not yet been noticed by modern editors,
there is ample scope for a reverification of an important
genre of literature dealing with the ancient science of Vedic
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phonetics. We do hope with the search and corresponding
analysis of manuscript materials a great amount of
knowledge-system reposed in Vedalak¶aƒa texts might come
to light and even might prove helpful in breathing fresh
life in the systems of recitation of many ›åkhå-Sa√hitås
facing extinction.

In view of the importance of this vast material for the
study of Vedic texts and the unsatisfactory, meagre amount
of work done so far, an attempt involving search of hitherto
undiscovered and/or unexplored manuscripts and their
subsequent serious analysis with deliberations on and critical
analysis of the theme proposed, might be made to enable
ourselves to benefit by uncovering the knowledge of the
Vedic texts in modern as well as traditional manner.

Though several general as well as particular studies and
dissertations have been made on the Pråti‹åkhya and the
›ik¶å keeping their comparative and historical perspective
in mind, yet there is a dearth of publication of critically
edited Vedalak¶aƒa texts on the basis of extant manuscripts.
The fact that literary manuals generally tend to neglect these
works or passing remarks given even by the most recent
histories of literature the bare fact remains very evident that
these texts or works seem to have failed to attract the
attention of modern scholars. A large number of texts
belonging to this genre of literature are still lying unknown
to us as shown in the monumental descriptive bibliography
of works of Vedic Ancillary literature titled Veda-Lak¶aƒa
prepared by K. P. Aithal in 1991, where a categorical list of
Lak¶aƒa texts is given furnishing the title of the mostly
unpublished/less known texts awaiting to be critically
edited. He himself proposed to edit the following
unpublished ‹ik¶å texts (see Introduction, p. 20):

Amog¨ånandin∂-‹ik¶å, Åtreya-‹ik¶å, Åraƒya-(ka-)‹ik¶å Savyåkhyå,
Kålanirƒaya-‹ik¶å Savyåkhyå, Kau‹iki-‹ik¶å, Cåråyaƒ∂ya-‹ik¶å, Påri‹ik¶å
Savyåkhyå, Yohi-pæåpti(-‹ik¶å), Lak¶m∂kånta-‹ik¶å, Laugåk¶i-‹ik¶å, Varƒa-
krama-‹ik¶å, Våsi¶¢hi-‹ik¶å(1), Våsi¶¢hi-‹ik¶å(2), ›a√bhu-‹ik¶å, Sarva-
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sa√mata-‹ik¶å Savyåkhyå, Sidd¨ånta-‹ik¶å Savyåkhyå, Svara-vya¤jana-
‹ik¶å, ‹ik¶å-samuccaya.

In the mean time, some of the texts from the above list
have already been published or waiting for publication, for
example, Kålanirƒaya-‹ik¶å, Påri‹ik¶å Savyåkhyå, Sarva-
sa√mata-‹ik¶å, Yohi-pråpti(-‹ik¶å), etc. The author of this
paper has undertaken the editing of the Kau‹iki-‹ik¶å (see
his paper, ìPhonetic Observation in the Kausikasiksaî, 2010).

After the publication of this volume by Aithal, a plethora
of manuscripts of this type of texts has also been discovered
through huge survey done by National Mission for
Manuscripts. The following important printed texts just
before or after the publication of Veda-Lak¶aƒa by Aithal
may be referred to for the interested scholars:

1. Svarama¤jar∂ of ›r∂ Narasi√hasμuri, ed., G.V. Devasthali,
BORI, Poona, 1985.

2. Cåturj¤ånam of ›r∂ Råvaƒa (with the comm. ëVaidikaí),
ed. ›r∂ Janårdana PåƒŒeya, Sampurnanand Sanskrit
University, Varanasi, 1992.

3. ›aunaka‹ik¶å: (Text with com. of K.N.M.Divakaran
Namboothiri); Tåƒ¢am, Bahvæcahastalak¶aƒad∂pikå,
K.V. Vasudevan; Vedavikætivivaraƒa, P.M.Damodaran
Namboothirippad; Sμukta‹lokå¨ (with comm. of
Kompamkulam Vishnu Namboothiri); Trisandhå, K.P.
Krishnan Bhattathiripad; Vedapå¢hanådhyåya-
saΔgraha, Sarvånukramaƒ∂-padyavivaraƒa, K.P.
Krishnan Bhattathiripad; Sarvånukramaƒ∂vyåkhyå,
Akkithan Narayana Namboothiri; Nånåbhedapraka‹in∂,
K.M. Vasudevan Namboothiri; In: Preservation
Techniques of the °Rgveda Chanting of Kerala, ed., C.M.
Neelakandhan & K.A. Ravindran, Vedic Studies, Sree
Sankaracharya University of Sanskrit, Kalady, Kerala,
2010.

4. Veda-Padapåtha-carcå by K.V. Abhyankar, Upalekha-
s μutram of Bhåradvåja-Bæhaspati, ed. by him with
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explanation, BORI, Poona, 1974.
5. Gåyatravidhånasμutra of ShuΔga (with an anonymous

comm.), ed. B.R. Sharma, Vishveshvaranand Institute,
Hoshiarpur, 1971.

6. Måtrålak¶aƒa (with trans., exp., notes, etc.), Wayne
Howard, IGNCA, New Delhi, in association with
MLBD, 1988.

7. Atharvaved∂yå Pa¤capa¢alikå (with Hindi trans.), ed.,
Bhagawaddatta, Meharchand Lachhmandas
Publications, New Delhi, 1920, 1985 (reprt).

8. Charaƒavyμuhasμutra (with comm. of Mahidåsa), ed.,
Umesh Chandra Sharma, Viveka Publications, Aligarh.

9. Bhå¶ikas μutra of Mahar¶i Kåtyåyana (with comm.
Mahåsvåmin and Anantabha¢¢a), ed., B.B. Chaubey,
VVBIS & IS, Hoshiarpur, 1975.

10. Vedavikætilak¶aƒa-Sa√graha, comp. and ed., K.V.
Abhyankar and G.V. Devasthali, BORI, 1978.

11. °Rgvid¨åna, trans. and ed., M. Bala Krishna Reddy, pub.
M. Suman Kumari, Puttaparthy, Andhra Pradesh,
2011.

12. Yajurvidhånas μutra of Kå‚tyåyana (with comm.
Sådhanå), ed., Rameshchandra Dash Sharma, Manyata
Prakashan, New Delhi, 2004.

13. ›ukla-Yajurvidhånasμutra with comm. by Kålanåtha, ed.,
K.P. Annashastri, Chaukhamba Vidyabhavan, Varanasi,
2001 (reprt).

14. Vedic Tantrism, A Study of °Rgvidhåna of ›aunaka (with
text and trans.), ed., M.S. Bhat, MLBD, Delhi,1987.

15. Pratihårasμutra with vætti by Varadaråja, ed., B.R. Sharma,
Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, Tirupati, 1973.

16. Pa¤cavidhasμutra and Måtrålak¶aƒa (with comm.), ed.,
B.R. Sharma, Kendriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, Tirupati,
1970.

17.Lak¶aƒacandrikå, (a comm. on the Tait. Pråti by Mah∂deva
Råmachandra Gadre), ed., Nirmala Ravindra
Kulkarni, Bharatiya Kala Prakashan, Delhi, 2004.
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18.Taittir∂ya Pråti‹åkhya (with comm. of Måhi¶eya and Hindi
explanation by Sushil Kumar Pathak), ed., Jamuna
Pathak, Choukhamba Skt. Series Off., Varanasi, 2007
(Sankrit).

19. °Rgveda-Pråti‹åkhya (with Bengali trans. and exp.), Amar
Kumar Chattopadhyay, Sanskrit Pustak Bhandar, 2008
(I-V, X, XVI-XVIII, Pa¢alas, 2007).

20.KauƒŒinya ›ik¶å, ed. P.S. Ramachandradu, Sanskrit
Academy, Osmania University, Hyderabad, 1980.

21.Pu¶pasμutra, 2 vols.,(with trans. by G.H. Tarlekar), IGNCA
and MLBD, 2001.

22. Påƒin∂ya ›ik¶å (with Bengali trans.), ed., Pradip Kumar
Ghosh, Anveshan Prakashani, Kolkata, 1394 (BS).

23. Nårad∂ya ›ik¶å (with Bengali comm.),  ed., Pradip
Kumar Ghosh, Research Institute of Indian
Musicology, 2010.

24. ›ik¶å ›åstra of Påƒini (with Sans. and Hindi comm. of
Udayanåcårya), Ramlal Kapur Trust, Revali, Sonipat,
2008.

25. Ak¶aratantra (with vætti), ed., Shri Krishan Sharma,
Nirmal Book Agency, Kurukshetra, 2010.

26. Yaj¤avalkya‹ik¶å (with Sans.& Hindi comm.), Naresh
Jha, Chaukhamba Surabharati Prakashan, 2010.

27. Atharvaved∂yå Måƒduk∂‹ik¶å, ed., Bhagawaddatta,
Meharchand Lachhmandas Publications, New Delhi,
revised 2009.

28. ›aunak∂ya °Rgvedapråti‹åkhya (I-IV & XVI Pa¢alas), ed.,
Taraknath Adhikari, Sanskrit Book Depot, Kolkata,
2009.

29. Nårad∂ya‹ik‹å (with Sanskrit comm by Shivraja Åcårya
KauƒŒinyåyaya, Chowkhamba Vidyabhavan, Varanasi,
2008.

30. ›ik¶å-Mahåbhå¶ya (Påƒ∂ni & Åpi‹ali ›ik¶å), ed. Gayatri
Devi, Chaitrarshi, Bahvrich, UP, 1985.

31. Påƒin∂ya‹ik¶å (with Sans. com. & Hindi trans.), ed.,
Balakrishna Sharma & Shrinivas Rath, Kalidasa
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Academy, Ujjain, 2050 (VS).
32. KauƒŒinyåyana-›ik¶å (with comm.), Shivraja Åcårya

KauƒŒinyåyana Chaukhamba Vidyabhavan, Varanasi,
2009.

33. ›aunak∂ya Caturådhyåyikå: A Pråti‹åkhya of the
›aunak∂ya Atharvaveda with the commentaries
Caturådhyåy∂bhå¶ya, Bhårgava-Bhåskara-Vætti and
Pa¤casandhi, ed. Madhav Deshpande, Harvard Univ.
Press, 1997.

The valuable information gathered so far may be utilized
for the purpose of editing, study and research. This is very
unfortunate that this is the most neglected field and if it is
not done now, there is always the fear of leaving the job
undone for ever.

Steps undertaken for the Study
In view of the above reasons, the School of Vedic Studies,

Rabindra Bharati University, Kolkata, organized a national
seminar on ì Vedalak¶aƒa texts: Search and Analysisî under
the auspices of National Mission for Manuscripts, IGNCA,
New Delhi and had undertaken a major research project
on ëThe Ancillary Texts on Vedic Phoneticsí.

Unpublished Texts and Sandhikårikå
As a part of this project, I selected an unpublished text

entitled Sandhikårikå along with a gloss (svopaj¤a vætti) for
editing, based on a single manuscript (G 6173) available in
the Asiatic Society, Kolkata. The name of the author is
probably Gaƒe‹a-datta as noted in the front folio. It is a work
on Sandhi (euphonic combination) in 31 verses with
authorís own commentary called D∂pa-Kalikå. The examples
of Sandhi have been given mainly from the Våjasaneyi-
Sa√hi¢å of the ›ukla Yajurveda. It is a complete text
(containing 40 folios) written in Devanågari script of the
nineteenth century, and the material is handmade paper.
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The condition of the manuscript is fair (size 15.5 × 7 cm).

Beginning of the text with commentary:
vande gaƒe‹acaraƒadvandva√ vidyaikasådhanam/
siddhibuddhipradåtåra√ bhaktasarvårthasådhanam//
sarasvat∂√ gurμu√‹caiva yåj¤ava¸kyådikån mun∂n/
vande sandhikårikåyå√ vyåkhyå√ kurve yathåmati//

(fol.1b):
iha khalu vyåkaraƒa‹åstre¶u mandådhikåriƒå√ vaidikånå√
sugamasandhij¤ånårtha√ sandhikårikåm årabhate/tatra
maΔgalapμurvaka√ prathama‹loka¨ (fol.2a)

First ‹loka of the text:
natvå ‹rigaƒanåthasya caraƒa√ vedavarƒitam/
bålåƒå√ sukhabodhårtha√ kurveíha√ sandhikårikåm//

(fols. 2a-2b)
End of the text:

imå√ sandhikårikå√ ca vicårant∂ha vaidikå¨/
sandhij¤åna√ bhavet te¶å√ ‹ighram eva tu ni‹citam//

(fol. 39a)
End of the comm:

iti ‹lokasyåsyårthasya spa¶¢årtha√ //6// (fol. 39a)

Colophon
iti ‹r∂gaƒe‹adattasandhikårikå di[di]pakalikå  samåpta√/ [ptå]/
‹ubha√. bhavatu// (fol.39b)

Other Texts on Sandhi
There is also a text ëSandhikårikåí referred to in the

descriptive catalogue of the Sanskrit Manuscripts in the
Tanjore Maharaja Serfojís Saraswati Mahal Library, Tanjore,
but no details are available and another text Sandhiprakaraƒa
on the Sandhi of Vedic words in Malayalam with Sanskrit
quotations (See TCD 30-E). Other type of works on Sandhi
is Sandhi-gåna-pada-gåna and Sandhyuccåraƒa-lak¶aƒa (see
Aithal, entries 1362 and 1364 respectively).
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Concept of Sandhi
Actually speaking, the concept of Sa√hitå and Sandhi

goes back to very early period. We know that there are two
modes of Vedic recitationñPrakæti and Vikæti. To the former
mode belong the Sa√hita, Pada and Kramapå¢hasñnirbhuja,
pratæƒƒa and ubhayam antareƒa respectively, according to the
Aitareya Åraƒyaka (III.1.3):

yaddhi sandhi√ vivartayati tannirbhujasya rμupam, etc.

This is repeated in the °Rk-Pråti‹åkhya:

sandher vivartana√ nirbhuja√ vadanti ‹auddhåk¶aroccåraƒa√ ca
pratæƒƒam etc.

Without proper knowledge of Sandhi (also called
morphophonetics in linguistics), Sa√hitåpå¢ha cannot be
pursued. But it is difficult to comprehend the rules of
Sandhi at places. Various Pæåti‹akhyas and Vyåkaraƒas throw
light on these rules. Still writing of the texts of ancillary
character was felt necessary for easy understanding and
memorization of the rules in verse-form by the students of
the Vedas.

Some Definitions
At the outset of the commentary some well-known

definitions about the alphabets have been given:

tatra akåra-åkåra ityådi a√ a¨ ityantå¨ ¶oŒa‹asvarå¨/
e¶å√ madhye vi‹e¶a¨// e ai o au iti sandhyak¶arasa√j¤å//
tata¨ kakårådik¶kåraparyanta√ vya¤janasa√j¤å.

Then the definitions viz, spar‹a, anta¨stha, u¶man, etc.
have been mentioned.

The second kårikå runs thus:
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akåråkårayo¨ sandhir vyatyayo d∂rghatå√ ca na/
ikåre etvam åpnoti ukåre otvam eva ca//

a/å + a/å = å (Påƒinisμutra (På)-aka¨ savarƒe d∂rgha¨);
e.g. pra + arpayatu = prårpayatu. This type of sandhi is
lengthening (D∂rgh∂karaƒa), but a/å + i = e; e.g. å + ida√ =
eda√ etc.; a/å + u = o (Guƒ∂karaƒañådguƒa¨ På. 6.1.87). The
system of discussing euphonic combination systematically
starts with a, i, u, æ, l, e, ai, o, au, etc. (e.g. a/å + a/å,a/å + i/
∂, a/.å + u/μu, a/å + æ/¸, a/å + e/ai,a/å + o/au, a√ + k, kh etc.,
a¨ + k, kh etc. ). As per treatment of the topics concerned
we find all kinds of linguistic features like Vowelization, De-
vocalization (Agho¶∂karaƒa), Vocalization (Gho¶∂karaƒa),
Aspiration (Mahåpæåƒikaraƒa), Nasalization, Assimilation,
Palatalization, Cerebralization, Progressive Assimilation,
Regressive Assimilation, De-assibilation, Assibilation
(u¶m∂karaƒa), Dissimilation, Shortening, Augmentation/
Intrusion, Elision, Doubling, Ceasura, etc. We may recall
the famous line of Våjasaneyi-Pråti‹åkhya: svarasa√skårayo‹-
chandasi niyama¨. Here all those operations relate to
sa√skåra.

Few Extracts from the Text
It will not be out of place if we quote some kårikås from

the text. Regarding Yaƒ and Pragæhya sandhi it has been
said:

ikåro yatvam åpnoti akårådi svare pare /
pragæhyavarjam ikåre pare ced d∂rghatåm iyåt// 5// (fols 8bñ9a)
ekåraukårayo‹caiva akåre para¢a¨ sthite /
lopayeti sa√hitåyå√ kvacin net∂ha vai sphu¢am // 8// (fol.

11b) (e.g. teívantu) (Here is a case of abhinidhåna).
yaralave¶u savarƒatva√ sånunåsikatå√ ca vai /
‹a¶asaharakåre¶u gu√kåratva√ yåju¨¶u ca //12//(fol.15b)
In some cases where Vedic examples are not available

some laukika examples have been given; e.g.
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våca¨ khalati laukikodåharaƒam/ tathaiva // våja‹ca . . .
yaste kasya //laukika√// kvacin naivetyasyodåharaƒa√ / (fol.
20a).

Some other comments readósarvatrodåharaƒå-
bhåvåt yåni kånicitlikhyate/ (22b). Some variations
according to Mådhyandina or Kåƒva have also been noted:
sa¨/ imå/ semå/ mådhyandin∂yånåm udåharaƒam/ sa¨
au¶adh∂¨// sau¶adh∂¨ (22bñ23a). Examples may be sought
from other sources: sarvatodåharaƒåbhåvåd anyatrå-
nusandheya√ (25a). Special treatment in Kåƒva‹åk¨åñ
yatra Œakårasya ¸akåra¨/ dvitvek¶are pare tu neti/
kåƒva‹åkhiƒå√ tvaya√ vi‹e¶å√// nåtvitare¶å√
kvacinya‹akhinå√ tu anusvåra√ gu√? kåra na bha(va)ti(t∂)
‹lokårtha¨// . . . dvitvapare tu v∂dvaΔga¨/ (fol. 32bñ33a)

Regarding doubling it has been analysed:

rephahakåråbhyå√ pare vya¤jana¨ dvirbhåratva√ pråpnoti /
nanu uttaravåkye nåsmin dvib¨åvatvam / siddhe sati
kimartham ukta¨ rephahakåraparam iti cet tatråha
pμurvavåkyasya vya¤janaparatva√// aparavåkyasya tu
spar‹aparatvam/ ata¨ rephahakårau spar‹oípi vya¤janån-
tabhåvån naiva do¶a¨// etc. (fols 33bñ34a)

Some kårikås have been taken from Yåj¤avalkya ›ik¶å or
any earlier source, such as definition of Svarabhakti (Yåj.
›ik¶å, 13)

kåriƒ∂ kurviƒ∂ cai(va) hariƒ∂ håriƒ∂ tat¨å/
tavaddha√sapaŒå nåma pa¤caitå svarabhaktaya¨ //
kariƒ∂ rahayor yoge kurviƒ∂ lahakårayo¨ /
hariƒ∂ ra‹ayor yoge håriƒ∂ la‹akåarayo¨ //
yå tu ha√såŒμuŒå nåma så tu repha¶akårayo¨ // etc. (fol. 38a)

Conclusion
Though the text is probably of late origin and the personal

history and date of the author Gane‹a-datta are unknown,
the importance of the text is not the less for learning basic
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features of Vedic euphonic combination. If the text with
the gloss is critically edited on the basis of the available
manuscripts, it will be of much help to the student of Vedic
grammar. It has aptly been stated in the °Rk-pråti‹åkhya:

padakramavibhågaj¤o varƒakramavicak¶aƒa¨ /
svaramåtråvi‹e¶aj¤o gacched åcåryasampadam//
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